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@evula Possibly, but it sure doesn't smell like cake to me.  :P

2011-06-28 20:56:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85813741471535104

Hmm.  Started smelling smoke inside the lab.  Smokey outside, and it smells like a
wildfire or forest fire of some sort.

2011-06-28 20:47:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85811682831646720

Back in the Caltech Enrichment Center.  I mean Chemistry Lab.

2011-06-28 20:08:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85801653172846592

Haha, this is so appropriate since I'm working at Caltech.  XD #nowplaying Still Alive
/ GLaDOS & Jonathan Coulton / The Orange Box

2011-06-28 19:49:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85796907867312128

Aha.  After reading a CNN article on the subject, I now understand what tau and Tau
Day are.  :P

2011-06-28 19:37:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85793969736384512

Ok, time for lunch.  Programming makes me hungry.  :P

2011-06-28 18:56:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85783757784743936

Hey, I can log in to Kronos now to do my timesheet and get paid.  :D

2011-06-28 18:06:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85771055704182784

Wow.  I'm actually commenting my code decently.  I never thought I'd get into that
habit.  Yay!  :D

2011-06-28 17:55:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85768369848057856

Retweet of TLUL (TLUL_tw)

If your website consists of a giant flash animation, I hate you.

2011-06-28 17:36:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85763475514724352

Haha.  I saw that #TF3PremiereLive was trending, and I immediately thought "Team
Fortress 3".  But, alas, it's merely Transformers 3.  Sad.

2011-06-28 17:16:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85758597040054272

Time to do some computer programming.  #nowplaying: Dream is Collapsing / Hans
Zimmer / Inception (Music from the Motion Picture)

2011-06-28 16:58:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85754037030486016

Couldn't work for the last 50 minutes because Windows 7 decided that it was time for
my work laptop to install Service Pack 1.  :\
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2011-06-28 16:51:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85752214890610688

`sudo shutdown -h now || sudo init 0` - For when you need to shutdown your
Linux-based computer NOW!  #goodnight

2011-06-28 07:59:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85618243011751936

Plugged in one of my TR 18650 lithium battery cells to charge.  This one normally
powers my 1200mW 445nm class 4 blue laser.

2011-06-28 05:53:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85586592584044544

Bad Idea #764: Looking into the aperture of a laser to see if it works.

Bad Idea #43: Looking into the barrel of a gun to see if it works.

2011-06-28 05:43:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85584141629923328

Urgh.  Have to leave work early to go to the dentist's office.  :(

2011-06-27 22:31:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85475241974972417

Dawww, I couldn't get my permanent parking permit because I'm still not updated in
the system.  Time to email the ITS helpdesk....

2011-06-27 20:23:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85443259438080001

Lunchtime!  :D

2011-06-27 19:00:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85422199544094720

@izno The Matlab manual calls them arrays, but okay.

2011-06-27 18:17:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85411425757044737

@izno No, array.

2011-06-27 18:05:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85408474401476608

Roaming the lab while my software compiles.  Also, someone in the lab (not me) is
intoning "Why won't you work?" at this computer.  XD

2011-06-27 17:53:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85405321211809792

Matlab is slowly driving me crazy.  Because it seems that every bloody variable is an
array.  Gahhhh

2011-06-27 16:52:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85390051617411072

Everybody up!  It's time for science!

2011-06-27 16:36:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85386103699419137

Beginning the process of resetting my sleep schedule.  Looking forward to going to
work in the morning.  :D  #goodnight
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2011-06-27 08:23:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85261999730208768

@darrenkerwin Stay strong, and best of luck!  :)

2011-06-27 08:14:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85259672310923264

And I still can't log in to Caltech Kronos to do my timesheet.  Oh well, looks like I'll be
paying IMSS another visit tomorrow....

2011-06-27 07:32:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85249030992564224

Grr.  Why won't Steam let me add friends from the web interface?  I don't feel like
booting up Windows just to add a friend.  :\

2011-06-27 07:11:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85243839576678400

Went hiking with friends today.  Fun day overall. :D

2011-06-27 06:33:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/85234209261760514

Gah.  I *really* need to work on resetting my sleep cycle, especially now that I have a
full-time job.  #IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-06-26 10:16:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84927937517862912

@TLUL_tw DUCK AND COVAH!  :P

2011-06-26 09:25:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84915238700453888

@TLUL_tw Yeah.  To be fair, though, it's one of two 7200 RPM 3.5" HDDs in the
system, and it's right next to the main HDD.

2011-06-26 09:24:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84914807442124800

Just made the Team Fortress 2 theme song my Windows startup sound.  XD

2011-06-26 09:19:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84913560697839616

Eeek.  My computer's secondary hard drive is running at 100 degrees Fahrenheit
(37.78 degrees Celsius).

2011-06-26 09:08:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84910803999916033

If I ever needed something to exemplify the phrase "painfully slow", it'd be syncing my
iPod Touch.  :\

2011-06-26 08:09:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84896172292059136

iPad done syncing, now to sync my iPod Touch.  Which takes a lot longer to sync
than my iPad.  A *lot* longer....

2011-06-26 07:51:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84891555625828352

Time to sync my iDevices with iTunes, starting with my iPad.  Looks like a long night
ahead....
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2011-06-26 06:26:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84870169515663360

Oooh, look what I got in the mail today!  :D http://t.co/QnD40Hm

2011-06-26 05:26:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84854976966434816

Party was fun.  Back home now.

2011-06-26 05:04:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84849402753200128

Going to a friend's grad party.  :D

2011-06-25 20:19:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84717358559657985

I have concluded that I simply don't like summer weather.  Good thing then that I will
be spending most of it in a chemistry lab!  :P

2011-06-25 19:02:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84698066346704896

No bloody clue why I'm up this late.  I gave up on doing my timesheet hours ago....
#goodnight

2011-06-25 11:28:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84583805503012865

Sound advice.  Please read.  http://t.co/7BX8ZFx

2011-06-25 10:11:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84564460907409408

Bah.  Giving up on doing my timesheet.  Will probably try again and/or send an email
to the helpdesk on Monday.

2011-06-25 09:36:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84555634359533568

Grr.  Kronos still isn't letting me in.  Might be time to send an email to the help desk....

2011-06-25 09:27:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84553285608013824

Haha.  Wow.  It helps to enter the right password, I guess.  XD

2011-06-25 09:02:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84547075961929730

Hmm, okay.... My Caltech IMSS account is active, but I can't log in to Kronos do to
my timesheet.  Grrr....

2011-06-25 08:55:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84545282821468161

Let's see if my Caltech IMSS user account is active.  Because I kinda need it to do
my Timesheet and get paid.  :P

2011-06-25 08:13:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84534759274971136

Today has been a fun yet tiring and bittersweet day.  The service for Dad went well.

2011-06-25 07:53:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84529698884960257
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Getting some sleep.  The memorial service for my dad is in the morning, with family
and close friends.  #goodnight

2011-06-24 09:55:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84197830339727361

@SnoFox Oh, the Twitter web interface strips out newlines.  But most third-party
clients (and Twitter for iPhone/iPad) display them.

2011-06-24 09:26:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84190675448496128

@SnoFox I just pressed enter.

2011-06-24 08:51:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84181924876259328

@WaveHack Hmm, thanks!  :)

2011-06-24 08:13:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84172173010419713

Dear #lazyweb: What does this mean (from my /var/log/syslog):

"Jun 24 06:26:34 lizardwiki ntpd[25034]: kernel time sync error 0001"

2011-06-24 07:48:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84165933635080192

@MJack94 Good, but bittersweet.

2011-06-24 07:46:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84165413679796224

First day of work essentially complete.  Learned all the safety protocols and stuff, and
got some programming done.  :D

2011-06-24 00:55:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84062139974815744

Heh.  Someone in the lab: "I'M DOING SCIIIEEEENCE!"

2011-06-23 23:50:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84045769845374978

Heh, I like how everyone in this lab is on Facebook, but no one is on Twitter but me.
:P

2011-06-23 23:38:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84042778870419456

Roaming the campus for a few minutes (it's break time). http://t.co/SEr6gce

2011-06-23 23:15:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84036778868224000

At Caltech, doing science.  Incidentally, the Wi-Fi in the lab I'm in sucks.

2011-06-23 22:38:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/84027694051889152

I start my summer job at the California Institute of Technology in the morning!  :DD
#goodnight

2011-06-23 09:54:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/83835316766650369
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Apparently, setting up direct deposit of a paycheck is hard.

WHAT THE HELL IS MY BANK ACCOUNT'S ROUTING NUMBER?!  :P

2011-06-23 09:24:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/83827745355870208

WTF.  Denyhosts seems to have silently crashed on my server.  Time to read
logfiles.... :\

2011-06-23 08:45:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/83818036620046336

Graduation is really bittersweet.  Oh well, did all my pre-hire paperwork at Caltech
today.  :D

2011-06-23 08:39:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/83816415286669313

Gradated from high school today. It's a lot like leveling up, but in real life!  :P

2011-06-23 08:10:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/83809255714594817

Time for bed methinks.  Big day tomorrow.  #IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-06-22 09:30:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/83466965393489920

Reading the Caltech Chemical and Lab Safety Manual.  Also downloaded a copy to
my iPad's iBooks.

I'M DOING *REAL* SCIENCE NOW! :P

2011-06-22 09:07:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/83461128641970176

@darrenkerwin Thanks.  :)

2011-06-22 08:16:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/83448234743308288

@darrenkerwin Well, my graduation is tomorrow (well, technically, later today now),
so I'll try with that.  :P

2011-06-22 07:36:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/83438134985105408

Saw X-Men: First Class with my girlfriend and her family tonight.  Had fun, and the
movie was good too.  :)

2011-06-22 07:20:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/83434193316614144

@darrenkerwin well, for me, it already has been.  :P

2011-06-22 07:19:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/83433795193286656

Graduation rehearsals today, and the last day ever of high school.  Very bittersweet.

2011-06-22 06:19:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/83418720483024896

Tomorrow is my last day of high school.  Rehearsals for graduation also.  Very
bittersweet.  #goodnight
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2011-06-21 10:49:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/83124490107764736

GAH.  The predicted high temperature tomorrow is 99 degrees Fahrenheit (or ~37.22
degrees Celsius).  Whyyyyy....

2011-06-21 10:42:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/83122684132732928

Hmm.  My Wi-Fi router stopped responding again.  Wired connections work, but it
stops responding to wireless devices.

2011-06-21 10:25:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/83118342554140672

Yay.  My Wi-Fi router decided to stop broadcasting a signal.  Yay for reset buttons.

2011-06-21 08:14:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/83085307834142721

Yay, my server's uptime is 43 days!

fastlizard4@lizardwiki:~$ uptime
00:28:32 up 43 days,  6:00,  1 user,  load average: 0.08, 0.02, 0.01

2011-06-21 07:29:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/83074022618828800

The best automated machine guns in the world.  I want a few of these.  More than a
few, actually.  http://t.co/9Nfwf1v

2011-06-21 06:34:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/83060282016006144

Got my second Gardasil (HPV vaccine) shot today.  Still need to get one more in the
fall to complete the series.

2011-06-21 03:01:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/83006629104189440

Is it bad that I can telnet into HTTP and SMTP servers and control them manually?

2011-06-21 00:51:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82973777817907201

@darrenkerwin Thanks.  To be honest, graduation makes me really, really nervous.
:P

2011-06-20 21:44:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82926818922991617

@darrenkerwin No, it hasn't.  But they definitely help make us stronger.

2011-06-20 21:32:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82923925843083264

Got my cap and gown today, and got my final clearance to graduate.  Exciting and
sad at the same time.

2011-06-20 21:31:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82923666152755200

@darrenkerwin Oh no. I'm really sorry to hear that. :(

2011-06-20 21:28:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82922710480592896
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Damn.  Going to have the Team Fortress 2 theme song stuck in my head as I go to
bed.  XD #goodnight

2011-06-20 09:59:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82749433984450560

@Thunderchin I'm the best, the best at SPACE!

2011-06-20 09:56:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82748726430543872

Heh.  Every time 4000 Degrees Kelvin ends, I hear GLaDOS intone "Now you're
thinking with portals!" in my head.  :P

2011-06-20 09:17:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82738805244821504

Here's a nice, gory screenshot from Half-Life 2, showing a pit of dead zombies and
headcrabs.  I have the Combine  http://twitpic.com/5e7ftw

2011-06-20 08:32:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82727446037790721

#nowplaying 4000 Degrees Kelvin / Valve / The Orange Box (OST) - From Portal Test
Chamber 19, when GLaDOS tries to incinerate you.

2011-06-20 08:10:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82721922823098368

#nowplaying Team Fortress 2 / Valve / The Orange Box (Original Game Sountrack)

2011-06-20 07:10:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82706817829974018

@TLUL_tw Don't forget the prove the moon landing videos.... :P

2011-06-20 07:00:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82704367463051265

Retweet of TLUL (TLUL_tw)

I just realised I spent 5 minutes checking the accuracy of an assumption in a phys
problem by using data from a TV show set in the future.

2011-06-20 05:51:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82686983964594176

Had dinner with family tonight.  Was fun.

2011-06-20 05:10:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82676647400181761

Happy Father's Day.  I miss you Dad.  :(

2011-06-19 21:40:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82563541080604672

Ok, enough video games for one early morning.  Time to sleep.  #goodnight

2011-06-19 11:30:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82409952773279744

Ok, and I need to get the rest of The Orange Box Soundtrack.  I've got 4000 Degrees
Kelvin (from Portal Test Chamber 19)  stuck in my head.

2011-06-19 11:07:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82404105347268608
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Not sure what my favorite Team Fortress 2 character class is yet.  I've been
successful with Demoman, but I want to really try Engineer.

2011-06-19 11:02:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82402971899543553

Woot, crashed Team Fortress 2.  The game is really fun though.  :D

2011-06-19 10:18:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82391807828303872

Ok, now let's try Team Fortress 2.

2011-06-19 09:23:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82377987927982080

Right then.  Half-Life 2 time.  :D

2011-06-19 08:02:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82357550611300352

Booting up Windows (gasp!) so I can play some Half-Life 2, and then I'll probably try
out Team Fortress 2.

2011-06-19 07:42:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82352577416658944

Welcome to the Aperture Science Computer-Aided Enrichment Center.  In case you
don't survive the testing, goodbye!

2011-06-19 06:16:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82330879665516544

Met the Celebrant for Dad's memorial service today.  His service will be on Friday,
June 24th.

2011-06-19 00:50:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82248864928768001

And, once again, I find myself wondering what tomorrow will bring.  #goodnight

2011-06-18 09:40:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/82019860179197953

@LeeMerriman No.  10.04 is the latest LTS.

2011-06-18 07:32:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/81987521151635456

Hmm. One day this summer I'll have to take the time to dist-upgrade my computer to
Ubuntu Linux 10.04 LTS.

2011-06-18 06:33:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/81972663920246784

Feeling a little emotionally conflicted.

2011-06-18 06:16:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/81968626583875584

Heading out to dinner with family.  :)

2011-06-18 01:05:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/81890363408781312

Feeling a bit better today.  I am now tasked with informing my dad's extended family
of what happened.
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2011-06-17 23:27:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/81865526774738944

Have an endocrinologist appointment in the morning regarding my thyroid.  After that,
I don't know.  #goodnight

2011-06-17 10:19:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/81667303359524865

Was watching movies with family.  It's helping cheer me up.

2011-06-17 05:57:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/81601216899059712

Thank you everyone for the kind wishes and support.  They are all greatly
appreciated.

2011-06-17 01:08:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/81528500678430722

Helping my mom with final arrangements for my dad.  Also my mom just had to break
the news to my dad's sister.  :(

2011-06-16 23:06:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/81498024228044801

Wondering what tomorrow will bring.  #goodnight

2011-06-16 10:37:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/81309475893542913

...past three weeks.

2011-06-16 06:44:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/81250679259267072

...had to be made on our part -- his passing was peaceful and natural.  Thank you all
for the support you have provided over the (cont...)

2011-06-16 06:44:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/81250659386654720

...due to pneumonia- and brain damage-related complications.  He had been in the
hospital for three weeks exactly.  No decision (cont...)

2011-06-16 06:43:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/81250633927233536

I am saddened to inform you all that my dad passed away today, June 15th, 2011, at
approximately 3:00 PM Pacific Daylight Time, (cont...)

2011-06-16 06:43:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/81250611139592192

Thinking a lot tonight about my dad and the impossible choice I will have to make.
Perhaps sleep will provide some respite.  #goodnight

2011-06-15 10:00:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80937690605948928

Urgh.  I take it that this means that the copy of my Econ project that I'm burning is
shot.  Time to retry.   http://t.co/VAxUsPt

2011-06-15 07:27:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80899089302159360

Finally finished with Econ project, hours before it's due.  Burning DVDs now.
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2011-06-15 06:49:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80889741180010496

Impossible choice.

2011-06-15 00:10:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80789315134816256

...any improvement, or to commit him to a hospice, where he will be kept comfortable
until he leaves us.

2011-06-14 23:57:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80786002800685056

At hospital.  Tomorrow we have to make the decision.  Send Dad to a nursing home,
where he will be kept alive to see if there is (cont...)

2011-06-14 23:57:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80785977680990208

Portfolio compiled, stuff accomplished.  Time for some rest.
#IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-06-14 08:48:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80557213353132032

Oops.  Totally forgot to compile my portfolio for Advanced Photo.  The final review is
tomorrow.

Oh well, it should only take me minutes.

2011-06-14 07:45:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80541412126502912

Urgh.  My server got email rate-limited by AOL again.  "SMTP-MTA error: dsn=4.0.0,
stat=Deferred: 421 4.7.1: (DYN:T1)".

2011-06-14 07:18:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80534572667899904

Submitting my second pre-move-in housing payment to UCLA.

2011-06-14 06:32:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80522898544144384

So true.  Applies to other portable electronics (e.g., iPods and iPads) too.
http://t.co/8I6Xf5h

2011-06-14 06:18:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80519577003495424

Yay, my dad was moved out of ICU Telemetry and is now in the general section of the
hospital.  A little bit of good news.

2011-06-14 04:46:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80496300520521728

@TLUL_tw S/MIME is more elegant.  I use both, actually, my S/MIME certs
associated with my real-life identity, my PGP keys not.

2011-06-14 04:27:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80491487598620672

@pilif12p Hmm.  Massive DDoS maybe?   :P

2011-06-14 03:36:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80478695923527680
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Bah, Comodo's website is down.  So no new certificates for me.  :(

2011-06-14 03:34:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80478226484432896

Damn.  My email S/MIME certificates expired.  Time to request new ones.

2011-06-14 03:29:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80476913193320448

Too tired to visit Dad today, unfortunately. :( That is, I'm too tired to drive reliably.  So I
think I shall nap instead.

2011-06-13 23:08:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80411352308531200

@MJack94 Thanks again.  :) I'll let you know if there's anything you can do.

2011-06-13 23:03:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80410101885841408

Going to bed.  Hopefully I'll feel at least a little better in the morning.
#IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-06-13 10:01:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80213283210137600

[LizardBlog] New Post: Supertweet 2: My Dad, My Current Emotional State, and a
Thank You To... - http://t.co/pTsBzNa /cc @MJack94 @TLUL_tw

2011-06-13 09:09:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80200120699858945

@MJack94 @TLUL_tw Thanks.  I think the reason why I'm down today is because
Dad's doctor said we might have to make a decision this week. :(

2011-06-13 08:07:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80184421059268608

I'm an emotional train wreck tonight.  Thinking about my dad.  I don't really know how
I feel anymore.

2011-06-13 07:42:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80178309253709824

Right then.  Econ project time.

2011-06-12 21:13:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80019900613140481

Back from gardening at the Eaton Canyon Nature Center.  Trimmed back two cacti
and removed a *lot* of mule fat (it's a plant).

2011-06-12 20:05:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/80002797810102272

Bleh.  I don't know why I stayed up so late.  I have work to do at the local nature
center tomorrow morning.... #goodnight

2011-06-12 11:45:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79877005964881920

The Gravity Gun.  Useful for moving large objects in a zombie-infested tunnel.
http://t.co/XHagFvU

2011-06-12 10:26:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79857137240653825
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@MJack94 It's an incredibly fun game.  :P

2011-06-12 08:28:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79827383913426944

@MJack94 But Half-Life!

2011-06-12 08:25:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79826770550984704

About to boot up Windows.

Don't worry, it's so I can play some Half-Life 2.  :P

2011-06-12 08:14:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79823773573984256

I swear I just heard the pinging noise a turret from Portal makes.  And I'm not playing
any video games....

2011-06-12 07:29:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79812490711666688

Went to my girlfriend's birthday party/dinner today. Had fun.  :)

2011-06-12 07:24:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79811340943884288

Ok, looks like it's time for some much needed rest.  #IAmASleepDeprivedLizard
#goodnight

2011-06-11 12:02:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79518840425414657

@darrenkerwin I spend time with him, but I get too depressed if I spend a lot of time
with him, to the point that I just can't handle it.

2011-06-11 11:35:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79512017081348097

The Internet seems oddly quiet tonight.  Did a Tier 1 router somewhere die?  :P

2011-06-11 10:32:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79496169901924352

Heh.  One of my friends got an Aperture Science coffee mug.  I'm jelly.  :P

2011-06-11 10:00:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79488160693895169

Tonight was awesome and fun.

2011-06-11 08:06:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79459563128111104

@darrenkerwin It's because although he's improving physically, he isn't mentally.  But
we're still hoping that good news comes this weekend.

2011-06-11 08:00:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79457932474986497

Yeah, Dad's less responsive today.  His doctor isn't too optimistic on his outlook.  We
might have to make a decision as early as Monday.

2011-06-11 01:52:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79365270317182976
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At the hospital.  Dad's vitals monitor sounded a tachycardia warning a few minutes
ago.  But he's off oxygen now, SpO2 at 94%.

2011-06-11 00:19:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79342075560210432

Reciprocating #FF for @darrenkerwin!  Thanks! :)

2011-06-11 00:15:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79341023536480256

Ahh, there's a fire drill scheduled at school today.  Wonderful.

2011-06-10 15:27:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79208052871532544

Ok, I'll admit it.  Sleep is not just for the weak.  #IAmASleepDeprivedLizard
#goodnight

2011-06-10 08:56:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79109674452000768

Apparently, Blue Screens of Death exist in the Half-Life universe as well.
http://bit.ly/maB4w9

2011-06-10 07:36:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79089516593418241

Hehe.  Email from Caltech regarding my summer job: "We will periodically
commandeer the library next door...."

2011-06-10 07:20:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79085393844248576

Wow.  I am always surprised by the willingness of people to work at menial jobs they
wouldn't really be happy (cont) http://tl.gd/b0vtdg

2011-06-10 06:04:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79066260306018304

@pilif12p Nice!  Congrats to you too!  :D

2011-06-10 05:25:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79056553596039168

@evula Indeed it is.  :D

2011-06-10 05:14:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79053905346052096

Dad's doing even better today.  He seemed to recognize me and even reached for my
hand.  The nurses also said he was following commands.

2011-06-10 05:01:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79050405937553408

Dammit Aperture.  RT @ApertureSciPR: Accidentally created a type of statue that
moves when not seen. Just.. Don't blink. DON'T BLINK.

2011-06-10 04:22:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/79040734023520256

Meh, whatever.  #goodnight

2011-06-09 09:02:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78748904732110848
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@nifky Thanks! :D

2011-06-09 08:39:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78743001454755840

Lolwtf does this mean?  "May 25 00:27:27 lizardwiki kernel: TCP: Treason uncloaked!
Peer shrinks window 3087103290:3087104015. Repaired."

2011-06-09 08:35:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78742035485560832

@omegavesko Hmm.  Ok, still can't be bothered though.

2011-06-09 08:29:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78740528048508928

@omegavesko Because I like 8.04 better, and it's still supported?

2011-06-09 08:16:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78737292856016896

@WaveHack Yup, it's very good news to us too.  :)

2011-06-09 07:47:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78730001226268672

@WaveHack Ubuntu 8.04.4 LTS.  I just can't be bothered to dist-upgrade.  :P

2011-06-09 07:47:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78729949145595904

FFFFFFFFUUUUUUUUU http://twitpic.com/590ca3

2011-06-09 07:37:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78727283644432384

FaceTime is incredibly fun.  :P

2011-06-09 06:25:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78709374511620096

My uncle has an iPad now.  Having fun with FaceTime's lag between units.  XD

2011-06-09 04:12:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78675801129750528

Woot.  Got the President's Award for Academic Excellence, Gold Level.  That's
"President" as in President Obama.  :D

2011-06-09 03:31:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78665538905186305

@darrenkerwin Yup!  :D

2011-06-09 00:06:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78613867479044097

Also, dad is breathing all on his own and his SpO2 blood oxygen saturation is 100%!
:D

2011-06-08 23:38:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78606965886029824

At the hospital. Dad's doing even better today. He seems to recognize us and is more
active. He also tried talking, but he isn't able yet.

2011-06-08 23:37:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78606593658331136
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So much for getting more sleep.  Oh well, at least I got a lot done tonight.
#IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-06-08 09:57:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78400131094949888

WolframAlpha is my friend right now too.  Alongside silver nitrate.

2011-06-08 09:22:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78391483828412416

@soulni99a Umm, that's not how I meant it.... Nevermind.  :P

2011-06-08 09:03:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78386616313450496

@soulni99a I don't mind, I'm just amused.  :P

2011-06-08 08:57:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78385220440686592

Silver nitrate is your friend.

2011-06-08 08:57:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78385058754473984

Lol.  Subject line from a thread on Wikipedia's Wikitech-l mailing list: "[Wikitech-l] I'm
in ur trunk, reviewing pre-1.18 branch code".

2011-06-08 06:54:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78354194746187776

How very, very... improbable.

2011-06-08 06:44:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78351611986055168

Hmm.  Apparently, it's now World IPv6 Day.

Hey, guess what, my Internet connection still doesn't support IPv6!

2011-06-08 03:54:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78309001338687488

Back home from the hospital.  About to take a very much needed nap.

2011-06-08 02:14:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78283697756971009

@harej Heh.  Makes sense.

2011-06-08 02:13:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78283591292944384

Retweet of James Hare (harej)

My iPhone died while waiting for the bus. My first impulse was to take out my iPhone
and complain about it on Twitter. #waitwhat

2011-06-08 02:13:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78283518190432256

@evula Yay indeed!  :D

2011-06-08 02:11:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78282870313058304

@harej Haha, nice.  Out of curiosity, is it an open or encrypted network?
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2011-06-08 02:10:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78282821256491009

@darrenkerwin Yup, it's wonderful news for us to hear, and hopefully he'll continue to
improve from here.  :D

2011-06-08 02:10:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78282717153865728

Visiting dad at the hospital ICU.  He's off the ventilator and is breathing on his own.
My mom says he was also more responsive today.  :D

2011-06-08 00:31:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78257831706492929

More #quotesWithoutContext from AP Physics B: "I'll share my stripper with you."

2011-06-07 22:51:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78232700649078785

@pilif12p Thanks :)

2011-06-07 22:39:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78229592892125185

Alright, finally got everything I needed to get done done.  #IAmASleepDeprivedLizard
#goodnight

2011-06-07 10:20:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78043533440860160

Ahh.  I guess it would help to actually print out what I need to turn in tomorrow.

2011-06-07 10:10:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78041008356593664

Heh.  Twitter's HTTP encryption is stronger than Facebook's.  Twitter uses 256-bit
AES-CBC and Facebook uses 128-bit RC4.

2011-06-07 09:55:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78037395211157504

@WaveHack Oooh, thanks :D

2011-06-07 09:28:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78030630692192257

@WaveHack WANT

2011-06-07 09:22:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78029061275922433

Yay compiz was being dumb again.  At least I didn't have to SSH into my own
computer to fix it.

2011-06-07 09:10:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78025914902003712

Retweet of Mike Peel (mike_peel)

Quantum mechanical zombies: they exist until you look for them?
#randommorningconversation

2011-06-07 09:03:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78024172214812672

Working on a brief abstract about an interesting article (IMO) on graphanes and
benzene "crystals" for AP Chemistry.
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2011-06-07 08:50:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78020923860590592

Get out of my head Cave Johnson!

2011-06-07 07:30:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78000772536737793

Bah.  Ever since my Aperture Science tweet 15 minutes ago, I've been playing the
Aperture Science Investment Opportunity videos in my head.

2011-06-07 07:27:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/78000227252043776

It's not basic science.  It's not rocket science.

It's Aperture Science.

2011-06-07 07:12:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77996234153013248

Oooh, I see shiny new iCloud-related buttons on the iTunes and App Store apps on
my iPad.  Not on my iPod Touch, though.

2011-06-07 06:17:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77982476844273664

Doing science with my iPad.  Wheeeeee... http://t.co/fJxm4YO

2011-06-07 04:38:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77957554059227136

Haha, my uncle is watching Top Gear on BBC America.

2011-06-07 04:31:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77955819416727552

@MJack94 Thanks. :)

2011-06-07 02:39:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77927582863081472

Tomorrow they're going to try turning off dad's ventilator to see if he can breathe on
his own.  Hopefully he'll also be more responsive.

2011-06-07 02:26:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77924458408574976

:O Dad moved his hands!

2011-06-07 00:48:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77899756323618817

At the hospital.  Dad's improving physically; vitals are good.  He also opened his eyes
and seems to be somewhat responsive to us!  :D

2011-06-07 00:31:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77895542209904640

Huh.  Twitter has an Extended Validation SSL certificate and Facebook doesn't?

2011-06-06 22:46:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77868996522807296

Hmm.  Guessing by the flood of tweets coming in to my timestream that Apple
released/announced iOS 5, and apparently it's decent.
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2011-06-06 22:45:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77868796064444416

Tweeting from school for the first time in a long time, because of this:
http://bit.ly/l1ierK - CERN Physicists Successfully Trap Antimatter

2011-06-06 22:36:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77866576933699584

&lt;turret&gt;Sleep mode activated.&lt;/turret&gt;  #IAmASleepDeprivedLizard
#goodnight

2011-06-06 11:22:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77696838374932482

@harej Ahh.  My student savings account was entirely under my own name, and I got
it when I was like 11 or 12.

2011-06-06 11:21:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77696695097495552

@harej Hmm.  Was the account under your name?

2011-06-06 11:18:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77695819024834562

Daww.  Since I'm 18, Bank of America turned my Student Savings account into a
standard consumer savings account. (cont) http://tl.gd/auclkt

2011-06-06 11:13:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77694675603042304

Tonight's xkcd is win.  Would make an awesome conspiracy theory.
http://xkcd.com/908/

2011-06-06 11:03:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77691982935375872

@harej Haha, nice.  My earliest logfile is recorded as opening at Fri May 14 23:56:00
2010 PDT.

2011-06-06 10:42:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77686714117783552

fastlizard4@lizardwiki:~$ du -sh irclogs
178M	irclogs

Good grief, people on IRC talk a lot.

2011-06-06 10:36:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77685223369883648

Apparently, setting up my iPad to check my email results in a mail.log file full of
"reject=421 4.3.2 Connection rate limit exceeded."

2011-06-06 10:29:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77683421761114112

@dvyjones I will.  Again, thank you very much for your support.

2011-06-06 08:35:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77654807275503616

My mom just started crying while thinking about dad.  I've never felt as helpless in my
life.
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2011-06-06 08:00:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77645925857755136

@WaveHack :)

2011-06-06 06:47:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77627565715619840

And registered.

2011-06-06 06:37:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77625025343131648

@harej I don't recall doing so, heck I don't even remember being given the option to
do so.

2011-06-06 06:36:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77625005709598720

Regenerated SSL certificates for my site.  Now time to do what I must since I'm 18:
Register for Selective Service.

2011-06-06 06:32:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77623999189880832

@evula Thanks.  We're hoping for the best, but unfortunately, the worst is very
possible.

2011-06-06 06:31:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77623718746140674

@harej Yeah, I can imagine how it might.  My mom is always thinking about dad, and
that sort of thing causes her to break down.

2011-06-06 05:44:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77611895863001089

Today's news has been particularly hard to take in.

2011-06-06 05:21:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77605970636845056

Went hiking this afternoon after we got back from the hospital to sorta clear our
minds, then we went out to dinner with family.

2011-06-06 05:21:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77605933185900544

@darrenkerwin @nifky @WaveHack @harej @MJack94 @dvyjones Thanks for your
support.  It really means a lot, and it (cont) http://tl.gd/au7hg8

2011-06-06 05:19:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77605455551148032

Just tried talking to dad.  Almost started crying.  It's a lot to take in.

2011-06-05 23:04:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77511056603348993

...to terminate before I graduate.

2011-06-05 22:53:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77508331253669888

:( Just found out that my dad's doctor said that if my dad doesn't wake up in a week,
my mom and I will have to make the decision (cont...)
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2011-06-05 22:53:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77508309732700161

The machine that's keeping my dad alive.  http://t.co/YNtETq4

2011-06-05 22:40:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77505158879248384

My dad's life signs are still stable, and he's been taken off the sedative, but he hasn't
woken up yet. He's still on the breathing machine.

2011-06-05 22:39:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77504951034720256

In the ICU with Dad.

2011-06-05 22:31:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77502720659038208

Watching the clouds go by from the ICU waiting room.  http://t.co/wo9URQx

2011-06-05 22:19:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77499748642328577

At the hospital.  Relatives visiting Dad first.

2011-06-05 21:57:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77494316754419712

Off to the hospital to visit my dad.

2011-06-05 21:22:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77485350112591872

OMG, my alarms actually woke me up today.  Brilliant.

2011-06-05 19:22:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77455155875950592

Back to dreaming in binary numbers.  #goodnight

2011-06-05 09:51:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77311660695633920

@TLUL_tw Yeah, it sounds plausible.

2011-06-05 06:25:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77259836936552448

@TLUL_tw Haha.  Now, is that true?  Because I might believe it.  :P

2011-06-05 06:11:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77256313222082560

iOS 4 isn't IPv6 capable, is it?

2011-06-05 06:07:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77255088531443712

Didn't get a chance to visit dad at the hospital today, unfortunately.  My mom says
that he's still stable.

2011-06-05 05:38:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77247862144110592

@popmadness Far too long.  How are you? :)

2011-06-05 05:37:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77247554940706816
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And it was an awesome episode all around.  :D

2011-06-05 05:29:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77245523056263168

Watched the new episode of Doctor Who ("The Almost People" or something like
that) today.  Ending blew my mind.

2011-06-05 05:28:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/77245474003894272

Hmm.  My todo list for this weekend is a little scary.  Time to get some sleep, I guess.
#goodnight

2011-06-04 12:36:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76990603841384448

@WaveHack That's awesome.  XD

2011-06-04 12:34:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76990315306815488

Heh.  I can't help but giggle every time I hear someone on TV say "wienergate".  XD

2011-06-04 11:13:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76969939306684416

@darrenkerwin Ahh.  Yeah, next day shipping here in the states is pretty rare
because it usually costs a fortune.

2011-06-04 11:09:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76968787659853824

@darrenkerwin Woah, did you order overnight shipping or something?  o_o

2011-06-04 10:19:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76956105879728129

Also, used up 3/4 of my truck's tank of gas this week getting to and from the hospital.
Gonna buy more tomorrow.

2011-06-04 07:33:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76914441496707073

...The extent of the damage, though, can't be determined until he's taken off the
sedative.

2011-06-04 07:32:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76914260269203456

Dad's doing better physically at the hospital, but the neurologist says that brain
damage has definitely occurred, unfortunately. (cont...)

2011-06-04 07:32:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76914136000364544

Feeling rather upset.  Going to bed, and hopefully I'll feel better in the morning.
#goodnight

2011-06-03 07:46:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76555448312004608

...able to feed himself.  Looks worse and worse every day now.  :(

2011-06-03 05:57:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76527801410404353
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...brain damage, and even if he becomes conscious and is able to talk again, he will
likely never walk again, nor will he be (cont...)

2011-06-03 05:56:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76527775846121472

...different patient.  Dad was and still is non-responsive.  In addition, the neurologist
believes that he has suffered severe (cont...)

2011-06-03 05:56:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76527725770317824

Just found out that the nurse that who thought that dad had become responsive
before being re-sedated confused him with a (cont...)

2011-06-03 05:56:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76527681444921344

Having a family member in the hospital is really draining.  But I'm still pushing on.

2011-06-03 02:05:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76469547892342784

...commands, which his doctor didn't know about last night.  So the situation looks
hopeful after all. His vitals are stable, BP low though.

2011-06-03 00:02:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76438611033198592

Back at the hospital.  Dad's doing better, and according to a nurse, before they
re-sedated Dad, he was actually responding to (cont...)

2011-06-03 00:01:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76438389326483456

@MJack94 Thank you very much.  We're hoping too.

2011-06-02 23:54:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76436486156861440

@WaveHack Thanks.  We're still hoping.

2011-06-02 23:53:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76436297895510016

And enough nerd fun, it's time for bed.  :P  #IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-06-02 09:23:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76217276545761281

@goodguydan Yeah, actually.  :P

2011-06-02 09:21:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76216748298338306

@omegavesko Yeah, I wonder if my meter needs recalibration.

2011-06-02 09:20:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76216702207135744

Hmm.  60 dB seems a bit high, though.  Maybe my meter needs to be recalibrated.

2011-06-02 09:17:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76215739585011712

The ambient noise in my room is about 60 dB.  Why did I just measure it?  No idea.

2011-06-02 09:15:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76215318573363200
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Ok.  Yeah, I'm officially hooked to my iPad.  :P

2011-06-02 08:39:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76206283082047488

@MJack94 The brain damage would have occurred when he was being transferred
to the ICU last Thursday, during (cont) http://tl.gd/arfa6g

2011-06-02 06:13:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76169627012571136

...to recognize us, and he probably won't be able to speak anytime soon.  :(

2011-06-02 04:57:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76150317540057088

Just got some bad news.  Dad's doctor says that dad probably has suffered brain
damage.  If he ever wakes up, he may not be able (cont...)

2011-06-02 04:56:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76150163919486976

Home.  Sleep.

2011-06-02 02:17:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76110045405908992

Re last tweet: Those are my dad's current vitals as I'm leaving.

2011-06-02 00:34:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76084244719472640

Heading home.  New BP: 99 over 36, heart rate 81 bpm, SpO2 91%, 33 respirations
per minute.

2011-06-02 00:33:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76084040578510849

Ok, his blood pressure has dropped back to 131 over 56.  Heart rate is still between
90 and 100 bpm though.  Respiration 33/min.

2011-06-02 00:04:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76076671672922112

His respiration is also elevated.

2011-06-01 23:57:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76074974745604096

At hospital.  Dad's heart rate has skyrocketed to 90, and his blood pressure to 163
over 73.  He's been put back on sedatives.

2011-06-01 23:57:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/76074906844008449

This summer I'm going to really have to realign my sleep cycle.
#IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-06-01 09:10:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75851815484272640

Sad that there's only one space shuttle flight left before the fleet is decommissioned.
What happened to the spirit that got us to the moon?

2011-06-01 07:46:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75830558642540544
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Haha.  New xkcd is another Wikipedia joke.  http://xkcd.com/906/

2011-06-01 06:18:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75808429582729216

Ok.  I *think* I have my monitor pretty close to where it was before.

2011-06-01 05:33:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75797128336769024

@dvyjones Yup.  And yeah, writing it down would have helped.

2011-06-01 05:16:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75792810330165248

Fuck.  Accidentally reset my monitor's calibration.  *kicks desk*

2011-06-01 05:12:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75791864099373056

#quotesWithoutContext AP Physics B: "Come on, get in the stripper, get in the
stripper -- Ahh, there we go." (hint: more wire wrapping)

2011-06-01 04:49:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75785970980630528

...fighting pneumonia though.

2011-06-01 04:06:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75775216265080832

Found out that dad's EEG results are indicating brain activity, which is another very
good sign.  It still seems that he's (cont...)

2011-06-01 04:00:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75773668369764352

Back home.  Mom's still waiting at the hospital to meet dad's physician.  Meanwhile I
think I shall take a nap.

2011-06-01 01:26:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75734856306397184

And heading back home.

2011-06-01 00:27:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75720170785615873

@TLUL_tw Kinda touchy, like I'm slightly more sensitive than normal and I'm ready to
snap at someone.

2011-06-01 00:14:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75716785579626496

Feeling a bit snippy today.  Not sure why.

2011-06-01 00:10:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75715739834777600

@Thunderchin Yup, I'm more hopeful now too. :D

2011-06-01 00:09:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75715656422670336

Back at the hospital.  Dad's vitals are improved, especially EKG, heart rate, and
respiration, and he's more responsive, but not conscious.

2011-06-01 00:03:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75713936401506304
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Wow.  I have school tomorrow and I still stayed up really late.  Stupid brain.
#IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-05-31 10:42:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75512422043107329

Got an email from Caltech about a summer job.  Replying now.  WE SO EXCITED

2011-05-31 09:24:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75492810282901505

Here's one reason why I don't have any money in my wallet:  http://t.co/zD6JB82

2011-05-31 09:01:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75487146894573568

Shit.  Gotta remember to go by the bank and get some money.

2011-05-31 08:45:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75483060845551617

Downloaded the iWork suite for my iPad.  I think this will be very useful at school.

2011-05-31 08:10:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75474317944700928

And back home.  With a headache.

2011-05-31 05:59:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75441254825078784

@Thunderchin Thanks, we're hoping for him too.  :)

2011-05-31 05:58:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75440998301450240

At my uncle's house.  Dad was moving his leg today and coughing more, in seeming
response to us and other stimuli.  Good sign.

2011-05-31 04:09:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75413665939066880

He's still not conscious though.

2011-05-31 04:07:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75413179760521216

Getting food.

2011-05-31 00:32:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75358933501476864

@darrenkerwin We're hoping too. Thanks. :)

2011-05-31 00:27:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75357768726487042

@foxhuntingx Thanks for your support.  We're hoping for the best too.

2011-05-31 00:27:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75357702997544961

...since he was taken off the sedative.

2011-05-30 23:48:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75348008677548032

At hospital.  Dad's vital signs and physical condition are all improving, but he is still
nonresponsive.  It's been over a day (cont...)
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2011-05-30 23:48:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75347963249049600

If I had school today, I wouldn't be up this late, I swear.  :P
#IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-05-30 12:28:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75176842746798080

@stwalkerster Problem, sir?  :P

2011-05-30 12:26:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75176306018488320

Retweet of WaveHack (WaveHack)

Rephrase: #Portal is the best thing that happened to mankind since the invention of
fire, the wheel, wi-fi and bacon. @frozenfire

2011-05-30 11:46:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75166081207107584

My iPod Touch is named "Mr. Tricorder" and my iPad is named the "Aperture Science
Weighted Companion Tablet".

2011-05-30 11:45:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75166045593288705

Retweet of WaveHack (WaveHack)

#Portal is the best thing that happened to mankind since the invention of fire, the
wheel and wi-fi.

2011-05-30 11:43:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75165541152727040

Look what I named my iPad:  http://t.co/ettqZkj

2011-05-30 11:23:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75160332162703360

@FrozenFire Haha, I love that short.  Best propaganda film ever.

2011-05-30 09:20:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75129436911046657

This weekend has been really awesome, but bittersweet since my dad is still in the
hospital.

2011-05-30 09:13:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75127688632864768

@chococakecookie Oh really?  :P

2011-05-30 09:12:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75127435334664192

@TLUL_tw But in California, if you're 18 and pass the written and behind-the-wheel
tests, you get a full unrestricted license right away.

2011-05-30 09:12:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75127311883710464

@TLUL_tw ...license (so at 17), and at 18 you get a normal driver's license, which is
the same as the unrestricted provisional license.

2011-05-30 09:10:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75126848140476416
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@TLUL_tw ...which has some restrictions, then after 12 months, if you have a good
record, you get an unrestricted provisional  (cont...)

2011-05-30 09:09:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75126639960399872

@TLUL_tw ...completing driver's training and having a good record for 6 months (so
at 16) you can get a provisional license (cont...)

2011-05-30 09:08:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75126392550981632

@TLUL_tw Ahh.  Here in California, one can get a learner's permit (which requires
drivers education to get) at 15.5.  After (cont...)

2011-05-30 09:07:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75126104372948992

@MJack94 Dunno.  Twitter for iPad is nice, but I don't think I have a favorite per se.

2011-05-30 09:04:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75125346504159232

Retweet of uberfuzzy (uberfuzzy)

I love the Internet.

2011-05-30 07:14:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75097675841802240

@TLUL_tw Yeah, people use handhelds anyway here too.  And what's the minimum
driving age in Ontario?

2011-05-30 07:14:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75097637472309248

@MJack94 Yeah.  My cousin, who got me the gift got it weeks ago.

2011-05-30 07:13:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75097454814572544

Home.

2011-05-30 06:04:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75080105457754112

@MJack94 yes, quite a bit

2011-05-30 04:59:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75063743519784961

...but he isn't responding yet (which isn't necessarily a sign of trouble).

2011-05-30 04:59:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75063647268909056

...at 116 over 44 and he's no longer in blood pressure medications.  Pulse and
respiration are also better. He's now off sedation, (cont...)

2011-05-30 04:58:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75063524170280960

At the hospital visiting dad with my mom and girlfriend.  Dad seems to be doing a bit
better.  His blood pressure is better (cont...)

2011-05-30 04:57:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75063290522382336
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@MJack94 yes

2011-05-30 04:55:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75062868411813888

Heading to Target to find a case for my iPad.

2011-05-30 03:51:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/75046670622146560

At my uncle's house (again) for a Memorial Day BBQ.  Also demonstrating new iPad
to family.  :P

2011-05-30 00:43:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74999289616666624

First to get some sleep though.  Yesterday was the best birthday ever.  :P
#IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-05-29 12:54:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74820826553262080

Gotta buy a case for my iPad &lt;s&gt;tomorrow&lt;/s&gt; later today.

2011-05-29 12:42:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74817837004374016

@TLUL_tw I think it's a little soon to make that sort of commitment.... :P

2011-05-29 12:12:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74810458024050688

@chococakecookie *cough* :P

2011-05-29 12:12:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74810326096412672

Back home.  My girlfriend got me a tribble for my birthday.  :D

2011-05-29 07:36:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74740952597659648

Dad's blood pressure is low again.  97 over 40.  Last night when I visited it was
almost normal.

2011-05-29 05:28:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74708604220997634

At the hospital.  Dad is still stable and his temperature is more normal, but he did
suffer a heart attack while being transferred to ICU.

2011-05-29 05:07:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74703290344017920

@nifky Lol, thanks. :)

2011-05-29 05:03:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74702469019615232

Retweet of Iiii I I I (AznBurger)

@FastLizard4 FLYING A PLANE HANDS FREE LIKE A BOSS

2011-05-29 00:22:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74631668006268928

@harej I know, and I can enter into legally binding contracts!  So exciting!  Thanks :)

2011-05-28 23:41:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74621295744135168
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@TLUL_tw Heh.  I need a private jet, then. :P

2011-05-28 23:40:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74621158036742144

@TLUL_tw Yup.  In California you have to be 18+ to use a handsfree, and handheld
cell phone use is illegal no matter how old you are.

2011-05-28 23:39:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74620889563537408

Oh hey, I can now legally use Bluetooth handsfree systems while driving.  :P

2011-05-28 23:34:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74619663107112960

@yetanotherx Happy birthday, by the way.  :)

2011-05-28 23:19:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74615865189998593

Just now found out that the hospital cardiologist thinks dad had a heart attack while in
the hospital, likely as a result of the pneumonia.

2011-05-28 22:21:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74601141698183168

@WaveHack Thanks!  :)

2011-05-28 22:12:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74598873972228096

@Thunderchin Thanks!  Unfortunately, my dad's still on the breathing machine, so it's
a rather bittersweet weekend for me.

2011-05-28 22:11:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74598805479235584

@darrenkerwin Heh.  Thanks! :)

2011-05-28 22:10:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74598527732416512

And finally going to get some sleep.  The sun has only been up for a few minutes....
#IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-05-28 12:53:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74458393649217536

And I guess it's official.  I am now 18 years old and legally responsible for myself.
Wonderful.

2011-05-28 11:55:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74443671172423680

#quotesWithoutContext from AP Physics B: "I need strippers, *NOW!!*"  (Hint: we're
wiring circuit boards)

2011-05-28 11:45:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74441149468770304

@methecooldude Try this one: http://t.co/5rNPD6X

2011-05-28 11:31:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74437725801025536

@darrenkerwin Not sure what you mean.
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2011-05-28 11:30:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74437264444375040

@methecooldude Here's the original image by the way: http://t.co/gbgr5wd

2011-05-28 11:28:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74436814122921984

@methecooldude I'd imagine that you'd simply use the same image and have the
iPhone resize it when you set it as the background.

2011-05-28 11:26:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74436321325748224

@darrenkerwin Pfft, who needs websites?  ;)

2011-05-28 11:18:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74434453832871936

@darrenkerwin lol 'k. :P

2011-05-28 11:15:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74433546911105025

Ok, enough Half-Life.  Time to do a little something productive before going to bed.

2011-05-28 11:14:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74433235941203968

@darrenkerwin o_o

2011-05-28 11:13:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74433059759456256

In the mood for some Half-Life 2.

2011-05-28 09:47:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74411414114140160

Wow.  The iPad 2 has a good internal speaker.

2011-05-28 09:35:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74408420693905408

Starting to love the iPad more and more.   http://t.co/fo0jOzV

2011-05-28 09:20:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74404696902729728

I know I dissed the iPad when it first came out, but I must admit that I am now hooked
on mine.  :P

2011-05-28 08:41:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74394891630817281

@TLUL_tw Heh, glad I was able to make someone's day better.  :P

2011-05-28 08:05:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74385743740538880

@TLUL_tw http://t.co/gbgr5wd

2011-05-28 07:54:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74382906998530048

@TLUL_tw Glad you like it.  :P

2011-05-28 07:52:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74382401773649921
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iPad lock screen: http://t.co/m0KEGKm

2011-05-28 07:20:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74374390015467520

Back home from the hospital.  Messing around with my iPad some more.

2011-05-28 07:18:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74374051874869248

@yetanotherx Heh, sounds like a plan!  :P

2011-05-28 07:16:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74373385026674688

(...down towards normal, that is)

2011-05-28 05:12:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74342203702517760

My dad's on no less than 5 IVs right now, and still on assisted breathing.  He is stable
though, and his core temperature is going down.

2011-05-28 05:11:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74342098236751872

@yetanotherx Thanks and thanks.  Your support is greatly appreciated.  :)

2011-05-28 05:10:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74341723530207234

@Thunderchin Thanks for the support, it's greatly appreciated

2011-05-28 05:09:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74341560568918016

At the hospital.  Dad doesn't look so great, and his breathing seems to be a little
slower, although I think he might be sedated now.

2011-05-28 04:29:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74331483841642496

Gah.  iPad is *still* syncing.  Oh well, heading out to the hospital now.

2011-05-28 03:51:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74321955796426752

Gah.  My iPod tweeted out of order.  "Him" in my earlier tweet refers to my dad.

2011-05-28 03:03:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74309891363319808

Since my 18th birthday is tomorrow and my dad is in the hospital, this weekend is
going to be very bittersweet probably.

2011-05-28 03:01:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74309384611696640

My dad seems to have had some problems with high fever and low blood pressure
last night, but he's now stable.

2011-05-28 03:01:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74309288654417920

Going to visit him at the hospital later, but in the meantime, I'm syncing my (1 day)
early birthday gift: a new 32GB iPad 2.  :D

2011-05-28 03:01:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74309225576267776
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Hoping that tomorrow brings good news about my dad.  Thanks everyone for your
support.  #goodnight

2011-05-27 09:06:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74038638555574272

Ok, good, I have enough money to buy gas tomorrow.

2011-05-27 08:06:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74023580714795008

Sent an email to Wired.co.uk asking them to fix a CreativeCommons issue their
usage of one of my photographs.

2011-05-27 07:52:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74020259392258049

@whole_tost Thank you very much, your words of support are greatly appreciated.  :)

2011-05-27 07:44:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74018021798191104

Back from the hospital.  My mom is staying overnight with my dad there.  My dad is
stable, although he is on a breathing machine.

2011-05-27 07:07:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74008768416985088

@BlueDevil_ And it's a violation of the CC license I use to boot.  Thank you for letting
me know.  :)

2011-05-27 06:48:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/74003924901826561

Just spoke with my dad's doctor.  Outlook is hopeful and the intubation was
successful, but there is the potential for severe complications.

2011-05-27 03:03:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73947478361251840

My dad's been moved to Telemetry.  They're not letting us see him yet though.

2011-05-27 02:07:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73933420861984768

My dad's current diagnosis is pneumonia.

2011-05-27 02:00:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73931577167581186

He was having trouble breathing earlier, but is now stable.  Waiting with mom and
uncle for the nurse to come outside with an update.

2011-05-27 02:00:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73931503691771905

At the hospital intensive care unit.  Dad's been having trouble breathing, and is about
to undergo an intubation procedure.

2011-05-27 01:59:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73931302788804608

@nifky Thank you for the support, it's greatly appreciated.

2011-05-27 01:49:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73928866200166401
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@darrenkerwin Thanks for the support; it's greatly appreciated.

2011-05-27 01:49:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73928669248241664

#goodnight

2011-05-26 09:23:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73680577286520832

My dad is going to be examined by a neurologist at the hospital, so I'm going to hold
out on dire predictions until then.

2011-05-26 08:03:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73660478789918720

Back from the hospital.  New diagnosis from my dad's doctor is that my dad has
some infection (possibly lung, (cont) http://tl.gd/amp5q3

2011-05-26 07:57:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73658950947573760

@evula Yeah, it doesn't seem to be as serious as we thought it might have been.
Thanks for the support.  :)

2011-05-26 05:27:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73621191390281728

@TLUL_tw Thank you for your support, it's greatly appreciated.  :)

2011-05-26 05:26:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73621003078615040

My dad was having severe motor control problems today, and the preliminary
diagnosis is a urinary tract infection.  /cc @evula @TLUL_tw

2011-05-26 05:11:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73617112337358848

@evula Yeah, he's (relatively) okay now.  We're waiting for his doctor to arrive now.

2011-05-26 04:58:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73614024809529344

With my dad in the hospital emergency room.

2011-05-26 04:38:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73608845104123906

Departing reality in 3... 2... 1... #IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-05-25 09:50:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73324995299901440

May or may not bring a towel with me to school in the morning in celebration of
#TowelDay.

2011-05-25 09:13:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73315744145879040

&lt;3 the OpenOffice.Org equation/formula editor.  So useful.  :D

2011-05-25 09:04:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73313356563484672

@WaveHack How about a link to the original sheet?
http://www.addedbytes.com/cheat-sheets/php-cheat-sheet/
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2011-05-25 08:58:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73312018374987776

Hmm.  Tempted to buy an Aperture Science coffee mug.

2011-05-25 08:24:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73303291978719232

Heh.  There's a wolf spider walking over the PHP quick reference sheet taped to the
wall.  It's currently reading about date() formatting.

2011-05-25 08:12:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73300507250266112

@darrenkerwin The plush turret and the plush weighted companion cube.

2011-05-25 07:30:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73289810793611266

Changed the text in the upper-left corner of my iPod's screen to GLaDOS.  Because I
can.

2011-05-25 05:27:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73258898076864512

Retweet of Steven Walling (StevenWalling)

xkcd, right once again. :) http://imgs.xkcd.com/comics/extended_mind.png

2011-05-25 05:23:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73257986990149632

@WaveHack @darrenkerwin Heh, I wouldn't mind having both of them.  :P

2011-05-25 04:55:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/73250700997558272

Sleep mode activated.  #IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-05-24 09:33:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72958397506531328

@WaveHack Hehe.  Why are turrets so cute?  I want to hug them, but then I'd get all
shot up.  :P

2011-05-24 09:26:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72956578147479552

@WaveHack "I see you..."

2011-05-24 09:23:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72955987807571968

I favorited a @YouTube video http://youtu.be/5SQB9yv5n80?a All quotes from the
Turrets in Portal 2

2011-05-24 08:15:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72938751294320640

I favorited a @YouTube video http://youtu.be/-iAUwamHTM4?a All quotes from Portal
2's Fact Sphere

2011-05-24 08:05:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72936196677959680

@TLUL_tw Heh, I think I've heard that somewhere before.

2011-05-24 07:30:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72927398718480384
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@TLUL_tw I don't think so, it's probably coincidence.

2011-05-24 06:41:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72915106350104576

@TLUL_tw Maybe the dark matter around the Earth has aligned with the galactic
center?  OR IT COULD BE RAPTURE

2011-05-24 06:20:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72909765990285312

I've felt strangely tired all day today.  I'm really not sure why.  My sleep patterns
haven't changed at all....

2011-05-24 05:55:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72903560341356545

Have to do an AP Chemistry lab report tonight that I don't particularly want to do.  :P

2011-05-24 04:02:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72875010406096896

Ok, enough fun for the weekend.  Time for a quick nap before school starts.  :P
#IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-05-23 09:26:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72594185068351488

I HAVE NYANED FOR 1057.8 SECONDS! http://t.co/hIqfNh1 via @nyannyancat
(some pre-sleep nyaning)

2011-05-23 09:10:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72590101632401408

Lasers make up my three most popular uploads on Flickr.

2011-05-23 07:47:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72569243488632832

Passed 3,000 total views on my Flickr just a few minutes ago.  :D

2011-05-23 07:45:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72568932107694080

Who would you rather work for, Aperture Science or Black Mesa?  I would rather
work for Aperture, if for no other reason than the ASHPD.

2011-05-23 07:42:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72568142915842048

Ok, done with Half-Life 2 for the day.  Now to do a couple of actually productive things
before going to bed.

2011-05-23 07:32:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72565478597476352

@chococakecookie Mine isn't either, you know.  :P

2011-05-23 04:43:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72523053518696450

Gravity gun!

2011-05-23 04:24:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72518164780552192

Finished cleaning the fish tank after two hours.  Now playing Half-Life 2.
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2011-05-23 02:26:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72488484560056320

Was playing Portal (the original) with my girlfriend this morning.  I had forgotten how
hard some of the puzzles are.  :P

2011-05-22 23:43:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72447435124916225

Hmm.  Not sure why I stayed up this late, which is sorta like kicking myself in the
shin.  #IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-05-22 12:01:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72270920445726722

I favorited a @YouTube video http://youtu.be/7mt8I6cvFsM?a Portal 2 - Cave
Johnson "Lemons"

2011-05-22 11:33:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72263911017152512

I favorited a @YouTube video http://youtu.be/PB5IkqEGaOk?a Portal 2 ending

2011-05-22 11:21:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72260754547556352

I liked a @YouTube video http://youtu.be/-ivYd2NDRvc?a Space Core Follows Nyan
Cat Into Space!

2011-05-22 11:19:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72260391299842048

I favorited a @YouTube video http://youtu.be/-ivYd2NDRvc?a Space Core Follows
Nyan Cat Into Space!

2011-05-22 11:19:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72260389282398208

Selected a new new Portal-themed desktop background (which I modified slightly).
Original: http://bit.ly/jP7zZG http://twitpic.com/510u9f

2011-05-22 11:04:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72256593839919104

@Thunderchin Now that's a neat build.  I'm tempted to try it.  :P

2011-05-22 08:04:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72211339065569281

Damn.  No new episode of Doctor Who (which would be the part 2 to "The Rebel
Flesh") on Saturday.  Oh well, it's (cont) http://tl.gd/ak6bm4

2011-05-22 08:02:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72210795152416768

New Doctor Who episode ("The Rebel Flesh") was okay.  Interesting concept, but it
seemed a bit like Avatar with a twist, and a little fast.

2011-05-22 05:42:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72175497047572480

Back from event, now watching the new episode of Doctor Who on BBC America HD.

2011-05-22 04:44:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72160913339326464

Now heading out to Irvine for an event. No, not rapture.
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2011-05-21 22:37:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72068468052197376

@darrenkerwin I am, but since I don't have any video recording capability, I don't
think I will be able to.

2011-05-21 22:33:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72067550615322624

What I'll be listening to as the world ends: Still Alive / GLaDOS & Jonathan Coulton /
The Orange Box Original Soundtrack #myraptureplaylist

2011-05-21 22:29:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72066538190016512

It would seem that the world has *not* ended yet.  Noting the discrepancy.

2011-05-21 22:18:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72063793231953920

Retweet of Aperture Science (ApertureSciPR)

OK, so the earth will self-destruct in hours and we have NO IDEA HOW TO FIX THIS
PLACE.

2011-05-21 22:16:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/72063155299287040

And turning around and heading right to bed.  #IAmASleepDeprivedLizard
#goodnight

2011-05-21 10:24:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/71884153989246976

So yeah.  Really awesome night.  :D

2011-05-21 09:55:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/71876823931305984

And, to top it all off, my server is fast again.  Wheeeee!

2011-05-21 09:46:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/71874410482638848

But now I'm really quite sleepy, and I'm not even sure what I'm doing online at the
moment.

2011-05-21 09:45:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/71874160674078720

Prom was awesome, and much more fun than I expected.  I, of course, went with my
girlfriend, which made the evening even more awesome.

2011-05-21 09:44:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/71874078704812033

@Hexxeh Yup, everything working fine now.  Thanks!  :)

2011-05-21 09:38:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/71872454330556416

Ok, I'm done trying to make my server work.  It's being intolerably slow, and I'd rather
get some sleep.  #goodnight

2011-05-20 08:56:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/71499535280640000

...So slow, in fact, that my backup scripts are failing, meaning I can't actually backup
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the data on the server tonight.  :x

2011-05-20 08:46:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/71496884107227137

Grr.  Server is being painfully slow, specifically with disk I/O.

2011-05-20 08:37:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/71494710241406976

@Hexxeh Is there a problem with disk I/O on Mercury?  My VPS's CPUs have been
clogged with io-wait times (cont) http://tl.gd/air12m

2011-05-20 06:44:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/71466419027582976

Got my tux for prom today.  Not really ready for it, but looking forward to it
nonetheless.

2011-05-20 06:41:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/71465624919998464

...although the best thing is that everything in the guide is good advice to prepare for
any natural disaster.  XD

2011-05-20 05:19:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/71444975564505088

Of course the Centers for Disease Control would write a zombie apocalypse survival
guide - http://t.co/dMkCYS0 /via @StevenWalling

2011-05-20 05:17:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/71444397694255104

10 goto sleep #goodnight

2011-05-19 07:42:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/71118407831007232

Bloody fucking hell, why does the iPod function of my iPod Touch memory leak so
severely.  &gt;:(

2011-05-19 07:13:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/71111149680205825

Heh.  I just realized that my old ADSL2+ modem is still sitting on my desk,
deprecated by the fancy big cable modem.

2011-05-19 07:02:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/71108532174462976

HELLO COMPUTER

2011-05-19 06:50:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/71105342876041216

@kmccoy It's only been happening for the last five days; it was fine before May 13th.

2011-05-19 06:18:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/71097360893227008

Also figured out what's making my website run really slowly recently: Wikimedia
Commons is itself running slow, tripping up my site.  Gah.

2011-05-19 06:03:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/71093620610052096
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Meh.  Don't have enough to go on to file a new bug report.

2011-05-19 02:33:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/71040627697139712

And that worked.  Huh.  I wonder if I have enough information to file a bug report.

2011-05-19 02:27:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/71039291698065408

Hmm.  MediaWiki 1.16.5 seems to have broken all user rights on my website.  Trying
a downgrade to 1.16.4.

2011-05-19 02:25:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/71038716092751872

Feeling so lazy....

2011-05-19 01:16:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/71021420980867072

Look at me still tweeting when there's sleeping to do!  #IAmASleepDeprivedLizard
#goodnight

2011-05-18 09:04:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/70776872102932480

Hmm.  Just realized that it's raining rather heavily and I've tweeted a lot in the last
hour.

2011-05-18 08:55:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/70774611356303360

And done.  Just a `svn switch` and a `php maintenance/update.php`.  Now running
MediaWiki 1.16.5 on my website.

2011-05-18 08:49:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/70773081970454528

Upgrading my website's MediaWiki.  Relatively easy to do, I just have to figure out
what tag to `svn switch` to for latest stable release.

2011-05-18 08:45:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/70772042810654721

And of course, my most viewed Flickr photograph ever: High Power Green Laser,
Dark Background (1) #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9dsYia

2011-05-18 08:32:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/70768732548505600

Shameless plug for my photos of my lasers (red, green, and blue).  #flickr
http://flic.kr/s/aHsjuuX7o9

2011-05-18 08:22:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/70766267270836224

Whee I've got the song Robots FTW (the Portal 2 co-op credits theme) stuck in my
head.  It's pretty catchy, actually.

2011-05-18 08:10:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/70763218615803904

HAHA, I *finally* figured out why IPv4 DNS records are called A records and IPv6
records are called AAAA records. IPv6 addys are 4x longer.
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2011-05-18 05:14:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/70718767449124864

Retweet of PCWorld (pcworld)

LE GASP! THE APPLE STORE IS DOWN!! #cuepanic

2011-05-18 05:05:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/70716531323056128

Tomorrow is the last day of CST testing at my school.  I'm not taking them this year,
so it means no more 2.7 hour freetime block.  :(

2011-05-18 04:39:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/70710187291459584

@TLUL_tw Nice!  What exactly would you be doing?

2011-05-18 04:37:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/70709542253641728

Also, discovered today that I can still solder!  Was soldering some chip sockets to a
board in AP Physics.

2011-05-18 04:06:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/70701661584244736

Feeling much better today.  Considering the possibility of building an ethanol
flamethrower and/or a Tesla coil.

2011-05-18 04:00:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/70700180395147264

@AznBurger @tlul_tw @nifky Heh, doesn't work quite as well on iPhone, but enough
to be easily recognizable.

2011-05-18 03:45:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/70696369509253120

Hoping that the morning brings a better tomorrow.  #goodnight

2011-05-17 09:10:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/70415868290535424

Now I feel like shit.  :(

2011-05-17 08:10:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/70400717554327552

Event at Caltech went well.  Considering doing something productive.

2011-05-17 05:05:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/70354288269991936

So much stuff going on tomorrow, including a conference at Caltech that I will
probably speak at.  But first I need sleep.  #goodnight

2011-05-16 08:24:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/70041867491885056

Satisfied that I've figured out everything that needs to be on my to-do list.  Now
installing Windows updates (joy of joys).

2011-05-16 07:53:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/70034168884637697

Crap.  I know that there's something I need to do but I can't remember what it was.  I
need to start making to-do lists.
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2011-05-16 07:33:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/70028968627150848

Hmm.  Should probably stop playing video games and do something slightly
productive.  :P

2011-05-16 07:24:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/70026745159491584

Half-Life 2 is fun.  :D

2011-05-16 03:27:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/69967126240305152

I calculated that in the time it takes for Windows to get to a usable desktop from cold
start, I could boot up Linux to a desktop 6 times.

2011-05-15 22:59:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/69899621123624960

Booting up Windows because I like striking myself on the head with blunt
instruments.  And I need to sync my iPod Touch.

2011-05-15 22:57:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/69899240016580609

And now that that's all out of the way, I think I'll go to bed.
#IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-05-15 11:38:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/69728317607129088

Also accepted my UCLA housing contract.  Money money money money.

2011-05-15 11:33:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/69726987282952192

Wheee.  Signed up for the August 21st UCLA orientation session.

2011-05-15 11:32:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/69726801735331840

Today has been an awesome day overall.  :D

2011-05-15 09:31:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/69696327042342913

Also got fitted for a tux today for my school's prom, which is on Friday.  Going with my
girlfriend, of course.

2011-05-15 07:25:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/69664681610067968

Watched the new episode of Doctor Who ("The Doctor's Wife").  Good episode, and I
like how the TARDIS finally got a chance to speak!

2011-05-15 07:24:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/69664413220749312

Ugh.  I feel a headache coming on.  Probably means that I should go to bed.
#IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-05-14 10:26:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/69347942586261504

Ok, setup my Steam profile, now installing Orange Box.  My Steam username is
FastLizard4 (who would have guessed?).
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2011-05-14 02:53:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/69233744191557632

Installing Steam/Orange Box.  Already had my first problem, which some Process
Explorer fu fixed.

2011-05-14 02:37:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/69229756113096705

Also, booting up Windows so I can play Portal.  Such a long and arduous process....

2011-05-14 01:45:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/69216824562171904

Yay, 18650 batteries secured, tested, and approved.  Also got a new sync cable for
my iPod as the original is giving out.

2011-05-14 01:45:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/69216671528779776

Meh.  Not going to get as much sleep tonight as I did last night, but it's still relatively
a lot more. #IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-05-13 07:38:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/68943252048461824

Yay, UCLA received my transcript from the local community college that I attended
over the last two summers.

2011-05-13 06:36:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/68927689108619264

@FrozenFire Also, in a Daniell cell, the zinc is not reacting with copper sulfate.  So
I'm not sure how your logic is following.

2011-05-13 06:14:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/68922166988644352

@FrozenFire I wasn't complaining, nor did I say it was backwards, I was merely
saying that it seemed counter-intuitive to me when I tried it

2011-05-13 06:14:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/68921956975644672

School after the AP exams is so weird.  :P

2011-05-13 05:58:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/68918076028100608

(...I use 18650s to power my green and blue lasers)

2011-05-13 03:56:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/68887400260182016

New 18650 lithium ion batteries arrived today, but will have to pick them up from post
office since I wasn't home to sign for the package.

2011-05-13 03:56:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/68887220647510017

We're going to have fun with science!

2011-05-13 03:53:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/68886675102773248

@FrozenFire The zinc is in H2SO4. The copper plate is in CuSO4.
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2011-05-13 03:38:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/68882760558854144

The joys of no homework: Getting more than 3hrs sleep! Heck, I might even fall
asleep before midnight! #IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-05-12 06:46:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/68567756215304192

Built a Daniell cell (http://bit.ly/itnLue) in AP Chemistry today. It seems so
counter-intuitive to me (copper electrode in copper sulfate).

2011-05-12 06:23:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/68561873984962561

It's so strange not having any homework.  It feels like I'm forgetting something horribly
important.

2011-05-12 06:16:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/68560049370431488

I've actually played Portal before, but for some reason I've never bought my own
copy, so I've never played it start to finish.

2011-05-12 05:40:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/68550999962427392

I *finally* has an Orange Box, which means I can *finally* play Portal from start to
finish!

2011-05-12 05:30:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/68548573536583680

Wow.  I have no idea what I'm doing at school tomorrow, now that AP exams are over
and all the underclassmen are taking CSTs.  #goodnight

2011-05-11 09:27:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/68245830246727680

What the hell *is* the difference between a DVD-R and a DVD+R, anyway?

2011-05-11 07:32:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/68216774218354688

The last 40 minutes between when I finished the free response section on the AP US
Govt. exam and when time was called were so boring. :P

2011-05-11 06:10:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/68196318337712128

And today's was the last AP exam I'll ever have to take!  :D

2011-05-11 05:52:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/68191730964512768

Most of us taking the test finished the free response section 30-50 minutes ahead of
time.  I finished 41 minutes ahead of time.

2011-05-11 05:52:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/68191656448495617

AP US Government and Politics exam was bizarrely easy, as everyone I know who
took it agreed.

2011-05-11 05:51:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/68191443725975552
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@dvyjones Belated thanks.  :)

2011-05-11 05:32:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/68186801323520000

Giving up on reviewing for the AP US Government and Politics exam in the morning
and going to bed.  #IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-05-10 08:22:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67867002521399296

...Then again I feel like that a lot, actually.

2011-05-10 03:19:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67790823957348353

Ugh.  Just finished an AP US Government review assignment.  I feel like I'm ready to
pass out....

2011-05-10 03:19:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67790726087442433

@TLUL_tw No, but then again I'm not really looking for anything new.

2011-05-10 01:25:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67762221593268225

Ohlook, Google Chrome 12 beta.

2011-05-10 01:13:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67759159801675776

And now time to finish preparations for my last AP exam ever, AP United States
Government and Politics.

2011-05-10 00:30:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67748300081733633

Listened to Still Alive on the drive home from school as a celebration of sorts for
surviving the AP Physics B exam.  :P

2011-05-10 00:28:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67747904919576577

AP Physics B exam was fun.  Free response was considerably harder than the
multiple choice, but I think I did well.

2011-05-10 00:26:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67747179057524736

@MJack94 That you are a poor deprived child.  ;P

2011-05-10 00:12:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67743681599385600

AP Physics B exam in the afternoon.  So why am I up so late?
#IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-05-09 09:25:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67520492751437824

Retweet of Artur Bergman (crucially)

Pointer math is what separates men from fools, or fools from men.

2011-05-09 08:35:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67507969776041985
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Behold the emaception! Used emacs eshell to run emacs within emacs. Result
wasn't as pretty as expected, though. http://twitpic.com/4vf7x3

2011-05-09 08:28:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67506132792508416

Ugh.  Don't think I'll be able to finish this AP US Government review assignment
tonight; thankfully it's not due until Tuesday.

2011-05-09 08:14:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67502636445876224

My website/server is back online now, at least once the new DNS records propagate.
:D

2011-05-09 00:03:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67379062099820544

@Hexxeh Yup, got everything running again!  Thanks! :D

2011-05-09 00:00:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67378269552521216

@Hexxeh Hmm, I'm having trouble logging in to the serial console; I'm getting access
denied errors

2011-05-08 23:05:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67364654841729024

@Hexxeh Awesome.  Many thanks!  :D

2011-05-08 23:00:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67363325092184065

@Hexxeh Probably a remnant from when I tried installing a VPN daemon (Openswan
IIRC); I don't think it's actually causing any problems.

2011-05-08 22:54:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67361646779174912

@stwalkerster Lol, sounds fun!  :P

2011-05-08 20:41:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67328175432155136

Ahh, gotta love California weather.  Last week it was really hot, and now it's cool and
overcast, and it was raining.

2011-05-08 20:01:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67318340800086016

@Hexxeh Awesome, thanks.  :D

2011-05-08 19:51:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67315625902604289

And now that my server has been prepared to be moved, I think I'll go to bed.
#goodnight

2011-05-08 13:25:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67218492906151936

@Hexxeh Ok, my VPS is now shut down and ready to be moved.  Also, if possible,
when you move the VPS could you (cont) http://tl.gd/ab6292

2011-05-08 13:15:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67216165893709824
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Time to shut down my server so it can be moved.  Final uptime: 171 days, 14 hours,
19 minutes.

2011-05-08 13:05:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67213492645675008

Hey, look, it's starting to rain!  Ohshit, the sprinklers are still on... *rushes outside to
disable them*

2011-05-08 11:37:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67191426894659584

Wow.  Another awesome episode of Doctor Who.  Loved the ending.

2011-05-08 08:03:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67137559419031552

Watching the new episode of Doctor Who ("The Curse of the Black Spot") on BBC
America.

2011-05-08 07:09:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67123993139875841

Wow.  I only had 11 unread emails when coming online today.  Usually that member
is between 40 and 110....

2011-05-08 00:32:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/67023971673051136

Meh.  #goodnight

2011-05-07 12:21:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66839991862571008

Oh, and moving my server to a new VPS node.  Probably will do that in a day or so.

2011-05-07 10:06:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66805996944752642

Wow.  Lots of stuff to do this weekend, for AP tests and UCLA.  :P

2011-05-07 10:05:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66805838383288320

@TLUL_tw America FTW then.  We have cheaper gas.

2011-05-07 05:07:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66730882291077120

@TLUL_tw What about comparative buying power of CAD vs. USD?  It seems to me
that you're oversimplifying the issue.

2011-05-07 05:01:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66729313189376000

@TLUL_tw Just because you pay more doesn't mean it's cheap.  Learn economics.

2011-05-07 04:57:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66728353629081600

Also refueled my pickup truck.  ~$35 for ~8 gallons of gas.  That means $70 to fuel
the entire tank (16 gallon capacity).  *groan*

2011-05-07 04:51:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66726754689101824

Got another blood test today, this one a redo of the thyroid stimulating hormone test.
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Arm is a bit sore.

2011-05-07 04:47:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66725903413153792

Oh crap it's late.  Even though I don't have an AP tomorrow, I should probably still try
to get a decent amount of sleep.  Grrr.  #goodnight

2011-05-06 10:33:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66450430749720576

I HAVE NYANED FOR 6830.3 SECONDS! http://t.co/hKLAqp5 via @nyannyancat

2011-05-06 10:01:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66442434560790528

Ahh my AP Chem lab notebook is such a mess.  And my lab manual is starting to fall
apart.  :P

2011-05-06 09:54:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66440615344353280

Heh.  This AP Chemistry lab report seems *so* much easier since the AP Chemistry
exam.  XD

2011-05-06 09:41:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66437343950807040

Heh, I was listening to the Nyan Cat song on the drive home from school.  It's
strangely good driving music....

2011-05-06 08:06:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66413545574760448

Next AP test for me is AP Physics B on Monday at 12:00 PM or thereabouts.  I think
it's the one I'm most prepared for.

2011-05-06 07:02:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66397453892595712

...finish the multiple choice section with 23 minutes to spare, but the time-pressure
essays were very difficult. I hope I did okay on them.

2011-05-06 05:09:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66369082143948800

AP English Literature and Composition test was a killer.  Well, actually, the free
response was the killer section.  I was able to (cont...)

2011-05-06 05:08:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66368798940348416

AP English Literature and Composition exam in the morning.  We so unexcited.
#goodnight

2011-05-05 08:11:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66052373465931776

Alright, I'm done for the day.  :P  I HAVE NYANED FOR 2442.0 SECONDS!
http://t.co/hKLAqp5 via @nyannyancat

2011-05-05 07:48:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66046504913219584

I HAVE NYANED FOR 1000.0 SECONDS! http://t.co/hKLAqp5 via @nyannyancat
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2011-05-05 07:24:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66040464226267136

Currently have been nyaning for 0.82 kiloseconds

2011-05-05 07:20:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66039632994910208

Hehe, I guess I'm part of the nyan cat craze now.  Let's see if I can nyan for a
kilosecond.  :P

2011-05-05 07:20:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66039493995671552

last tweet =~ s/tomelt/to melt/

2011-05-05 07:01:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66034690368356352

...I also managed tomelt the common sensing lead of the ammeter burn the plastic
the hot lead was touching. And the ammeter no longer works.

2011-05-05 06:56:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66033417732624384

Oh, I was acting like an idiot today at school and touched an ammeter to live 120
VAC leads.  Pretty arc flash.  :D

2011-05-05 06:54:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66033092300775424

...hence why I gave my Wi-Fi network this SSID: http://t.co/Col5sAu

2011-05-05 05:09:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66006695486304256

Also, I love how almost every, if not every, Wi-Fi network that can be scanned from
my house is either WPA or WPA2 secured (mine is WPA2).

2011-05-05 05:06:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66005821548539904

Lol Wi-Fi SSIDs.  http://t.co/q3raiaL

2011-05-05 05:03:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/66005128259436544

Exams have left me very drained, though, so I don't think I'll be doing very much
tonight.

2011-05-05 04:19:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/65993916012429314

AP Calculus BC exam today was okay. Like Chem, multiple-choice was relatively
easy, while the free response section was quite difficult.

2011-05-05 04:18:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/65993650747867137

@vixtoria_lee Belated thanks.  :)

2011-05-05 04:04:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/65990224802615296

So yeah.  AP Calculus BC exam in the morning.  I'm as ready as I'll ever be.  :P
#IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight
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2011-05-04 08:52:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/65700237653712896

@WaveHack 12%?

2011-05-04 08:27:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/65694024874463235

Oh hey, I passed 6 kilotweets without realizing it.

2011-05-04 08:20:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/65692374369705984

Last tweet =~ s/3\.5 hours/6.5 hours/

2011-05-04 07:54:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/65685705006915585

My UCLA housing offer will be up in ~3.5 hours.  I don't think I'll stay up to see it
though.  :P

2011-05-04 07:30:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/65679676605071360

@chococakecookie Heh, I think I'm actually too sleepy to be panicking right now.  :P

2011-05-04 04:35:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/65635523703746560

AP Calculus BC exam tomorrow.

Don't panic, don't panic, don't panic....

2011-05-04 04:23:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/65632683786637313

@Hexxeh Awesome, thanks.  :)

2011-05-04 04:12:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/65629828065406976

So much work to do, so little time.  #IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-05-03 09:33:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/65348256263184384

@Hexxeh Actually, would it be alright to wait until this upcoming weekend to perform
the move, since I'll have more time to do config then?

2011-05-03 07:56:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/65323770222616576

One of these days I'll get around to replacing my computer's CMOS battery.  One of
these days....

2011-05-03 07:49:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/65322026021294080

@butter1547 I'm not sure, 30-40%?  Try checking the CollegeBoard's website.

2011-05-03 06:21:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/65299946064183296

I should really study more for the upcoming AP exams, but I'm far too tired.  :x

2011-05-03 06:14:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/65298107646214144
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Oh, and magical thingamajig that allows me to plug my iPod into my car's tape deck
arrived.  :D

2011-05-03 03:41:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/65259572746649600

The AP Chemistry test was rather difficult.  I think (hope?) I passed....

2011-05-03 03:40:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/65259356890988544

@Hexxeh Awesome.  I'll let you know when I'm ready.  :)

2011-05-03 03:23:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/65255068051574784

Today was a historic day.  Tomorrow is the AP Chemistry exam.  :P
#IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-05-02 08:42:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64972964151558144

And as it turns out, the Google APIs were just having some transient issues.

2011-05-02 07:52:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64960559589769217

Mmm, nvm, problem solved.  I accidentally enabled a debugging option.

2011-05-02 07:38:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64956881139011584

Gah.  Does anyone know why MySQL would suddenly stop spawning threads and
only use a single thread?  I haven't edited any configuration....

2011-05-02 07:35:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64956226265554945

Is Google having issues for anyone other than me?

2011-05-02 07:13:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64950710973902848

Retweet of Bruce Wayne™ (PrettyboiBlood)

Osama managed to blow up one more thing after he died...my news feed

2011-05-02 05:13:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64920500375257088

Retweet of Adam Hendra (NZAfro)

R.I.P Osama Bin Laden - World Hide And Go Seek Champion (2001 - 2011)

2011-05-02 05:13:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64920452258201600

@Hexxeh I think I'd prefer to go with the disk image procedure. :P What do I have to
do before the copy over?

2011-05-02 05:13:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64920373065547776

Retweet of Laci Green (gogreen18)

this. http://twitpic.com/4s83g2

2011-05-02 05:11:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64919946735521792
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Retweet of Jesus Christ (Jesus_M_Christ)

Navy Seals have just been upgraded to Navy Great White Sharks

2011-05-02 05:10:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64919785703616512

Retweet of MK (nairamk)

CNN reporting that one fact that tipped off ops: mansion valued at over $1 million but
"had no phone or Internet access"

2011-05-02 04:31:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64909794183610370

Retweet of Michael Idov (michaelidov)

Hey, remember Obama's "I have better stuff to do" line at the birth certificate press
conference? #nice

2011-05-02 04:29:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64909429144944640

DING DONG THE WITCH IS DEAD

2011-05-02 04:16:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64906014859853824

Retweet of AmandaStratton (AmandaStratton)

The girl married her Prince. The bad guy is dead. It's a real Disney weekend here on
Earth.

2011-05-02 04:09:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64904260067917824

Retweet of Matt Drance (drance)

sudo rm -rf /bin/laden

2011-05-02 04:08:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64904116131995649

Retweet of The Associated Press (AP)

Obama: US operation killed al-Qaida head bin Laden; US in possession of body.
http://apne.ws/jjlmo8 - VW

2011-05-02 04:08:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64904050956713984

My thanks go out to the men and women of the armed forces, defending the world
against hatred.

2011-05-02 03:56:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64900982651359232

This is a proud moment for America and indeed the rest of the world. Mission fucking
accomplished.

2011-05-02 03:49:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64899172549144577

Amazing pictures from outside the White House.

2011-05-02 03:47:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64898849327685634

Retweet of Jesus Christ (jesus)
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Sorry, you're at the wrong gate, Osama.

2011-05-02 03:47:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64898667009683457

We are all witnesses to history in the making.

2011-05-02 03:42:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64897402347339776

Retweet of Jesus Christ (Jesus_M_Christ)

Hey Osama....GOTCHA MUTHAFUCKER!!!

2011-05-02 03:38:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64896516996874240

President Obama on TV now.  Watching on CNN.

2011-05-02 03:35:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64895849494347777

Retweet of Fletcher Commons (fetchcomms)

OSAMA BIN LADEN IS DEAD BEEYOTCHES

2011-05-02 03:33:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64895381326139392

Retweet of Eric Babcock (hiddnmickey80)

Osama must have had an iphone or had a PlayStation network account.

2011-05-02 03:33:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64895344634368000

Retweet of The Associated Press (AP)

Source: Al-Qaida head bin Laden dead, US in possession of body; Obama to speak
Sunday night. http://apne.ws/l24XB4 - VW

2011-05-02 03:33:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64895262178541569

Rifling through some old AP Chemistry notes.  Looking for stuff I can't remember.

2011-05-02 00:19:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64846424248029186

@Hexxeh What would the process of transferring from the EU node to the US node
entail?

2011-05-02 00:13:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64844958401699840

Rewatched the newest episode of Doctor Who ("Day of the Moon").  The ending is
still blowing my mind.

2011-05-01 23:28:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64833632182865920

@Hexxeh Is there still space available on the US node?

2011-05-01 23:24:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64832712921452545

I'm really not sure why I'm staying up so late this close to the AP exams.
#IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-05-01 12:27:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64667160382943233
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@foxhuntingx As well as the most painful to work with, probably.

2011-05-01 12:17:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64664620496982017

Ordered some replacement TR 18650 batteries for my green and blue lasers.   My
red one runs on relatively common CR123A batteries.

2011-05-01 11:39:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64655257556365312

Just finished watching the new episode of Doctor Who.  The ending BLEW MY MIND.
Holycrapwow.

2011-05-01 08:03:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64600787816415232

Now watching the new episode of Doctor Who on BBC America.

2011-05-01 07:09:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64587289807945728

Currently ROFLing at CNN's coverage of the White House Correspondents' Dinner.
Donald Trump is so not amused.  XD #WHCD

2011-05-01 05:51:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64567515111636992

Came home from Costco and slept through the new episode of Doctor Who.  :( Oh
well, there will be a rerun of it in ~1h10m.

2011-05-01 05:50:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64567263008788480

@MJack94 @andrew12_ Such a device already exists.  Try Googling for something
like "directional Wi-Fi finder".

2011-05-01 05:47:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64566718286151680

I really should try to make up some sleep this weekend since the AP Exams are
coming up on Monday.  #IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-04-30 11:06:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64284371846299648

I guess I'll let the battery sit in its charger overnight, and if it still doesn't hold a charge
tomorrow I'll order some more.

2011-04-30 08:46:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64249218868576256

Bah.  I think the XLS 18650 lithium battery that normally powers my green laser is
shot.  It's refusing to hold a charge.  :\

2011-04-30 08:36:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64246613119483904

Last tweet =~ s/on Africa/in Africa/

2011-04-30 06:21:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64212823277961216

A commercial just asked how aluminum production on Africa affects the American
aerospace industry. Umm, airplanes are made out of aluminum?
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2011-04-30 06:21:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64212679874723840

And since someone will yell over this, to clarify: I mean SIGKILL figuratively in last
tweet. I know that POSIX signals aren't on Windows.

2011-04-30 06:17:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64211655495663616

Apparently, Photoshop's "Merge to HDR" function is really slow.  I SIGKILL'd
Photoshop after it took 10 minutes to get to ~5% done.  :\

2011-04-30 06:15:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/64211198719180800

Well.  Waiting for Godot was a weird play to read right before bed.
#IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-04-29 10:22:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63911019591892992

Retweet of Darren (darrenkerwin)

Is that one of the seven sages from Pokémon Black and White?! Oh wait...it's just the
Archbishop of Canterbury..

2011-04-29 09:37:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63899640734547969

Reading Waiting for Godot by Samuel Beckett.  I can see why they call it an absurdist
play now; my brain is very confused.

2011-04-29 09:25:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63896727467470848

Retweet of WaveHack (WaveHack)

@FastLizard4 Space shuttle launches &gt; weddings

2011-04-29 09:02:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63890866112184320

I'm hearing a lot about a certain wedding, but isn't there supposed to be a space
shuttle launch today?  :P

2011-04-29 07:44:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63871251738927105

Umm.  I sense an integer overflow.  http://t.co/bokUMvk

2011-04-29 06:42:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63855614228578305

I must say that AP English has gotten a lot more surreal ever since I got a girlfriend.
:P

2011-04-29 05:01:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63830325058486272

This was a program I wrote a couple of years ago.  I used a goto statement!
*repents*

2011-04-29 04:34:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63823455598034945

I was reading a computer program earlier and was like "who the hell wrote this crap?"
I then noticed my name at the top of the file.  :P
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2011-04-29 04:33:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63823203071569921

Retweet of Iiii I I I (AznBurger)

#winning http://twitpic.com/4qnl63

2011-04-29 04:28:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63821953189945345

@Thunderchin A really fun way to crash a computer.  http://t.co/rhNDniL

2011-04-29 04:13:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63818165402091520

To sleep, perchance to dream.  #IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-04-28 09:09:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63530173236129792

@nifky Yup.  :)

2011-04-28 08:48:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63524859858268161

@FrozenFire CITATION NEEDED

2011-04-28 08:47:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63524767008964609

Hah.  The first laser picture I uploaded to Flickr was taken 26 January 2011, and the
pictures of the blue laser were taken 26 April 2011.

2011-04-28 08:42:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63523408595517440

spam spam spam spam spam spam spam spam LOVELY SPAM, WONDERFUL
SPAM.  *Finds the "empty trash" button in Thunderbird*

2011-04-28 08:19:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63517590542225408

Ooh.  Update for tzdata says that Egypt will be abandoning DST this year.

2011-04-28 08:14:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63516523150585856

@harej Forever a Wikipedian.  :P

2011-04-28 06:09:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63484847234097152

Humming the Back to the Future main theme to my AP US Government practice test.
:D

2011-04-28 05:57:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63481999674978304

@@harej Haha, that works so well.  XD

2011-04-28 05:51:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63480400143589376

And 4.2V is the magic number for a fully charged 18650 lithium battery.

2011-04-28 05:37:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63476869051318272

I love it when tweets from different people work in sequence like this (cc @SnoFox):
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http://t.co/j5OLonP

2011-04-28 04:16:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63456600320507904

@SnoFox Heh.

2011-04-28 04:15:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63456392434040833

My guess is that amber means that the battery is mostly charged and is now being
trickle charged to maximum capacity.

2011-04-28 04:14:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63456059838304256

And of course now my multimeter decides to have a dead battery.

2011-04-28 04:11:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63455391471767552

Retweet of TLUL (TLUL_tw)

@FastLizard4 It means the Klingons are no longer attacking, so you're down to
Yellow Alert.

2011-04-28 04:05:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63453706892484608

Umm.  The light on my blue laser battery charger just changed from red to amber.
What does this mean...?

2011-04-28 04:02:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63452928752631808

We so excited!   http://t.co/0mDCpxw

2011-04-28 03:50:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63449974976954368

Bloody hell.  Can't go to school's open house due to homework that must be done.  :(

2011-04-28 02:13:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63425575800410112

One of these days I'm going to need to forkbomb a Mac to see how well it responds.
Infinite loops #FTW!

2011-04-28 01:02:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63407679732858880

Teehee.  Forkbombed a VM on my computer.  5-minute load average of 115.40.  :D

2011-04-28 01:01:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63407345446821889

Managed to drain the blue laser's TR 18650 lithium battery in one day.  Recharging
now.

2011-04-27 20:05:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63333024292552704

@butter1547 It's awesome.  But why would I point it at metal?  I don't have a setup to
detect the photoelectric effect.

2011-04-27 19:57:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63330980362067968
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I'm starting to realize that my sleep habits have been crap ever since spring break
ended.  #IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-04-27 09:57:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63179892212236288

Hehe.  I used my blue laser to fuse my broken (plastic) binder back together.  So far,
it's working.  o_o

2011-04-27 09:37:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63174863459860480

@foxhuntingx Lasers are cool.

2011-04-27 08:39:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63160262122930176

Lens flare with a laser - 1.2W Class 4 Very High Power Blue Laser, Diffusing Lens
#flickr http://flic.kr/p/9CdPmC

2011-04-27 08:36:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63159504451284992

A beam so cold it burns - 1.2 W Class 4 Very High Power Blue Laser, Light
Background #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9CaTL6

2011-04-27 08:36:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63159448574763008

Behold, the bringer of light!  1.2W Class 4 Very High Power Blue Laser, Dark
Background #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9CdNWd

2011-04-27 08:35:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63159360397914112

Goslings on Parade (2) #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9CdNJ5

2011-04-27 08:35:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63159283990278145

Goslings on Parade (1) #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9CdNoC

2011-04-27 08:35:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63159251845132288

@LeeMerriman Oh, I have them alright, including one I don't particularly like.  &gt;:D

2011-04-27 07:33:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63143775458967553

Awesome pictures of blue laser taken.  Will upload to Flickr in a bit.

2011-04-27 06:35:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63129126764167169

Approved.  RT @AznBurger: @FastLizard4

1. Aim at @TLUL_tw
2. Turn on laser
3. ???
4. PROFIT

2011-04-27 06:29:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63127562896945152

@LeeMerriman Unacceptable solution, unless said room is in another house.  ;)
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2011-04-27 06:28:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63127328368238593

Pictures potentially forthcoming later, if I can find a way to setup the laser for shooting
in such a way that I don't light my room on fire

2011-04-27 04:23:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63095879707541504

Blue laser (1200mW/445nm) acquired.  It's really pretty.  Blindingly bright, but really
pretty.  Staring at it is unadvised.

2011-04-27 04:21:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/63095409849024512

Now there's one thing sleep is useful for.  Making time go really really fast (for you).
#IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-04-26 10:17:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62822585381044224

I think I've tweeted this before, but it's so awesome it's worth another tweet (
@WaveHack) - http://t.co/zGpr4pz

2011-04-26 08:22:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62793595396177920

Heh.  I can read the microprint on checks and USD bills without use of any visual aid.
I guess that means I'm not totally blind yet.  :P

2011-04-26 08:16:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62792057768517632

Oh look, UCLA New Student Orientation packet arrived.  So now the fun begins.

2011-04-26 07:05:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62774328646840320

@harej (...yay for living in a [relatively] small town)

2011-04-26 03:57:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62726949776261120

@harej Yes, I seem to remember that story.  But, fortunately, all the postal workers in
the city know me, so it shouldn't be a problem.

2011-04-26 03:57:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62726864338292737

@harej I wasn't home to sign for the package.

2011-04-26 03:42:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62723115616178176

@chococakecookie Wednesday.... :P

2011-04-26 03:41:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62723064370180096

Ooh, my blue laser has arrived at the post office.  Just have to pick it up tomorrow.

2011-04-26 00:34:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62675859974275072

Watching Stargate SG-1: "New Ground" (2000) on Syfy.  Now there's a show I
haven't watched in a long time.
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2011-04-26 00:08:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62669270026428416

Ok, I think my backpack is packed and ready for tomorrow.  Oh well, I'll find out
tomorrow.  :P #IAmASleepDeprivedLizard #goodnight

2011-04-25 10:43:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62466694303584256

Must... finish... essay... *starts pounding head on desk* (if you're wondering why I'm
distracted, it's because I'm trying to stay sane. :P)

2011-04-25 10:06:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62457561001115648

@darrenkerwin Haha, love your new avatar.  XD

2011-04-25 09:49:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62453163663441920

In im ur reality, modeling ur potato chips.  http://www.omg-facts.com/view//30392

2011-04-25 09:14:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62444415993655296

Haha. Here's something I once read and have rediscovered.  How to shoot yourself in
the foot in any programming lang.: http://bit.ly/fqmhgv

2011-04-25 08:18:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62430184833421312

Retweet of TLUL (TLUL_tw)

@FastLizard4 That sentence does too. "These... sums up..."

2011-04-25 08:15:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62429600176816128

These two xkcd comics pretty much sums up what I'm like when I'm sleep deprived:
http://xkcd.com/622/ and http://xkcd.com/776/

2011-04-25 08:01:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62425903736700928

Retweet of Nishanth Sidduri (Nishkid64)

Best sport ever - http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extreme_ironing (yes, you read
correctly.)

2011-04-25 07:47:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62422338951593984

Wow. While looking through my room, I found an old chemistry kit. Among its
contents are vials of solid CoCl2•6H2O, CuSO4•5H2O, and Ca(OH)2.

2011-04-25 05:18:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62384927844483072

Huh.  The smell went away, and there's nothing
burning/smoldering/charred/lasing/etc. anywhere outside or inside.  Moving on,
then....

2011-04-25 03:38:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62359860779552768

Hmm.  Something in my room smells like burning plastic.  I'd better make sure that
my lasers are off and that my Wi-Fi router isn't on fire.
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2011-04-25 03:29:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62357424690049024

Retweet of Danny Baranowsky (dannyBstyle)

Easter egg - peep in a portal http://t.co/h8h1I3m

2011-04-25 01:21:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62325291619586048

Look at me still talking when there's science to do!

2011-04-25 00:45:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62316234821210112

@TLUL_tw Half, yes.

2011-04-24 22:10:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62277353623142400

@TLUL_tw Because without it, I could very well sleep until well into the evening,
which wouldn't be very conducive to homework.

2011-04-24 22:06:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62276223983828992

@TLUL_tw Fortunately, yeah.

2011-04-24 22:03:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62275448125661184

For me this morning, it wasn't "blink and you're dead", it was "blink and suddenly find
it's been two hours since your alarm clock rang". :\

2011-04-24 22:00:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62274616084803584

@Kim_Bruning Sounds like your IP has been readbanned.

2011-04-24 21:55:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62273391427731456

Considering how awesome today was, not looking forward too much to tomorrow,
which will be spent mostly on homework.  Oh well.  #goodnight

2011-04-24 10:35:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62102390710599680

I favorited a @YouTube video http://youtu.be/oedjV2JxMQM?a Portal 2 - Credits
Song 'Want You Gone' (HD)

2011-04-24 09:32:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62086611067867136

@harej Thanks :)

2011-04-24 08:49:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62075750907510784

And as if today weren't awesome enough, just got notification that the package
containing my laser has cleared U.S. customs.  :D

2011-04-24 08:48:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62075507101007872

@TLUL_tw Yes.

2011-04-24 08:43:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62074250168770560
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@TLUL_tw Yes; we had been talking with each other for a little while.  (I know this
sentence is grammatically awkward; not sure how to fix.)

2011-04-24 08:38:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62072830602395649

@TLUL_tw She asked me, believe it or not.  :P

2011-04-24 08:32:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62071378735661056

No sense denying it, I suppose.  I have a girlfriend.  :D

2011-04-24 08:28:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62070282508189696

I can't wait until next week for the second part of the Doctor Who premier.  :P

2011-04-24 08:12:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62066248409812992

Premier episode of Doctor Who Series 6 was awesome.  Cliffhanger left me a bit
confused, though.

2011-04-24 06:59:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62048001459367936

I favorited a @YouTube video http://youtu.be/RthZgszykLs?a Portal - "Still Alive"
Credits Song

2011-04-24 05:19:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/62022917764030466

Doctor Who Series 6 premier party!

2011-04-24 00:33:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61950735520239617

"Trumpathon"?  O_O

2011-04-23 22:59:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61927198986215424

Haha.  Today is a fun day for CNN.  Headline on TV right now: "Quest for Bulletproof
Underwear - Pentagon seeks life-saving skivvies".

2011-04-23 22:45:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61923637355225089

Staying up this late is probably a Very Bad Idea this close to the AP exams.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-04-23 11:40:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61756369136664576

Goose Nest and Eggs #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9AS67a

2011-04-23 10:05:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61732482655076352

Yay, UCLA has received my previous AP exam scores, and the entry level writing
requirement is now satisfied.

2011-04-23 09:41:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61726302272626688

Heh.  Awesome description for the Flickr app.  http://twitpic.com/4ode7i
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2011-04-23 09:34:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61724676103208960

@nifky Thanks.  Still a week to go, but it'll be time to take the AP Chemistry exam
before I know it....

2011-04-23 07:56:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61699953831059457

Just finished watching the movie 1941. Such an awesomely funny film, and it's still
quite relevant to today's wars.

2011-04-23 06:49:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61683085397344256

Two more geese have inexplicably appeared at school, bringing the total to four.  The
invasion has begun.

2011-04-23 04:37:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61649767905771520

The AP Exams cometh.  http://t.co/cZaLdhf

2011-04-23 04:13:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61643735083139072

Filled up my camera's 8GB SD card today.  New memory card (also 8GB) has been
acquired.

2011-04-23 04:03:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61641383966019584

Reciprocating #FF for @omegavesko, another awesome Metroid fan!

2011-04-22 23:07:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61566714030198785

Time to take my brain offline for a few hours.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-04-22 09:22:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61359301511487488

@TLUL_tw OMG you figured it out!  :O

2011-04-22 08:55:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61352316749623296

@TLUL_tw :O It's perfectly allowed use of my Twitter stream.  :P

2011-04-22 08:46:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61350098914906113

@TLUL_tw Just because nobody should doesn't mean nobody can.  ;)

2011-04-22 08:45:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61350004383686656

The Oncoming Storm #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9ADr1h

2011-04-22 08:38:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61348198551257088

Orange Tree Leaves #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9ADrdo

2011-04-22 08:37:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61347780148465664

Spontaneity of Redox Reactions.  That's right, it's time for chemistry!  ;P
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2011-04-22 05:38:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61302782476554240

@yetanotherx Yeah, they're a real pain.

2011-04-22 05:28:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61300397628866560

Speaking of, I still need to look up when the AP exams I'm taking are being
administered.

2011-04-22 05:08:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61295379794243584

One day, PV diagrams are going to come back to haunt me.  That day is very likely
the day of the AP Physics B exam.

2011-04-22 05:08:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61295265969217536

Tripods are awesome.  They support your camera, and in an emergency they can be
used for jousting!

2011-04-22 03:32:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/61271198339837952

Nothing really interesting or snarky to say tonight.  #goodnight

2011-04-21 09:28:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60998377189539840

@WaveHack Awesome.  Thanks!

2011-04-21 08:27:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60982922039144449

Now, where's my table of standard reduction potentials....

2011-04-21 07:29:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60968379745452032

I think Still Alive could pretty much be the anthem for scientists and engineers.  ;P

2011-04-21 07:27:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60967923212238848

@mindspillage Congratulations!

2011-04-21 07:26:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60967713643823104

Mmm, electrochemistry.

2011-04-21 07:01:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60961371520634880

Is there a way to manipulate audio volume levels on a standard Ubuntu install using
SSH from a remote system?  :P

2011-04-21 05:34:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60939494525911040

@Thunderchin You win an Internet for getting the reference!

2011-04-21 01:10:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60873089780686848

Hi everybody
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2011-04-20 23:56:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60854296908005376

Perhaps eventually I will no longer need sleep.  But today is not that day.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-04-20 10:28:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60651105922727936

Lasergeese!

2011-04-20 08:32:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60621963797872640

Reorganizing my sets and collections on Flickr.  I now have one set called "Lasers"
and another called "Geese".  What an odd combination. :P

2011-04-20 08:30:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60621464482754560

My server uptime is now 153 days, btw.  :D

2011-04-20 08:05:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60615115317329920

-!- Irssi: Uptime: 115d 22h 33m 15s.  So I've essentially been on IRC for 116 days
straight (connection issues notwithstanding).  Hell yeah.

2011-04-20 08:05:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60614979547709441

Redox reactions.  Because they sound cool.  :P

2011-04-20 06:56:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60597779193540608

...(three complete duty cycles, each being 90s on and 60s off).  That was insanely
bright.  Thank goodness for safety goggles.

2011-04-20 06:15:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60587481938132992

Holy crap.  I think this is the first time I've run my green laser with a full battery and
after properly warming it up (cont...)

2011-04-20 06:15:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60587299339116544

Yay, my copies of Tron: Legacy and the original Tron arrived today.  It's been a *long*
time since I last watched the original.

2011-04-20 04:37:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60562730037411840

Oh no. :( Elisabeth Sladen, who played Sarah Jane Smith on Doctor Who and The
Sarah Jane Adventures, has died.  RIP.  http://t.co/sWpDwv4

2011-04-20 01:06:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60509637060984832

Leaving reality for a few hours.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-04-19 09:24:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60272498121506816

LOL.  How to fix any computer - The Oatmeal (hint: it's a no-win scenario)
http://t.co/3ZaYZ3b via @Oatmeal
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2011-04-19 09:13:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60269884348710912

Yeah.  Minimum CPU frequency for a single-core system for Portal 2 is 3000 MHz.
`cat /proc/cpuinfo` says: "cpu MHz: 2793.101".  :(

2011-04-19 07:32:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60244393050906624

But my computer is well within the requirements of the original Portal, so I'll probably
get that soon.  I don't (cont) http://tl.gd/9uf5b8

2011-04-19 06:29:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60228549386317824

Damn.  My computer is just a bit under Portal 2's minimum system requirements.  I
guess I'll wait 'till I get my laptop before buying it. :(

2011-04-19 06:27:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60228039392501760

Wow.  Starting to realize how little time there is until the AP exams.  Eek.

2011-04-19 06:12:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60224228796014593

@MJack94 It was rereleased at the same time as Tron: Legacy to DVD.  If you can't
find it in stores, you can most certainly find it online.

2011-04-19 03:24:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60181857374969856

@MJack94 Check it out; I think you'll like it too.  :)

2011-04-19 03:21:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60181305970790400

The blue laser has been shipped.  :D

2011-04-19 03:18:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60180401909542912

@MJack94 Have you seen the original Tron?

2011-04-19 03:18:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60180329016733696

I reserve the right to refuse to assist you if you fail to RTFM first.

2011-04-19 01:01:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/60145858636816384

And now spring break is officially over. :(  Might as well get a couple hours of sleep
before school.... #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-04-18 09:55:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59917942577569792

@TLUL_tw Or you can even minor in Physics, like I'm considering.

2011-04-18 09:53:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59917578415521792

@TLUL_tw Most universities have a general education/elective requirement, and you
can take Physics classes to satisfy that.

2011-04-18 09:53:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59917507565330434
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@TLUL_tw You'll learn plenty about him in any college-level Physics course you take,
especially any with a focus on the quantum stuff.  ;)

2011-04-18 09:48:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59916313920929793

@TLUL_tw (Actually, the reason why it's so hard to measure Planck's constant is
because it's so small, 6.63e-34 J*s.)

2011-04-18 09:34:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59912644978679808

@TLUL_tw Ahh.  You'll find out when you take the class, then.  ;)

2011-04-18 09:33:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59912494851960832

@TLUL_tw http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planck_constant

2011-04-18 09:26:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59910627753340928

@TLUL_tw You do know how hard it is to measure Planck's constant, right?

2011-04-18 09:16:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59908065327202304

Yay.  I just experimentally determined the value of Planck's constant to within 16.1%
of the accepted value!  :DD

2011-04-18 08:57:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59903488632684545

There we go.  9 sigfigs give a *much* more reasonable answer.  Percent error down
to 16.1%!  :D

2011-04-18 08:57:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59903347792150528

Oh.  That's what I get for using 3 sigfig values for the electron charge and speed of
light constants....

2011-04-18 08:52:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59902076121124864

Lolwat.  I just got a percent error of 1.16e12%.  I think I'll redo my calculations....

2011-04-18 08:50:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59901508917014528

Alright, let's see how fast I can knock out this lab report.  Incidentally, the last one I
have to write, at least until after the AP exams.

2011-04-18 08:27:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59895798296612864

Heh.  I like how the SI units for entropy are the joule per kelvin, or J/K.

2011-04-18 06:17:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59863052782280704

Less than a week to the Doctor Who Series 6 premier!

2011-04-18 01:07:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59785106855952385

Heh.  Misread "Carnot engine" as "carrot engine".  XD
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2011-04-18 00:48:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59780358752833536

Heh.  There's a big lizard stalking a grasshopper in my backyard.  XD

2011-04-17 22:43:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59748902362030080

Giving up on homework for the night, going to bed.  Will probably dream in PV
diagrams.... ._.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-04-17 11:47:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59583829211488256

._. "In the United States, R-values are given in British units as ft^2*hr*F°/Btu."

2011-04-17 09:57:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59556089175347200

I favorited a @YouTube video http://youtu.be/3NGSU2PM9dA?a Charlie Chaplin
Google Doodle

2011-04-17 07:06:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59513002482876416

@darrenkerwin @WaveHack Shinesparkers (main site and forums) throwing severe
errors.  http://t.co/cxffdWk http://t.co/PumufZ9

2011-04-17 05:40:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59491382942892032

Back from watching Source Code.  Awesome film, and a nice Inception-esque
ending.

2011-04-17 05:33:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59489702306250754

Going out to see Source Code now.

2011-04-17 00:10:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59408243067334657

Wow.  Can't believe that spring break is just about over.  Oh well, 10 weeks until
graduation.

2011-04-17 00:03:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59406556327972864

Heh.  Star Trek: The Next Generation marathon on BBC America.  Alas, I've seen
many of these before.  :(

2011-04-16 23:01:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59390958185361409

Ok, I don't know why I stayed up this late.  But I did.  :\  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2011-04-16 11:18:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59214085153239040

I favorited a @YouTube video http://youtu.be/3NGSU2PM9dA?a Charlie Chaplin
Google Doodle

2011-04-16 11:07:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59211404946841600

Watching compiz work on a window playing video is always amusing.  :P
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2011-04-16 10:15:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59198297763614720

Ok, I'm gonna go ahead and start using `killall`.  Infinite loops are starting to assert
their control over the computer....

2011-04-16 10:03:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59195118107889664

Whee infiiiniiiite looooooooooops.....

2011-04-16 10:02:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59195024562339840

@FrozenFire Welcome to the Internet.  It's like that.  A lot, actually.

2011-04-16 08:25:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59170573632290816

Dammit iPod Touch, make up your mind.  You've given me 5 "20% Low Battery"
warnings in the last 10 minutes.  Is my battery low or not?

2011-04-16 04:51:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59116799865790466

@TLUL_tw ...the HPV vaccine, according to my doctor, is fainting.

2011-04-16 04:50:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59116458986319873

@TLUL_tw Pfft, people will make a fuss about damn near anything.  :P Actually,
kinda humorously, the most common side effect of (cont...)

2011-04-16 04:50:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59116356548820992

@TLUL_tw Heh.  Oh well, FDA says it's ok to be administered to the public, so I'm
fine with it.

2011-04-16 04:45:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59115290264477696

@TLUL_tw Also, long-term is a very subjective timeframe.

2011-04-16 04:41:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59114274303377408

@TLUL_tw Actually, which vaccine?  There are two common (and different) HPV
vaccines.

2011-04-16 04:41:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59114128895254528

Back home, eying my homework suspiciously.

2011-04-16 04:40:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59113953023897600

@TLUL_tw [citation needed].  And I mean a real one from a medical journal or
something like that.

2011-04-16 04:38:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59113489502969856

This sandwich has #bacon in it!  :D

2011-04-16 03:31:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59096663012294658
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Hmm.  I think I spy someone with a 3DS.

2011-04-16 03:01:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59088880074371072

Wow.  The line is a lot longer than normal.

2011-04-16 03:00:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59088678491914240

Going to Panera for dinner.  They have good soups.  :D

2011-04-16 02:37:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59082889748414464

Also, got fingerprinted for work purposes.  I'm now in the California Department of
Justice database.  :O

2011-04-16 01:55:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59072383994179584

Physical exam went well.  And apparently the HPV vaccine is being administered to
males now, because I got one.

2011-04-16 01:54:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59072201634217984

#FF The awesome Metroid fan community @Shinesparkers, and its admins
@darrenkerwin and @WaveHack!

2011-04-16 01:47:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/59070273923727360

Bedtime.  Physical exam tomorrow.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-04-15 09:18:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58821370838122497

@whole_tost np :)

2011-04-15 09:17:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58821202935951360

Resisting the urge to press shiny new VPN toggle.  :D  http://t.co/usgGbfp

2011-04-15 06:17:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58775909028728832

@whole_tost Just give it time.  Full CHKDISKs can take days to run.  Whatever you
do, though, don't interrupt it; that'll make things worse.

2011-04-15 06:16:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58775675364048896

Yay.  If I understand this correctly, the 3 I got on the AP English Language & Lit. test
satisfies the UC Entry Level Writing requirement.

2011-04-15 05:25:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58762745738313728

PV diagrams must die.  &gt;:(

2011-04-15 03:27:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58733140495183873

Going to see Source Code on Saturday.

2011-04-15 02:42:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58721795162910720
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I want one of these.  :P  Navy successfully tests ocean-going laser http://bit.ly/f7APwI
(via @cnn)

2011-04-14 23:51:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58678832223363072

Awesome, the country has a budget now.  Only six months or so late....

2011-04-14 23:21:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58671358732795904

And the campaign to recover sleep continues.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-04-14 10:16:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58473716627161088

Retweet of Steven Rawson (izno)

BAHAHAHAHAHA. http://ow.ly/1sv5Hh

2011-04-14 08:31:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58447396975284224

Heh.  Reading over released FRQs for the AP Computer Science A test for shits and
giggles.  :P

2011-04-14 07:12:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58427334495191041

Well.  That was relatively painless, although I'm not sure how much that cost me.... :\

2011-04-14 07:08:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58426424029233152

Right then.  Time to order AP exam scores.

2011-04-14 07:01:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58424526366707712

It's official: In fall 2011, I will be attending the University of California, Los Angeles
majoring in Computer Science and Engineering.  :D

2011-04-14 06:23:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58415055682813952

Yay UCLA has a Linux-compatible VPN client.

2011-04-14 05:49:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58406477248991232

Watching the new episode of Mythbusters (Blue Ice) on Discovery.  :D

2011-04-14 04:17:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58383280227106816

And lookie what I has access to:  http://t.co/w2jhp96

2011-04-14 03:55:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58377815413886976

SIR and housing app submitted to UCLA!  :D

2011-04-14 03:52:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58377059340263424

...can I just go back to sleep for another 30 hours or so?

2011-04-14 00:55:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58332403386691584
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Ugh.  An update for Windows failed to install.  But I'm too tired to figure out what
happened.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-04-13 13:11:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58155223088246784

19 updates to install.  :\

2011-04-13 11:29:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58129800027574272

Time to pay my old friend Microsoft Update a visit.

2011-04-13 11:28:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58129330320052224

@WaveHack Eh, it isn't *too* hard... :P

2011-04-13 11:17:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58126544081653760

@TLUL_tw You don't need to have one?

2011-04-13 11:06:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58123841460908032

@TLUL_tw Try pressing &lt;Left Ctrl&gt;+&lt;0&gt; on your keyboard.

2011-04-13 11:03:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58123101191417856

[LizardBlog] New post: Scanning for Radiation: Week 3 Update (with experiment
results!): http://bit.ly/hD3EdN

2011-04-13 10:55:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58121142338207744

Hold on everyone.  Done analyzing results from my radiation scan experiment,
writing up the blog post now....

2011-04-13 10:32:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58115237114679296

@TLUL_tw heh

2011-04-13 08:51:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58089861009256448

Finally getting around to analyzing the data from the radiation scan experiment I'm
doing.  Preliminary conclusion: No radiation from Japan.

2011-04-13 08:31:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58084832537874432

Me having fun with nicknames on IRC: "00:25:18 -!- Ceiling_Lizard is now known as
AdmiralObvious"

2011-04-13 08:01:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58077284095098880

665 pages on my English Wikipedia watchlist.  One of these days I'll go through it
and remove everything I'm not/no longer interested in....

2011-04-13 07:58:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58076474485374976

Going to play some BZFlag (on my own server, lizardwiki.dyndns.org:5155).
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2011-04-13 06:31:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58054579539017728

Retweet of Steven Walling (StevenWalling)

A beautiful and sometimes hilarious study of computer interfaces in cinema:
http://accessmaincomputerfile.net/

2011-04-13 05:20:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58036861100228609

Holy shit. Automatic Updates just gave me the list of available updates (today is
Patch Tuesday). There are like 15 security updates for XP.

2011-04-13 03:08:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/58003554849390592

Wow.  Windows seems to be running faster in general now that I've nuked all that
stuff running at startup.

2011-04-13 02:53:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57999743615385601

Windows boot time considerably faster.  Everything proceeds according to the
masterplan.

2011-04-13 01:22:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57976942321868800

Nukes a bunch of things from my Windows autostart folders to shave some boot time
off.  Rebooting to test.

2011-04-13 01:12:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57974473512591360

Watching Windows struggle to boot up. &gt;:D

2011-04-13 00:40:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57966445505675264

Starting my day with some Star Trek: The Next Generation.  :D Watching "A Matter of
Perspective" (1990) on BBC America.

2011-04-12 22:09:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57928390501597185

@darrenkerwin I know!  :D

2011-04-12 21:16:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57915099440095232

Let's see if I can use this spring break for some sleep recovery.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-04-12 10:55:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57758713808822272

@darrenkerwin Heh, congrats

2011-04-12 10:01:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57745113434177536

@TLUL_tw Sounds like an association fallacy to me.  The width is not going to be
changed, so further replies on the matter will be ignored.

2011-04-12 07:58:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57714144685735936
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@TLUL_tw Considering that the set width of the page is 1024 pixels, I suspect it has
to do with your local configuration.

2011-04-12 07:50:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57712230489276417

@TLUL_tw Google Chrome set to 1100 pixels wide and 768 pixels high.  Note the
lack of a horizontal scroll bar.   http://twitpic.com/4jwnn6

2011-04-12 07:39:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57709375837581312

@TLUL_tw Snide remarks aren't going to get you anywhere.  If you don't want to look
at my site, then by all means don't.

2011-04-12 07:28:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57706755433562112

@TLUL_tw No, I can't replicate the problem.

2011-04-12 07:23:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57705488896360448

@TLUL_tw Bug report rejected.  WORKSFORME.

2011-04-12 07:21:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57704760937164800

@TLUL_tw Then fix your screen resolution.

2011-04-12 07:20:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57704504715509761

@TLUL_tw Uhh, no, it's a new blog post?

2011-04-12 07:19:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57704473170153472

[LizardBlog] New post: Supertweet 1: My God, it's Full of Lights: http://bit.ly/fVC7no

2011-04-12 07:17:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57703852396384256

My hard drives' partition layout.  Note that the scaling used is logarithmic, not linear.
(@TLUL_tw) http://twitpic.com/4jvtng

2011-04-12 05:39:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57679318138101761

@TLUL_tw I have two hard drives, one is 500 GB and the other is 200 GB.  This is
what the filesystems look like: http://twitpic.com/44mwkx

2011-04-12 05:15:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57673262292934656

@TLUL_tw What's the capacity of the drive?

2011-04-12 05:12:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57672393421881344

@TLUL_tw Wow.  I've never heard of that happening before.  Ext ftw.

2011-04-12 05:11:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57672235980304384

@TLUL_tw wait what?  o_o

2011-04-12 05:09:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57671595887566848
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@TLUL_tw lol

2011-04-12 05:06:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57670985943498752

@TLUL_tw I didn't realize the downloader changed at all....

2011-04-12 05:04:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57670336044474368

This would make awesome driving music.  :D  #nowplaying March from "1941" /
Boston Pops Orchestra & John Willi… (cont) http://deck.ly/~GgiLC

2011-04-12 04:20:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57659291288608769

@darrenkerwin :D

2011-04-12 04:10:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57656824471617536

Now watching the movie version of The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy.  Still
amazed at how well my Blu-ray player upscales DVDs.

2011-04-11 23:54:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57592400041885697

@evula Heh.  Make sure you take a camera with you.  ;)

2011-04-11 22:32:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57571721640820736

Watching Star Trek: The Next Generation: "Deja Q" (1990) on BBC America.  Such
an amusing episode.  :P

2011-04-11 22:28:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57570818699444224

@evula Are you sure that's the proper response to the situation?  :P

2011-04-11 22:27:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57570554529587200

@TLUL_tw The $34 I paid fills my pickup truck ~halfway (I try not let it go under half
a tank full) with lowest grade (87 octane) gas.

2011-04-11 22:26:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57570233862459392

@TLUL_tw Cheap relative to what?

2011-04-11 21:49:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57561043244822528

The price was $4.239/gallon for octane 87 gas btw.

2011-04-11 21:49:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57560932305481728

Paid $34 for gas today.  Wheeee....

2011-04-11 21:45:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57559917535571968

Ready for the first real day of spring break tomorrow.  Or later this morning.
Whatever.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-04-11 11:58:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57412311329161216
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Awesomeness.  I just hit 100 views today on my Flickr photos.  New record for one
day hits.  :D

2011-04-11 11:01:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57397787540725762

UCLA's Inverted Fountain #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9xCT8r

2011-04-11 09:55:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57381275849342976

UCLA Royce Hall Interior #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9xFRmE

2011-04-11 09:55:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57381240797544448

UCLA Royce Hall Exterior #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9xFR31

2011-04-11 09:55:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57381205917704194

The Lightboard's LCD Panel.  Because lighting is srs bznss.  #flickr
http://flic.kr/p/9xFQKm

2011-04-11 09:55:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57381139991633920

Behold, the most complicated light switch you will ever use!  #flickr
http://flic.kr/p/9xCRS8

2011-04-11 09:54:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57381064737439744

Green LED Lens Flare #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9xFQ8Q

2011-04-11 09:54:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57380936957952000

Infrared LED #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9xFPWW

2011-04-11 09:54:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57380896298385408

The Goose Is Not Amused!  (Oshit run!)  #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9xCR8Z

2011-04-11 09:53:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57380850697904128

Uploading 32.74 MB of pictures would suck on my old DSL connection, but
fortunately I've had new cable Internets for a little while now.  :D

2011-04-11 08:49:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57364589653921792

"Upload to Flickr: 8 files / 32.74 MB" :D

2011-04-11 08:47:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57364121846427648

GIMPing a few pictures in preparation for upload to Flickr.  A few of them are from
UCLA.

2011-04-11 08:33:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57360661444952064

@butter1547 SOCKS is a type of proxy

2011-04-11 03:03:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57277655262838785
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Finished watching The X-Files: Fight the Future.  Now *that's* a government
conspiracy.

2011-04-11 02:35:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57270615824007168

Oshit.  Sneak teaser of the first episode of Doctor Who Series 6 just aired.  :D

2011-04-11 01:53:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57259892892905472

At the initial presentation at the UCLA HSSEAS Open House: "Be patient with them
[when touring dorm rooms]; they're liberal-arts majors". XD

2011-04-11 01:46:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57258294393315328

Oshit, it's the Cigarette Smoking Man!

2011-04-11 00:46:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57243139722846209

Watching The X-Files: Fight the Future on BBC America HD.

2011-04-11 00:25:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57237693616242689

Back from the UCLA HSSEAS Open House.  Awesome time, and now I'm certain
that that's where I'll be going in fall.

2011-04-11 00:21:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57236705954119682

@grawity lol deviantART.  Flickr ftw.  :P

2011-04-11 00:15:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57235399428407296

Bedtime.  Going back to UCLA in the morning for the Henry Samueli School of
Engineering and Applied Science Open House.  :D  #goodnight

2011-04-10 09:40:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/57014967899127809

Oooh.  I didn't know that John Williams composed the Olympic Fanfare.

2011-04-10 07:50:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/56987327012155392

@yetanotherx Incidentally, you shouldn't use -f unless you *really* need to.  -r alone
will work 99% of the time.

2011-04-10 07:46:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/56986272991952896

@yetanotherx I once accidentally did "rm -r /" instead of "rm -r ./".  It's a good thing I
wasn't root when I did it....

2011-04-10 07:44:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/56985983920513024

UCLA Bruin Day was awesome.  Pretty much solidified my desire to attend UCLA in
the fall.

2011-04-10 05:40:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/56954778315534336
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And now I shall get a decent amount of sleep.  Also visiting UCLA tomorrow.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-04-09 05:11:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/56584974605893632

@harej My sarcasm seems to have gone unacknowledged....

2011-04-09 04:00:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/56567250194411521

Aww, the government shutdown has been averted.  I was looking forward to the mass
hysteria it would have caused.

2011-04-09 02:59:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/56551659068850177

Retweet of Sean Heber (BigZaphod)

When the government shuts down tonight, be extra vigilant America. Canada has
been waiting a long time for their chance to strike!

2011-04-09 01:02:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/56522285703639040

&lt; 4 hours until the U.S. federal government shuts down.  It's like a game of Deal or
No Deal on a large scale!

2011-04-09 00:03:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/56507504892444672

SPRING BREAK!

2011-04-09 00:00:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/56506827973730304

Last day of school before spring break tomorrow!  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2011-04-08 10:30:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/56302817245270016

@FrozenFire 9_9

2011-04-08 09:42:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/56290776161845248

Crossed 2,000 all time views on my Flickr account (overall) yesterday.  :D

2011-04-08 09:36:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/56289417781972993

Hmm.  ~&gt;3 weeks until the AP exams.  Time for me to start memorizing all the
common polyatomic ions and solubility rules.

2011-04-08 07:54:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/56263747051859968

The strong nuclear force makes the world go 'round....

2011-04-08 06:40:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/56245128024690688

Almost to spring break.  One school day to go....

2011-04-08 02:13:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/56177806459142144
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Stop.  Sleeptime.  #goodnight

2011-04-07 09:36:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55926904380862465

Hmm.  `mysqldump` doesn't like tilde expansion.

2011-04-07 09:18:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55922487820697600

@WaveHack Oooh, I'll have to look into that this weekend.  Looks like a useful
program.

2011-04-07 09:11:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55920673452859392

@WaveHack Yeah, I don't think I need something quite so heavy yet.  :P

2011-04-07 09:00:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55917766057799680

@WaveHack Umm... how exactly would you test it?  9_9

2011-04-07 08:54:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55916304292528128

And one more for good measure.  http://bit.ly/hh9WjC

2011-04-07 08:53:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55916206959493120

Random link to my site for load testing. You don't need to click it; bots checking it out
suffices for my purposes. :P http://bit.ly/fvfU98

2011-04-07 08:52:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55915825525297153

Tweaked my server's apache2.conf so that it hopefully responds a little better under
high load.

2011-04-07 08:46:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55914331136729088

So, apparently, the U.S. government will be shutting down on Friday.  Just in time for
my spring break!

2011-04-07 08:45:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55914061224869889

Fun fact: There are no less than 20 blinking lights on my desk.

2011-04-07 06:04:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55873685684355072

Doctor Who Series 6 trailer on BBC America.  I wish it were April 23rd today. :P

2011-04-06 23:51:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55779568228896768

Cleared for sleep. Directing lighting for a little clubs' talent show of sorts at school
tomorrow morn. #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-04-06 07:04:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55526278375288832

Hmm.  My Internet died there for a second.  How strange.

2011-04-06 06:14:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55513730145984512
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Also, yay no homework tonight, which means I can get some sleep.  :D

2011-04-06 04:34:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55488425377271809

Fun.  Cydia failed to properly restart Springboard, so I had to SSH into my iPod and
do `sudo launchctl load com.apple.SpringBoard.plist`.

2011-04-06 04:32:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55487929375662080

@foxhuntingx Yours, duh.  :P

2011-04-06 04:25:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55486223950692352

&lt; 2 hours of sleep.  &gt;:(  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-04-05 11:18:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55227702306803712

Heh.  Considering printing this out.  :P  http://www.electricstuff.co.uk/scarylaser.gif

2011-04-05 09:18:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55197706523652096

Hmm.  My Windows partition is 45% full.  My Linux partition is 7% full.

2011-04-05 09:17:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55197321134227456

The 1.2W 445nm blue laser has been ordered.  :D

2011-04-05 07:55:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55176608608301056

Oooh, another spam comment on my blog today.  I must be getting popular!  :D

2011-04-05 07:47:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55174750930075648

Aforementioned block seems to have only lasted for a few hours.

2011-04-05 07:18:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55167434558152704

New reports on the Foundation-l mailing list indicate that Wikipedia is unblocked
again in China.

2011-04-05 07:18:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55167373900132352

@WaveHack That's true for every OS, though.

2011-04-05 07:17:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55167265905188864

Ahh, new kernel.  I see you thar.

2011-04-05 06:58:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55162462579851264

Holy crap.  Ubuntu has 81.4 MiB of updates waiting.

2011-04-05 06:58:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55162266252886017

Initial reports coming in on the Wikimedia Foundation's Foundation-l mailing list that
Wikipedia is once again blocked in China.
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2011-04-05 04:11:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55120228216086528

@butter1547 Just got the transaction cleared notification from PayPal, so will be
ordering in the next few hours.

2011-04-05 03:22:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55107915979296768

Four more school days until spring break begins!

2011-04-05 00:03:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/55057861688037376

Screw it, I'm going to go to bed.  Especially because the last AP Physics lab of the
year is tomorrow morning.... #goodnight

2011-04-04 08:56:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54829630460403712

For those of you wondering, I will be posting the Week 2 update for my Scanning for
Radiation experiment a little late, sometime this week.

2011-04-04 08:34:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54824184030822400

@nifky iknowrite

2011-04-04 07:06:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54801984292782080

@butter1547 I call your holy light and raise you a green laser.  Also, nice avatar.  XD

2011-04-04 06:39:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54795316905512960

@nifky sleepdep

2011-04-04 06:39:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54795204099715072

I haven't felt this bad in months.  :x

2011-04-04 06:22:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54790803289145344

@TLUL_tw ...Fascinating.  Well, I suppose that's one way of looking at the issue....

2011-04-04 03:05:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54741397567324160

@TLUL_tw Wait. What? O_O

2011-04-04 03:03:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54740793193267200

@TLUL_tw Failed attempt at trolling fails.

2011-04-04 02:59:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54739783716573185

@TLUL_tw Actually, it would mean I have the *right* one installed, since section 1
manpages are provided by their respective applications.

2011-04-04 02:55:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54738878279585792

@TLUL_tw I haven't installed any.
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2011-04-04 02:52:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54737969218727936

@TLUL_tw Lies.  It worked for me, since I'm reading the manpage on man(1) right
now.

2011-04-04 02:49:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54737263644524544

Retweet of James Hare (harej)

@FastLizard4 Nor is there ``man universe''

2011-04-04 02:43:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54735711202590720

Tried running the query (with modifications) on my MediaWiki table. Somewhat
humorous result:  http://twitpic.com/4gqcjb

2011-04-04 02:34:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54733568974389249

If such a command existed, I would right now be doing EXPLAIN EXTENDED
SELECT existence FROM people WHERE person_name='Charlie Sheen';

2011-04-04 02:26:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54731590806413313

Too bad the universe doesn't have an EXPLAIN command.

2011-04-04 02:22:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54730531929206784

Good morning everyone!  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-04-03 13:36:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54537756575150080

Strangely appropriate, considering that the quote number is 42:
http://lizardwiki.dyndns.org/bash/simple.php?q=42

2011-04-03 12:43:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54524338619166720

@issyl0 Happy birthday!  :)

2011-04-03 11:34:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54506970337644545

Just calculated that my green laser emits ~1.21e18 photons per second.  :P

2011-04-03 11:14:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54502075849121792

Hmm.  I think I just spotted the 10th Doctor in one of the Series 6 trailers.  Definitely
spotted 10's TARDIS.  http://bit.ly/fek72h

2011-04-03 10:45:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54494663645728768

I favorited a YouTube video -- Exclusive DOCTOR WHO Extended Trailer 2011
http://youtu.be/bVAgyBOe84w?a

2011-04-03 10:44:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54494528886943744

I subscribed to BBCAmericaTV's channel on YouTube.
http://www.youtube.com/user/BBCAmericaTV?feature=autoshare
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2011-04-03 10:38:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54492929779179521

I favorited a @YouTube video http://youtu.be/98x9FwsqzHQ?a Trailer: A Christmas
Carol, Doctor Who Christmas Special

2011-04-03 10:24:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54489459340742657

OMG, new Doctor Who Series 6 trailer (BBC America).  So fucking excited!
*implodes* http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bVAgyBOe84w

2011-04-03 10:23:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54489245892608000

Finally got around to updating my FAFSA.  Will probably submit my SIR to UCLA
tomorrow.

2011-04-03 09:17:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54472696678981632

@MJack94 Of my blog?  http://lizardwiki.dyndns.org/blog/

2011-04-03 05:19:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54412783260925953

Awesome.  My blog has gotten its first spam comment.

2011-04-03 05:16:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54411947315167232

@omegavesko On Linux filesystems at least, it makes files immutable.  You can't
write to or delete them, even as root.

2011-04-03 04:38:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54402393420464128

Well, today was an interesting day.  Went out to lunch with family, which is always fun.

2011-04-03 04:37:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54402107612209152

Wow.  My sleep schedule is so fucked up.... #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-04-02 14:31:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54189095043338240

@harej omg recursion

2011-04-02 13:34:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54174894337957888

`sudo chattr +i` is my new friend :P

2011-04-02 13:19:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54171194160717825

Reading RFC 5984 and ROFLing.  XD  http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc5984 section 3.2.3

2011-04-02 13:02:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54166859913756672

[LizardBlog] New post: April Fools' Day 2011: http://bit.ly/hYY1ND

2011-04-02 12:51:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54164089420791808

@omegavesko Yeah, attempting to connect drives CPU usage up to 100% for a little
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while, then Pidgin fails to connect with an error message.

2011-04-02 11:25:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54142508082532352

I hope the issue between Pidgin and Windows Live Messenger is temporary.... :|

2011-04-02 09:59:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54120774230999041

WTF.  Pidgin can't connect to Windows Live Messenger.  Thrashes CPU to 100% for
a little while then fails out with a read error.

2011-04-02 09:41:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/54116353250041856

OMGOMOMG.  Just saw the new Doctor Who Series 6 American trailer on BBC
America HD.  Can't wait for April 23rd.  :D :D

2011-04-02 01:31:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53993014221209600

I favorited a @YouTube video http://youtu.be/9vIsQ25Krq8?a Doctor Who - Full
Length Trailer for New Series 2011 - BBC

2011-04-01 22:27:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53946490363715586

Alright, that's enough April Fools' fun.  More later, but until then, #goodnight.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard

2011-04-01 09:00:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53743545361760256

HAH!  xkcd has gone 3D!  http://xkcd.com

2011-04-01 08:42:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53738969522913280

Yay!  The 18650 lithium battery used by my green laser finally finished charging.
Holy shit the laser is really bright now.  :D

2011-04-01 08:37:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53737625894404096

Oh no!  Wanda the Fish died!  (Look in upper left  corner of image)
http://twitpic.com/4fllrl

2011-04-01 08:27:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53735130182860800

@WaveHack Yes, I know it's an April Fools' joke; that's why I retweeted it.

2011-04-01 08:12:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53731495235428352

Retweet of Gmail (gmail)

A radical new way to interact with your email. Introducing Gmail Motion:
http://gmail.com/motion

2011-04-01 08:07:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53730282746028032

Updated my website to be April Fools' compliant.  See Twitter profile for link.

2011-04-01 07:12:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53716294658310144
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I see YouTube put up their April Fools' Joke and the April Fools' RFCs have been
written (6214 and 6217).  See also http://bit.ly/ihNuAC

2011-04-01 06:36:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53707296236244992

OMG.  RFC 6217 and RFC 6214.  XD  http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6217
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6214

2011-04-01 06:26:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53704827863183361

In the spirit of April Fools' Day:
http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=April_Fools%27_Day&diff=421777477&oldid
=421775361

2011-04-01 06:23:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53704068216008704

Awesome, new vehicle insurance cards have arrived in the mail.  I got an insurance
discount for having driver's training.  :D

2011-04-01 05:48:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53695253676425216

Loving this year's Wikipedia April Fools' Main Page.  Remember, everything on it is
absolutely true!  http://t.co/kMCkZgC

2011-04-01 05:07:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53684972619436032

AP US Government project done.  Took a bit longer than expected, and I didn't get to
take a nap.  :(

2011-04-01 04:32:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53675958749761536

90+ degrees Fahrenheit (32.2+ degrees Celsius) outside.  I thought it was still
spring.... :\

2011-03-31 23:47:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53604246767149056

@WaveHack That's what I've been getting recently.  Normally I get ~5 hours a night.

2011-03-31 23:39:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53602335930335234

sleep(3 * 3600); #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-03-31 09:48:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53393337239076864

@WaveHack Agreed.  :D

2011-03-31 09:08:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53383069972959232

@wikisignpost Interesting.  Good to hear that people are aware of counternotices.

2011-03-31 09:04:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53382084634476544

Ok, technically it isn't a true "fireball", but it looks pretty nonetheless.  :P

2011-03-31 09:03:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53381931370430464
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@FrozenFire Yeah.  Read the image description, it explains steps to replicate the
demo.

2011-03-31 09:01:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53381374664642560

@FrozenFire Nope, isopropyl alcohol.

2011-03-31 08:54:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53379635832033280

I'm surprised no one has clicked on my picture of the pretty fireball.  ;)  #flickr
http://flic.kr/p/9uHTJ4

2011-03-31 08:52:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53379054681866240

Behold, the Whoosh Bottle!  #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9uHTJ4

2011-03-31 07:48:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53362960185298944

@mike_peel @StevenWalling But the inboxes aren't sentient.  Or are they?

2011-03-31 07:01:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53351119103078400

Heh.  Just found an industrial-grade AA battery that supposedly expired a year ago.
Works fine.  :P

2011-03-31 06:15:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53339559009861633

Bloody hell, my mouse's battery died.  Navigating the computer using only the
keyboard at the moment.  :P

2011-03-31 06:13:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53339115168612352

@MJack94 135mm long, diameter ranges from 24mm at the back to 43mm on the
laser emitting side.

2011-03-31 05:47:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53332617478672384

@MJack94 ...semiconductor diode is the laser driver type.  The Wikipedia article on
lasers explains what those quantities mean.

2011-03-31 05:31:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53328590833582080

@MJack94 The best I can do is say that 1.2W is the power of the beam, 445nm is
the vacuum wavelength of the emitted light, and (cont...)

2011-03-31 05:30:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53328326118486016

@MJack94 ...plain as possible.

2011-03-31 05:27:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53327478294446080

@MJack94 ...asking me to say "computer with a 2.5GHz processor and a 1.5TB hard
drive" in "plain English".  It *is* already as (cont...)

2011-03-31 05:27:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53327434422030336
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@MJack94 Those are the specifications of the laser.  There's nothing to translate
into.  What you're asking me to do is like (cont...)

2011-03-31 05:26:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53327188061196288

@MJack94 1.2W 445nm blue semiconductor diode.

2011-03-31 05:23:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53326508483280896

#quotesWithoutContext from AP Calculus BC class: "Are you trying to graph butts on
your calculator?"

2011-03-31 04:57:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53319958104518656

@wikisignpost Has the WMF ever responded to a takedown notice with a
counternotice?

2011-03-31 04:49:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53317966502166529

@darrenkerwin I was bullied a bit in elementary school; fortunately, I was able to
solve the problem by switching schools.

2011-03-31 04:41:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53316000162119680

@darrenkerwin I got about two hours of sleep last night.  It's hard to tell when I've
woken up since I no longer tweet when I get to school.

2011-03-31 04:40:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53315775674597376

Alright, that's enough for one day.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-03-30 10:46:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53045501590908928

@nifky Money to spend, yes.  It's not a stream though, it's very much finite.  I'm much
more careful with it than it seems.

2011-03-30 09:13:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53021914033164288

Heh, this looks like it'd be a fun place to work:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Ignition_Facility

2011-03-30 09:12:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53021759829581824

Yay for Pro!  Also lol.  :P http://twitpic.com/4ewi8s

2011-03-30 09:03:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53019503163998208

Whee, I is now Pro Flickr user.  :D  (Here's my photostream, btw: http://bit.ly/euIhT8)

2011-03-30 08:58:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53018317614624768

@FrozenFire Sorry, no such thing as purple *lasers*.  Purple light exists, but not from
a laser.

2011-03-30 08:44:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53014664694607872
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@FrozenFire Eww, purple.  There is no such thing as purple light.  445nm is blue,
405nm is violet.  445nm lasers (cont) http://tl.gd/9ig0kj

2011-03-30 08:41:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53013899796152320

@FrozenFire I couldn't order the laser today since I realized that I don't have safety
goggles for 445nm, and I (cont) http://tl.gd/9ifva8

2011-03-30 08:37:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53012964143403008

@FrozenFire Yeah.  Ordering a 1.2W 445nm blue laser in a few days, once PayPal
clears the new transaction.  No IR lasers as of yet.  :P

2011-03-30 08:35:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53012418846142464

Awesome, new goggles selected, just have to wait for PayPal to clear the additional
money needed. The new goggles also protect against IR :D

2011-03-30 08:31:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53011475337445377

last tweet ~= s/for them/for it/

2011-03-30 08:12:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53006720343093248

Bah, can't order the blue laser today since I just realized that I don't have the right
safety goggles for them. Oh well, 3 more days. :P

2011-03-30 08:12:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53006606824243200

@darrenkerwin Heh, I don't know if any laser could cut through gold.  But, in any
case, I'd need one of these: http://bit.ly/ejTry2

2011-03-30 08:05:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/53004879836348416

@FatChickinLA Burn your flesh and run around acid.  :P

2011-03-30 07:11:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52991269617668096

@darrenkerwin ...hazard to the eyes, though, making them more dangerous, even at
the same power levels with a different color laser.

2011-03-30 07:11:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52991200575229952

@darrenkerwin ...more powerful than my green laser at its peak power of 450mW.
Blue lasers also present an extra photochemical (cont...)

2011-03-30 07:10:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52991069578735616

@darrenkerwin ...blue laser I'm getting though is much more powerful than the others
I have.  At 1.2W, it's almost three times (cont...)

2011-03-30 07:09:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52990821728919552

@darrenkerwin ...although on a quantum level the blue laser would have a higher
energy due to shorter wavelength.  The particular (cont...)
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2011-03-30 07:08:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52990611678179328

@darrenkerwin Assuming all things to be equal, including power, the green laser is
the best of all in terms of beam visibility, (cont...)

2011-03-30 07:07:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52990411093966848

Gah, I need to be more consistent with my H+ versus H3O+ in acid equilibria.

2011-03-30 07:00:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52988663369449472

So, if my calculations are right, 3.5g NaC2H3O2•3H2O + 8.8mL HC2H3O2 + 55.6mL
H2O should give me a nice pH 3.87 buffer.

2011-03-30 06:57:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52987706074071040

@FrozenFire Sodium acetate trihydrate.  Makes a nice little buffer with acetic acid.

2011-03-30 06:53:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52986916148219905

last tweet ~= s/Na2/Na/

2011-03-30 06:53:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52986752541016064

Na2C2H3O2•3H2O

2011-03-30 06:21:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52978799427592192

@nifky o_o

2011-03-30 06:19:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52978238250684416

Awesome, PayPal cleared my bank transfer.  Time to buy a blue laser and a Flickr
Pro account.  :D

2011-03-30 06:19:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52978122961850368

Ew ew ew ew.  A physicist on CNN just expressed a radiation dose in REM per hour
instead of sieverts per hour.  :P

2011-03-29 23:58:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52882388077903872

@Sky2042 Neither.  A friend of mine is writing it and hosts it on my wiki (see the
page history).

2011-03-29 23:51:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52880515455393792

/sleep #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-03-29 10:35:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52680381744418816

Just did my AP Calculus BC homework (Taylor series) while listening to Calculus
Rhapsody.  :P

2011-03-29 08:50:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52653945788706816
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Hmm.  I'm really hyper and really tired right now.  I don't think my brain is working
properly....

2011-03-29 07:53:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52639568058523648

I somehow managed to segfault Photoshop today.  :D

2011-03-29 05:24:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52601941091561472

Cofffeeeeee *collapses onto couch*

2011-03-29 01:18:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52539994375589888

Going to get *slightly* more sleep for a Monday morning than I normally do....
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-03-28 11:17:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52328391986249728

It seems that whenever I'm working on a Physics lab report, my desk suddenly
becomes about 100 times messier.... :\

2011-03-28 09:45:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52305308269297664

More fun with lasers: I just laser etched my name into my flash drive using my
300mW 650nm(+-10nm) semiconductor diode laser.

2011-03-28 06:05:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52249862833577984

Awesome, no Physics lab tomorrow morning, so I can sleep in.  :D

2011-03-28 05:07:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52235329758969856

Rediscovered this bit of awesome today: A summary of Calculus, sung to Bohemian
Rhapsody: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uqwC41RDPyg

2011-03-28 03:23:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52209063232143361

@bugzilla My distro's (Ubuntu 8.04 LTS x64) through apt-get.

2011-03-28 01:17:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52177562524327937

Had a friend over for an AP US Govt. project. Surprised to find that printer sharing in
Windows works flawlessly with zero configuration! :O

2011-03-28 01:16:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52177321116966912

@bugzilla In the end, I had to create symlinks to the correct mod_perl installation
path, since I could find no other easy way of doing it.

2011-03-28 01:08:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52175108206362624

@bugzilla The issue wasn't actually with Bugzilla, but with CPAN, which had issues
with the Apace2::SizeLimit module finding mod_perl.

2011-03-28 01:07:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52174866253754368
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I think today is another Windows day.

2011-03-27 20:12:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52100650808520704

Crap, the sun's coming up.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-03-27 14:13:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/52010272893833216

The Goose is Watching You!  #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9tF8bA

2011-03-27 12:28:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51983831481331712

Big goose is watching you!  #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9tF7X5

2011-03-27 12:27:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51983637708685314

Retweet of Darren (darrenkerwin)

Remember Metroid fans, if you want to discuss your favourite gaming franchise,
check out these forums! http://www.shinesparkers.net/forums/

2011-03-27 12:21:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51982233539575808

*huggles the `a2enmod` command*

2011-03-27 08:41:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51926767799255040

Although I have to say that was perhaps the most complicated Bugzilla upgrade ever.

2011-03-27 08:33:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51924883231354880

The LizardBugs upgrade is complete.  LizardBugs is now running Bugzilla 4.0.

2011-03-27 08:33:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51924777065132033

@Ashfire908 I did that once.  The flash drive wouldn't work in high-speed transfer
mode anymore, but it still worked.

2011-03-27 07:27:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51908276970979328

Heh, just noticed that it's raining.  :P  Unfortunately, this could very well be the last
rain until the next rainy season.  :(

2011-03-27 06:26:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51892866611560448

Hi, Linux!  I've missed you.  :P

2011-03-27 06:24:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51892304788717568

@MJack94 9_9

2011-03-27 05:30:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51878839369990144

Also, laptop + HDTV + PuTTY == win.  :P

2011-03-27 04:54:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51869710052110336
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Slept for nearly 16 hours.  :D

2011-03-27 04:54:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51869564442648576

Time for the first good night of sleep in a very long time.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2011-03-26 11:13:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51602781177511936

Hmm.  My YouTube account somehow got delinked from my Twitter.  Relinking now.

2011-03-26 10:09:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51586649246806016

Awesome!  You can define custom units on the TI-89, and the calculator will
recognize them as units!  :D  (e.g.: 1e-9_m -&gt; _nm)

2011-03-26 08:57:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51568331332923392

[LizardBlog] New Post: Scanning for Radiation: Week 1 Update: http://bit.ly/e6IJ2y

2011-03-26 07:41:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51549271702519808

Hmm, something's having fun thrashing my hard drive.  I wonder what it is.

2011-03-26 06:05:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51525283169312768

Modem and router rebooted, but Internet still slow.   :\

2011-03-26 05:40:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51518790026018816

Hmm, Internet is being unusually slow.  Resetting my cable modem.

2011-03-26 05:30:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51516414170898432

Sometimes I wonder if Windows boots up slowly just to spite me.  :P

2011-03-26 02:52:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51476709693865984

@MJack94 You can plug a computer into most HDTVs.  :)

2011-03-26 02:12:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51466521876242433

Watching YouTube videos on my HDTV is amusing.  :D

2011-03-25 23:50:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51430886029266944

Yay weekend.

2011-03-25 23:47:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51430022241718273

All sleep is is logging out of reality.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-03-25 09:44:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51217774646804480

The cake is a lie! [citation needed]

2011-03-25 09:06:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51208274678251520
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Heh.  On the topic of language, I recommended the Star Trek: The Next Generation:
Season 5 episode "Darmok" (1991) to my AP English teacher.

2011-03-25 08:36:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51200760809136129

@MJack94 Many thanks! :)

2011-03-25 08:11:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51194355796541441

Decided that I will likely attend the University of California, Los Angeles in fall.  :D

2011-03-25 05:10:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51149011805159424

Overheard (regarding candles for an experiment in the chem lab): "Are we trying to
resurrect Linus Pauling or something?"

2011-03-25 02:52:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51114160464994304

Oh well.  Onwards and upwards!  :)

2011-03-25 02:40:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51111295151386625

Damn.  Got rejected from Harvey Mudd and UC Berkeley.  End total: 5 acceptances,
3 rejections.  Now comes choosing one of the five to go to.

2011-03-25 02:33:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51109458792812544

I think I'm ready for this school year to just be over.

2011-03-25 02:20:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/51106079827955712

With luck, I might actually be *less* tired tomorrow!  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2011-03-24 08:55:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50843173894889472

I may or may not be ordering a 1200mW 445nm blue laser in the next few days.  ;)

2011-03-24 07:17:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50818578450104320

WTF, including the gadgets manually on my monobook.js file instead of just selecting
them in preferences fixed the problems... :\

2011-03-24 06:57:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50813573793980416

Hmm.  Google Chrome 11.0.696.16 beta seems to break a couple of gadgets on
Wikipedia, specifically those that use a.onmouseover.

2011-03-24 06:50:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50811831358464000

Hooray for not having any homework.  :D

2011-03-24 05:49:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50796314459512832

Today felt like the longest day of school *ever*.  Now I have a reason to fix my sleep
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schedule.  :P

2011-03-23 23:13:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50696790726545408

Retweet of TLUL (TLUL_tw)

@FastLizard4 Don't you mean one of these nights?

2011-03-23 23:07:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50695186929557504

One of these days, I'll get around to fixing my sleep schedule.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-03-23 10:47:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50508902244163584

@TLUL_tw lol

2011-03-23 06:14:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50440361306357760

@MJack94 Yeah, that's just something that has to be dealt with as it comes.  Just
report for spam and don't click their links.

2011-03-23 05:33:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50429871565967360

So, yeah, the next time someone says that Twitter is useless, counter their argument
with this Wikipedia article: http://t.co/T1PiL4m

2011-03-23 05:23:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50427539738472448

@MJack94 Agreed.  :D

2011-03-23 05:22:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50427276839497728

@TLUL_tw Well, I haven't damaged anything yet; I'm still tweeting from my iPod.  :P

2011-03-23 05:20:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50426628349763584

@MJack94 I would also say that Twitter is more "pure" and to-the-point than
Facebook is.  Twitter does one thing and does it damn well.

2011-03-23 05:19:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50426532627353600

@MJack94 And of course I'd tweet the wrong link.  http://t.co/T1PiL4m

2011-03-23 05:16:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50425712640929792

@MJack94 http://t.co/7oDBC5R

2011-03-23 05:15:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50425418863484928

Haha, finally got the magnets apart.  One of them went flying and attached itself to
my iPod.  :O

2011-03-23 05:14:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50425215083233280

Holy crap these magnets are strong.  Got them stuck together and I can't pull them
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back apart.  :x

2011-03-23 05:09:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50423859337379840

Whee neodymium magnets!

2011-03-23 05:05:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50422994757103617

@foxhuntingx Haha, nice.  I love that sort of weather.

2011-03-23 03:35:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50400195590111232

It rained this morning, was sunny (and cold) all day, and now it's clouding up again.
Bipolar weather #FTW.

2011-03-23 01:21:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50366404704206848

Wait a sec, why am I still awake? :\  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-03-22 10:03:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50135581325402112

@TLUL_tw :O

2011-03-22 09:22:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50125287723241472

@TLUL_tw Hmm, I don't think I could destroy a lab with *just* a blue laser.... :P

2011-03-22 09:15:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50123522755919872

@TLUL_tw rofl

2011-03-22 09:05:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50120944391426048

@TLUL_tw Could be.  &gt;:D

2011-03-22 08:59:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50119365558939648

Here's a summary of all the colleges I've applied to and whether or not they've
accepted me: http://bit.ly/feKSLJ

2011-03-22 08:51:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50117397079789568

http://lizardwiki.dyndns.org/bash/simple.php?q=948

2011-03-22 07:45:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50100662909943808

Happy birthday Twitter!

2011-03-22 03:33:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50037278847938560

@dvyjones Mmm, good luck!  :)

2011-03-22 03:27:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/50035840382025729

College application tally: 5 acceptances, 1 rejection, 2 have not yet replied.

2011-03-22 00:02:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49984353958236160
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Alas, got rejected from Caltech.  :( Got accepted to UC San Diego though.  :D

2011-03-22 00:02:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49984172672024576

Sleep authorized.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-03-21 10:40:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49782428402855936

Using the Ubuntu Font Family on the lab report I'm printing out.  :D

2011-03-21 10:06:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49773866414899200

Truth.  http://bit.ly/hWvPDH

2011-03-21 08:32:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49750339397758976

Do file naming conventions say anything about the user naming the files?  If so, what
do these say about me?  :P http://twitpic.com/4bpxfk

2011-03-21 07:16:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49731089127833600

Hmm, sounds like the rain is intensifying.  My NOAA Weather Radio will go off again
any time now....

2011-03-21 05:51:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49709790024314880

@harej Can't be bothered to buy/get a yellow laser, but I may be ordering a
high-power blue laser soon, if I ever hear back from the company

2011-03-21 05:18:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49701437369876480

IMMA FIRIN TWO LASERS!  Crossed Red and Green Laser Beams #flickr
http://flic.kr/p/9s1Vri

2011-03-21 05:12:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49699856712867840

IMMA FIRING MAH LASER (seriously, I am)!  High Power Green Laser, Dark
Background (2) #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9s4Ta3

2011-03-21 05:11:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49699749804261376

More pictures of my lasers forthcoming in a few minutes.  :D

2011-03-21 04:30:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49689273464651776

@TLUL_tw No, it's just played extremely loudly.  And for what seems like at least five
to ten seconds.

2011-03-21 04:04:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49682770666074112

@TLUL_tw Sine.

2011-03-21 03:45:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49678029353529345

@StevenWalling Interesting.  I'm running the same version on Linux (albeit from the
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beta channel), and I don't see those options.

2011-03-21 03:02:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49667206161764352

@Chrisgatti9 You may have noticed me setting this up at school.  :P
http://bit.ly/gdNBou

2011-03-21 02:40:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49661563673649152

@besweeet I personally like Doctor Who.  The next season of that starts April 23rd.

2011-03-21 02:38:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49661141294661632

Flash flood warning for SW Los Angeles County until 9:00 PM PDT.

2011-03-21 02:35:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49660300420595712

AACK, NOAA Weather Radio just activated now.  *braces for 1050 Hz EAS
emergency tone*

2011-03-21 02:34:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49660104651440128

@StevenWalling I see neither.  Which version of Chrome are you using?

2011-03-21 02:33:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49659964465221633

NOAA Weather Radio EAS activated again.  Flash flood warning I think.

2011-03-21 01:17:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49640661938475008

@Hexxeh Oh, heh.  Well, if it works, it works.  :P

2011-03-20 23:39:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49616004212457472

@Hexxeh Owies.  You said "was", so it's stopped now?

2011-03-20 23:35:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49615187195592704

Nothing like severe thunderstorms, heavy rain, and high winds to start spring.  :P

2011-03-20 23:35:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49615075882958848

Was woken up this morning by three consecutive activations of my NOAA Weather
Radio's Emergency Alert System.   http://t.co/49v6nSh

2011-03-20 23:32:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49614277828546560

@Hexxeh :( Out of curiosity, though, do you know the vector (SYN flood, etc.) being
used for the attack on you?

2011-03-20 23:28:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49613352862892032

@Hexxeh ...of people with bot-infected computers getting calls from the FBI asking
why they've been running (D)DoS attacks.

2011-03-20 23:25:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49612679517708288
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@Hexxeh I mean abuse reports to law enforcement; from what I've heard, the FBI
investigates DDoS attacks, and I've heard stories (cont...)

2011-03-20 23:25:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49612554430971904

@Hexxeh Maybe it's time to find a new ISP; one that would actually file abuse reports
w/ the relevant authorities instead of nullrouting you

2011-03-20 23:20:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49611400695382017

Big day tomorrow.  In terms of how much work I have to do....
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-03-20 12:30:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49447698344050688

Oh, wow, even though security updates were included in this round of Windows
updates, it's not asking me to reboot the computer.  :D

2011-03-20 12:15:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49443916516302848

TARDISCEPTION!  http://bit.ly/haZwda

2011-03-20 12:07:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49441883910451200

Ohaithar Windows Updates

2011-03-20 11:43:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49435939201761280

Wow, it's starting to get quite windy outside.  I hope the power doesn't go out....

2011-03-20 11:28:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49432242908438528

Mmm.  Cold, windy, and raining outside.

2011-03-20 09:47:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49406761815384064

Is anyone other than me having issues accessing the iTunes Store, or is it just me?

2011-03-20 09:38:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49404383804407808

http://bit.ly/hbyuaS

2011-03-20 05:21:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49339863631265792

iTunes is still backing up my iPod Touch.  It hasn't even gotten to syncing the thing
yet.

2011-03-20 04:57:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49333737430859777

Ahh, nvm, found it:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Explorer\Shell Icons\*

2011-03-20 04:47:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49331105899347969

Dear #lazyweb: Where in the registry does Windows store default icon assignments?
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(e.g., the default icon for all .exe files, etc.)

2011-03-20 04:40:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49329345445109761

Lolwut?   http://t.co/gLkrGC3

2011-03-20 03:59:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49319059443040256

Bah, Windows is being dumb.  Rebooting again....

2011-03-20 03:53:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49317504211877888

Can't see the #Supermoon due to cloud cover.  Forecast for rain tonight.

2011-03-20 02:46:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49300878183772160

@darrenkerwin :O :(

2011-03-20 01:21:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49279486105092096

@darrenkerwin Oh wow, I didn't notice that.  :x

2011-03-20 01:06:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49275559850680320

Watching Star Trek: The Next Generation: "Transfigurations" (1990) on BBC America.

2011-03-20 01:05:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49275311573045249

@darrenkerwin Hmm, the only problems I can immediately spot are grammar, style,
and that sort of thing.

2011-03-20 01:04:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49275061768699904

@darrenkerwin Metroid Wiki as in Wikitroid, or..?

2011-03-20 00:57:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49273285174767617

Fuckyeah, Doctor Who Series 6 premiers on BBC America/BBC America HD on 23
April (Easter weekend).  :DD

2011-03-20 00:52:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49272054666641408

Hooray for not having to wake up at any set time tomorrow.  :D
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-03-19 13:32:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49100896658915329

[LizardBlog] New Post: Scanning for Radiation: http://bit.ly/gdNBou

2011-03-19 12:16:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49081913947865088

Watching Law & Order: UK: "Denial" (2010) on BBC America.

2011-03-19 08:06:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49018909348732929

Hell yeah, I finally get BBC America HD.  :D
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2011-03-19 07:51:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49015224812044288

Heh, Ghostbusters.

2011-03-19 07:17:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/49006626199453696

@TLUL_tw Heh, oops.

2011-03-19 05:10:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/48974624385548288

@TLUL_tw I was using a funnel too, and filling directly from a 1L volumetric. I
overshot too, but it was simple to drain out the excess.

2011-03-19 05:07:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/48973846518300672

@harej Wasn't necessary.  :P

2011-03-19 05:04:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/48973117208526849

Titration lab in AP Chem today.  I forgot to close my buret's valve before pouring in
the sodium hydroxide.  :P #fail

2011-03-19 05:01:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/48972342533169152

Meh.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-03-18 08:44:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/48666004460548096

#nowplaying Dream Is Collapsing / Hans Zimmer / Inception (Music from the Motion
Picture)

2011-03-18 08:04:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/48655982569603072

...that any of Emily Dickinson's poems can be sung to it.  :P

2011-03-18 06:56:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/48638790041997312

If you're wondering why I favorited a video of the Gilligan's Island theme song, it's
because our AP English teacher brought up (cont...)

2011-03-18 06:55:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/48638710702551040

I favorited a YouTube video -- gilligan's island intro http://youtu.be/cfR7qxtgCgY?a

2011-03-18 06:50:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/48637379090718720

I favorited a YouTube video -- Bill Gates, Windows 98, Blue Screen of Death
http://youtu.be/IW7Rqwwth84?a

2011-03-18 06:48:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/48636937090768896

I favorited a YouTube video -- Kit Kat Commercial (July 2001) Peace and Love
http://youtu.be/XznuoDdv-IM?a

2011-03-18 06:45:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/48636029200113664
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Went to the Fashion Institute of Design and Merchandising's Debut 2011 fashion
show with my Advanced Photo class.  Took ~170 photos.

2011-03-18 04:55:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/48608519016030208

Hooray for planning to go to bed early and ending up not doing so.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-03-17 08:08:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/48294716592234496

Started yet another iteration of my blog so I have a place to write stuff longer than
140 characters.  http://lizardwiki.dyndns.org/blog

2011-03-17 07:31:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/48285360626745344

(Hint: Bill linked to in last tweet involves allowing teachers to rectally administer
Diastat to students having seizures)

2011-03-17 05:00:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/48247205450096640

ROFL. California SB 161. The bill is a good few pages, but read it if you have the
chance.  You won't be disappointed. http://bit.ly/hgwOex

2011-03-17 04:56:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/48246246082756609

Yay, Dev-C++ works under Wine.  This'll make developing Windows apps a little
easier for me.  :D

2011-03-17 04:35:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/48241011457142784

Yay, rain expected this weekend!  \o/

2011-03-17 01:36:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/48195924882763776

Heh, was watching Inception this morning right after I had woken up and was eating
breakfast.  :P

2011-03-16 22:27:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/48148431658692608

@chan7781 What's in it? :P

2011-03-16 22:23:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/48147509209612288

Time to pass out on a flat, cushioned surface and hallucinate vividly for a few hours.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-03-16 09:01:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/47945590927134720

(That's 100 MB user bandwidth BTW.  Robots are excluded from the measurement.)

2011-03-16 08:39:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/47940108367835136

Wow.  My site hit 100 MB HTTP(S) bandwidth today, which I only expect towards the
end of the month normally.
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2011-03-16 08:33:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/47938568819187712

Fun fact: BluRay players don't actually have a blue ray in them.  They use a 405nm
laser, which is in the violet part of the color spectrum.

2011-03-16 07:57:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/47929425026752512

AP Chem homework tonight: Arrhenius, Brønsted-Lowry, and Lewis acids and bases,
as well as their character and chemical strictures.

2011-03-16 06:47:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/47911961173831680

Forcing self to do homework.  Senioritis is really starting to kick in now.

2011-03-16 06:29:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/47907292015902720

Sprinklers are getting installed.  Didn't quite expect that to happen today.

2011-03-16 00:14:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/47813039252185088

Gah, I hate being too tired to do anything effectively.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2011-03-15 09:54:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/47596558409146368

My website, LizardWiki, now uses the Ubuntu Font Family as the standard font.  :D

2011-03-15 08:22:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/47573478437699584

Whee sequences and series.  #calculusFTW

2011-03-15 06:00:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/47537525564252160

Crap I'm tired.  :(

2011-03-15 00:42:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/47457722144264192

Happy pi day!

2011-03-14 23:54:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/47445428068827137

Ready to boost my sleep deprivation levels again.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2011-03-14 09:42:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/47231140741914624

Ack.  Just realized that thanks to daylight savings time, it'll be pretty much completely
dark when I drive to school tomorrow morning.  :(

2011-03-14 09:05:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/47221719047487488

Retweet of VitaCoco CoconutWatr (VitaCoco)

It’s ONLY natural to care! For every RT we get, Vita Coco will donate $1 to a
Japanese earthquake relief fund.
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2011-03-14 08:28:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/47212583673008128

Canadian Geese!  #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9qhG35

2011-03-14 07:44:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/47201400614158336

It's another picture of one of the Canadian Geese at my school!  #flickr
http://flic.kr/p/9qeEuv

2011-03-14 07:44:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/47201338748182528

Bloody hell.  It's already 21:00 local time.  Boo daylight savings.

2011-03-14 04:02:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/47145535467032578

Retweet of Dave Hogg (Stareagle)

If you think a supreme being caused the earthquake and tsunami in Japan as some
kind of payback for Pearl Harbor, please unfollow me.

2011-03-14 01:53:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/47113018919755776

Two hour long power outage this morning....

2011-03-13 21:37:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/47048735234072576

Bawww, I completely forgot about daylight savings time starting tonight, which is
going to steal an hour of sleep from me.  :( #goodnight

2011-03-13 09:43:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46868854923726848

Now doing a similar grep on a folder on an internal hard drive.  It's making
mount.ntfs-3g cry.  :P

2011-03-13 08:43:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46854004659068928

Hooray for process state D+.

2011-03-13 08:26:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46849690955812864

Whee, using grep in recursive mode to find a file containing a certain string on my
flash drive.

2011-03-13 08:22:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46848542098198529

Actually, g++'s error messages are a little better than gcc's.  But you can only use
g++ on C++ programs, of course....

2011-03-13 08:11:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46845931827630080

Like writers and writer's block, programmers also get programmer's block.  It usually
involves gcc/g++'s inane error messages or segfaults.

2011-03-13 08:03:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46843737300672512

Per Nintendo's tweet (http://bit.ly/gYLUR4) it would seem that rumors regarding
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Satoshi Tajiri's death are unfounded and therefore untrue.

2011-03-13 06:50:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46825349966860289

Retweet of Nintendo of America (NintendoAmerica)

Thanks for your concern! During the earthquake no one at Nintendo in Japan was
injured and there was no apparent structural damage.

2011-03-13 06:48:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46824814215827456

Well, today was pretty fun.  Got some more info about UC Santa Barbara at their
event.  Also went out to dinner with family.  :D

2011-03-13 06:21:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46818136787390464

Meh, I'm going to bed.  Also going to a UC Santa Barbara event tomorrow afternoon.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-03-12 10:33:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46519184598896640

My family is e-filing taxes for the first time this year.  (Reluctantly) booting up
Windows accordingly.

2011-03-12 07:54:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46479185954349056

@iamcourtney88 You are correct.  Thank you for the correction.  :)

2011-03-12 07:42:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46476166562979840

Whoops. As correctly pointed out by @iamcourtney88, the Japan quake shifted the
Earth's axis of rotation by 10 *centimeters*, not inches.

2011-03-12 07:41:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46475973826326528

Interesting.  The earthquake in Japan shifted the Earth's axis of rotation by ~10
inches, and shortened the length of a day by 1-2 _s.

2011-03-12 07:21:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46470828270944256

Wow.  As if the day wasn't bad enough.  AP: Japan says meltdown possible at
nuclear plant. http://apne.ws/gxWogz

2011-03-12 05:45:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46446742169849857

@TLUL_tw It doesn't appear in my Twitter timeline, nor in Osfoora, which I haven't
used for a dew days.  QED.

2011-03-12 05:05:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46436637479153665

@TLUL_tw Depends on how technical you want to be.  From Twitter's standpoint, the
tweet ID has been deleted, so it no longer exists.

2011-03-12 04:52:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46433241640603648
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Retracting my last (now deleted) tweet. I have been unable to independently verify
rumors RE the death of Satoshi Tajiri.

2011-03-12 04:46:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46431786632351744

#FF The awesome Metroid community @Shinesparkers, and its admins
@darrenkerwin and @WaveHack

2011-03-12 04:22:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46425751477682176

Watching footage of the tsunami in Japan on #CNN.  It really puts some perspective
on how our civilization is at the mercy of nature.

2011-03-12 03:05:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46406544669155328

@AznBurger @TLUL_tw Thanks! :D

2011-03-12 03:03:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46405838461612032

Oh dear, I hope Japan doesnt have a meltdown on its hands next. AP: Japan quake
causes emergencies at 5 nuke reactors http://apne.ws/fw83et

2011-03-12 02:39:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46399849964388352

Shityeah, I've been accepted to the University of California Los Angeles! :D Total so
far: 3 acceptances, 0 rejections, 5 still waiting.

2011-03-12 02:26:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46396496391843840

...the west coast were in no danger and were being stupid for fearing for their safety.

2011-03-12 02:12:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46393056211120128

Just heard the news about Crescent City.  And I seem to recall a certain relatively
famous Twitter user claiming that Americans on (cont...)

2011-03-12 02:11:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46392896399753216

Best wishes to the people of Japan as they recover from this disaster.  #goodnight

2011-03-11 11:05:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46164788186849280

Tsunami energy map:
http://wcatwc.arh.noaa.gov/2011/03/11/lhvpd9/energylhvpd9-05.jpg

2011-03-11 10:13:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46151801300467712

Portions of the west coast of the U.S. are now under tsunami WARNINGS.  Tsunami
advisories have also been expanded: http://t.co/nXCbPvs

2011-03-11 09:08:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46135391308361728

Retweet of Los Angeles News Now (lanewsnow)

Tsunami watch issued for coast of Southern and Central California http://dlvr.it/JvDb8
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2011-03-11 09:01:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46133663599034368

Update: West coast of U.S. at risk for tsunamis anytime between 7:00 and 9:30 AM
PST.  Be ready to evacuate if ordered to do so.

2011-03-11 08:50:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46130812206325760

@FrozenFire Move where?  To where the tornadoes are?  To where the hurricanes
are?

2011-03-11 08:45:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46129649226498048

Here's the warning message broadcast to the west coast via the Emergency Alert
System: http://t.co/b9Z7OwP

2011-03-11 08:44:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46129437170872320

This earthquake in Japan is particularly frightening to me as I know it will eventually
happen to me as a resident of Southern California.

2011-03-11 08:31:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46126206671794176

last tweet =~ s/stuck/struck/

2011-03-11 08:29:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46125610556329984

This is of course in response to the magnitude 8.9 earthquake that has stuck off the
coast of Japan.

2011-03-11 08:27:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46125123002048513

Wow.  My NOAA Weather Radio just activated with a tsunami watch alert.  West
coast of U.S. from SF to LA at risk btwn. 8:30 and 9:00 AM PST.

2011-03-11 08:26:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46124874435010560

@FrozenFire So, in other words, you're simply too lazy to write out structural
formulas? I personally find them easier for visualizing rxns.

2011-03-11 07:46:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46114634134069248

@FrozenFire Did you notice that I'm using structural formulas, not empirical
formulas?  CH3COOC2H5, not C4H8O2.

2011-03-11 07:32:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46111298638970880

@FrozenFire That's why I wrote CH3COOC2H5 instead of C4H8O2.

2011-03-11 07:29:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46110374407311360

@FrozenFire I've never seen those used before. I'd abbreviate ethyl acetate as
CH3COOC2H5. Longer but unambiguous, and more common it seems.

2011-03-11 06:46:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46099763925499905
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I discovered today that we have 18 M sulfuric acid at school.  And 15.8 M nitric acid.
Whee....

2011-03-11 05:15:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46076851357102080

@FrozenFire EtOAc?  I've never heard that acronym used before.  :P

2011-03-11 04:58:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46072585791873024

@SnoFox There's an about button on their site; did you try clicking that? ;) It's a
privacy tool to manage connections between websites.

2011-03-11 04:58:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/46072445752446976

I think this is what being a zombie must feel like.  A sleep deprived zombie....
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-03-10 09:35:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45779725972537344

Whee equilibrium reactions

2011-03-10 07:41:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45751173185150976

For some reason, the hum of my computer's drives and fans is oddly comforting.

2011-03-10 04:59:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45710264271777793

Reserve your connect.me username http://cxt.me/P1zahg #connectme

2011-03-10 04:46:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45706995097018368

Some awesomeness I was just pointed to on IRC:
http://scimaps.org/submissions/7-digital_libraries/maps/thumbs/024_LG.jpg

2011-03-10 02:44:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45676405106802688

Wow, today felt like a summer day, an it isn't even spring yet.

2011-03-10 01:09:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45652476963205120

Ok, time for an emergency stop.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-03-09 10:25:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45429914559713280

Heh.  Htop puts a (!) after system uptime if uptime is greater than 100 days.  E.g.,
"Uptime: 111 days(!), 11:26:58".

2011-03-09 10:11:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45426514279403522

Bah, I can't believe Google Chrome still doesn't have an in-built RSS reader.  :(

2011-03-09 09:56:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45422684624007168

Heh, just found the complete Monty Python's Flying Circus boxset online.  Must resist
the urge to buy it.... :P
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2011-03-09 08:27:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45400350592733184

@Sky2042 Denying the usefulness of the eV just means more work for you.  If it's
good enough for CERN, it's good enough for me.

2011-03-09 07:18:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45383043401265152

@Sky2042 Oh, lol, you're a MechE.  That's why.  :P

2011-03-09 07:11:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45381290249302016

@Sky2042 Why?

2011-03-09 07:10:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45380975101878272

Ahh yay, Twitter for iPhone update makes it work again on my iPod Touch 2nd gen.
Vintage technology FTW.

2011-03-09 07:07:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45380209448460288

The electron-volt is such a cool unit.

2011-03-09 07:02:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45379025656492032

@BlueDevil_ 5.  Physics B, Chemistry, English Literature and Composition, U.S.
Government, and Calculus BC.

2011-03-09 07:02:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45378875257139200

@harej Indeed.  Still rather expensive though.

2011-03-09 04:33:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45341378393284608

$435 for AP exams this year.  Joy.  #APExams

2011-03-09 04:22:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45338706420310016

Watching The X-Files: "The Calusari".  Holy shit creepy episode, even more so than
most.

2011-03-09 00:54:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45286286868758528

So much for getting a good amount of sleep.... #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-03-08 09:31:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45054091164004353

Oh, wow, CAHSEE is trending.  (That's CAlifornia High School Exit Exam, btw.  See
my last two tweets.)

2011-03-08 08:43:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45041937052475392

...The test covers material that should and is usually taught *before* high school.
Scarier still is that some people still manage to fail.

2011-03-08 07:44:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45027078902525952
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Sophomores are taking the California High School Exit Exam tomorrow at my school.
One of, if not the, biggest jokes in academic testing.

2011-03-08 07:43:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45026776199610369

It's only a matter of time until someone writes a QR code that installs a virus on your
phone.

2011-03-08 06:35:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/45009724462215168

Oooh, it's rather windy.  Last few weeks have had fun weather....

2011-03-08 00:39:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/44920014209425408

I'd tweet something witty for my goodnight tweet, but I think I'm just too tired.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-03-07 11:31:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/44721936525307905

Writing good lab reports is an art form all in its own.

2011-03-07 11:19:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/44718860489859072

Heh, whoops.  I accidentally just gave units to a percent difference.  #nerd #fail

2011-03-07 10:49:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/44711254878724096

Haha.  Server Attention Span, the latest xkcd comic, is a trending topic.  XD
http://xkcd.com/869/

2011-03-07 10:10:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/44701505852416002

Gah, it's starting to get late, and I'm not yet done with homework.  :(

2011-03-07 08:56:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/44682800976248833

Shitfuckinyeah.  Got ImageMagick and rsvg to work properly with MediaWiki on my
website.  :D

2011-03-07 04:29:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/44615601271996416

@MJack94 http://twitpic.com/46zrkm

2011-03-07 02:47:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/44589961038675968

Oh.  Just remembered I have a Calculus test tomorrow.  Oh well, I'm ready for it
anyway.  :P

2011-03-07 02:43:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/44588932972814337

@MJack94 Ahh.  I take regular backups of my Texas Instruments TI-89 Titanium, and
used to of my TI-84+ Silver back when I still used it.

2011-03-07 02:42:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/44588723056295936
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@MJack94 Have you ever used a Texas Instruments graphing calculator?

2011-03-07 02:39:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/44587880399650816

A world in which one should make regular backups of a calculator is a strange world.

2011-03-07 00:38:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/44557486795128832

And it's that time of the weekend again: Homework time.  :(

2011-03-06 23:31:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/44540518742495232

Re-watching Star Trek IX: Insurrection to start my day.

2011-03-06 22:18:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/44522182688247809

Oh look, the sun's up.  Probably a good idea for me to go to bed now....
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-03-06 15:02:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/44412597935681536

o_o I have 116 MB of IRC logs on my server.

2011-03-06 13:58:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/44396516290461697

Wow, I caught myself listening to the beat frequency between the hums emitted by
my computer's two hard drives.  #nerd

2011-03-06 13:39:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/44391690982793216

44,341 emails in my GMail account.  0 unread.  :D

2011-03-06 11:17:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/44355955021987840

Don't get me wrong, though, I never thought UCR was a bad school.  I just like it a lot
more now.  :)

2011-03-06 08:05:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/44307681690923008

But yeah, Discover Day at UC Riverside was neat.  It greatly improved my opinion of
the school.

2011-03-06 08:05:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/44307496533360640

Heh, I knew I should have gone to bed earlier last night.  I fell asleep once I got back
from UC Riverside 8  hours ago.  :P

2011-03-06 08:03:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/44307027593396224

Going to UC Riverside tomorrow, so I probably should have gone to bed earlier.  Oh
well.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-03-05 09:05:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43960223781752832

From the Wikimedia Foundation's Foundation-l mailing list: "Everywhere you go,
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there is going to be some ne… (cont) http://deck.ly/~PBY4j

2011-03-05 06:45:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43925178123681792

@cesiumchromate ow :(

2011-03-05 05:37:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43908090378207232

First time I've used TweetDeck on Linux in a long while.

2011-03-05 03:04:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43869352101019648

Tonight is going to be an odd night.

2011-03-05 02:30:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43860915585695744

Oh shit.  Doctor Who: "The Doctor Dances" (Series 1, 2004) is on.  Scary episode.
"Are you my mummy?"

2011-03-05 01:01:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43838598239367168

Retweet of Microsoft (Microsoft)

It's not often that we encourage you to stop using one of our products, but for #IE6,
we'll make an exception: http://bit.ly/g0wt4m

2011-03-05 00:56:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43837286424641536

Well, if it wasn't for the fact that I decided to upgrade MediaWiki today, I probably
would have gotten to bed a *lot* earlier... #goodnight

2011-03-04 10:29:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43619023518302208

Heh, MediaWiki upgrade added 3 MB to the size of my nightly backups.

2011-03-04 10:23:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43617598012801025

And I've finally finished updating pretty much all the extensions installed on my wiki.
That was fun....

2011-03-04 09:20:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43601673784000514

Gah, had to manually do "DELETE FROM `recentchanges` WHERE
`rc_log_type`='patrol';" on my wiki to clear out Patrol Log entries from RC.  :\

2011-03-04 08:18:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43586067592515584

Ugh, dealing with MediaWiki upgrade weirdness, e.g. the tabs at the top of pages
inexplicably changing heights between MediaWiki versions :\

2011-03-04 08:10:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43584139563245568

"Upgraded" the MediaWiki running my website to 1.16.2 stable (was using an old
unstable 1.17 preview release).

2011-03-04 08:06:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43583028164956160
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Ok PHP, you can stop segfaulting now.

2011-03-04 06:41:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43561738129506304

@LeeMerriman It's always done it for me, just by syncing.  If it won't for you, I know
there are programs (cont) http://tl.gd/93mf0o

2011-03-04 06:21:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43556662983925760

Figured out on a whim the last date MobileCalendar would accept for an event.
http://twitpic.com/45whwg

2011-03-04 06:18:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43555837943353344

@LeeMerriman So sync the files to the new computer?  And I'm being honest, I don't
see why you don't know this (cont) http://tl.gd/93m9qg

2011-03-04 06:06:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43552909610323968

@LeeMerriman No, if you sync your MP3s are saved.  I'm not sure what you find so
conceptually difficult about (cont) http://tl.gd/93m7bv

2011-03-04 05:59:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43551122450952192

I actually don't know if Osfoora for iPhone's rendering of HTML in tweets is a bug or a
feature.

2011-03-04 05:40:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43546236904673280

&lt;span style="font-variant: small-caps;"&gt;Lol Osfoora rendering
HTML.&lt;/span&gt;

2011-03-04 05:38:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43545828001988608

@LeeMerriman I will say it one more time: In the worst case scenario, you will only
have to restore a backup and (cont) http://tl.gd/93lun3

2011-03-04 05:34:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43544900695900161

@LeeMerriman depends on what you're going to jailbreak with.  Some jailbreaks
require you to restore your (cont) http://tl.gd/93lpqp

2011-03-04 05:20:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43541196701827073

@LeeMerriman If by stuff you mean iPod, yes.

2011-03-04 05:10:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43538686775799808

New update for Twitter for iPhone crashes on startup on my iPod.  Using Osfoora for
the time being.

2011-03-04 05:02:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43536897330524160

And another night of decent sleep ahead!  This might be a new record!
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight
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2011-03-03 08:23:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43224880518414336

Looking forward to going to UC Riverside on Saturday for the scholarship celebration.
:D

2011-03-03 07:16:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43208152430284800

So, yeah, MediaWiki upgrade didn't go so well for me.  I guess I'll wait for the 1.17
stable to &lt;s&gt;be released&lt;/s&gt; spontaneously appear.

2011-03-03 06:17:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43193306594820096

Was going to upgrade the MediaWiki running on my website, but aborted and
reverted when it started causing edits to disappear from RC.

2011-03-03 04:07:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43160611244355584

@dvyjones No, I tweeted as it was ending.  Not the first time I've seen it, either.

2011-03-03 04:06:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43160394650501120

Watching Doctor Who: "Father's Day" (Series 1, 2004).  Sad episode. :'(

2011-03-03 01:57:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43127892179292160

Whoops.  Accidentally wiped the memory of my TI-89 Titanium.  Time to find a
backup on my computer....

2011-03-03 00:46:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/43109885965123584

Bah, stayed up later than I had planned to.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-03-02 10:10:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42889615543250944

The YouTube video I just favorited (see last tweet) is probably my favorite WWII Allied
propaganda film *ever*.

2011-03-02 08:44:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42867931473920000

I favorited a YouTube video -- Donald Duck - Der Fuehrers Face [High Quality, best
view... http://youtu.be/iumEGAUceDg?a

2011-03-02 08:42:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42867341687652352

I liked a YouTube video -- Donald Duck - Der Fuehrers Face [High Quality, best
viewed a... http://youtu.be/iumEGAUceDg?a

2011-03-02 08:42:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42867332422438912

@whole_tost Hmm, that's usually indicative of RAM problems. You should test your
RAM; I'd recommend Memtest86+ (http://www.memtest.org/)

2011-03-02 07:13:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42845000060506112

Whew, I just remembered that I finished my chem homework at school.  That means
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less I have to do tonight! :P

2011-03-02 07:00:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42841695825563648

@whole_tost ...error message associated with the bluescreens?  It'd be something
IN_ALL_CAPS_WITH_UNDERSCORES followed by a hex number.

2011-03-02 06:58:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42841282657255424

@whole_tost Actually, I take back my advice about running chkdisk; chkdisk can
wreck your computer.  Instead, do you know the (cont...)

2011-03-02 06:58:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42841152528986112

@whole_tost This is likely a sign of a serious problem with your computer.  Consider
running a chkdisk and an antivirus scan when you can.

2011-03-02 06:49:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42838855954608128

Wow. And I only synced the clock about two hours ago. iPods seem to have
inaccurate clocks (see offset in image). http://twitpic.com/456lo2

2011-03-02 01:40:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42761255576027136

@darrenkerwin Sure, I'll DM you in a few minutes.

2011-03-02 00:51:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42748844219445248

Well,l it seems that my new time management scheme is working, since I can get a
decent amount of sleep tonight!  #goodnight

2011-03-01 07:48:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42491295016554496

Retweet of James Hare (harej)

Wikipedia has 1,776 administrators and 666 bot accounts. No one change a thing!

2011-03-01 07:04:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42480418146107392

"enterprise kernel: [16067.669599] scsi 5:0:0:0: rejecting I/O to dead device" is
probably not the best thing to see in a log, is it....

2011-03-01 06:56:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42478393501032448

"up 103 days,  8:06,  1 user,  load average: 0.12, 0.03, 0.01" :D

2011-03-01 06:51:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42477018532691968

@andrew12_ I don't have lunch, so your assertion fails.

2011-03-01 04:41:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42444236217528320

Hmm, what homework should I do....

2011-03-01 04:34:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42442454774984704
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Installed NTPDate on my iPod Touch (from Cydia).  Now I finally have an easy way to
keep my iPod clock synced.

2011-03-01 01:16:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42392798456066048

Time to take a nap before school starts.... #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-02-28 11:46:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42188871072485376

Sometimes I feel like I'm the only student at my school who actually has spare ink
cartridges readily available at all times....

2011-02-28 11:16:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42181386127282176

@DamianZaremba Lol, I don't think my teacher would be too happy with that though.
XD  Fortunately, a spare cartridge is at hand.

2011-02-28 11:09:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42179611609669632

Bah, my printer has very helpfully decided to now run out of black ink, just as I'm
printing out my AP Chem lab report.

2011-02-28 11:07:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42178962205577216

fastlizard4@lizardwiki:~$ whatis life
life: nothing appropriate.

2011-02-28 09:03:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42147824212774912

BLARGH, more government forms to fill out.  This one is from the Social Security
Administration, asking me to prove that I'm in high school.

2011-02-28 08:46:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42143687848890368

Bloody hell, the clocks in my room are all desynchronized again.

2011-02-28 08:28:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42139078287822849

My computer's filesystem states.  Guess which one is the Windows system
partition....  :P http://twitpic.com/44mwkx

2011-02-28 08:16:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42136024616280064

Actually, I think I shall instead use my "radiation avatar" (from http://bit.ly/eY2BZU),
since I use it on just about every other site.

2011-02-28 07:33:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42125136492625920

Trying a new Twitter avatar based on the picture of my green laser (the same I use as
the background on my Twitter profile).

2011-02-28 07:27:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42123616015491072

Apparently, the Oscars are on.  Meh, back to doing homework.
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2011-02-28 01:30:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42033750640574464

Libya error: Colonel panic, core dumped.

2011-02-27 23:53:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42009558016737280

@FrozenFire Ahh, that would explain it.

2011-02-27 23:45:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/42007329750794240

Ok, I'm done with government forms for the rest of the month.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-02-27 14:32:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/41868393812336640

Just spent the last seven hours getting documents and tax forms together for
financial aid stuff.

Dear CollegeBoard IDOC/IRS: You suck.

2011-02-27 13:18:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/41849760436588544

Saw someone at the Costco gas pump who just couldn't figure out which way to
insert his credit card.  Most amusing thing I've seen all week.

2011-02-27 02:41:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/41689374974414848

@FrozenFire Wait, that doesn't look like CNN International; are you in the U.S.?

2011-02-27 02:38:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/41688614186385408

Oooh, it's time to go to Costco.  :D

2011-02-26 22:50:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/41631151089127424

Rain has stopped, and now it's rather windy.  In other words, I'm waiting for the power
to go out now.  :P

2011-02-26 22:49:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/41630842933612544

Sleeping now.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-02-26 14:32:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/41505783115939841

I've been awake for 24 hours at this point.

2011-02-26 14:06:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/41499258196594688

@yetanotherx I don't know why you had to give me the link on IRC, you could have
just tweeted it.  Anyway, the (cont) http://tl.gd/91260e

2011-02-26 12:57:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/41481892435988480

Hmm.  Twitter would seem to be having issues....
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2011-02-26 12:53:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/41480915234467840

@soulni99a Really?  Heh, I wouldn't have expected that.

2011-02-26 12:37:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/41476975511998464

Watching 2001: A Space Odyssey.  One of my favorite sci-fi films of all time.

2011-02-26 10:54:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/41451108304044032

Also, going through the airlock/air shower to enter the cleanroom was perhaps the
most awesomely sci-fi experience I've ever had.

2011-02-26 09:28:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/41429335323844608

@yetanotherx I can read reCAPTCHAs perfectly, thank you very much.

2011-02-26 05:56:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/41376047068876800

The funny thing about my refueling run is that my AP English teacher was behind me
waiting for the gas pump.  XD

2011-02-26 05:47:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/41373799488307200

Had to refuel my car today.  $3.759/gallon for the lowest grade gas (87 octane).

2011-02-26 05:45:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/41373377562148864

@yetanotherx All other CAPTCHA options are fairly easily broken by spambots.  This
can be empirically proven with an open phpBB install.

2011-02-26 05:42:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/41372621379473408

Reciprocating #FF for @darrenkerwin.  Thanks for the #FF!

2011-02-26 05:30:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/41369558174543872

Yeah, I'm too exhausted to do anything tonight.  Will tweet more about my Caltech
visit tomorrow.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-02-25 07:35:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/41038573117378560

Also, I'm pretty much exhausted, so I'm probably just going to go to bed in a moment.

2011-02-25 06:28:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/41021794160873472

Some of the equipment at Caltech is just mindblowing.  Also, did you know that they
make their own glassware?

2011-02-25 06:08:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/41016627201974272

I also was able to enter a class 1000 clean room, complete with air lock, at Caltech's
nanotechnology lab.  :D

2011-02-25 06:06:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/41016267255201792
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Tour at Caltech today was awesome.  I got to see (amongst other things) the Caltech
laser lab.

2011-02-25 06:05:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/41016010588946432

I think I'm going to put this homework off until tomorrow and go to bed.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-02-24 09:01:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/40697911255908352

Trying to open a multi-gigabyte file in nano is not necessarily the best idea....

2011-02-24 08:43:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/40693337933479936

Oooh, I get to go to Caltech tomorrow after school.  :D

2011-02-24 07:24:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/40673504890327040

Updated the background of my Twitter page a bit with a better cropping of the picture
of my green laser. Still looks best on widescreens. :P

2011-02-24 07:00:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/40667353591189504

Picofarad the magic dragon.

2011-02-24 05:34:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/40645687255236608

Bloody sore neck is not fun.

2011-02-24 05:30:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/40644610917138432

Hmm.  Looks like it might rain tonight.

2011-02-24 00:27:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/40568475134984192

Retweet of Roan Kattouw (catrope)

RT @edwardhulleman via @studiovrolijk : What's that Libyan leader's name again?
http://twitpic.com/42d57p

2011-02-24 00:18:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/40566262664921089

I think it's time for some sleep.  Depressing day today, hopefully tomorrow will be
better.  #goodnight

2011-02-23 11:27:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/40372213068730368

Retweet of Peter Crocker (CrocmanSnappy)

RIP Nicholas Courtney - a man whose presence made the world a nicer place. And
he protected us from those bloody giant maggots.

2011-02-23 10:35:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/40359176496488450

Updated the theme of my Twitter profile page, now featuring my green laser!  :P

2011-02-23 10:15:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/40354153385566208
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Oh no. Nicholas Courtney, who played The Brigadier in #DoctorWho, has died.  RIP.
http://www.sfx.co.uk/2011/02/23/nicholas-courtney-rip/

2011-02-23 09:40:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/40345172294381568

Sorta trying to get back into the Wikipedia game by going through edits on
RecentChanges.  Nervously just tagged an article for CSD.  :P

2011-02-23 09:32:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/40343345901469696

Blargh, the TI-89's implementation of TI-BASIC doesn't support the Repeat directive.
Time to use a For loop instead.  :P

2011-02-23 08:20:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/40325133050720256

Error message of the $timePeriod: "23:40:40 -!- Irssi: critical
g_io_error_get_from_g_error: assertion `err != NULL' failed"

2011-02-23 08:10:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/40322714187218944

Successfully ported my Euler's Approximation Method program from my TI-89Ti to
my TI-84+SE.  It's now ready for distribution at school.  :D

2011-02-23 05:49:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/40287079653064704

@MJack94 Doesn't bother me the slightest bit.

2011-02-23 05:48:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/40286740266762240

Retweet of James Hare (harej)

Colonel /([GK]h?|Q)add?h?aff?[iy]/ #regex

2011-02-23 04:23:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/40265563200696320

Now to port the program to TI-83+/TI-84+ BASIC.  :P

2011-02-23 00:46:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/40210963194056704

Coded a program to brute-force Euler's Method on my TI-89 Titanium.  Time to write
program: Less than 30 minutes.  :D

2011-02-23 00:46:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/40210804284461056

I personally prefer The X-Files. ;)

2011-02-22 18:32:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/40116816160358400

First tweet from school in a very long time.  Currently a big discussion about
Supernatural (the TV show) in the chem lab (it's break atm).

2011-02-22 18:32:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/40116741136842752

Not getting as much sleep as I had hoped, but I hope to implement a new schedule
tomorrow that will allow me to get more sleep.  #goodnight
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2011-02-22 10:49:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/40000334327713792

Ahh, thanks Wikipedia.  A 0 ohm resistor is equivalent to a wire that can be stamped
onto a printed circuit board. http://bit.ly/fcWgRj

2011-02-22 10:41:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39998237523841024

Clarification: I'm not asking if there's a purpose for superconductors, I'm asking if
there's a purpose for resistors rated for 0 ohms.

2011-02-22 10:39:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39997799009501184

@Sky2042 No, I'm asking if there's a purpose for 0 ohm resistors.  As in actual 0
ohm resistors, beige things with 1 black band on them.

2011-02-22 10:38:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39997545430261760

Is there a purpose for 0 ohm resistors?

2011-02-22 10:05:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39989119950000128

Too many tabs?  I don't think so!
http://lizardwiki.dyndns.org/w/images/3/3d/Wikipedia_Tab_Overload.png

2011-02-22 09:06:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39974186206232576

@nifky Only in the same way that RAW files are a waste of space.  Which I don't
consider them (or PSDs) to be.

2011-02-22 08:27:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39964512559955968

That folder itself (Advanced Photo/Exhibit Multi-Exposure) is 221 MB in size.... ._.

2011-02-22 07:41:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39952900692250624

O_O  '87M	Advanced Photo/Exhibit Multi-Exposure/Background.psd'

2011-02-22 07:39:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39952327876149248

Hmm.  There must be some really huge PSD files in that folder....

2011-02-22 07:38:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39952035893739520

Wow.  fastlizard4@enterprise:/media/FLASHDRIVE4/Documents/Schoolwork$ du
-hs 'Advanced Photo'/
1.4G    Advanced Photo/

2011-02-22 07:36:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39951583412224000

* 9.3 GiB.  10 metric GB.

2011-02-22 07:31:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39950326110879744

Heh.  I have a 10 GB swap partition for Linux to use on my computer.  It's only ever
been needed once or twice.  :P
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2011-02-22 07:30:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39950140915712000

@harej But it's on an NTFS drive; is Windows really that dumb?

2011-02-22 06:49:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39939848487829504

Why does Windows limit pagefiles to 4GB?  Is there a limit on swap space size on
Linux?

2011-02-22 06:44:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39938500421885952

Oooh, I might be getting a Verizon iPhone soon!  (And, possibly, a laptop.)

2011-02-22 05:18:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39916854445228032

@uberfuzzy #00FFFF.

2011-02-22 04:58:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39912005716414464

Retweet of Breaking News (BreakingNews)

YouTube video shows large rocks falling moments after the earthquake hits in
Christchurch, NZ - @gavb http://bit.ly/gsGyCh

2011-02-22 01:36:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39861000698204160

Wow.  Looks like the situation in Libya is rapidly spiraling out of control. My best
wishes to the people of Libya as they fight oppression.

2011-02-21 23:13:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39824982800338945

Ok.  I will get my homework done today.  So much for school holiday.  :P

2011-02-21 22:07:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39808359163109376

Didn't get much done today, but at least I got *something* done.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-02-21 14:52:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39698989897093120

@mike_peel Yup.  I found the option in my copy of Adobe Acrobat 4.0:
http://twitpic.com/428ghq

2011-02-21 14:41:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39696322500112384

Exterminomnomnom -  http://t.co/HuSL2yh via @imgur

2011-02-21 14:29:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39693187727499264

@mike_peel Actually, yes, so that people could distribute copyrighted data on a PDF
and not have to worry about the average user lifting it.

2011-02-21 14:24:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39692006125084672

(continuing previous tweet) Also, 300 kA is a *lot* of electrical current.  :P
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2011-02-21 12:22:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39661251785277441

Lol.  Accidentally entered a datapoint for my physics lab as 300460 A instead of
0.00460 A.  Kinda skewed my graph a bit.  :P

2011-02-21 11:19:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39645364017577985

Oh, wow, my final grades for this past semester came out better than I expected.
Straight As in everything, save a B in AP Chem.  :D

2011-02-21 10:55:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39639297057492992

Actually, booting up Windows isn't as big a deal for me as I make it sound.  Until it
bluescreens, of course, which is just a waste of time.

2011-02-21 09:19:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39615166748295168

last tweet | sed 's/us/is'

2011-02-21 08:51:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39608213007642624

Oh I see, the beep was due to a dialog box that showed up after login complaining
that my UPS's battery us more than three years old.

2011-02-21 08:50:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39607966554529792

It's also thrashing the hard drives.  Yay for Windows.

2011-02-21 08:46:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39606869391704064

Booting up Windows by necessity.  The computer beeped at the login screen, but I
can see no dialog box....

2011-02-21 08:46:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39606763703648256

@nifky yes, it does.  :D

2011-02-21 07:55:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39593973685297152

Reading a bit of H.G. Wells's "The Time Machine" before going back to homework.

2011-02-21 07:23:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39585881333579776

I should probably get started on my homework now.

2011-02-21 04:36:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39544039082557440

Retweet of TLUL (TLUL_tw)

http://me.lt/5d8mV lolol

2011-02-21 03:32:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39527963556847616

This has been a really strange weekend.  I'm not too sure why....

2011-02-21 02:49:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39516919346368512
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Aiming to actually recover some sleep tonight.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-02-20 09:01:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39248298644750336

Wow.  Apparently there was a tornado warning issued in my area earlier today.

2011-02-20 08:25:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39239131817189376

Hmm.  I need a plan to get more sleep.

2011-02-20 05:37:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39196922787004416

Bah, I have to go in for a dental X-ray this afternoon.

2011-02-19 22:28:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/39088974580559872

Actually, I think I'll go to bed.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-02-19 12:26:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38937359714226176

Woot!  Finally finished Mostly Harmless by Douglas Adams, completing the
Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy "trilogy".  On to H.G. Wells....

2011-02-19 12:14:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38934413865787392

Hmm.  I should get back into the Huggle game on Wikipedia.  :P

2011-02-19 11:57:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38930091996090368

@darrenkerwin PM submitted, thanks!  :)

2011-02-19 11:52:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38929019974062080

@darrenkerwin Yeah, I just noticed it upon logging in.  :)

2011-02-19 11:06:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38917381745160192

Christmas Eve on a rooftop, saw a chimney, my whole brain just went "What the hell!"
--The Doctor (Doctor Who: A Christmas Carol)

2011-02-19 11:02:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38916384524075008

@darrenkerwin Sure!  I'd love to help out, and with luck the changes I plan to make to
my schedule next week will give me more free time.

2011-02-19 11:01:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38916019229687808

And now it's really bloody cold.  I hope it starts snowing.  :D

2011-02-19 10:23:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38906509459070976

Holy crap, it's really coming down.

2011-02-19 04:50:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38822772943626240

Awesome, it's pouring rain.  Waiting for my NOAA Weather Radio to explode.
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2011-02-19 04:50:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38822698952048640

Right then.  Time to pass out for a few hours, then go to school.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-02-18 11:16:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38557415074955265

@darrenkerwin 9_9

2011-02-18 11:08:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38555455865372672

Whoo, I thought for a moment that I had forgotten my chem lab notebook at school.
Which wouldn't have helped me write up the lab report....

2011-02-18 08:45:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38519364240162816

Oooh, Google Chrome Beta update.

2011-02-18 07:41:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38503348848041984

I think the two hemispheres of my brain are arguing with each other again.

2011-02-18 06:17:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38482231823437824

At this point I'm not sure it's even worth going to bed.  But oh well.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-02-17 12:37:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38215565042651136

Slightly comforted by the fact that the upcoming weekend is also a three day
weekend (next Monday off).

2011-02-17 10:53:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38189176600002560

Hmm.  Checking through my cable modem's config pages, it looks like it doesn't have
the DOCSIS upgrade needed for IPv6.... :\

2011-02-17 09:53:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38174167857627137

Oh, look, English Wikipedia is running MediaWiki 1.17 now.  Had to change my
monobook.css file slightly, but yay.  :D

2011-02-17 08:54:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38159323230109696

Right then.  AP Chemistry lab report time.

2011-02-17 08:37:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38154957047873536

Oh look, Twitter just gave me a HTTP 503 error.

2011-02-17 07:59:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38145599064915968

@nifky I just do experiments with them.  Currently burning through electrical tape
with the green one.
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2011-02-17 07:59:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38145511940820992

@TLUL_tw Not really; I'm wearing safety goggles.  Currently burning through
electrical tape.

2011-02-17 07:59:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38145421989785600

Using my lasers to keep myself awake. Bleh.

2011-02-17 06:45:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38126997892763648

Watching Doctor Who: A Christmas Carol.  Such an awesome episode.  Flying
sharks!

2011-02-17 01:07:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/38041694175903744

Giving up on homework and going to bed.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-02-16 11:38:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37838311334617088

Ahh fuck, it's late.  This is going to be a long week, I can tell.

2011-02-16 11:04:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37829788043456512

My attention span is approaching zero....

2011-02-16 08:57:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37797812230041600

Shitfuckinyeah, it's raining!  \o/

2011-02-16 08:45:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37794690694782976

I see non-differentiable functions.

2011-02-16 05:26:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37744579839131649

Nothing appropriate.

2011-02-16 00:52:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37675720314458112

Time to futilely attempt to restore some of my sanity.... #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2011-02-15 10:46:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37462793661845504

Goddammit.  FAFSA is another one of those websites that forces me to fake my
user-agent to use it (they don't recognize Linux as an OS).

2011-02-15 09:51:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37448883797762048

I should probably get around to filling out the Cal Grant soon.  Speaking of, what did I
do with my copy of the Cal Grant form....

2011-02-15 09:48:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37448277418844160
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Now dealing with financial aid stuff.  Fun fun fun.

2011-02-15 09:32:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37444135476658176

Whee, Daleks!  #nowplaying Emotions Get the Better of Him (iTunes Bonus Track) /
Murray Gold / Doctor Who Series 5

2011-02-15 08:55:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37434870351265792

ROFL.  My AP Physics B textbook has a general relativity problem involving the
starship Enterprise in it.  XD

2011-02-15 08:45:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37432211242221568

@FrozenFire That's odd.  Xen error?

2011-02-15 07:45:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37417268258275328

@FrozenFire Huh.  Well, have fun with that.  Everyone loves CentOS.... :P

2011-02-15 07:32:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37414012845039616

Retweet of FrozenFire (FrozenFire)

@FastLizard4 Billy Mays day!

2011-02-15 07:32:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37413869739581440

What's with all-caps in the trending topics?  Is today type-like-a-moron day?

2011-02-15 07:30:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37413404087947264

@FrozenFire Lolwut?  Is this a cluenet server?

2011-02-15 07:28:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37413001006948352

@FrozenFire What have you done?! :O

2011-02-15 07:09:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37408064831361024

What do you mean, it's only Monday?

2011-02-15 05:02:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37376248409751552

Oooh.  Weather forecast shows rain starting tomorrow, lasting through Sunday.  :D

2011-02-15 00:24:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37306279496130560

Umm.  Should probably get some sleep before school starts....

2011-02-14 10:43:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37099516633022464

Wikipedia was down there for a few minutes, resulting in a joinflood of confused
minions to the IRC channel.  :P

2011-02-14 10:23:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37094455731290112
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Gag.  I think my iPod's home button might be giving out.  :(

2011-02-14 09:16:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37077724258512896

Doctor Who Series 5: "Victory of the Daleks" is an awesome episode for several
reasons, one of them being SPITFIRES IN SPACE WITH LASERS! :D

2011-02-14 06:20:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37033445569855488

They're not bugs.  They're unanticipated program normality deviations.

2011-02-14 04:26:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/37004630709764096

Lasers make me happy.   :D (Still considering buying the Wicked Lasers Spyder III
Arctic; haven't decided yet.)

2011-02-14 03:43:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36994015509495808

Milivolt generator in wall heater replaced, fixing it.  I hope I don't have to do that again
for a very long time....

2011-02-14 02:33:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36976403685572609

@harej It is.  The Doctor Who Christmas Specials are always good, and I watched A
Christmas Carol on Christmas (cont) http://tl.gd/8qdiqp

2011-02-14 01:29:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36960071518785536

If all goes well, I shall have Doctor Who: A Christmas Carol on DVD on Tuesday.  :D

2011-02-14 01:24:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36958920048123906

I have homework to do, but I don't want to do it.  Meh.

2011-02-13 23:41:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36932910925746176

Didn't get much done today either.  Oh well, lots to do tomorrow....
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-02-13 10:37:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36735685691965440

Patriotic Dog #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9hL1Cc

2011-02-13 08:24:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36702165531623424

@besweeet http://bit.ly/hUOUVI

2011-02-13 06:36:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36675128959959040

The best way to make source code unreadable is to code in LOLCode. Anyone who
attempts to read it will die from falling off a chair laughing

2011-02-13 06:28:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36672930981085184

@yetanotherx Hence "bit of a misnomer", since the name seems to imply the
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opposite.

2011-02-13 06:02:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36666605869998080

Argh, just hit 0% free RAM.

2011-02-13 05:48:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36663020482461697

@cesiumchromate And heat death is a bit of a misnomer to boot.

2011-02-13 05:46:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36662575903019008

Rofl.  My mom just sent me a one sentence email, despite the fact that she's only
about 6 meters away from me.  I love the Internet.  :P

2011-02-13 05:45:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36662246683705344

Ah, bollocks.  The milivolt generator in the living room wall heater just went out.
AGAIN.  I might just override this safety feature....

2011-02-13 03:43:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36631475738640384

Hmm.  I wonder which one of "heat death" or "big chill" sounds cooler in reference to
the end of the universe.  :P

2011-02-13 03:31:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36628453205737472

Update for AIM, too.  Today's my lucky day....

2011-02-13 03:24:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36626750280572928

Also, Skype update.  Only took like 10 seconds to install. Ok....

2011-02-13 02:56:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36619634081792001

Wow.  I think I can tell the two hard drives in my computer apart by the sound they
make when accessed.

2011-02-13 02:55:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36619533301063681

I think I'll use Windows again today.  Don't know why.

2011-02-13 02:35:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36614474890743808

Sent myself an email by telnetting into my SMTP server and manually typing in all
commands (including LOGIN), headers, and the message.  :D

2011-02-13 01:44:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36601580446818304

Oooh, software update for my Sony sound system/BluRay player.

2011-02-13 00:14:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36578936225800192

Retweet of James Hare (harej)

Getting out of bed is overrated.
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2011-02-13 00:08:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36577402675007488

...And so ends yet another highly unproductive day... :D #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2011-02-12 13:55:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36423258295373824

Bleh.  Why couldn't Windows just have bloody software repositories?  :(

2011-02-12 12:37:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36403553279029248

And, once again, it's time for Windows Updates!

2011-02-12 12:36:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36403280385024000

@Kim_Bruning Get on IRC? :P

2011-02-12 11:55:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36392878414639104

I lol at people who have a Facebook account and say they "don't get/like Twitter".  A
Twitter timeline is jus… (cont) http://deck.ly/~LbZVV

2011-02-12 10:38:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36373659371315200

Yet Another Seal #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9hzoyW

2011-02-12 10:27:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36370893621960704

A Random Pigeon #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9hwh8t

2011-02-12 10:27:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36370810167885824

Ahh, I thought I recognized the music from the Doctor Who: A Christmas Carol trailer
- it was also used in Series 5: The Vampires of Venice.

2011-02-12 07:32:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36326868923846656

Well.  Windows booted up flawlessly.  First time for everything!  :P

2011-02-12 05:45:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36299880125308928

Preparing to boot my computer to Windows.  I need to sync my iPod.  :P

2011-02-12 04:52:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36286481265991680

Only one thing could be scarier than Weeping Angels.  Weeping Gnomes!

2011-02-12 03:46:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36269825533681664

Retweet of Omid Djalili (omid9)

Sadat, Arafat & Mubarak in heaven discussing what finished them off. Sadat:
"bullets". Arafat: "cancer". Mubarak: "Twitter"

2011-02-12 03:45:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36269689717915648
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Bleh.  I didn't notice that I passed 5 kilotweets.  Oh well.

2011-02-12 03:08:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36260239846154241

Congratulations to the people of #Egypt in their overthrow of a dictator.

2011-02-11 23:14:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/36201387503271936

Yeah, I'm just too tired.  At least I have no school tomorrow!  :D
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-02-11 08:31:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/35979245096275968

*blinks*

2011-02-11 08:18:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/35976037695356928

The Doctor Who TV film was good, but just a tad too short.

2011-02-11 06:59:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/35956113656520704

Burned myself with a soldering iron at school.  Oh well, sucking it up and distracting
myself with the Doctor Who TV film.

2011-02-11 03:45:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/35907287067529216

require('sleep'); #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-02-10 10:03:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/35639976347574273

Oh look, the WMF has a fancy new status page: http://status.wikimedia.org

2011-02-10 09:13:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/35627374875779072

Hmm, now Yahoo (Flickr specifically) is working fine.  Transient issues FTW.  (@nifky)

2011-02-10 09:10:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/35626750759149568

@soulni99a Yes, it was sarcasm.  :P

2011-02-10 08:52:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/35622082431688704

OK.  Now to find a ball-peen hammer to smash my Wi-Fi router with....

2011-02-10 08:26:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/35615596490141696

@soulni99a Well, sounds like someone has had a fun night.  :P

2011-02-10 08:26:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/35615473907269632

@TLUL_tw Flickr is run by Yahoo.  The only alternative I know of to Flickr is
deviantART, which to me seems (cont) http://tl.gd/8nol1e

2011-02-10 08:25:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/35615367585857536

Is Yahoo acting weird for anyone other than me?  I've been getting abnormal lag and
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lots of page load failures.

2011-02-10 08:18:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/35613453632798720

Oh, wow.  irssi autoreconnection worked flawlessly for once.  :D

2011-02-10 07:04:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/35594874321506304

@Hexxeh Seems to be back up now.  All is well.  :)

2011-02-10 06:52:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/35592014644903936

@Hexxeh Cobalt has been unreachable for almost four hours now. Could you look
into it?  Thanks! :)

2011-02-10 03:57:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/35547777190600704

A server down warning is a wonderful thing to come home from a tiring day of school
to. Waiting for the corresponding server up notification

2011-02-10 00:31:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/35496015910027264

Hmm.  Four hours of sleep.  Not that bad.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-02-09 10:20:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/35281939594219520

#nowplaying I Am the Doctor (feat. The BBC National Orchestra of Wales) / Murray
Gold / Doctor Who Series 5 Soundtrack

2011-02-09 06:08:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/35218355010932736

With luck, my package will arrive tomorrow, containing the Doctor Who film amongst
other things.

2011-02-09 05:28:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/35208268766773248

@joeljensen Thanks, but I'd prefer to buy new from the company.

2011-02-09 05:26:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/35207943871795200

:D http://twitpic.com/3xuplz

2011-02-09 01:33:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/35149167600861184

Suddenly, Weeping Angels!

2011-02-09 01:02:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/35141506289512448

Doctor Who film gets released tomorrow, as well as the Series 5 soundtrack!  I'm
excited, if you can't tell.  :P #goodnight

2011-02-08 11:38:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34939243700686848

Spammers have fun email addys: Feb 8 10:25:12 lizardwiki sm-mta[30454]:
from=&lt;dirtysocksforyou@[redacted]&gt;, reject=550 5.7.1 Relaying denied
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2011-02-08 11:00:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34929517583663106

High Power Red Laser #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9gDbKE

2011-02-08 10:20:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34919499811520512

@nifky Indeed.  :P

2011-02-08 10:03:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34915197755854848

@nifky Also, I think it may have something to do with the fact that Australians seem to
have nothing better to (cont) http://tl.gd/8md73l

2011-02-08 10:00:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34914573198950400

@nifky Lol Australia. I already have a 300mW (red) and a 450mW (green) laser, but
the blue one - should I get it - takes the cake at 1000mW.

2011-02-08 09:59:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34914191496318976

Hmm.  I think I'll let my green laser's 18650 lithium battery recharge overnight.  It
doesn't look like it'll get done anytime soon.

2011-02-08 09:48:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34911527039406080

If you need to ask me why I want such a high-powered laser, you don't know me very
well.

2011-02-08 08:32:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34892373305724928

Seriously considering buying the Wicked Lasers S3 Spyder III Arctic, a 1000mW
(yes, 1W) 445nm blue laser.

2011-02-08 08:32:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34892310584115200

Routine check of drives: /dev/sda4...

Press ESC to skip. 80% (stage 3/5, 23187/43609)

2011-02-08 08:20:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34889322226393088

Retweet of Brion Vibber (brionv)

Keep your fingers crossed for @Wikipedia's software update tonight... mostly
internals changes to support future awesomeness!

2011-02-08 08:05:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34885432021884928

@darrenkerwin oh, one thing I forgot to suggest, although it may not work out for the
Shinesparkers forums: Some (cont) http://tl.gd/8m9n2m

2011-02-08 05:47:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34850719852920832

Today was the first day of second semester.  AP US Government set aside for
Honors Economics, to be revisited when the AP exams draw near.
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2011-02-08 05:45:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34850285264453632

@whole_tost I already do that, but mostly because I prefer using my own camera in
photo class.

2011-02-08 01:20:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34783500473208833

Considering buying a certain 1000mW blue laser....

2011-02-08 01:14:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34782102549565440

Happy MediaWiki 1.17 everyone!

2011-02-08 00:17:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34767754464600064

No lab in the morning, so another night of decent sleep for me.  :D
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-02-07 09:19:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34541838471929857

Re previous tweet: Bieber gets owned towards the middle.  It's funny as hell.

2011-02-07 06:45:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34503077415362560

I favorited a YouTube video -- Best Buy Justin Bieber Ozzy Osbourne 2011 Super
Bowl Com... http://youtu.be/D-UZSeDhmrI?a

2011-02-07 06:41:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34501937579687937

Retweet of Henrik Hodne (dvyjones)

Tried watching some advertisements for a few hours today, but they kept interrupting
it with some annoying football game.

2011-02-07 05:28:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34483511607955456

@whole_tost Because the human race is amused far too easily.

2011-02-07 04:01:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34461681698471936

@darrenkerwin (Re: Shinesparkers disabling new user registration) All you need is a
stronger CAPTCHA, like (cont) http://tl.gd/8li1sc

2011-02-07 03:59:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34461188897251328

Retweet of Tony Sidaway (TonySidaway)

STOP PRESS: 18 million people flush toilet during Superbowl break, Manhattan
washed out to sea.

2011-02-07 02:51:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34444022697295872

Retweet of Aperture Science (ApertureSciPR)

We found some kind of extraterrestrial turret! We got an expert to examine it, and it
keeps saying EXTERMINATE THE DOCTOR! Weird..
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2011-02-07 01:49:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34428398122045440

Retweet of Adrian McMillan (WeaponII)

It shit like this halftime that make me wonder why NASA is losing funding.
#Superbowl

2011-02-07 01:47:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34428059557826560

Retweet of GbrilliantQ™ _ (GbrilliantQ)

Love DVR I get to fast forward to the commercials and past this boring superbowl

2011-02-07 01:01:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34416349279162368

Also, the first thing I thought when I saw the car that can read Facebook posts: "OMG
IT'S ATMOS!!" #DoctorWho #SuperbowlAds

2011-02-07 01:00:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34416245856010240

The car that can read Facebook posts to you while you drive: One step closer to
SkyNet!  #SuperbowlAds

2011-02-07 00:58:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34415649497292802

Watching the Superbowl, but only because I happen to be in the line of sight of the
living room HDTV.

2011-02-06 23:48:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34397944018903041

Retweet of FrozenFire (FrozenFire)

if one more person sends me a goddamn CITYVILLE REQUEST, I'm going to make a
homicidal robotic toaster to hunt them down

2011-02-06 23:42:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34396486275956736

Retweet of FrozenFire (FrozenFire)

&lt; jercos&gt; You can't be paranoid... if everyone really is out to get you.

2011-02-06 23:42:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34396449542250496

Looking forward to a Sunday without homework.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2011-02-06 12:43:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34230703046533120

Seagulls on the Beach #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9fZCbp

2011-02-06 09:32:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34182582602047488

Water Reflections #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9fZCP8

2011-02-06 09:32:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34182526469677056

Sunset at the Beach (2) #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9fZD7r
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2011-02-06 09:31:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34182465497079808

Sunset at the Beach (1) #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9g3K6S

2011-02-06 09:31:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34182418420211713

Preparing to upload some shots from my stint at the beach today.  GIMP time.

2011-02-06 09:00:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34174705703321600

...and now that picture is the second most viewed image on my #Flickr photostream.
:O

2011-02-06 08:58:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34173961470214145

This picture of my green laser, despite only being on #Flickr for 11 days or so, is my
third most viewed image ever. http://flic.kr/p/9dsYia

2011-02-06 08:55:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34173360837500928

About to rewatch parts 3 and 4 (of 6) of @Discovery's awesome documentary "When
We Left Earth".

2011-02-06 05:34:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34122682853236737

Back home from Beach.  Got some awesome sunset pictures, which I may or may
not upload to Flickr tonight.

2011-02-06 05:33:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/34122379642806273

Yup, going to the beach now.  :D Hopefully traffic on the interstates isn't severe....

2011-02-05 20:12:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33981250851188736

Since it's the end of the semester, I might be going to the beach tomorrow!  :D  But,
in any case, #iamasleepdeprivedlizard and #goodnight

2011-02-05 11:34:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33850991069630464

Green Leaves #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9fNeQ9

2011-02-05 11:06:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33843865580470272

It was but forty years ago that we first landed humans on the moon.  Look at us now.

2011-02-05 08:22:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33802617914130432

Rewatched the first 2 parts of the awesome @Discovery documentary When We Left
Earth. The current state of our space program makes me sad.

2011-02-05 08:21:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33802398426206208

@TLUL_tw Yeah, he is.

2011-02-05 06:21:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33772076393299968
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Lol.  My extended family is going to Las Vegas.  My little cousin isn't too happy about
that.  :P

2011-02-05 04:32:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33744782119403520

@harej wb :)

2011-02-05 03:50:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33734179854221312

More Chinese New Year stuff with family tonight.  :D

2011-02-05 02:58:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33721215331860480

Streaming Three Stooges on my TV now that finals are done.  :D

2011-02-04 23:24:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33667280378265600

Last day of finals tomorrow: AP Chemistry and AP Calculus BC.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-02-04 11:10:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33482417880694784

The animals are learning!  http://reut.rs/e6XKqA (via @mike_peel)

2011-02-04 08:55:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33448568241000448

Oh, look, it's an Internet

2011-02-04 05:59:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33404248620273664

There are zero unallocated IP addresses left on the Internet.  It is now only a matter
of time until every single IP address gets used up.

2011-02-04 02:29:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33351516911833088

Back home from finals, and back to sleep also methinks.

2011-02-03 21:17:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33272866090926080

Sleeptime.  Finals tomorrow: AP US Government and AP Physics B.  I'm slightly
nervous... :P #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-02-03 11:08:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33119646412443648

Crap.  I want to go to bed, but I have to finish this English assignment first.  And, of
course, finals continue tomorrow.... :(

2011-02-03 10:51:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33115367194759168

Hooray for random vegetables!  #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9fjYru

2011-02-03 09:41:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33097639507525632

Blerg.  The National Weather Service's website is being slower than normal.

2011-02-03 09:21:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33092772055482368
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Preordered the Doctor Who film.  :D

2011-02-03 09:16:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33091374328848384

IANA is expected to formally allocate the last 5 remaining /8 IPv4 blocks today, and
may also announce a plan to reclaim unused addys. #IPv6

2011-02-03 08:20:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33077297892298752

According to predictions, today is the last day the Internet will have unallocated IPv4
addresses. The Internet apocalypse is upon us. #IPv6

2011-02-03 07:10:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33059612907282433

Retweet of ARPAgeddon (IPv4Countdown)

The number of allocatable IPv4s just dropped below two million. #IPv6

2011-02-03 07:07:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33058880971874305

Back home, and back to homework.

2011-02-03 05:44:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/33038092818452480

Heading out to dinner with family for Chinese New Year.

2011-02-03 01:50:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32979237979820032

Unproductive afternoon....

2011-02-03 00:29:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32958697655242752

Home early due to finals.  Today's went well, actually.

2011-02-02 22:48:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32933296098770944

First day of finals tomorrow: Advanced Photo and AP English 4.  :(
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-02-02 10:43:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32751072271405056

Oh, wow, the battery really *wasn't* charged - only reading 3.3V of 3.7V.  Oh well.

2011-02-02 10:24:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32746161861296128

I feel compelled to link to this amusing vid (esp. with sound turned up) of @brionv
using the world's largest iPad: http://flic.kr/p/9cou26

2011-02-02 10:21:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32745341463822336

Hmm, the charger insists that the battery isn't done charging, but it's been two hours
so I'm gonna go ahead and yank it out anyway.

2011-02-02 10:18:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32744774725275648

@nifky Thanks! :)
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2011-02-02 08:47:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32721730300542976

Putting the battery back in the charger so it can go up to full charge.

2011-02-02 08:09:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32712198824402944

Yay.  Charged up the 18650 lithium battery a bit, popped it in the laser, and promptly
wished I had worn safety goggles.  :P

2011-02-02 08:09:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32712121267523584

Recharging my green laser's battery. At least, I hope that's why the laser is acting
strangely....

2011-02-02 07:53:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32708052780056576

Just etched my name into the back of my calculator using my red laser.  :D

2011-02-02 07:29:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32702174047768576

Hooray for the big timesink known as Wikipedia.

2011-02-02 06:02:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32680300995678208

@satyamnayak lol, thanks :)

2011-02-02 01:40:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32614312287666176

@whole_tost Thanks :)

2011-02-02 01:40:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32614283971923968

@TLUL_tw Thanks! :)

2011-02-02 01:24:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32610226037329920

W00t, another one!  :D http://twitpic.com/3vm7d0

2011-02-02 01:17:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32608461007093762

Retweet of Liam McLoughlin (Hexxeh)

I despise SVN so much, just makes me want to commit (RT if you get the joke)

2011-02-02 01:15:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32607919019134976

Umm.  Why am I awake again?  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-02-01 10:51:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32390452871176192

(Note that I'm specifically talking about IANA allocations.  Individual RIRs will still
have free addresses for some time.)

2011-02-01 10:29:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32385140747403265

BEWARE: The IPv4 apocalypse occurs in less than 2 days!  That's when there will be
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no more unallocated IPv4 addresses left on the Internet.

2011-02-01 10:28:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32384772596572160

@foxak Thanks! :)

2011-02-01 08:47:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32359415684276226

:O :O :D.  Holy crap that was fast.  Hopefully a sign of things to come!  #happy
http://twitpic.com/3vebsj

2011-02-01 08:19:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32352261459935232

Shityeah, the Doctor Who film is being released on DVD here in the U.S. on 8
February.  :D

2011-02-01 06:54:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32330969067294720

IPv4 Judgment Day is almost upon us.

2011-02-01 04:10:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32289700572045313

Today seemed both like a long and short day.  Oh well, I blame finals, even though
they don't start until Wednesday.

2011-02-01 01:16:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32245859403956224

And off to sleep I go.  Only about 3.5 hours of it, but meh, whatever.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-01-31 12:23:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32051433649995776

And, of course, right as I tweet that, the printer jams up. &gt;:(

2011-01-31 12:06:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32047003789692929

Lab report being printed out.  :D

2011-01-31 12:04:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32046644170063872

Currently Photoshopping (actually, GIMPing) a scan of a data table for my lab report.
:D

2011-01-31 09:19:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/32005096275451904

@TLUL_tw Wow.  Well, you'd better get them done, then.  :P

2011-01-31 08:52:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/31998252890988544

@TLUL_tw Lol.  Have fun with that, and good luck on your final exam!

2011-01-31 08:45:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/31996439546560512

I should probably get around to doing my lab report now.

2011-01-31 08:30:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/31992757845233664
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Tired.  At least there's no physics lab tomorrow, which means I don't have to get up
early.

2011-01-31 06:09:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/31957140507729921

Finished the Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy, now on to the Restaurant At the End of
the Universe.

2011-01-31 00:14:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/31867839526735872

Right then, on to homework.  Not looking forward to finals, which start on
Wednesday.  :(

2011-01-30 23:12:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/31852241061150720

Oh, look, it's raining.

2011-01-30 21:35:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/31827949225246720

Got lots of homework and studying to do tomorrow.  And I'll probably need to clean
the fish tank.... #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-01-30 11:02:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/31668677816360960

Fiber optic audio cable!  :D (Shining my green laser into it was fun.)

2011-01-30 05:45:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/31588684272762880

Yay, TNG on BBC America

2011-01-30 03:38:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/31556787652009984

Mmm, sleep.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-01-29 11:53:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/31318942467227648

Damn allergies.  I actually had an asthma attack last night, causing a rather rude
awakening and a brief search for my inhaler.

2011-01-29 10:58:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/31305139860021248

Incidentally, said Sony BDV-T57 home theater system is sitting on top of my (still
working!) Sony Super Betamax SL-340.

2011-01-29 08:08:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/31262400573341696

...I don't have a 3D-capable TV, nor do I have any Blu-Ray discs (yet).  It also does a
very good job at upscaling ye olde DVDs.

2011-01-29 08:07:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/31262146272690179

New home theater sound system, a Sony BDV-T57 (sounds like a Soviet tank) works
well.  Includes a 3D-capable Blu-Ray player, although...

2011-01-29 08:07:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/31262030954504192
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New sound system installed and operational!  Entering my Wi-Fi password was a
pain in the ass.  :P

2011-01-29 04:36:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/31209090503933952

Fsck this shit, I'm going to bed.  :P #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-01-28 10:06:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30929670195118080

Hmm.  Considering upgrading to Pro on Flickr.

2011-01-28 07:07:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30884667443908608

Retweet of Tofu. (TauxFu)

Egyptian Govt orders media blackout tomorrow. Communications, water and
electricity will be shut off. Please spread the word #Jan25

2011-01-28 07:04:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30884020921307136

@whole_tost No, it's not just you.  The CollegeBoard is definitely out there to make a
profit and then some.

2011-01-28 05:51:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30865582094024704

Retweet of Andrew McLaughlin (McAndrew)

Excellent technical analysis of Egypt's disappearance from the Internet. Notable:
Noor Group's routes still live. http://is.gd/ZMFfij #egypt

2011-01-28 04:33:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30845817111707648

Retweet of Fat chick in LA (FatChickinLA)

Can we refer to Sarah Palin as she who must not be named from now on.

2011-01-28 04:25:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30844000478961664

Yay, my books arrived.  So, arrived this week: 18650 lithium battery and two books.
Still waiting on the new home sound system.

2011-01-28 02:20:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30812492393357312

@dvyjones Mine start next week.  :(

2011-01-28 02:18:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30811866993262592

Giving up on work and going to bed.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-01-27 09:20:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30555776447680513

(Yeah, I broke the laser out again so I could take pictures of it. :P)

2011-01-27 08:13:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30538971788349440

My High Power Green Laser, Dark Background #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9dsYia

2011-01-27 07:49:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30532918568820737
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My High Power Green Laser, Light Background #flickr http://flic.kr/p/9dsYtV

2011-01-27 07:49:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30532714415267840

Lasers put away, on to homework and charging one of my Nikon EN-EL9a batteries.

2011-01-27 05:35:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30498998787772417

@stwalkerster ^_^ https://twitter.com/fastlizard4/status/30432102423994368

2011-01-27 05:33:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30498576987590656

Prepping for next week's finals.

2011-01-27 05:00:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30490404302356480

@butter1547 no

2011-01-27 04:53:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30488608058118144

Red laser, green laser.

2011-01-27 03:38:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30469711602909186

Wow, this laser is scary.

2011-01-27 02:16:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30449092630937600

18650 lithium battery for my 450mW 532nm green laser arrived.  Holy shit it's bright.

2011-01-27 01:09:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30432102423994368

@Ashfire908 Wow.  Dorms speed is slower than my old ADSL.  :O

2011-01-27 01:07:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30431727478374400

*mumbles something* #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-01-26 09:39:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30198190691065856

Yay!  Got application confirmation from Caltech.  :D

2011-01-26 08:35:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30181940166402048

Currently doing lengths of curves.  #calculusFTW

2011-01-26 06:47:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30154801144664064

Ugh.  Tomorrow is only Wednesday?  :(

2011-01-26 05:46:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30139618301050880

I don't know if I am going to watch the State of the Union.  I could take a nap instead.
:P

2011-01-26 01:17:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/30071886016679936
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Reverting to sleep mode.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-01-25 09:58:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29840430057136128

(Re previous tweet:) Yeah, I have no idea how that happened.  *Re-shelves logic
design textbook.*

2011-01-25 07:28:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29802758911557632

Ok. I somehow got from my AP US Government textbook to my Fundamentals of
Logic Design textbook, & I'm not yet done with my Govt. homework.

2011-01-25 07:27:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29802489033265154

Yay, my books shipped.  :D

2011-01-25 07:13:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29798916690026496

Why does USPS package tracking fail? :(

2011-01-25 05:18:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29770001250521088

Hopefully, our new home theater sound system will be arriving this week.  :D

2011-01-25 04:11:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29753121647366145

I would be perfectly happy with not doing any homework tonight.  But, alas....

2011-01-25 01:53:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29718417225285635

@DamianZaremba No, but one of them does have MS-DOS 3.3 on it.

2011-01-25 01:31:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29713014479396865

I get to wake up in 2.5 hours for a physics lab!  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-01-24 10:53:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29491995508477952

@nifky Ugh, mosquitoes.  We get those on summer nights.  :(

2011-01-24 09:48:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29475644752527360

@nifky Lol, ibises.

2011-01-24 08:47:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29460290554826752

*who thinks that, in previous tweet.  Stupid grammar.

2011-01-24 08:03:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29449239427817472

Am I the only person that thinks that DeviantART looks like Yahoo! Geocities, with its
flashy animated GIF avatars and whatnot?

2011-01-24 08:03:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29449118711554048

(The Ultimate Hitchhiker's Guide is a collection of all five books in the Hitchhiker's
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Guide to the Galaxy "Trilogy".)

2011-01-24 07:41:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29443779912011776

Just pre-ordered Doctor Who: A Christmas Carol and ordered a set of H.G. Wells's
novels and The Ultimate Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy.

2011-01-24 07:40:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29443487732596736

I'm surprised no one caught the nomenclature error in my last tweet.  It should have
been 2,2,4-Trimethylpentane.

2011-01-24 07:05:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29434557258272768

2,2-Dimethyl-4-methylpentane!

2011-01-24 06:56:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29432243088789504

Kitty!  Well, sleeping kitty, anyway.  Not my kitty, either.  But still, kitty!  :D
http://bit.ly/h4S2M4 #flickr

2011-01-24 04:45:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29399409632485376

The physics problem for homework seemed simple.  Too simple.  _mg is the
maximum frictional force between two surfaces, right?

2011-01-24 04:14:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29391513070870528

...and how the *fuck* did I segfault compiz?  :|

2011-01-24 02:54:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29371503678070785

Oshit. 'enterprise kernel: [13398.137222] compiz.real[6488]: segfault at 00000014 eip
080658ab esp bf807460 error 4'. Wheeeeee....

2011-01-24 02:53:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29371266221735937

Dear Interblags: Does GIMP have a way of editing EXIF data like Photoshop does?

2011-01-24 02:42:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29368390258794498

There's a box of floppy disks sitting on my desk.  :D

2011-01-24 00:55:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29341452257464320

I think I can feel a headache starting up, so I'd best be off to bed.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-01-23 12:19:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29151132764872704

Finally getting around to upgrading Drupal on my server....

2011-01-23 11:34:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29139998389313537

@TLUL_tw Heh, I had to resist the urge to start the original tweet with "lol".  :P
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2011-01-23 11:30:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29138892191961088

Hmm.  There are six results for `ls ~/*lol*`.  Is this a bad thing?  :P

2011-01-23 11:22:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29136912736329728

Wandering through my homedir like Dante through hell.  :P

2011-01-23 11:21:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29136710067560448

Goose!  http://flic.kr/p/9csQ6q

2011-01-23 10:09:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29118458335600640

Back from the SHArK seminar. Got stuck in traffic for ~40 minutes on I-605 coming
home, but I now have an awesome new Solar Army t-shirt. :D

2011-01-23 09:10:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29103676853325824

@Joeyaa08 A website.

2011-01-23 09:09:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29103400687771649

Heading to the SHArK seminar out at the Hilton in Huntington Beach.

2011-01-23 02:15:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28999298737774592

Apache failed to properly restart on my server this morning, taking down my site for
about 45 minutes.  Fun.  :\

2011-01-22 23:02:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28950694832640000

I think I've used up all of today's energy supply.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2011-01-22 11:17:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28773170634817536

Hmm.  I want an oscilloscope.  :P

2011-01-22 11:02:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28769484982456320

I really should go to bed now. But meh, whatever. The night is still young!  (And now
everyone realizes why I'm so sleep deprived :P)

2011-01-22 09:53:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28752222326104064

Uploaded some pictures to my Flickr account for the first time in quite a long time.
Upload was fast on my new Internet connection.  :D

2011-01-22 07:38:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28718010390814720

@LeeMerriman USD$59.99, not including shipping.

2011-01-22 06:26:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28700078273204225
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@LeeMerriman Infrared lasers will also do the same.

2011-01-22 06:24:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28699439493283840

@LeeMerriman My 300mw 650nm red laser.

2011-01-22 06:23:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28699346144854016

I have nothing to say at the moment.  Go away.

2011-01-22 03:16:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28652230529785856

Popped balloons with my red laser at school today.  :D Incidentally, the batteries for
my green laser haven't arrived yet.  :(

2011-01-22 02:18:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28637719114555392

Thank god it's Friday.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-01-21 10:12:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28394608119517185

#thingsthatpissmeoff Bad grammar on Twitter.  #stuffthatpissmeoff should be
#stuffthatpissesmeoff (i.e., it should be "pisses", not "piss").

2011-01-21 09:25:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28382658903932928

Trying to think of a witty title for my AP Chem lab report....

2011-01-21 09:01:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28376677432172544

Ugh, fell asleep while doing homework.  But, no matter, I'm almost done, and I can go
to bed once I finish.

2011-01-21 08:30:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28368900282384384

@Ashfire908 Ahh, yeah, that would cause extrapolation fails.  Also, you had me kinda
scared with the 300 MB limit there for a second.  :P

2011-01-21 08:30:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28368744942141441

Music from one of my favorite episodes of Doctor Who. :D #nowplaying Silence In the
Library / The BBC National (cont) http://tl.gd/89jm6k

2011-01-21 06:55:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28344817679343616

*looks at homework list and pounds head on desk*

2011-01-21 06:49:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28343417893298176

@Ashfire908 Depends on the time frame of the extrapolation.  I usually use
~5GB(+-2GB) a month.  But, that 300MB limit seems a bit low....

2011-01-21 06:47:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28342966581985280

Retweet of TLUL (TLUL_tw)
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You know what always annoys me? The message length limit on Twitter. Retweet this
if you, like me, are sick and tired of your messages alway

2011-01-21 06:03:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28331900921708545

Bah.  My iPod standard earbuds are starting to fall apart.

2011-01-21 05:00:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28316020326268928

up up down down charm strange charm strange bottom top select start

2011-01-21 03:48:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28297933313019904

I was going to say something witty here, but I can't quite remember what it was.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-01-20 08:12:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28002007788814336

Wow.  I almost fell out of my chair, while at my desk.  I wish I knew how I managed
that... :\  (low on caffeine, perhaps?)

2011-01-20 06:21:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27974073757732864

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Electrocution&diff=408923714&oldid=40864
5451 - I lol'd.  But, alas, that was original research. :P

2011-01-20 05:53:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27967008171630592

lizardwiki kernel: php[27369]: segfault at 00002b602fe5ef2b rip 00002b603511a4ef
rsp 00002b6035108a00 error 4

2011-01-20 05:39:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27963384620122112

#nowplaying The March of the Cybermen / Murray Gold / Doctor Who: Series 4 - The
Specials

2011-01-20 05:08:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27955528797786113

Yay, letter arrived from Harvey Mudd College confirming my application.  :D

2011-01-20 02:36:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27917282483109889

I'll go ahead and remove the battery from the laser and put it away before I
accidentally shine it on something shiny and blind myself.

2011-01-20 01:55:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27907151565422592

Wow, this laser is scary.  Even behind ANSI-approved red laser goggles, it's really
bloody bright when focused.

2011-01-20 01:54:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27906853245554688

Got a CR123 battery today, so I fired up my 300mw 650nm red laser.  My bedroom
now smells like burning paper.  :P
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2011-01-20 01:02:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27893711211859969

@TLUL_tw The last time I had to use fsck, it fixed the error with no issues.  The last
time I had to use chkdisk, it wiped Windows.

2011-01-20 00:54:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27891739821867008

Hmm.  My plan for more sleep is slowly unfolding! &gt;:D  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2011-01-19 08:13:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27639781408120832

Retweet of brionv (brionv)

"Australia Mandates Microsoft's Office Open XML" ... "Sharks Seen Swimming Down
Australian Streets" #causeandeffect?

2011-01-19 08:06:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27637949440987136

It's much too warm in my room.  Probably because my computer is running.  :x

2011-01-19 07:25:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27627716752711680

Yay improper integrals!  Incidentally, my brain hurts....

2011-01-19 07:13:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27624725249265664

@Wikip_Marlith Actually, that pretty well describes the south's secession.  A real-life
large scale rage quit.

2011-01-19 06:22:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27611924925521920

@satyamnayak Ok, if you'd like.

2011-01-19 03:09:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27563281258381312

Retweet of TLUL (TLUL_tw)

@FastLizard4 What about ping and pong?

2011-01-19 02:54:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27559492778459136

@TLUL_tw Yes, that's also a good set.  :P

2011-01-19 02:54:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27559469126782976

If I ever discover a new subatomic particle, I'll name it SYN and its antiparticle
SYN-ACK.  Just because.  :P

2011-01-19 02:50:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27558510900281344

Tired.  Oh well, I only have one thing for homework.  :D

2011-01-19 01:40:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27540840633077761

Didn't get everything I had hoped to done this weekend.  But, everything critical got
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done, so I'm still happy.  :P  #goodnight

2011-01-18 08:33:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27282345035825152

Yes, thank you computer, but I'm acutely aware that my printer is running out of black
ink....

2011-01-18 08:19:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27278834818617345

Why the fsck did "a" become the unit symbol for year, at least on the periodic table
I'm using?  :\

2011-01-18 07:58:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27273659974418432

Wow.  It only took about five minutes to download an album off iTunes.  I think I like
my new Internet service.  :D

2011-01-18 05:23:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27234574530510848

Heh.  Is the command 'cd /var/log && tail -F apache2/access.log mail.log auth.log
~/away.log' a sign of paranoia?  :P

2011-01-18 04:21:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27219049914040320

With luck, the batteries for my lasers will arrive this week.  :D

2011-01-18 00:26:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27159964065730561

s/:L/:P/

2011-01-17 20:38:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27102417153691648

Bleh.  Despite no school today, it's still going to be a mad rush to finish homework.  :L

2011-01-17 20:37:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27102250102947841

Going to bed (relatively) early in an attempt to reset my sleep schedule.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-01-17 08:42:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26922302805385216

Retweet of Cory Doctorow (doctorow)

As promised: THE STUPIDEST #LEGALTHREAT IN #BOINGBOING HISTORY!
http://tinyurl.com/5rono7z #streisandeffect  Pls RT!

2011-01-17 08:40:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26921914710626304

"You think you've got problems?  What if you *are* a manically depressed robot?"

2011-01-17 07:21:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26901907167510528

Haha.  New xkcd made me laugh.  http://xkcd.com/848

2011-01-17 07:10:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26899214336262144
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@TLUL_tw I'm considering sending an email to them, but the IP could be spoofed.
I'll probably do it tomorrow.

2011-01-17 07:09:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26898780414541824

And, of course, by "failed authentication attempt" I mean an attempt to use plaintext
auth, which is disabled on my server, in favor of TLS.

2011-01-17 07:06:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26898093366579200

Apparently, the Rapid City YMCA just attempted to hack my mailserver.  mail.log
reports several thousand failed authentication attempts.

2011-01-17 07:04:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26897544059551744

Physics problem is kicking my ass....

2011-01-17 04:56:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26865420682133505

Three-way calling is fun.  :D

2011-01-17 03:26:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26842892848861185

Finally got around to downloading the Ubuntu Linux 10.04 LTS Desktop 32-bit edition
ISO.  The download is so fast on cable internet.  :D

2011-01-16 23:23:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26781655515537408

Apparently, 8 June 2011 is World IPv6 Day.  I still don't have IPv6....

2011-01-16 22:15:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26764443111129088

It is now sleeptime.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-01-16 13:39:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26634552789176320

The `tail` command is my new best friend.  :P

2011-01-16 10:49:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26591837070303232

Oh, that's right, no school on Monday.  :D

2011-01-16 08:40:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26559392019128320

@TLUL_tw And what did you do to arouse the suspicion that you were
sockpuppeting?

2011-01-16 07:58:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26548886818521088

@TLUL_tw troll

2011-01-16 07:46:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26545861899067392

Did we manage to make Wikipedia trend today, or has the human race been a
disappointment today? :P #wikipedia10 #WP10
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2011-01-16 05:15:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26507747235209216

Hello everyone.  It's still Wikipedia's 10th birthday!  #WP10 #wikipedia10

2011-01-15 23:26:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26420084385783809

Wow.  I got really sleepy all of a sudden.  I should probably go to bed.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-01-15 10:42:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26227686657499138

Another happy 10th birthday shoutout to Wikipedia in an effort to make it trend.  :P
#WP10

2011-01-15 10:03:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26217788292988928

Oh, look, gravity....

2011-01-15 09:31:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26209794629042176

BLAME THE SONTARANS FOR EVERYTHING!

2011-01-15 09:28:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26209196852649984

Bah.  Apparently, it's almost time for me to order a new battery for my UPS.

2011-01-15 08:57:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26201342754160640

Right.  Windows is up.  Miracles still do happen.  :P

2011-01-15 03:36:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26120511847145472

Lolwut?  "Downloading Cumulative Security Update for IE8/Windows XP
(KB2416400)... 8.2 MB / 484.0 KB"

2011-01-15 02:23:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26102104368095233

Norton Internet Security renewed for two years and updated.  Now installing
Windows updates.

2011-01-15 02:21:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26101554171875328

Happy 10th birthday, Wikipedia!  #wiki10

2011-01-15 02:02:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26096918027313153

@LeeMerriman I didn't, but it seems Windows did.

2011-01-15 01:00:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26081320098594816

Windows Safe Mode time.

2011-01-15 00:59:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26081002405236736

Oh, hello blue screen of death.  MEMORY_MANAGEMENT 0x0000001A.
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2011-01-15 00:57:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26080490406543360

Hmm.  Booting up Windows on my computer.  I'm pretty sure that the internal
speaker beeped, but there's no message on the screen....

2011-01-15 00:53:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26079487154192384

#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-01-14 10:51:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25867520401473536

@TLUL_tw Lol.

2011-01-14 09:54:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25853339778416640

Dammit.  I can't find the SVN revision of MediaWiki where the devs rewrote the
parser in LOLCode.  :(

2011-01-14 09:49:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25851939321290752

Apparently, my multimeter is only rated for 400 mA.  :\

2011-01-14 09:23:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25845549655654400

Dammit.  And I think I just blew a fuse in my multimeter.... &gt;:(

2011-01-14 09:20:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25844689303244800

I thought I just heard my UPS toggle to battery power... :\ #paranoid

2011-01-14 09:08:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25841779588726784

Hmm.  I might dist-upgrade my Ubuntu this weekend.

2011-01-14 08:01:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25824723174686721

Staring at my lasers, wishing for the batteries to arrive already.  :P

2011-01-14 07:42:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25820131628154880

ROFL. Gave up on a certain AP Physics problem at school, and I just figured it out
about 5 seconds after pulling it out to work on it. XD

2011-01-14 06:27:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25801210212655104

Blah, improper integrals.

2011-01-14 06:15:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25798058365161473

Some idiot pulled the fire alarm at school as a prank today during lunch.  ._.

2011-01-14 01:16:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25722953060585472

Wow.  At this rate, I might be able to retire the #iamasleepdeprivedlizard hashtag
soon.  :P #goodnight
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2011-01-13 08:54:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25475664157081600

Hmm.  Done with homework early, for the second night in a row.

2011-01-13 07:07:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25448780081922048

School today was actually pretty good.  :D

2011-01-12 23:51:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25339048243503104

@Hexxeh Ahh, well, I'll see if it happens again tomorrow (at least, tomorrow relative
to my timezone, UTC-8)

2011-01-12 23:50:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25338758110904320

@Hexxeh Hmm. That would cover the connection failures two days ago, but not the
recent latency problems.

2011-01-12 23:45:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25337539426516992

@Hexxeh Throughout the day today and yesterday, I've been experiencing short
periods of high latency lasting for (cont) http://tl.gd/83q96t

2011-01-12 23:33:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25334524833435648

Wow.  I can actually get some sleep now.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-01-12 06:02:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25070109739454464

Wow.  Done with homework.  This means I can get some stuff done ahead of time....

2011-01-12 05:02:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25054995653066752

(Less homework == more sleep, usually)

2011-01-12 04:54:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25052913277603840

Wow.  I only have AP Calculus BC homework tonight.  :D

2011-01-12 04:53:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25052812677222400

@Hexxeh Is the DDoS affecting the EU node?  I've been having on-and-off
connection issues today.

2011-01-12 04:47:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25051218669735936

*that should be "chem lab sinks" in my last tweet

2011-01-12 04:23:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25045228188602369

Heh.  We discovered a way to quickly clean the chen lab sinks.  It involves methanol
spray bottles and Bunsen burners.  :P

2011-01-12 04:23:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25045087343874048
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Homework all finished.  Sure, at the cost of sleep, but I'm happy.  :P
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-01-11 11:34:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24791341368082432

@BlueDevil_ Indeed.  88% packet loss is indicative usually of things like faulty (Wi-Fi)
routers, modems, or (cont) http://tl.gd/82lfvl

2011-01-11 09:26:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24758945839063040

Wikipedia's 10th birthday is on January 15th.  :D

2011-01-11 06:49:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24719421222166528

First day of school this year was meh.

2011-01-11 04:34:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24685529257742336

@BlueDevil_ In any case, whatever the problem is, you're doing something horribly
wrong.  Check your equipment and/or get a new ISP.

2011-01-11 04:28:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24684090716323840

@BlueDevil_ 88% is impossibly high.  Sounds more like an error on your end than
the ISP.

2011-01-11 04:23:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24682893506772992

Homework finally complete, so I'm now ready for school in ~4h27m. Time to claim a
measly amount of sleep #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-01-10 13:19:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24455264082075648

@TLUL_tw I think you need to research HTTPS and/or ICMP tunneling then.

2011-01-10 13:17:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24454910145724416

@TLUL_tw Lol.  Similar situation at my school, so I just use SSH tunneling.  :P

2011-01-10 13:14:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24453925386067969

@TLUL_tw Better than my old DSL, which was ~768 kbps up and ~120 kbps down.

2011-01-10 13:11:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24453395913900033

Whee!  http://www.pingtest.net/result/31905245.png
http://www.speedtest.net/result/1105074847.png

2011-01-10 12:33:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24443650792493057

Ok... must finish rewriting this English essay....

2011-01-10 12:01:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24435604691357696

Hrm.  Ubuntu kinda froze on boot when trying to load cupsd.  Took it a little while to
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snap out of it.

2011-01-10 11:15:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24424120611512320

Yay, the battery is done cooking.  :D

2011-01-10 08:46:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24386478012370944

Heh, I forgot to charge one of my Nikon batteries.  Doing so now, since I'll be up a
little while yet doing homework.

2011-01-10 07:36:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24368946597601280

@dvyjones I might look into it this summer, once high school is dead and done for.
:P

2011-01-10 06:50:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24357399917760513

@FrozenFire :(

2011-01-10 06:49:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24357241813467136

@dvyjones Haha, awesome.  That mush have been fun.

2011-01-10 06:36:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24353770565533696

...the problem was solved when pingtest revealed 30% packet loss on his connection.
There's your problem!  :P

2011-01-10 06:35:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24353682497740800

Heh.  Was just helping a friend diagnose slow Internet.  I was a bit confused when
speedtest revealed download speed of 2.5 Mbps, but...

2011-01-10 06:35:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24353549311811584

@dvyjones Lol, that must have been fun.  Any guns involved?  :P

2011-01-10 06:33:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24353106850480128

@chan7781 Indeed.  Actual calibration equipment comes very much in handy there.

2011-01-10 06:04:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24345757339357184

I still feel like crap, even after winter break.  Can school just be over with, already?

2011-01-10 02:41:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24294674088861696

Bleh. I though I would really enjoy this school year since I'm taking classes that I
enjoy, but I guess I've just had enough of high school.

2011-01-10 00:25:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24260406847479809

Hooray for caller ID.  :P

2011-01-09 22:44:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24235088464052225
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Right.  Have to remember to sleep.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-01-09 14:26:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24109772848496640

My cable modem has too many lights on it.  Currently lit: Power, Downstream,
Upstream, Online, Link, Telephone 1, Battery.

2011-01-09 13:48:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24100151698137088

@issyl0 Lol, I /hope/ I get it done.... :P

2011-01-09 13:47:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24099828321488896

@issyl0 np :) Everything's going well, I'm just a bit tired from trying to get all my
winter break homework done (cont) http://tl.gd/81bcu4

2011-01-09 12:00:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24073032783896576

@issyl0 There is none as far as I know.  I use an app called IM+ for GTalk.  It has
both paid and free versions.

2011-01-09 11:17:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24062105174941697

That is to say that the time from the ssh command to the password prompt is a lot
longer on my new cable Internet than on my old DSL.

2011-01-09 09:39:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24037435696480256

I love the speed of my new Time Warner Cable Internet connection, but for some
reason, SSH connections take a lot longer to open than on DSL

2011-01-09 09:38:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24037181513273344

@nifky No, it's a bug in the app.

2011-01-09 07:44:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24008551378714624

NYTimes: U.S. Subpoenas Twitter Over WikiLeaks Supporters http://nyti.ms/ie4kFj

2011-01-09 07:37:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24006720367890432

U.S. orders Twitter to hand over WikiLeaks records http://r.reuters.com/taj45r

2011-01-09 07:30:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24004997280694272

AP: WikiLeaks subpoenas spill out into public realm. http://apne.ws/i7mdfg

2011-01-09 07:26:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24004050622095360

@nifky My desktop, which is connected to the netwok by cat 5e, gets almost twice
that.

2011-01-09 07:07:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23999366683426816

Why am I only getting 12 Mbps on my 802.11g Wi-Fi....
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2011-01-09 05:37:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23976725134188544

Too sleepy to tweet anything coherent atm.... :P

2011-01-08 23:31:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23884454493683712

School starts again on Monday, so it's *really* time to reset my sleep cycle.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-01-08 12:53:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23723918325972993

@kmccoy Maybe.  But it works, so I'm not complaining.

2011-01-08 10:08:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23682350021873664

LOL.  Since I use Time Warner Cable for phone now, I can get Caller ID forwarded to
my AIM.  #ftw

2011-01-08 08:56:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23664439433629696

The green laser requires a key to operate, and has an aperture safety cover.  It's also
a *lot* bigger than the red laser.

2011-01-08 05:14:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23608550295076864

...but the red laser (300mw 650nm) accepts CR123A batteries, which I can pick up
on the next run to the store.  :D

2011-01-08 05:11:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23607825708097536

As you can guess, my lasers arrived today.  Can't fire up the green laser (450mw
532nm) until the 18650 battery arrives...

2011-01-08 05:11:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23607623580393472

Red laser safety goggles (which are cobalt blue in color) are really trippy to look
through.  :P

2011-01-08 05:08:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23606931507650560

Also, the cable modem has effectively doubled the number of blinking lights on my
desk.  And we have caller ID now.  :D

2011-01-08 04:45:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23601056713805825

Got a speedtest to peak at 30.0 Mbps downstream a few minutes ago.  Upstream at
1.00 Mbps, which is 10x faster than my DSL.

2011-01-08 04:44:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23600838983286784

DSL modem has finally been retired.  Hello, cable Internet!  :D

2011-01-08 04:42:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23600525480042496

Hopefully, the next time I tweet I shall have new cable Internets! :D
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#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-01-07 12:26:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23354742994378752

And my hopefully last day with DSL is about to end.

2011-01-07 11:02:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23333591647789056

Rain and wind!

2011-01-07 09:46:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23314396906262528

Another Google Chrome update?

2011-01-07 06:37:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23267049631387649

@yetanotherx :D

2011-01-07 05:43:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23253368331829248

Is it just me, or does the Mac app store seem like Apple replicating Linux package
managers (e.g., Ubuntu software center) in a closed way?

2011-01-07 04:15:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23231171471081472

Hmm. Parcel waiting for me at the post office. But, despite the notice being left today,
I can't pick it up until tomorrow after 9:00 AM. :\

2011-01-07 01:34:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23190724262502400

And the effort to realign my sleep cycle continues... #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2011-01-06 12:47:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22997693538246657

Oshit, BBC is releasing Doctor Who: A Christmas Carol on a STAND-ALONE DVD in
America!  Should I buy it, or wait for the Series 6 boxset?

2011-01-06 10:53:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22969107515179008

Shit fucking yeah.  My package has cleared US Customs, and will be delivered soon.
Muahahahaha.  :D

2011-01-06 10:51:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22968589426364416

You can't appreciate high-speed Internet until you've been forced to use 56k dial-up
for three years. :P

2011-01-06 10:45:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22966894214512640

For interested minds, the Google maintains their Chrome changelog here:
http://bit.ly/eyRQYM (for channels, Stable, Beta, and Dev).

2011-01-06 07:52:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22923518609985536
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Hmm, another Google Chrome Beta update.  And I found Google's Chrome
changelog site.  :D

2011-01-06 07:51:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22923250988224512

I should probably go do some work now.  But meh.

2011-01-06 01:22:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22825188483670016

Heh.  Now watching The X-Files on BBC America.

2011-01-06 00:32:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22812619530309632

@skypethis_24601 Not right now

2011-01-06 00:23:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22810576837156864

Oh look, Torchwood is on BBC America at the top of the hour.  :D

2011-01-05 22:52:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22787446127206400

I can has a fez?

2011-01-05 22:51:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22787264840990720

Time to go.  To bed, that is.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-01-05 12:49:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22635804958396417

@TLUL_tw :O What, it's bloody annoying!

2011-01-05 11:22:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22613838062948352

Bah.  My chair keeps sliding, due to the new hardwood floors.  :(

2011-01-05 11:19:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22613165200117760

Hmm.  There's still too much junk on my desk.

2011-01-05 11:17:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22612608230096896

Oooh, Google Chrome Beta update.  I wonder what this one has in store....

2011-01-05 08:04:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22564019646767104

Wow.  Now I'm kinda scared that my little rant about scientific theories is an item on
the Wikipedia article referenced by the newest xkcd.

2011-01-05 06:36:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22542030915768320

@TLUL_tw It is extremely boneheaded.  And now I'm going to go read the comic and
associated article.

2011-01-05 06:26:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22539497719730176

Thank you, that is all.&lt;/rant&gt;
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2011-01-05 06:24:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22538974048288770

So, if you think that evolution, global warming, etc. aren't true *because they are
theories*, you don't deserve (cont) http://tl.gd/7u9qqt

2011-01-05 06:24:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22538829005066240

@TLUL_tw I actually haven't read the newest xkcd.  My rant was due to some idiot
on TV rambling about how global (cont) http://tl.gd/7u9ot9

2011-01-05 06:20:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22537895646593024

Here is the definition of scientific theory: A statement that has been so rigorously
tested that it is accepted as scientific fact.

2011-01-05 06:17:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22537107020976128

Dear people who don't believe in evolution or global warming because they are
"theories": They are (cont) http://tl.gd/7u9llh

2011-01-05 06:14:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22536293091123200

I should probably do some of my winter break homework tonight.  School starts again
on the 10th.

2011-01-05 02:46:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22480643845783552

Retweet of evula (evula)

Thank goodness that #android is open! Otherwise text messages might go to the
wrong person. Er, wait... http://bit.ly/dWear6

2011-01-04 23:37:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22436378570657792

The pointers, they're after me!

2011-01-04 23:11:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22429996056317953

Right.  Time to get an actually decent amount of sleep!  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2011-01-04 12:50:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22273714007572480

@osxdude I guessed that they were girls since you tweeted about it.  ;)  *runs*

2011-01-04 12:47:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22273024484970496

Bah, it's no longer raining.  :(

2011-01-04 12:11:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22263819963207680

New hardwood floors installed in my bedroom, everything moved back and the
computer booted up, so I'm happy.  :D

2011-01-04 10:14:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22234396970975232
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Moving computer out of bedroom, then off to bed.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2011-01-03 13:39:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21923538428497922

Anxiously waiting for my lasers to arrive.

2011-01-03 06:03:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21808814747549696

Incidentally, it's raining and it's really fucking cold inside my house.

2011-01-03 01:58:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21747237570744320

Shit yeah.  Just submitted my Common App.  Six hours before the first school's
deadline.  XD

2011-01-03 01:58:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21747128044888064

@osxdude I fear for your sanity.

2011-01-03 01:57:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21746949933760512

Woot!  Sleeptime!  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2011-01-02 15:18:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21586112954765312

W00t, that's done!  Now all I have to worry about is submitting the application itself.
:P

2011-01-02 13:50:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21564055424606208

Now sending my ACT/SAT2 score reports to Caltech and Harvey Mudd (eep!)

2011-01-02 13:46:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21562911059091456

@Ashfire908 Fun

2011-01-02 10:34:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21514599127846912

This tweet is not a retweet.

2011-01-02 10:01:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21506445195354112

Yay TweetDeck is being weird.  Even after the tweet is sent, the input box stays
grayed out.  Oh well.

2011-01-02 08:51:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21488674898190337

College applications' last hurrah tonight.  :P

2011-01-02 08:50:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21488437974536192

Anyone up for a #bzflag rabbit chase on lizardwiki.dyndns.org:5155?

2011-01-02 08:08:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21477848594251776
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@FrozenFire So computer bugs are actually a type of subatomic particle?

2011-01-01 23:54:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21353686890446848

Also, I heard the B-2 stealth bomber fly overhead this morning.  :D

2011-01-01 23:05:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21341365099040768

Watching Rose Parade reruns, despite the fact that I'm physically less than three
miles from the floats.  :P

2011-01-01 23:05:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21341235176284160

Yeah, I'm gonna go ahead and get some sleep.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight ^H^H^H^H^H morning :P

2011-01-01 15:58:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21233731083702272

Currently recording an outdoor temperature of 36.5 F (2.50 C).  I feel sorry for
everyone camped out overnight to see the Rose Parade.  XD

2011-01-01 13:14:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21192578254766080

My lasers shipped!  :D *happy*

2011-01-01 08:26:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21119962764541952

Fuck yeah, it's now 2011!

Ahh, fuck, now I have to turn in my college applications.

2011-01-01 08:08:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21115485575716864

Again, happy new year everyone!  :)

2011-01-01 05:23:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21074037803323392

Although I'm a bit late, happy UTC/UT1 New Year, everybody!

2011-01-01 01:47:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21019548111085568

It's 7:30 AM local time, but my college stuff is pretty much done.  Time for some
sleep.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-31 15:39:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20866633685803008

@DamianZaremba Yeah, hence the shrug.  Maybe they think you need insurance for
a vehicle equipped with a nuclear reactor?

2010-12-31 15:26:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20863274178322432

@DamianZaremba Driving history?  *shrugs(

2010-12-31 15:19:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20861491980795905
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Oh, and the low temperature I recorded this morning: 32.4 F (0.22 C).  How hot was
it this last summer...?

2010-12-31 14:56:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20855944581750786

Ugh, spent all night working on college stuff.

2010-12-31 14:54:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20855222993690624

It's 32.8 F (0.44 C) degrees outside!  WTF, California?

2010-12-31 14:25:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20847933033283584

@soulni99a sleep is for the weak :P

2010-12-31 12:25:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20817796690616321

Hmm, I wonder if we'll hit freezing tonight.

2010-12-31 12:24:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20817661768245248

Brian_s fails.  This message  is an injoke to a certain IRC channel, btw.

2010-12-31 12:23:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20817376798842880

So... cold... down to 35.5 F (1.94 C) outside, and it's 59.8 F (15.4 C) in the room I'm
currently in.

2010-12-31 10:12:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20784305974284288

It is currently 37.8 degrees Fahrenheit (3.22 degrees Celsius) outside.

2010-12-31 07:05:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20737409255739392

Aww, my computer's CMOS battery stopped working again.  :(

2010-12-31 06:30:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20728568904417280

Yay.  We're upgrading from 768 kbps ADSL to 10 Mbps cable Internet next Friday!  :D

2010-12-31 06:21:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20726339828973569

Heh, rain predicted for New Year's Day.

2010-12-30 22:45:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20611448279404544

Dropping offline.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-30 14:17:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20483519503409152

Oshit gnome-terminal supports tear-off tabs.  XD  (Now how do I reattach them?!)

2010-12-30 13:40:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20474321306648576

The Tron: Legacy soundtrack is awesome.  That is all.

2010-12-30 10:54:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20432516838064129
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Also, it's windy outside.  If the power goes out, heads at the power company will roll!

2010-12-30 07:45:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20384858354229248

Also, Tron: Legacy now joins the exclusive club of films that show valid UNIX (or any
operating system, for that matter) commands.

2010-12-30 07:44:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20384777399967744

Back from watching Tron: Legacy.  I don't see what all the fuss was about; I thought it
was a good film.

2010-12-30 07:43:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20384574408228864

Going to see Tron: Legacy now.

2010-12-30 03:14:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20316656869838848

@yetanotherx Lol.

2010-12-30 03:13:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20316629044830208

@yetanotherx Detailed reply with instructions posted as a comment.

2010-12-30 02:28:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20305195565060096

@Collinp6 Heh, maybe....

2010-12-30 01:04:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20284002543861760

Huh.  The CMOS battery in my computer all of a sudden started working.  I have no
idea why.

2010-12-30 00:48:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20279991971356672

*mumbles*

2010-12-30 00:27:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20274672608223232

Time to get a lame amount of sleep.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-29 15:27:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20138897870692354

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Marilyn_Monroe&diff=404381573&oldid=40
4380751.  Roffle.  (Via @TonySidaway)

2010-12-29 13:31:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20109748170919937

Have you ever turned a .docx or a .odt file into a .zip and looked at its contents?

Oh, you never have?  Me neither, then....

2010-12-29 13:18:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20106450453921792

@darrenkerwin Nah, pestering is good, keeps me focused.  :P
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2010-12-29 13:17:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20106241682444288

@maxcelcat *cough* nerd *cough* :P

2010-12-29 13:03:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20102573474193409

@darrenkerwin Lol, thank you, it was fun! :)

2010-12-29 13:02:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20102481459552256

Ow.  I just nerd-sniped myself with a boolean algebra problem in my Computer
Science 6 notes.  *Puts away notes and Logic Design textbook*

2010-12-29 12:48:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20098721710604288

(hint: http://xkcd.com/835/ has to do with data structures, and potentially binary
sorts.)

2010-12-29 12:44:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20097906069471232

Wow. I only *just* got the joke in the xkcd "Tree" comic (http://xkcd.com/835/) 3
minutes ago, after reviewing some CS material. Is slow. :P

2010-12-29 12:43:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20097510605328384

Yay,  it's starting to rain, and radar has a nice big blob of greens and yellows heading
my way.

2010-12-29 11:27:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20078429693026304

Heh.  I love the new term [[User:Magnus Manske]] coined on the WikiEN-l mailing
list, regarding WYSIWYG editors on Wikipedia: "WYSIWTF".

2010-12-29 10:20:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20061493097664512

Big lol!  http://notalwaysright.com/a-poser-by-any-other-name-part-2/8983

2010-12-29 08:48:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20038342468968448

@Chrisgatti9 *backs away, slowly*

2010-12-29 03:37:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19960213893287936

@yetanotherx Not true, actually.  Stuff often fits on the online form and not on the
PDF, as the Common App (cont) http://tl.gd/7pctp4

2010-12-29 03:01:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19951069782081537

Why why why why does the Common App "print" things to PDF, severely limiting the
allowed length of student responses?  :\

2010-12-29 02:01:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19936052894498816

Also, Mozilla Thunderbird for the win!
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2010-12-29 01:50:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19933355394994177

I love how I have to tell Google Chrome to fake its user-agent as Internet Explorer so
that the Common App doesn't throw me out.  :\

2010-12-29 01:45:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19931966749020161

Right.  College application time.  Panic mode begins in ~43 minutes.

2010-12-29 00:49:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19917944767123456

@darrenkerwin *backs away, slowly*

2010-12-29 00:49:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19917830220677120

Lots to do tomorrow.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-28 13:45:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19750690662383617

@LeeMerriman There's no need to.  The public list server makes hosting on ports
other than 5154 viable.

2010-12-28 07:07:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19650549951500288

@LeeMerriman No, why would I need to?  Also, I'm on lizardwiki.dyndns.org:5154 if
you want to play against me.

2010-12-28 07:01:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19649157308358657

@LeeMerriman My VPS.

2010-12-28 06:59:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19648605786734592

I have opened up another #BZFlag server!  lizardwiki.dyndns.org:5155 - it's a rabbit
chase server.  The CTF server is still open, too!

2010-12-28 05:17:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19622924835098624

Awake again.  Time to work on college app essays, though; they're due on January
2nd.

2010-12-28 00:04:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19544064676339712

@LeManyman Lol.  This is why you drop not-so-subtle hints starting five months
before Christmas.  :P

2010-12-27 23:58:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19542753775980546

Expediting the process of getting sleep.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-27 13:30:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19384510814625792

@osxdude How can you be at an airport unofficially?

2010-12-27 13:28:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19384006093045760
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Dammit.  Why the hell am I staying up so late....

2010-12-27 13:21:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19382439201738752

@goodguydan :(

2010-12-27 10:40:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19341888414814208

Can the Doctor Who Series 5 soundtrack be released in the U.S. already? &gt;:(

2010-12-27 10:25:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19338141554966528

Mmmm, scones

2010-12-27 06:20:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19276373889654784

Oh, look, WIndows is down to 1% free RAM (37MB/2.5GB)

2010-12-27 05:54:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19269844851490816

I wonder if the Doctor Who Christmas Special is up on OnDemand....

2010-12-27 03:13:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19229229765885952

The sun is rising.  I should probably go to bed.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-26 14:12:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19032765227864064

@MBisanz I have a set of Christmas lights (the icicle type) that are wired in multiple
series.

2010-12-26 13:47:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19026505883455488

Hooray for pyWikipediaBot!

2010-12-26 12:30:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19007183916109824

Well.  I just crashed Chrome.

2010-12-26 10:17:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18973572923924480

Oh, look, rain.

2010-12-26 09:52:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18967501102649344

@Sky2042 Happy birthday! :)

2010-12-26 09:12:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18957293693440000

So, what I got for Christmas: Money for the I-need-a-laptop-NOW! fund.  :P

2010-12-26 08:27:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18945944435294208

The Doctor Who Christmas Special was AWESOME.   And the preview trailer makes
Series 6 look creepy....

2010-12-26 07:35:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18932855916724226
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Whee.  Got lots of money for the get-me-a-laptop fund.  :D

2010-12-26 04:01:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18878951724158976

@MJack94 Yes, is this a problem?

2010-12-25 23:54:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18816934229315584

@MJack94 Still in progress, I only woke up a little while ago.

2010-12-25 23:17:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18807568491094016

Can't wait for the Doctor Who Christmas Special tonight!  :D

2010-12-25 23:16:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18807438375391232

@MJack94 Thanks, and merry Christmas to you too!  :)

2010-12-25 23:13:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18806674374524928

Ok, forcing myself off to bed.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-25 13:33:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18660714541481984

And, yes, merry Christmas everyone!  Ok, so I'm ~5h late for my timezone, but better
late than never!  :P

2010-12-25 13:20:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18657236494589954

Note to self: When ordering laser, also go and order a new CMOS battery &gt;:(

2010-12-25 13:17:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18656631587868672

@darrenkerwin Thanks, and merry Christmas to you too!

2010-12-25 13:15:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18656036504215553

Why the fuck am I still awake?

2010-12-25 13:07:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18654018351931392

Retweet of davidgerard (davidgerard)

Christmas is for three year olds. The rest of us would rather still be in bed ...

2010-12-25 13:01:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18652590006861824

Lolwut?  Now I have a Verizon FIOS IP address instead of a DSL IP... :\

2010-12-25 08:31:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18584553589309440

My ADSL is having issues.  Called Verizon support; they're running tests on the line.

2010-12-25 08:29:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18583997764341761

I couldn't get bluetooth to turn on on my iPod Touch earlier today.  Fortunately, a
reboot solved the problem.
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2010-12-25 05:46:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18543118336925696

@MJack94 Lies.  Worksforme.  And has been for 20 hours now.

2010-12-25 05:35:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18540369880813568

Sleep event triggered, now shutting down.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-24 13:11:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18292679712440320

PayPal money transfer in progress.  One step closer to laser.  :D

2010-12-24 12:49:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18287257874075648

@nifky You're 20 hours early.

2010-12-24 11:58:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18274326713212928

Signing into Skype is still really slow.  :(

2010-12-24 07:49:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18211742928601088

Starting a second Bank -&gt; PayPal transfer for buying my laser.  Expecting a call
from my bank on Monday.  :P

2010-12-24 07:48:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18211338060824576

*glances around*

2010-12-24 06:30:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18191860157648898

@darrenkerwin My mom :P

2010-12-24 06:15:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18187887942045696

@nifky (starting break right before Christmas sucks, that is)

2010-12-24 06:09:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18186446015832065

@nifky Yup.  It sucks.

2010-12-24 06:08:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18186340843651072

Opting for sleep.  Last day of school before winter break tomorrow!  :D
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-23 10:42:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17892831850930176

@Chrisgatti9 Indeed

2010-12-23 10:40:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17892177535307776

@Chrisgatti9 Someone's bored.

2010-12-23 10:25:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17888577895530496
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@darrenkerwin Oooh, an original series serial.  Nice.

2010-12-23 10:24:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17888185237372930

@Chrisgatti9 I don't get it.

2010-12-23 10:20:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17887228973817856

@darrenkerwin You should, the specials are awesome.  I have the Series 4, Series 4
Specials, and the Series 5 boxsets.

2010-12-23 10:19:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17887024501489664

I really should probably finish this chem assignment.

2010-12-23 10:15:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17886067545870336

@darrenkerwin It is indeed, I was just listening to "A Special Sort of Bus", coinciding
with me watching Planet of the Dead not too long ago

2010-12-23 10:11:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17884899679666176

@darrenkerwin Nope.  It's still around, just a bit more rare.

2010-12-23 10:01:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17882598478970880

Gah.  Just found out when.  February 8, 2011.  &gt;:(  *goes to smash computer with
hammer*

2010-12-23 09:49:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17879412569546752

When is the Doctor Who Series 5 soundtrack being released in the U.S.?!  &gt;:(
#rage

2010-12-23 09:47:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17879021647831040

Oh dear, I just got a #failwhale.  :(

2010-12-23 08:46:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17863717685297152

Got a nice big thunderstorm with hail today.  Not severe though, and no severe
thunderstorm/tornado warnings today. :( (lol)

2010-12-23 04:37:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17800826726653952

Retweet of FrozenFire (FrozenFire)

Windows servers are very secure. You can't hack a server that's down.

2010-12-23 04:31:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17799547161935872

@nifky Tomorrow is the last day of school before winter break (and is a short day :D);
school resumes again January 10th.

2010-12-23 04:26:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17798062621589504
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I had no idea the storm was going to escalate to severe status.  But, yeah, now I go
to sleep.  :P

2010-12-22 10:41:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17530195028213760

For those of you keeping track, we - yes, southern California - got a tornado warning
last year around this time.

2010-12-22 10:40:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17529840152346624

It wouldn't surprise me if there is a severe thunderstorm watch / tornado watch for my
area when I wake up tomorrow. Perhaps even a warning?

2010-12-22 10:39:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17529606915493888

Tomorrow is going to be a fun weather day. :D  Well, not really.  Large hail isn't fun.

2010-12-22 10:37:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17529254057086976

Tweeting after my #goodnight tweet because I just checked the weather forecast, and
HOLY FUCKING SHIT.  (cont) http://tl.gd/7ktaam

2010-12-22 10:37:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17529126025957376

Time for bed.  I just want this week to be over.... #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2010-12-22 10:30:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17527441031438336

Listening to music on my iPod Touch causes memory leaks.... :\

2010-12-22 10:26:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17526414865604608

I am 56% addicted to Twitter | http://su.pr/1b72Ly from the astounding @oatmeal

2010-12-22 09:38:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17514308355227648

@darrenkerwin Does the frost have frost hanging off itself?  *runs*

2010-12-22 09:06:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17506273020878848

Crap.  Headache coming on.

2010-12-22 08:49:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17502061742530560

Oooh, it's started pouring rain again.

2010-12-22 08:03:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17490373643345920

+++ATH0 :P

2010-12-22 07:14:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17477965155663873

@darrenkerwin Thanks :)  I'll take a look later :P

2010-12-22 02:42:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17409549128437761
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Dammit!  The green laser I wanted to buy is sold out.  Oh well, I guess I'll just have to
buy an even more powerful one... ;)

2010-12-22 02:38:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17408672409853952

@MJack94 ...ok?

2010-12-22 01:41:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17394260886159360

Felt like crap this morning, so didn't go to school.

2010-12-22 00:56:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17382957186547712

'S' is for 'sleep' and that's good enough for me.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-21 13:07:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17204435017007104

Hooray for passing out in front of your computer.  *Quickly tries to finish up work*

2010-12-21 12:43:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17198527268519937

Heh.  The 35mw 532nm green lab laser at school is just too much fun to mess
around with.

2010-12-21 07:53:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17125406092042241

Damn.  Landline phones are still dead.  Mysteriously, ADSL remains up.  :\

2010-12-21 06:50:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17109634468810752

@darrenkerwin You sir, check your email! :P

2010-12-21 06:14:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17100536838881280

Too bad it's raining, otherwise I might go and try to see the eclipse.  And I have work
to do, anyway.

2010-12-21 06:05:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17098252268601344

Very strange.  The landline phones are down, yet my ADSL is still working.

2010-12-21 02:56:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17050715432157184

@nifky Why the hell not? :P

2010-12-21 02:55:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17050549803286528

Lab report printed, sleep begins now.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-20 11:39:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16820057241812993

@dvyjones Yup.  Yet another way consumers get milked out of their money.

2010-12-20 11:32:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16818332950863872

@darrenkerwin Yes, I'll have them done in time. :P
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2010-12-20 11:28:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16817090228916225

@LeeMerriman Yes, if there's something in the air, like dust, fog, or smoke.  But the
same is also true for powerful red lasers.

2010-12-20 11:23:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16816006609506305

@LeeMerriman Yes.  Green lasers are really fun; they're much more noticeable than
the red ones, even at the same power.

2010-12-20 11:21:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16815365023600640

@darrenkerwin Lol.  For me, it was more "Oh, crap, I have to actually take some time
to do this" than panic. :P

2010-12-20 11:20:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16815273768128512

@LeeMerriman Lol.  I use a 35mw 532nm laser in lab, and I may or may not be
planning to get one on the order of 400mw... :P

2010-12-20 11:19:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16814889158836224

Cartridge replaced, resuming lab report print job.

2010-12-20 11:17:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16814322344796160

@LeeMerriman Well, me I guess.  *happily starts cartridge alignment process*

2010-12-20 11:14:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16813788170821632

Fortunately, unlike some other students, I am well-prepared!  *whips out a new
tricolor cartridge*

2010-12-20 11:06:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16811591378935808

Bah, looks like the color cartridge needs replacing.  It's out of cyan. :(

2010-12-20 11:04:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16811135781044224

Oh, great, perfect time for my printer to start acting up.

2010-12-20 11:00:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16810182617079808

@darrenkerwin Unfortunately, I didn't get a chance to finish my responses today
(homework caught up to me), but (cont) http://tl.gd/7jk80p

2010-12-20 10:49:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16807409301331968

Oh look, I'm nearing 4.5 kilotweets

2010-12-20 09:43:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16790782606319617

Wow.  The latest NWS weather forecast calls for heavy rain all the way through
Wednesday.  Whee! :D
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2010-12-20 09:38:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16789442521997312

All I want for Christmas are a laptop and a high-power 532nm green laser. :P

2010-12-20 08:11:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16767685580820480

Right then.  Lab report time.

2010-12-20 07:59:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16764736234323968

*Never* underestimate the dihydrogen monoxide!

2010-12-20 06:57:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16748893031112705

@yetanotherx 9_9

2010-12-20 01:12:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16662231450124288

Lol.  I find it funny that it's forecast to rain on Wednesday, the day of the senior class
hike into the mountains.

2010-12-20 00:42:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16654630192676864

In that last tweet, "were pretty flooded" should be "are pretty flooded", of course.

2010-12-19 22:50:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16626362479546369

The roads were also pretty flooded today.  I hydroplaned a couple of times while
getting lunch....

2010-12-19 22:49:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16626216408711168

This is the first good storm we've had this rainy season. It's been raining consistently
since Friday, and forecast says rain 'till Wed.

2010-12-19 22:48:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16626063522144256

@grawity lolregistry

2010-12-19 22:47:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16625786119262208

@goodguydan Oh really? :O

2010-12-19 22:46:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16625483693166592

Looks like another sun-rising-when-I-go-to-bed situation.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2010-12-19 14:51:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16505788751151104

@darrenkerwin Just about done with the questions; just need to proofread my
responses when I'm awake - i.e., tomorrow :P

2010-12-19 14:50:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16505653333856257
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...Aside from my website being down for almost two hours, of course. :P

2010-12-19 12:31:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16470753302024192

Today was actually surprisingly uneventful.

2010-12-19 12:29:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16470155961835520

@Hexxeh EU node is back up now, and has been for a little while, but according to
Pingdom monitoring my server, downtime was 1h50m.

2010-12-19 08:24:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16408502553550848

Rain makes driving fun.  :P

2010-12-19 00:16:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16285759707287552

Browsing the web with @GoogleChrome to support a good cause.
#ChromeForACause: http://t.co/QAf2tyl

2010-12-18 22:26:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16257976989913088

@goodguydan Yup!  Don't know how many tabs I contributed in the last two days, but
I'm currently at 178 for today.

2010-12-18 22:25:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16257851747991552

@goodguydan Wait until midnight local time, I think.  Then it will give you the option
to contribute.

2010-12-18 22:10:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16253967189151744

@Hexxeh the EU node would seem to be down, haven't been able to get a ping back
for the last half hour.  :P

2010-12-18 21:58:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16251054475710464

Yay, 'tis raining!  \o/

2010-12-18 20:08:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16223291547066368

Wow.  There's a chance I'll get a semi-decent amount of sleep tonight.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-18 11:13:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16088652446703616

@nifky Blink as in the Series 3 episode of Doctor Who?  Yup!  It's one of my
favorites.

2010-12-18 10:52:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16083372681986048

I could use a TARDIS right about now.

2010-12-18 10:13:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16073517346852864
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@darrenkerwin I've allocated definite time to answer the questions tomorrow. :)

2010-12-18 09:22:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16060662883024896

Rain stopped, time to escape school to home.

2010-12-18 00:53:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15932564527120386

@darrenkerwin Yes, provided that more immediate priorities get completed.

2010-12-18 00:49:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15931594195861504

Hmm.  Considering buying a laser from o-like.com.  Has anyone else out there
bought from them, and if so, what was the buying experience?

2010-12-18 00:29:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15926628458700800

A photo from the purple fuzzy (NI3) fun a few minutes ago.  Note the purple cloud if
iodine.  Nice little pops :)  http://twitpic.com/3gwb0l

2010-12-18 00:16:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15923284268810241

Oh, and yes, my interview at Harvey Mudd College this morning went well. :)

2010-12-18 00:02:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15919707882266625

NI3, aka purple fuzzy, made and detonated! :D  Little bits of it are still blowing up in
purple clouds on the desk.

2010-12-18 00:01:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15919472820879360

Oh well.  Interview at Harvey Mudd College in the morning, so I guess I should get
some sleep.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-17 09:43:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15703595366219776

I think it's time to go find some raw caffeine to go with breakfast.  And dinner, for that
matter.

2010-12-17 09:12:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15695706517938176

Ugh.  Didn't get anything done tonight. :(

2010-12-17 09:09:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15695090429198336

Well fsck.  The CMOS battery in my computer seems to have failed.  'Cause I had to
completely reconfigure it a few minutes ago. :|

2010-12-17 06:48:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15659501491326976

Fighting off sleepiness to get these essays done....

2010-12-17 01:11:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15574702340710400

@darrenkerwin Happy birthday! :)
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2010-12-17 01:09:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15574389076525056

Going to salvage what little of this night is left.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-16 12:46:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15387186480291840

@darrenkerwin Thanks :)

2010-12-16 12:45:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15387026702475264

@KaewGB No, applying to enter just as a college freshman.  Haven't quite gotten to
graduate stuff yet. :P

2010-12-16 12:45:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15386981731147776

Ooooh, getting emails from all the UCs confirming my application. :D

2010-12-16 12:08:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15377800970113024

._.

2010-12-16 08:47:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15327175825694721

But, yeah, going to bed now.  Will have to check up on this OpenBSD stuff in the
morning.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-15 10:57:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14997440532840448

@TLUL_tw You can obfuscate code to avoid it being detected, but it still has to be
usable code.

2010-12-15 10:57:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14997352100139008

@TLUL_tw We'll know for sure once someone analyzes the code.

2010-12-15 10:54:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14996795096563712

...Of course, that's assuming that the compromised code actually exists. OpenBSD is
open source, so one would think that it would be noticed

2010-12-15 10:54:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14996639211069440

My guess is that the compromised code used in OpenBSD IPSEC isn't confined to
OpenBSD.

2010-12-15 10:43:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14993905942528001

Holy hell.  There are FBI-sponsored backdoors in the OpenBSD IPSEC stack.
http://marc.info/?l=openbsd-tech&m=129236621626462&w=2

2010-12-15 10:41:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14993327489286145

Hmm.  I should probably get to reading Franz Kafka's /The Metamorphosis/, which is
due on Thursday, but sleep is more appealing.... :P
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2010-12-15 09:22:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14973674926907392

Now attempting to force brain awake so I can do something useful....

2010-12-15 07:46:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14949497360617472

Going to get twice the sleep I got last night... which still isn't very much. :P
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-14 12:13:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14654242216218624

If beauty is relative, does everyone/everything become ugly as velocity approaches
the speed of light?

2010-12-14 11:34:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14644463162884097

Someone at school proposed today that the entire #wikileaks ordeal is, in fact, a giant
government conspiracy.

2010-12-14 10:29:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14627948837470208

Reading about interest groups in my AP US Government textbook.  I find it kinda
interesting, actually.

2010-12-14 09:33:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14614027552432128

@nifky Doesnt matter, as long as it keeps me awake.  :P

2010-12-14 08:47:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14602467446620160

Need candy!  :P

2010-12-14 07:19:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14580094563524608

Oh, look, more rain predicted for the end of the week.  :D

2010-12-14 00:33:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14477923729805312

Hooray for all-nighters.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-13 12:25:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14294803374149633

Starting to get tired... Must finish lab report!

2010-12-13 11:20:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14278372523769857

@TLUL_tw It would, actually, since iptables doesn't understand XFF headers. But I
don't think I have apache configured to use them, so... :\

2010-12-13 10:35:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14267131965218816

@TLUL_tw Odd.  I only see one IP address.  It's possible that the proxies were using
X-Forwarded-For headers, which would explain it.

2010-12-13 10:27:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14265116119797760
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@TLUL_tw Really?  What kind of proxy are you using?  'Cause I don't see any actual
requests from anyone, proxy or no proxy :P

2010-12-13 10:22:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14263926082506752

@TLUL_tw As far as I can tell, you aren't - no requests from your IP address logged.

2010-12-13 10:19:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14263115696840704

Alright, back to work.

2010-12-13 10:15:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14262068035190784

@TLUL_tw `sudo iptables -A INPUT -s $1 -j DROP`.  In other words, the server
silently drops all packets from your IP address. :P

2010-12-13 10:14:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14261892499374080

@TLUL_tw 4.72×10^-5%.  Also, you has been `torpedo.sh`d :D

2010-12-13 10:10:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14260814080909313

@TLUL_tw Lol, I see what you did thar.

2010-12-13 10:06:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14259921570766848

@TLUL_tw Hmm.  Seemed to work for all the bots that requested it, and it worked for
me.

2010-12-13 09:49:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14255467320578048

Protip: Posting a link to your website on Twitter is a great way to test load handling by
your server :D

2010-12-13 09:34:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14251812697673728

Found a fail website design company I'm never going to recommend.  Screenshot;
see dialog box at center of screenshot: http://bit.ly/hRQjzo

2010-12-13 09:18:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14247663700541440

@nifky RAGE

2010-12-13 08:41:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14238398118100992

Ok, Panic Mode is starting.

2010-12-13 08:29:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14235439598669824

@TLUL_tw 9_9 Also, was that you on my BZFlag server a few days back (as TLUL)?

2010-12-13 07:54:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14226572827426816

@TLUL_tw Heh.  The Twitter web client doesn't display newlines anyway.

2010-12-13 07:50:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14225530500939777
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@TLUL_tw but but but but but but

2010-12-13 07:45:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14224475440553984

Can we just have winter break already? :|

2010-12-13 07:27:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14219968912564224

Crap I'm tired.  But I must finish this physics lab report....

2010-12-13 06:27:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14204652983681024

I should probably shave sometime today.

2010-12-13 00:27:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14114108274114560

@darrenkerwin I'm actually on IRC now (not by choice :P) if you want to talk to me :P

2010-12-12 22:48:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14089339197726720

My BZFlag server (lizardwiki.dyndns.org:5154) has now been in service for one
week.  :D

2010-12-12 21:47:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14073806125535232

@darrenkerwin Not really, since I'm about to start my homework backlog.  In fact, I
haven't been on IRC for 4 (cont) http://tl.gd/7f6i93

2010-12-12 21:46:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14073523546890240

@whole_tost Chrome supports a --user-agent command line option, so you can
spoof your user-agent if you want to (cont) http://tl.gd/7f6gl6

2010-12-12 21:39:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14071779978911744

@darrenkerwin I swear it wasn't my fault

2010-12-12 21:30:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14069646453903363

Yay, I think this is the first night of decent sleep I'm going to get for about a week and
a half. :\ #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-12 10:54:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13909604672995328

Dammit, Wikia is broken.

2010-12-12 10:13:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13899148226985984

And yet another reason why I don't use FB.  RT @ChrisPirillo: Facebook Adding
Comments You Make to Others on Your Wall http://ow.ly/1ap6eB

2010-12-12 06:41:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13845875474300928

@TLUL_tw No, they'll release me, provided that I can actually see them.  It's not
exactly the most efficient place in the world....
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2010-12-12 05:08:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13822522147471360

/Not/ looking forward to venturing into my school's counseling office to request a
release from school for aforementioned interview, though.

2010-12-12 05:04:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13821554940973056

Well.  Slated for an interview with Harvey Mudd College at 9 AM Friday the 17th
(PST).  Looking forward to it, actually.  :D

2010-12-12 05:02:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13820876625551361

@FrozenFire Religion is lulzy, isn't it?

2010-12-12 04:58:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13819988557176832

And the sun is starting to rise, so perhaps I should go get some sleep.  :P
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-11 14:23:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13599670529953792

Yay.  I have a headache.  Fun day coming up, I suppose.

2010-12-11 14:16:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13598047313338368

One of my friends looks like the Master when he's wearing a hood. XD

2010-12-11 11:15:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13552550011736064

Ugh. Still a depressingly long time until Winter Break.  :(

2010-12-11 08:17:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13507753418952704

@darrenkerwin Heh, 'cause I'm always trying to get it.  :P Aside from that, though, I'm
doing alright.

2010-12-11 08:07:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13505211138052096

Hooray for long naps.

2010-12-11 01:45:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13408970811113472

*Sigh*  Going to bed now.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-10 12:13:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13204553788817408

Ugh.  I'm going to have lots of homework to catch up on this weekend. :\

2010-12-10 12:08:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13203295048826880

Trig substitution integration melted my brain.  Calculus FTW!

2010-12-10 07:26:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13132520451211264

I have 4.4 kilotweets.
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2010-12-10 06:29:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13118023053348864

@osxdude I had 112 new when I got home from school.

2010-12-10 06:22:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13116431260459008

Bleh.  Practically got nothing done tonight.  But I consider sleep more important atm.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-09 12:06:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12840537488883712

Retweet of Darren & Ben (Shinesparkers)

We now have 51 followers! Fantastic achievement! Once we reach 100 we will start
our giveaway with our affiliate @TheJoyPads Please RT

2010-12-09 12:06:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12840434908794880

Ok UPS... if my package is at the local distribution hub ready for delivery, why is it
being delivered in two days? :\

2010-12-09 08:56:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12792600754913280

Hooray for obsessive package tracking! :P

2010-12-09 08:54:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12792129742962688

Wow.  My BZFlag server was quite active today.

2010-12-09 07:35:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12772427192864768

Going to bed now.  Hopefully I won't feel like crap tomorrow.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-08 10:41:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12456621477199872

ROFL, Barnes & Noble predicted my package shipping on Dec. 7th. At 23:59:53 on
Dec. 7th (PST), I get the email indicating it was shipped. XD

2010-12-08 09:37:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12440674334941184

Well, that was odd. My Internet died so I rebooted my ADSL modem, which got it
working, but now I have an IP way out of the normal range. :\

2010-12-08 09:33:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12439552685768704

@darrenkerwin Pfft, my days are always stressful.  :P

2010-12-08 07:46:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12412675384418304

Ugh.  Sleep deprivation is catching up to me again.

2010-12-08 06:18:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12390665967108096

Home.  Time to pass out.  :P
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2010-12-08 01:24:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12316674883588096

I'm wearing a lab coat at school. :D

2010-12-07 23:44:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12291467099766784

Don't have anything witty to say tonight.  Sorry.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2010-12-07 11:52:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12112096334446592

Another lol from my Govt. book: "Maxim 1 of the Media: All secrets are public. The
more important the secret, the sooner it must be known."

2010-12-07 10:10:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12086664167952384

#nowplaying Silence In the Library / The BBC National Orchestra of Wales & Ben
Foster / Doctor Who Series 4 (Original Television Soundtrack)

2010-12-07 10:01:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12084160382373888

Lolling at my US Govt. textbook RE talk radio: "If Fidel Castro got high ratings by
playing the harmonica, [he] would be on the air."

2010-12-07 09:12:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12071985399988225

Dammit, why is it that whenever I'm buying something online, I can never find my
PayPal security key? :\

2010-12-07 08:44:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12064844693905408

Hmm, I need to order a book for English.

2010-12-07 08:36:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12062809776979968

Oh dear, Baidu seems to have indexed my website. XD

2010-12-07 07:18:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12043250831466496

Retweet of iPhone App Insect (AppInsect)

Dear @Kanyewest,
Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
If Justin Bieber wins another award,
You know what to do.

2010-12-07 07:11:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12041406457577473

AP Chemistry lab involving concentrated bleach is a recipe for disaster.  Bringing my
lab coat tomorrow.  :P

2010-12-07 00:55:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11946798423736320

Essay done.  Now to claim my one hour of sleep!  :D #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
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#goodnight

2010-12-06 12:20:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11756805386412032

@nifky Heh, yeah :P

2010-12-06 12:03:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11752584880586752

Oh my God.  Justin Bieber seems to be trending again. Faith in humanity reduced by
70 points, now at 4430 points.  I destroy the world at 0.

2010-12-06 11:50:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11749192556879873

Must... finish... essay

2010-12-06 11:22:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11742167793930240

According to my Government textbook, "People can say or read whatever they want
[on the Internet]." Yeah, right.

2010-12-06 09:00:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11706590042267648

And it started pouring again.  And then it stopped.

2010-12-06 07:26:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11682795936026624

It's pouring rain.  Which means snow in the mountains!  :D

2010-12-06 03:43:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11626835041325057

Well, so much for intending to go to bed earlier.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2010-12-05 13:10:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11407046071033857

Shamless plug: Any #bzflag players out there, please help me try out my new server:
lizardwiki.dyndns.org:5154

2010-12-05 11:10:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11376865851736064

Heh, set up my own BZFlag server.  lizardwiki.dyndns.org, although note that I'm still
experimenting with it

2010-12-05 09:00:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11344047234883584

Now beginning a sync of my iPod Touch which will probably take, oh, one hour or so?

2010-12-05 06:04:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11299876126072832

Windows has arisen!  Hopefully not to crash....

2010-12-05 06:04:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11299808258035712

Dear U.S. Government: You complain about WikiLeaks, yet want to spy on your
citizens' lives and communication. Can you all say "hypocrite"?
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2010-12-05 05:32:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11291695194832896

Hello everyone. Please be aware that any and all data you send over the Internet will
be intercepted either by your government or WikiLeaks.

2010-12-05 04:12:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11271618349236225

@Hexxeh You are now ~400 miles from me! :P

2010-12-05 04:09:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11271013811617793

Going to bed before I ramble on any further.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-04 13:03:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11042787831054336

@darrenkerwin No, that's a task slated for sometime in the next couple of days :P

2010-12-04 12:49:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11039428310994945

And now I'm rambling....

2010-12-04 12:49:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11039268851949568

Server uptime: 16 days, 14 hours, 03 minutes :D

2010-12-04 12:48:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11039218683879424

Heh, maybe I should take the time to start upgrading Linux to Ubuntu 10.04.1 LTS
now. :P (I'm still on 8.04.4 LTS)

2010-12-04 12:47:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11038952920195072

Can it just be Christmas already?

2010-12-04 12:46:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11038637999267840

Why am I still awake? :\

2010-12-04 12:45:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11038320280735744

Rewatched Doctor Who: Planet of the Dead

2010-12-04 10:54:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11010532882522112

In my not-so-humble opinion, the WikiLeaks #cablegate is proof that the U.S.
government would prefer to have a country of sheeple.

2010-12-04 07:48:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10963720666615808

Retweet of WikiLeaks (wikileaks)

TIME cover: Why WikiLeaks is good for America http://is.gd/iayRm

2010-12-04 07:42:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10962084246327296

Heh, this is the first time I've tweeted from school in a while.  :P
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2010-12-04 00:25:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10852044705370112

OMG OMG OMG OMG BBC America is airing this year's Doctor Who Christmas
Special ON CHRISTMAS DAY for the first time ever!  :DD #ftw #happy

2010-12-03 23:38:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10840225886507008

I think I'm just going to go to bed.  Finishing my AP US Govt. project was enough for
one night.  :P

2010-12-03 10:27:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10641302643281921

FINALLY finished my AP US Government project!  It took almost 8 hours to finish.  :P
2 DVDs also failed to burn properly, crashing 1 PC.

2010-12-03 08:39:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10613991202095104

*Gives up at trying to accomplish something tonight, and goes to bed*
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-02 11:00:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10287149538615296

Frack.  Haven't gotten much of anything done tonight.  And I have a big essay and a
project due in two days; both to be finished tomorrow.

2010-12-02 10:30:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10279544925716480

@hmcafter5 Thanks :)  I've actually visited a couple times already; I love the campus!

2010-12-02 10:23:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10277942546407425

Daww, only after the ./configure script completes does it tell me that it can't find zlib.
:(

2010-12-02 09:02:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10257400791568384

"checking whether we are using the GNU Fortran 77 compiler..." o_o #wtf

2010-12-02 07:02:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10227273277898753

Compiling some open-source video editing software for Linux.  ./configure is taking a
long time to run.

2010-12-02 07:01:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10227030700331008

@Hexxeh Happy birthday! :)

2010-12-02 05:05:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10197794472067072

@foxak Gets down to low 30s (F) in the nights here nowadays

2010-12-02 05:03:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10197443136196608

Ugh... in Southern California, it's either too hot or too cold.  It's the latter, currently.
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2010-12-02 01:22:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10141642455515136

Happy December everyone!  Please now commence the countdown to the winter
holiday of your choice.

2010-12-02 00:18:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10125585250525185

Not going to get as much sleep as I had hoped I might get, but getting a decent
amount nonetheless. :D #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-12-01 09:52:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9907789107298305

Got a good chunk of my Common App done, but still a good chunk to go (+ essays
and supplements).  I need to get a FAFSA PIN too.

2010-12-01 09:39:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9904521178251264

Yay, now I get to go pester my teachers for letters of recommendation! :P

2010-12-01 08:04:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9880466362474497

Ok, so now I just wait for the UC campuses to tell me whether or not I accepted.  But,
until then, Common App time!

2010-12-01 07:26:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9870840845836288

Submitting my official ACT/SAT2 score reports to the University of California system.
(eep!)

2010-12-01 07:06:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9865986614235136

*mumbles*

2010-12-01 05:23:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9839903357534208

I'm so out of it today.

2010-12-01 03:11:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9806885435740162

Ok, not going to get as much sleep as I had hoped, but.... #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2010-11-30 10:49:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9559525434589185

Crap.  It's getting late on me again.  *Speeds up working on AP US Government
worksheet*

2010-11-30 10:01:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9547657626255360

Yay Linux kernel updates.

2010-11-30 07:57:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9516279455023104

Ugh.  Need to start working on my Common Application stuff.  Applying for Harvey
Mudd College and Cal-Tech using it.
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2010-11-30 07:27:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9508733541425152

Uninstalled qTweeter again.  It's 8 MB RAM usage (a lot for an iPod Touch 2nd gen)
is just too much.

2010-11-30 06:45:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9498187521851392

Reinstalled qTweeter, since I uninstalled LockInfo a while back.

2010-11-30 05:56:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9485794733465600

@darrenkerwin I got them, hopefully I'll be getting to them soon. :P

2010-11-30 05:32:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9479790268522496

Retweet of Scott Beibin (scottbeibin)

The next G20 is going to be soooooo awkward...#wikileaks #cablegate

2010-11-30 05:31:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9479577898328064

OMG, a Wikipedia donation banner featuring someone other than Jimbo!  :O

2010-11-30 02:30:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9433994537996289

Frack it's cold.  That is all.

2010-11-29 17:36:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9299647919038464

@DamianZaremba It took me an hour to figure out how to use `ldapmodify`.

2010-11-29 17:36:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9299612733018112

Going to bed now.  If today were a lab day, I'd be getting up right now.  :P
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-11-29 13:10:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9232620038656000

@goodguydan Indeed. :P

2010-11-29 12:59:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9230083264872448

@goodguydan Physics lab.  Compared to when I got a 500% error in a Chemistry
lab....

2010-11-29 12:49:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9227541428568064

Yay, I got a percent error of 0.102% :D

2010-11-29 12:44:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9226283254808576

#nowplaying The Council of the Time Lords / Murray Gold / Doctor Who: Series 4 -
The Specials

2010-11-29 11:22:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9205496225468416
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Yay, figured out to use `ldapmodify`!  :D  And back to AP Physics lab report....

2010-11-29 10:58:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9199621712650240

IMO, xsane does a better job at scanning documents than paid software.

2010-11-29 10:40:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9195070016192512

Heh. Just spent a few minutes figuring out why OpenOffice.org defaults to saving in
~/Documents. Hint: Think about it, but not too hard.

2010-11-29 10:20:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9189891439067136

@BarryCarlyon Web frontend doesn't have it as far as I can see, and I don't think
acctshell exists anymore.

2010-11-29 10:16:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9188985607823361

@BarryCarlyon Damn.  Thanks anyway. :)

2010-11-29 10:15:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9188584598802433

@BarryCarlyon You don't happen to know how I can change my cluenet LDAP
properties without acctshell, do you? :P

2010-11-29 10:13:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9188242662359040

UGH.  FFS, when is the Doctor Who Series 5 soundtrack being released in the
U.S.A.? &gt;:(

2010-11-29 10:11:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9187577823236096

@TLUL_tw Indeed.  Scary shit.

2010-11-29 09:16:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9173847399997440

@TLUL_tw Indeed. I still use it if for no other reason than I've had it for almost 7
years.  But now I use GMail and my own mailserver.

2010-11-29 09:12:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9172874434715648

@TLUL_tw That could be, but some of the people listed I don't recall ever giving that
particular email address to.

2010-11-29 09:08:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9171909832871936

@TLUL_tw It was sent to my AOL mail account.

2010-11-29 09:05:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9171059580346368

@TLUL_tw The invite was sent by someone whose name I don't recognize, but it had
a nice list of people I do know IRL at the bottom.

2010-11-29 09:05:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9171001480847360
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The scary thing about the invite email is how much Facebook knows about me
despite the fact I don't have one.

2010-11-29 09:03:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9170472767848448

Ugh.  Someone sent me a Facebook invite email.  Nothanks.

2010-11-29 08:59:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9169501362851840

@nifky Actually, yes, because I wonder if Google could transcript it.  :P

2010-11-29 07:54:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9153308279177216

Slightly amused by #cablegate stuff.

2010-11-29 06:33:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9132925790461952

It's starting to get very windy outside.  If this causes the power to go out, heads will
roll!!

2010-11-29 03:47:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9091120659173376

Heh.  AP Physics problem: Calculate the mass in solar masses of Sagittarius A* if a
star 0.03 ltyr away orbits at tangential vel. of 2 Mm/s.

2010-11-29 02:19:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9068920078077952

Looks like today will be spent doing homework.  Bleh.

2010-11-29 00:28:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9040994594988033

Time to drop off the grid.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-11-28 12:09:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8854953116303361

@darrenkerwin np :P

2010-11-28 12:09:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8854940361428992

@soulni99a You're a tweet flooder. :P

2010-11-28 12:00:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8852676401963008

@MJack94 9_9

2010-11-28 10:51:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8835253695152128

@MJack94 It's a rollseyes. :P

2010-11-28 10:48:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8834687900323840

@MJack94 Or, rather, that should be 9_9

2010-11-28 10:46:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8834142535950336

@MJack94 9_(
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2010-11-28 10:46:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8834084243509248

@MJack94 Just a little.  :P And I thought you were going to bed!

2010-11-28 10:45:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8833774410276864

But, in all seriousness, I probably should go to bed soon.

2010-11-28 10:37:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8831906896412672

@MJack94 Lol. :P

2010-11-28 10:37:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8831857818861568

@darrenkerwin Go check your inbox. :)

2010-11-28 10:37:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8831799459315712

@MJack94 So?

2010-11-28 10:34:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8831032425979904

@MJack94 Nope.  I can sleep when I'm dead.

2010-11-28 10:32:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8830650085801984

Someone left a 2m28s voicemail on my Google Voice.  It's nothing but background
noise and unintelligible chatter. :\

2010-11-28 10:31:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8830297990766592

Great Success!  My University of California application is now submitted!  Going to
work on @darrenkerwin's questions now. :P

2010-11-28 08:02:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8792858861506560

@osxdude Uhh, no.

2010-11-28 07:32:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8785372964192256

@osxdude [citation needed]

2010-11-28 07:27:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8783985354215424

Needless to say, I can't wait for Harry Potter 7B.  A cliffhanger that will take one year
to resolve.

2010-11-28 07:03:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8778092839436288

Back from watching Harry Potter 7A.  Poor Dobby :(

2010-11-28 07:03:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8777916074688512

@nifky 9_9

2010-11-28 07:02:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8777820025126912
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@TLUL_tw Lol.  I could have seen it in IMAX, but didn't feel like waiting an extra
1h55m, and neither did I feel like paying the IMAX price.

2010-11-28 07:02:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8777801335316480

Going to see the new Harry Potter movie.  :D

2010-11-28 00:39:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8681475226476544

Ok, finished some filming for my AP US Government project today, need to do the
rest after school on Monday.

2010-11-28 00:16:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8675520237535233

Ugh.  Still too cold.

2010-11-27 20:18:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8615746284298241

Arg, too cold.  *shivers*

2010-11-27 18:56:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8595134153232384

So, yeah.  Sleep.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-11-27 12:39:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8500060035743744

@darrenkerwin I'd recommend enabling reCAPTCHA in you forum's Admin Control
Panel.  It's a much stronger CAPTCHA (cont) http://tl.gd/76ahqg

2010-11-27 11:56:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8489334676131840

@darrenkerwin FYI, you have a spammer on Shinesparkers Forums.  Username:
jack67060, ID: 110

2010-11-27 11:47:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8486962319073283

Success!  My University of California application is finally complete!!  I'll be sending it
in this afternoon!  :DD  #happy

2010-11-27 11:33:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8483589968633856

Crap, that's right, I have to get up early tomorrow. Sorry @darrenkerwin but it looks
like I won't be able to get to your questions tonight.

2010-11-27 11:10:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8477813237616640

I sense a weird weekend coming up.

2010-11-27 08:25:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8436271143718912

Ahh, so this is what the charging low battery on my iPod Touch theme looks like.
http://twitpic.com/3ak5c3

2010-11-27 04:52:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8382515890888704
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@darrenkerwin Don't worry, you'll be getting them in the next couple of days.

2010-11-27 04:17:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8373825376878592

Heh, now I can't wait for Christmas.  :P

2010-11-27 02:32:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8347430084943872

@omegavesko Heh, everything's better with sudo! :P

2010-11-27 02:18:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8343964679675904

sudo sleep --force #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-11-26 13:45:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8154487625617408

Putting the finishing touches on my UC application.

2010-11-26 12:52:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8141126292733953

And another fun Thanksgiving, with enough leftovers to last a week.  :P

2010-11-26 07:23:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8058242731089920

Watching Doctor Who with family.  Currently on "The Beast Below".

2010-11-26 06:32:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8045532345802752

Happy Turkey day, fellow Americans!  As for the rest of you, carry on.  ;)

2010-11-25 23:51:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7944444187770880

Looking forward to a nice Thanksgiving dinner tomorrow. But, until then, time to make
up for some sleep. #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-11-25 11:24:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7756416794238976

http://notalwaysright.com/navy-seals-fate-is-sealed/8575 - I lol'd.

2010-11-25 09:28:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7727425215537152

Oh, goody, now Thunderbird is acting up. :\

2010-11-25 07:05:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7691225557639169

Twitter API limit reset, TweetDeck restarted.  First step: Disable real-time streams
and disable automatic API call management.

2010-11-25 07:03:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7690844475760640

Since TweetDeck used up all my Twitter API calls, I have gone back to basics - i.e.,
the web interface.  &gt;:( #rage

2010-11-25 05:26:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7666385341644800

TweetDeck has managed to shoot my API limit for all three of the Twitter accounts I
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have linked to it, this one included. :\

2010-11-25 04:51:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7657659004096512

Lolwut?  TweetDeck is using realtime but somehow used up all my API calls in about
10 minutes... :\

2010-11-25 04:47:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7656711288528896

If the power goes out again in the next week... *shakes fist at Southern California
Edison*

2010-11-25 03:22:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7635324641484800

Power was out for four or five hours this morning.  Back on now, of course, but I'm
pissed because my DSL's dynamic IP reset.  :P

2010-11-25 02:34:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7623144160366592

Consolation for tonight's sleep deprivation: I'm almost completely done with my UC
app! :P #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-11-24 11:39:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7397866708402176

@LeManyman Lol ugly MW URLs.

2010-11-24 09:48:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7369841258274816

One of the best film soundtracks ever, imo: #nowplaying Overture / Maurice Jarre /
Lawrence of Arabia (Soundtrack from the Motion Picture)

2010-11-24 08:03:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7343608940204032

Integration by parts! :D Yay Calculus

2010-11-24 07:30:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7335292407119872

...Interesting RDNS (in parentheses after the IP address):  http://twitpic.com/39nyzm

2010-11-24 06:35:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7321277777846273

My list of homework is getting longer, not shorter.  :\

2010-11-24 06:24:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7318660758634496

Can't... wait... for... Thankgiving!  :P #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-11-23 10:04:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7011484064284673

It's 43.0 F/6.1 C outside at this moment.  Expected high tomorrow is only 57 F/14 C.
And cold for the rest of the week.  :|

2010-11-23 09:54:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7009043323297792

:O OH SHIT: Predicted low temperature for Wednesday Night: 32 F/0 C.  I thought
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this was Southern California!

2010-11-23 09:52:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7008467059478528

Ok, putting off some stuff 'till tomorrow in favor of sleep. :P

2010-11-23 09:47:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7007206138449920

@BarryCarlyon Ahh, yeah, that does make it difficult :P

2010-11-23 09:23:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7001343118024704

@TLUL_tw A chem lab report and a critique paper for advanced photography.

2010-11-23 09:06:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6996955540496384

@BarryCarlyon So resync it? :P

2010-11-23 08:46:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6991931972259840

Dammit.  Need to get this stuff done tonight.  Looks like another sleepless night for
me....

2010-11-23 08:43:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6991148178481152

@SnoFox o_o

2010-11-23 08:25:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6986804091691008

Huh.  I might be more efficient at doing homework when I'm listening to music.

2010-11-23 06:38:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6959750046547968

1/3 schooldays done this week.  Stupid week, move faster.

2010-11-23 05:15:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6938935494180864

Even though I got very little done, I feel oddly accomplished.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-11-22 11:37:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6672623438135296

HAH, just as I press "Tweet", my printer's LCD reads "Low on Ink. Replace Soon"
and HPLIP barks out "Status: Low" for black ink. XD

2010-11-22 11:07:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6664944246325248

Lol.  HPLIP's little bar indicating blank ink cartridge level reads 0, but it says "Status:
Good/OK". :P

2010-11-22 11:05:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6664634027216896

@nifky Yeah.  Most recent story I've heard is that of a rape victim breaking down after
she got a pat-down.  Backscatter x-ray scanners too.

2010-11-22 09:10:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6635655610245120
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Haha, scratch my last tweet; I finally found original tweets... about a month into their
tweet history.

2010-11-22 09:09:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6635326890049536

Lol?  Someone following me seems to have nothing but over 2 thousand retweets; I
couldn't find a single original tweet.  #fail

2010-11-22 09:06:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6634523584368640

@nifky Well, the TSA is the government body that performs pat-downs and handles
other airport security stuff here in the States.

2010-11-22 08:49:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6630258123997184

@TLUL_tw Lol, you're a bad student. :P

2010-11-22 08:04:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6619052269117440

Resigning myself to the fact that I'm not going to get all the homework I need to do
tonight done.

2010-11-22 08:00:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6617948709986304

@darrenkerwin Ok, hopefully this weekend (being a holiday weekend here in the
states) I'll be able to get around to it

2010-11-22 03:56:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6556650307588097

@darrenkerwin 9_9

2010-11-22 03:48:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6554461996589056

Heh.  Just stole a sea salt grinder from the kitchen.  Not too many things saltier than
actual salt.

2010-11-22 03:45:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6553881785925632

Craving something salty all of a sudden.

2010-11-22 03:39:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6552423250268161

@darrenkerwin Yeah, I'm getting your messages (Twitter failures aside), it's just that
I'm not really having the (cont) http://tl.gd/73h203

2010-11-22 02:31:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6535307788812288

Ugh, Twitter is being stupid again. :( Oh well, I have lots of homework to do.  And
college apps.  UC application due in nine days....

2010-11-22 02:21:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6532760403443712

I just donated to #Wikipedia. Have you? Help keep it free!  #keepitfree
http://bit.ly/WPcontrib
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2010-11-22 02:04:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6528381864644608

Ugh.  Still sorta sick.

2010-11-21 22:18:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6471489926733824

Hopefully, one more good night's sleep and I'll be done with this flu.  #goodnight

2010-11-21 09:21:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6275981455130624

And here I was thinking I might get stuff done this weekend ahead of time. Thanks,
flu virus.

2010-11-21 08:15:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6259424976961536

FFS I have a headache.  :(

2010-11-21 00:15:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6138692741636096

@indyreports They haven't yet, so my point still stands.

2010-11-20 22:06:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6106065032712192

Dear people who do not like the new TSA screening rules: There exists alternate
methods of travel called "automobile", "train", and "boat".

2010-11-20 21:04:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6090643440930816

Work on college apps proceeds despite illness.

2010-11-20 20:31:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6082227272163328

Now's when I complain about being sick and promptly pass out.  #goodnight

2010-11-20 08:46:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5904765846294528

Yay it's raining

2010-11-20 07:55:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5891910354866176

Stomach flu is not fun.  #sick

2010-11-20 03:35:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5826590952919040

Time for some recovery sleep.  #goodnight #iamasleepdeprivedlizard

2010-11-19 07:23:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5521601210613760

Incidentally, I got the Swine Flu about this time last year.

2010-11-19 06:50:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5513190301503488

Yay, I have the stomach flu.  :( I guess no school for me tomorrow.  #sick

2010-11-19 06:43:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5511546788642816
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I guess I'll find out when I wake up whether or not I'm sick.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2010-11-18 07:48:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5165348957462528

(Although I wish the weather gods would make up their minds as to whether or not
California is in rainy season.)

2010-11-18 06:11:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5140917996490752

Rain this weekend, yay!

2010-11-18 06:10:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5140729886146560

Crap.  I think I might be getting sick.  :(

2010-11-18 05:41:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5133399064838144

One week closer to turning on a high power green laser at school.  :D

2010-11-18 02:28:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5085014840582144

Meh. Not getting to bed quite as early as I had hoped.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2010-11-17 10:28:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4843380961976321

Should I get homework done tonight that isn't due tomorrow, or should I get more
sleep?

2010-11-17 06:12:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4778777049563136

@darrenkerwin If 2 hours nap + 3.5 hours sleep is too much....

2010-11-17 04:26:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4752314950750208

Home early == nap early

2010-11-17 01:13:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4703642858815488

Essay complete.  I feel accomplished.  Tired, but accomplished.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-11-16 10:56:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4487960397352960

Only one homework assignment tonight: Essay.  :\

2010-11-16 06:00:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4413551309492224

Spitfires vs. Daleks in space!

2010-11-16 01:43:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4348791641612288

Car was making funny noises on the way to school. Fortunately, it turns out to just be
a strap from my backpack caught in the door. :P
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2010-11-15 17:32:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4225195598413824

I hate going to bed at the cost of not doing some homework.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-11-15 11:13:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4129749517467649

@andrew12_ heh, for me it's because I just have so damn much work to do.

2010-11-15 10:44:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4122475168272384

Ugh.  Need sleep.

2010-11-15 10:33:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4119781280059392

Nourishment time.  :P

2010-11-15 03:13:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4008996709076992

#nowplaying The Master Suite / Murray Gold / Doctor Who: Series 4 - The Specials

2010-11-15 02:18:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3995210988130304

And there's lots of work I need to do tonight.  :|

2010-11-14 22:39:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3940059254366209

Cops.  Cops everywhere!  (@chrisgatti9)

2010-11-14 22:08:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3932267239964672

And, yeah.  Not much else for me to do tonight than go to bed.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-11-14 09:31:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3741684311523328

Holy crap, Windows didn't say I have to reboot my computer after installing updates
:O

2010-11-14 09:01:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3734185181192192

@TLUL_tw Why 100 GiB unpartitioned? :\

2010-11-14 08:29:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3726105500454913

Yeah, my computer just hit 0% free RAM.  Well, it does only have 2.5GiB of it.

2010-11-14 08:25:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3725308620443648

AWOOGA! 0% free RAM remaining! AWOOGA!

2010-11-14 08:25:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3725245970128896

I guess it's time to download the latest Windows updates.

2010-11-14 08:15:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3722654888501248
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I really should get to work on my AP English essay final draft now. :P

2010-11-14 06:32:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3696874447970304

Rebooting into Windows.  Wish me luck! :P

2010-11-14 02:35:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3637162171961344

Crap.  I'm late to an appointment.  :\

2010-11-13 23:11:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3585668705943552

It's harder than you might think to right two essays limited to 1000 words total (the
UC application essays).

2010-11-13 22:26:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3574465015320576

Awake, working on college stuff.

2010-11-13 21:24:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3558918705913857

@omegavesko Oh yes, that is new.  I only just noticed that too.  But now I know what
those new bots Google was running on my website are! :P

2010-11-13 21:24:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3558771951407105

@omegavesko Lol, Instant Search has been around for weeks now.  :P

2010-11-13 21:21:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3558066268151808

I'm gonna stop watching Doctor Who and like get some sleep.  :P
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-11-13 06:11:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3329002601193473

Yay, I has a Doctor Who Series 5 DVD boxset!  :D

2010-11-13 05:28:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3318271453433856

@soulni99a 'Cause it's funny.  :P

2010-11-13 04:53:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3309456339238912

Today was fun.  I got to RICKROLL almost TWO THOUSAND people simultaneously.
:D

2010-11-13 04:04:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3297221982294017

@Stimpy5050 In some conditions - such as when I had more than 20 new emails
total in my inboxes, or after a (cont) http://tl.gd/6umgug

2010-11-13 03:45:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3292386083999744

Time to set up lights for the extremely loud mostly pointless homecoming assembly.
See everyone in 8 hours, if I live. :P
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2010-11-12 15:35:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3108561261432832

Oh. Wow, actually getting some sleep.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-11-12 11:29:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3046647189737472

Looks like I'm headed for 0 hours of sleep tonight.

2010-11-12 11:14:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3042955258494976

Gave up on and uninstalled LockInfo.  It quite simply isn't stable anymore, which is a
shame.

2010-11-12 09:48:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3021386549297152

University of California application now complete.  Well, except for the personal
statements, which I should be done with tonight.

2010-11-12 03:24:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2924643308539906

(And, yes, I know it's no longer the 11th in many places on the planet.  Stuff it.)

2010-11-12 00:03:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2874012619251712

Happy Veterans' Day!  Unless you aren't in the U.S., in which case Happy Armistice
Day!  :P

2010-11-12 00:02:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2873846382202881

I think this is my second tweet today.  Maybe third.  :\ #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2010-11-10 11:45:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2325937836265472

Yay!   http://twitpic.com/35iezm

2010-11-10 06:46:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2250753695547392

@LeeMerriman I'm around now.

2010-11-10 05:03:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2224754882772992

Jeez.  Only 18:30 and it's pitch black outside.

2010-11-10 02:29:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2185990387015680

I'm sleeping in the cold.... #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-11-09 09:52:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1935164963815424

Ugh, it's cold tonight.

2010-11-09 09:33:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1930480064663552

Shityeah, Doctor Who Series 5 has shipped!  :D
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2010-11-09 06:17:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1881114490699777

@LeeMerriman Buy LockInfo from Cydia.  It costs $4.99 I believe.

2010-11-09 05:53:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1875044678504448

@LeeMerriman This one?  http://twitpic.com/358e5x

2010-11-09 05:17:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1866009401102336

@LeeMerriman What?

2010-11-09 04:17:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1850840935571456

Oooh, it's rather windy.  We had some power flickers earlier today.

2010-11-09 01:34:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1809764757544960

Going to bed.  Just going to bed.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-11-08 06:12:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1517393931145216

Skype meeting completed.  Back to homework.

2010-11-08 02:32:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1461962793820161

Look, it's a Windows XP

2010-11-07 22:33:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1401902126338048

Apparently, in this world of SMS, Facebook, & Twitter, asking people to check their
email boxes at reasonable times is too much to ask for.

2010-11-07 21:35:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1387169490927617

Looks even more like rain today.

2010-11-07 18:25:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1339458645401601

The only good thing about the transition from Daylight Savings Time to Standard
Time is the free extra hour of sleep.  #goodnight

2010-11-07 05:57:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1151341124648960

Hmm.  I have to remember to set the clocks back an hour before going to bed.

2010-11-07 04:35:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1130510080282624

And a quick nap kills the headache.

2010-11-07 01:34:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1085114066927616

I've been getting odd headaches recently.  Maybe due to the fact that
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard?

2010-11-07 00:26:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1067946566754304
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Wibbly wobbly timey wimey

2010-11-06 22:15:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1035044332249088

Back from shooting photos at the local farmer's market.  And now, of course, it looks
like rain.

2010-11-06 21:32:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1024090374672384

Apparently, there's a chance for rain this weekend.  Doesn't look like it, from looking
outside.

2010-11-06 15:55:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/939232340217856

Sleep.  Lots of sleep.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-11-06 08:18:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/824402002317312

Hmm.  Looks like I'm taking photos at the local farmer's market tomorrow.

2010-11-06 07:33:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/813079726129152

You know I'm tired when I make only two tweets in a day.  :P

2010-11-06 06:44:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/800706344787968

Heh, watching the menu animations on the Spaceballs DVD is amusing.  :P

2010-11-06 00:58:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/713643595399168

Four days until Doctor Who Series 5 is released on DVD.  :D

2010-11-06 00:15:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/702731677335552

Off to the land known as sleep.  Maybe.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-11-05 11:10:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/505119053451264

So much to do yet so little time.

2010-11-05 07:03:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/443115211071488

#tweetyour16yearoldself: Lasers are fun.  #tweetyourpresentself: Shityeah, I just built
a green laser control assembly/scanner out of Legos!

2010-11-05 06:18:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/431818444644352

*mumbles*

2010-11-05 05:13:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/415460113784833

Thankfully, this week is almost over.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-11-04 08:48:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29651594649

Oh no, Goog-411 is shutting down.  :(
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2010-11-04 08:31:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29650879596

In fact, I'm so tired that I can't even use proper grammar.  As in my previous tweet.

2010-11-04 05:57:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29644364694

I'm way too tired than I should be right now.

2010-11-04 05:56:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29644325479

Didn't quite get as much stuff done as I wanted to tonight, but that's fine.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-11-03 09:45:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29556305656

YAY, compiz exploded. :P

2010-11-03 09:00:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29554152672

JERRY BROWN #FTW.

2010-11-03 06:33:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29547459257

@dvyjones That is probably why we force high schoolers to take at least one
semester of US Government classes.  :P

2010-11-03 06:02:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29545994067

@TLUL_tw Oh, and in every election, all Representatives are up for election, but only
1/3 of all Senators are.

2010-11-03 05:59:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29545837843

@dvyjones Huh.  Makes sense, Oregon is more politically active than California, if for
no other reason than they are more conservative.

2010-11-03 05:48:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29545273107

@TLUL_tw Elections here occur (normally) every 2 years, and the President's term is
4 years.  Elections that (cont) http://tl.gd/6pjstb

2010-11-03 05:45:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29545121424

You know, there was very little talk about today's elections at school.  I guess it's true
that no one cares about the midterms.

2010-11-03 05:24:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29544034265

Retweet of CNN Breaking News (cnnbrk)

CNN projects Jerry Brown will defeat former eBay CEO Meg Whitman to win
California governor’s race. http://on.cnn.com/bcEAcP #election

2010-11-03 04:20:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29540332466

Hmm, I recognize the fanfare CNN is playing before/after commercial breaks. Anyone
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know what it is/where it's from?

2010-11-03 03:52:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29538448459

@evula Heh.  The error will probably go away once CNN's servers stop being
overloaded.

2010-11-02 23:56:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29519175294

Lolfailure.   http://twitpic.com/33d6bx

2010-11-02 23:47:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29518404034

(Barring, of course, any out-of-cycle special elections.)

2010-11-02 23:44:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29518090751

Yay election day.  This will be the last election I cannot vote in.

2010-11-02 23:43:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29518023841

End rage through sleep.  All two hours of it. :\  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-11-02 10:44:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29458222526

@nifky NO U

2010-11-02 10:41:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29458055518

RETWEET this if you think that the Microsoft "Office Open XML Formats" (.docx,
.xlsx, etc.) should die in a fire.

2010-11-02 10:38:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29457906473

Yeah, as you can tell, I rarely get this angry over something.  End rage mode.

2010-11-02 10:19:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29456946673

I AM GOING TO STRANGLE THE IDIOT THAT CAME UP WITH THE .DOCX
FORMAT &gt;:( *explodes*

2010-11-02 10:11:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29456512930

@LeManyman For one, the *ISO APPROVED* OpenDocument Formats (.odt, etc.)
already exist and work better than the Microsoft ones.

2010-11-02 10:08:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29456361298

&lt;RAGE CLASS="ABSOLUTE" /&gt;

2010-11-02 10:06:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29456270825

THE MICROSOFT "OPEN" FORMATS (.docx, .xlsx, etc.) NEED TO DIE IN A
FUCKING FIRE

2010-11-02 10:06:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29456251088
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Must finish AP Chem lab report.  Molar volumes are kicking my ass. :P

2010-11-02 08:23:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29451386078

Using a mailman mailing list to coordinate my team for an AP US Government
project.  :P

2010-11-02 04:49:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29441273169

Tinnitus is so fucking annoying.  :|

2010-11-02 03:26:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29435721094

It actually got kinda warm today.  Bipolar weather ftl.

2010-11-02 00:17:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29420629069

Sleep.  Yay!  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-11-01 10:38:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29359923648

@LeManyman Join the club with me and @TLUL_tw! :P

2010-11-01 07:53:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29352201282

School needs more holidays.  :P

2010-11-01 06:53:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29349689653

Urgh, I had a headache.  :(

2010-11-01 06:44:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29349288035

@TLUL_tw Lol.  Good luck to you then.  :P

2010-11-01 06:16:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29348088265

@TLUL_tw I think it's time for you to just admit defeat and give up.  :P

2010-11-01 06:09:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29347777071

#nowplaying Doomsday / Murray Gold / Doctor Who (Original Television Soundtrack)

2010-11-01 05:28:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29345904681

So bloody tired.  But at least I can sorta sleep in tonight, since there is no AP Physics
lab tomorrow morning, allowing me to get up later.

2010-11-01 03:45:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29340183526

Yay for sleeping in until the late afternoon.  ;P

2010-11-01 01:36:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29330792804

And, on that happy note, I go to bed. :P #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-10-31 12:30:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29272359483
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Yay, got Linux to play DVDs. :P

2010-10-31 12:18:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29271534319

Meh.  I thought I might be able to relax tonight, but no, some people just have to go
edit warring on a wiki I sysop.  Bans all around -_-

2010-10-31 08:22:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29259244184

Well, I got some homework done.  :P

2010-10-30 23:58:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29228403760

Yay, the books I ordered and Spaceballs arrived.

2010-10-30 23:24:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29226136944

But, I am going to Costco now.  :D :P

2010-10-30 18:06:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29205793329

Heh, awake, but not remembering what I needed to do when I woke up....

2010-10-30 18:04:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29205689253

Looking forward to tomorrow, because Halloween is one of the few holidays  (holiday
weekends) I party on. :P #goodnight

2010-10-30 10:50:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29173063933

@TLUL_tw Under many circumstances, yes.  But we were pouring into rather thin
tubes, and slow enough to layer the water above the HCl.

2010-10-30 04:55:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29155907307

@TLUL_tw That's assuming that we were not careful with the acid.  But, since we're
actually quite good in AP Chem, no mess was made.  :P

2010-10-30 03:57:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29152334312

6 M HCl is always fun to deal with.  Also, the lab today told us to pour water into acid.
:P

2010-10-30 00:36:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29137474609

Sleep now, be more awake for lab tomorrow.  :P #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2010-10-29 08:56:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29069626641

Lol.  And my server isn't listed in any other common RBL on the planet.  Stupid AT&T.

2010-10-29 08:13:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29067607941

Hrm.  Apparently, my server is on AT&Ts RBL.  No one seems to know its contents,
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and it seems to have a penchant for blocking legit emails.

2010-10-29 08:11:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29067546442

Dealing with denyhosts, dnsmasq, sendmail, the /etc/hosts file, and mailman all at
the same time.  :P

2010-10-29 08:10:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29067461830

Yay, I just set up a nice little DNS cache on my server using dnsmasq.

2010-10-29 06:41:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29063480980

Naps are good.  :P

2010-10-29 00:39:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/29039598202

Dreaming in SMTP commands tonight. :P #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-10-28 07:51:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28968088655

@TLUL_tw Human Error: Insert new human then reboot system.  :P

2010-10-28 06:40:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28964973637

Error: Please insert new brain, then press any key to continue.

2010-10-28 05:57:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28962971981

Whee, got mailman working on my server.

2010-10-28 03:46:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28955739231

Sanity restoration time.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-10-27 08:49:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28872047330

Next book on the AP-EN reading list: Joseph Conrad's Heart of Darkness. By the
time I'm done with that, Gulliver's Travels will have arrived

2010-10-27 06:51:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28866903644

@yetanotherx Lol, I just read the Wikipedia article on it, but yeah, that's how it's
done.  :P

2010-10-27 05:43:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28863879546

Gah.  I've forgotten how to do synthetic polynomial division.  &gt;:(

2010-10-27 05:21:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28862790472

Yay, my order containing Gulliver's Travels, Spaceballs, and the TARDIS Handbook
shipped today.  :D :P

2010-10-27 04:36:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28860302832
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Oh, lol, just realized that Halloween is coming up.

2010-10-27 00:05:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28839507534

Yay sleep.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-10-26 09:53:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28775252557

#uwascooluntil you used hashtags with bad grammar in them.  Retweet this if you
want to see people use proper grammar on Twitter!

2010-10-26 07:38:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28768781151

#uwascooluntil you decided to use hashtags with bad grammar. It should be
#uwerecooluntil or #youwerecooluntil, idiots.

2010-10-26 07:37:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28768746346

Surprisingly energetic today.

2010-10-26 00:08:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28739307507

Detonate the &lt;s&gt;reality&lt;/s&gt; sleep bomb!  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2010-10-25 10:22:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28677460588

Ugh, the AP Physics lab report tonight exploded my brain.  And now I'll only get two
hours of sleep.

2010-10-25 09:53:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28675900387

Backing up my calculator.  Yes, my calculator.  As in backing up its data to my
computer.   Just think about that for a minute or two.

2010-10-25 05:48:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28664670387

It's raining :D

2010-10-25 05:30:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28663826096

Curve sketching.  Fun, but tedious.  :P

2010-10-25 04:40:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28661188226

I'm awake, time to start homework.

2010-10-24 23:37:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28639457170

The sun is about to rise.  I have a sneaking suspicion that it's time for me to go to
sleep now.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-10-24 11:53:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28588361995

Oh, wow, the rain is expected to continue through Tuesday
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2010-10-24 11:10:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28585949240

I probably should get some homework done now so I'm not absolutely overloaded
tomorrow.

2010-10-24 08:13:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28577265666

:O When did I pass 4 kilotweets?

2010-10-24 03:48:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28562110543

...waiting for a DirecTV satellite receiver to boot up.  And I plugged it in five minutes
ago.

2010-10-24 03:33:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28560898570

Another reason why cable &gt; satellite TV: My cable box reboots almost instantly.
I'm at my uncle's house fixing an HDTV, and I'm still...

2010-10-24 03:32:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28560846399

Going to bed late, but I can get up late too.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-10-23 12:41:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28496415780

Ordered online tonight from Barnes & Noble: Gulliver's Travels, Spaceballs (the film),
and the Doctor Who TARDIS handbook.

2010-10-23 11:45:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28492824509

:O My AP Physics teacher uses Thunderbird 3.1.5! :D

2010-10-23 11:43:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28492713945

I think I might order Gulliver's Travels tonight (the next assigned reading for AP
English Lit).

2010-10-23 05:02:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28473387453

Going home to collapse on the couch.

2010-10-22 23:14:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28448596039

DANGER: Sleep deprivation approaching critical levels

2010-10-22 22:26:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28445213903

Dragging myself off to sleep.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-10-22 09:59:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28389785794

@yetanotherx Nope, methane.  SO2 is used to give odor to both, though.

2010-10-22 04:48:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28374882093
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@harej True, but more people recognize "smells like methane" than "smells like sulfur
dioxide".

2010-10-22 01:59:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28363299005

You know America has great politics when political ads start "I'm not a witch!"  :P

2010-10-21 23:59:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28073118963

Lol.  I just got handed a massive roll of magnesium by my chem teacher. XD

2010-10-21 23:11:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28069622035

The chem lab smells like methane.  Idiot kids leaving the Bunsen burners open, but
not lit. :|

2010-10-21 23:04:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28069080066

Six hours of sleep, here I come! :D #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-10-21 07:34:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28005671055

Shakeout is going to make school interesting tomorrow.  And, afaik, the school
administration is completely unprepared (surprise, surprise!)

2010-10-21 07:12:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28004678384

Bah. Chance of drizzle tomorrow for the Great California Shakeout (i.e., big
state-wide earthquake drill).

2010-10-21 07:11:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28004646936

On track for six hours of sleep tonight!  :D

2010-10-21 05:47:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/28000897890

Probably should get started on my homework now.  It's just a mildly good idea.

2010-10-21 01:40:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27985062823

Fluorescein is awesome stuff. :D (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluorescein)

2010-10-20 23:59:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27977272748

Sitting upwind of @chrisgatti9.  Currently helping him link his Facebook to his Twitter.
:P

2010-10-20 23:07:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27973153628

Time to claim my four hours of sleep!  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-10-20 09:02:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27914061504

@yetanotherx Remind me to explain PGP to you next time we're both on IRC.  :)

2010-10-20 09:01:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27914047234
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Thunder :O

2010-10-20 07:14:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27909396392

And just like that, the rain stops.... :|

2010-10-20 06:44:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27908153168

Holy crap it's pouring rain.  o_o

2010-10-20 06:29:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27907524107

@monomium http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pretty_Good_Privacy

2010-10-20 05:52:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27905839820

@yetanotherx Didn't we sign each other's keys?

2010-10-20 04:39:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27902164252

@yetanotherx how so?

2010-10-20 01:40:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27889550889

*grumbles*

2010-10-19 23:50:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27880698088

My new PGP public key has now pushed to all keyservers.  Go update it if you have
it. :P

2010-10-19 23:26:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27878788822

It was sunny 45 minutes ago.  Overcast 15 minutes ago.  Moderate rain now.

2010-10-19 22:58:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27876475480

The weather is being bipolar.

2010-10-19 22:50:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27875828089

I'm too tired to think of something witty to say here.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2010-10-19 09:57:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27818382053

Just updated my PGP key to include my server's email address as an alternate
identity.

2010-10-19 09:09:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27816051176

Fortunately, the forecast predicts the last day of rain to be Wednesday.  The field we'll
be evacuating to will still be wet, though.

2010-10-19 05:05:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27805092741
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Oh, look, the world's largest earthquake drill, the Great California Shakeout, is on
Thursday. That'll be a fun disruption to the school day

2010-10-19 05:02:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27804941740

Retweet of Promoted Tweet (PROMO_TWEET)

FACEBOOK WANTS TO MAKE TWO THINGS CLEAR: 1. WE'RE COMMITTED TO
PROTECTING YOUR PRIVACY. 2. YOU'RE ADORABLE WHEN YOU SLEEP.

2010-10-19 04:11:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27802086301

Retweet of Jonathan Flusser, Jr (osxdude)

Shoot I should probably get started on that homework thing

2010-10-19 01:04:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27788149533

No rain today. :(

2010-10-18 23:32:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27780566759

So damn tired at school today.  Oh well, at least I was awake for the AP Physics lab.
:P

2010-10-18 22:34:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27775714606

Why the *fuck* am I up this late?!  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-10-18 10:07:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27720585460

@darrenkerwin Have you filed a police report (or the UK equivalent)?

2010-10-18 07:41:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27713812259

Installed iFile on my iPod Touch.  Awesome program.

2010-10-18 01:52:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27693919366

Retweet of X! (yetanotherx)

Old Twitter will soon be gone. Please RT if you prefer #newtwitter to #oldtwitter and
would like Old Twitter to die in a hole.

2010-10-17 23:09:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27680772989

Yay, slept in horribly late.  This will make doing homework tonight fun.  :P

2010-10-17 23:09:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27680730575

@LeeMerriman The actual jailbreaking is only half the process, going into Cydia and
reinstalling everything is the part that takes hours.

2010-10-17 23:00:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27680068070

sleep() { sleep|sleep& };sleep #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-10-17 12:17:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27632039650
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Windows is taking about 15 seconds to install hotfixes.  .NET framework patches, on
the other hand, take 5-10 minutes. :|

2010-10-17 11:54:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27630632928

Oh, look, it's raining!

2010-10-17 11:48:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27630281769

...progress window.  Fortunately, this hasn't actually stopped the update process. :P

2010-10-17 11:42:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27629959015

Heh, whoops.  Closed Google Chrome (in which I was running Windows Update
courtesy IE Tab) by accident, therefore closing the update...

2010-10-17 11:42:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27629939916

Dammit Windows, download updates faster! :P

2010-10-17 10:56:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27627449946

Updating Windows for the first time in something like two months.

2010-10-17 10:19:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27625629676

By the way, here's how you send SpringBoard into safemode on an iPhone from SSH
(I know @osxdude wanted to know this): Send it SIGABRT.

2010-10-17 07:50:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27618083693

@LeManyman You have fun with that.  Hint: There's a reason why I run my wiki on a
VPS. :P

2010-10-17 07:37:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27617455270

"iPod sync is complete.  OK to disconnect."  It's about damn time! &gt;:(

2010-10-17 06:36:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27614298670

Syncing my iPod Touch.  Which will probably take 1.6 hours. :(

2010-10-17 05:59:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27612248017

And here I am on Windows.  Working without issues so far.... :P

2010-10-17 05:51:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27611771644

@LeeMerriman Yes.  So would you like to come down here and rejailbreak my device
for me? I have better things to spend my free time on.

2010-10-17 05:16:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27609691718

Booting up Windows.  Probably a mistake, but doing it anyway.

2010-10-17 05:13:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27609501595
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Well, today was an interesting day. Currently being annoyed over someone across
the street playing loud music (Where's my EMP?).

2010-10-17 04:58:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27608573443

Oh, and I almost forgot: #iamasleepdeprivedlizard and #goodnight :P

2010-10-16 08:04:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27522768773

Going to the SURF (Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship) seminar
tomorrow at Cal-Tech.  Might tweet from there.  :P

2010-10-16 08:03:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27522740674

@LeeMerriman Would you like to come down here and rejailbreak it for me?  I'm
pretty much waiting for the next jailbreakable iOS4 release.

2010-10-16 07:15:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27520487889

Screw iOS 4, I'm still on 3.1.2. :P

2010-10-16 06:09:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27517187762

Question: How do you keep a moron in suspense?
Answer:

2010-10-16 04:01:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27509270703

And to think I was planning to get more sleep tonight.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2010-10-15 08:10:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27421770510

Woot. Managed to fix a respring loop on my iPod Touch after 2 hours of Googling and
bash. But now I can't use LockInfo's weather plugins. :(

2010-10-15 07:23:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27419649409

Crap.  I'm very tired for some reason.

2010-10-15 01:46:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27398114105

Lol.  One of my friends just realized that it's Thursday.  And has been for the last
month every seven days. :P

2010-10-14 20:07:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27372262480

#iamasleepdeprivedlizard * 5.  #goodnight

2010-10-14 07:27:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27319769731

Heading back to school for, well, Back to School Night.  (I'm helping the Science Club
fundraise, hence why I have to be there early.)

2010-10-14 00:03:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27289580183
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@satyamnayak 9_9

2010-10-13 23:59:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27289231729

School was only three hours long today.  Back to School night tonight, and I'm
helping set stuff up.  Yay.

2010-10-13 23:32:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27287086986

Brain breach.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-10-13 07:40:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27220841775

@harej Lol, it was about Federalism.  But I'm done with it now.  :P

2010-10-13 07:38:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27220778503

@harej would you like to do my AP US Government homework? :P

2010-10-13 07:04:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27219247053

@yetanotherx
#iloldatthehashtagyouusedinthattweetbutitreallyismuchtoolongmuchlikethisone

2010-10-13 07:01:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27219143130

Shityeah, installation successed, so now rebooting Windows into "normal" (as if :P)
mode.

2010-10-13 02:29:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27200936894

Rebooting into safemode.  &gt;:(

2010-10-13 02:16:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27199852920

Having trouble updating Google Chrome on Windows.  It was stuck on version 5.  So
I tried uninstalling it, but now it won't reinstall.  :|

2010-10-13 02:08:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27199079271

Booting up Windows so I can attend a Cal-Tech admissions webinar.  It's behaving so
far.

2010-10-13 00:38:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27190012400

Time to go home and watch some Doctor Who. :P

2010-10-12 22:49:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27180922036

Yay, my Doctor Who DVD boxsets (Series 4 and the David Tennant specials) are
waiting for me at home. :D

2010-10-12 19:59:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27169268308

Brain power couplings overheating.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight
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2010-10-12 07:51:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27118685054

I just sorta realized that my desk is really a considerable mess.

2010-10-12 07:18:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27117210908

Two tests tomorrow, but my Doctor Who DVDs arrive tomorow.  :P

2010-10-12 06:28:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27114960746

@Hexxeh yay, thanks again.  :)

2010-10-12 03:52:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27105648122

@Hexxeh Awesome, thanks! :D

2010-10-11 23:36:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27079493050

Yay, my Doctor Who DVD boxsets will be delievered tomorrow. :D

2010-10-11 22:53:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27076233971

Synthesized alum in the lab today. :D

2010-10-11 22:30:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27074571263

Must sleep, school will eat me. #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-10-11 08:35:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27016207173

Lol.  UPS has an iPhone app.  As if I needed more opportunities to be obsessive
about package tracking.  :P  http://twitpic.com/2wmorm

2010-10-11 06:45:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27011154180

Working on my AP Physics lab report, which is the last thing I must do tonight.

2010-10-11 06:40:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27010942956

@nifky I don't get it.

2010-10-11 06:39:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27010890568

@harej L'Hôpital's Rule is the one that says if you have an indeterminate limit, you
can differentiate the (cont) http://tl.gd/6e5cmq

2010-10-11 06:39:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27010886449

Whee L'Hôpital's rule.

2010-10-11 05:40:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/27007825968

@Sky2042 Last I checked, Twitter's &lt;html&gt; tags indicate that Twitter is using
XHTML.

2010-10-11 02:19:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26993492945
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I really should read Upton Sinclair's &lt;em&gt;The Jungle&lt;/em&gt; one of these
days.

2010-10-11 02:13:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26992984874

(clarification: in last tweet, "all this month", etc. means that there have been many
interspersed through the month)

2010-10-11 01:22:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26988758620

PEOPLE, 10/10/10 = binary 42 is old now.  All this month has been (and next month
will be) binary dates.  Also, it's 10/11/10 UTC now.

2010-10-11 01:20:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26988607273

Today is 10/10/10.  Waiting for the Vogons to show up to blow up the planet.

2010-10-10 21:42:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26973483965

@satyamnayak No, a 1986 Toyota MasterAce.

2010-10-10 21:41:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26973394872

"Gardening" (i.e., non-native plant annihilation) at local nature center .
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-10-10 08:46:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26921225516

@chan7781 Just checked the manual, and you're right, it is real wheel drive.

2010-10-10 05:37:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26911552813

@chan7781 *shrug* I seem to recall the manual indicating front wheel drive. But w/e.

2010-10-10 03:33:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26903358610

@chan7781 No, ours (everyone in my family drives the thing) just has front wheel
drive.

2010-10-10 03:18:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26902285688

@chan7781 Actually, specifically, it's a 1986 Toyota MasterAce LE.

2010-10-10 03:14:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26901982101

@chan7781 A 1986 Toyota MasterAce (aka Toyota Van)

2010-10-10 03:13:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26901903385

I drove here in a car older than I am!

2010-10-10 02:54:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26900368085

Dinner at the local Panera Bread sandwich shop.

2010-10-10 02:53:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26900318983
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@harej Heh.  So did the meeting only last two minutes? :O

2010-10-10 02:48:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26899952334

Crap, late for a college admission seminar.  Completely forgot about it.  :\

2010-10-09 23:25:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26885089193

Back from taking the SAT2 Math 2.  Will now promptly go back to sleep.

2010-10-09 18:29:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26866434278

Taking the SAT Math 2 subject test in the morning.  :( #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2010-10-09 06:48:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26822274280

There are four lights?

2010-10-09 01:24:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26802736391

And, let's see how sleep deprived I can get and stay alive.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2010-10-08 08:40:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26730368708

@LeManyman Yeah, it can be finicky.

2010-10-08 08:33:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26730054306

@LeManyman Good idea, I think Greenp0ison will be easier to use.

2010-10-08 08:09:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26728984976

@LeManyman What were you doing in DFU mode, jailbreaking?

2010-10-08 07:32:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26727343400

@yetanotherx And, if you're not satisfied with a jailbreak, undoing the jailbreak is just
a click of the "Restore" button away.

2010-10-08 04:58:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26719985110

@yetanotherx I used to think the same thing until I jailbroke my device.  Not sure
what I'd do without the jailbreak stuff installed now.

2010-10-08 04:56:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26719829723

@yetanotherx "T'would be nice if multitasking and backgrounds worked on my iTouch
second gen, though." That's what jailbreaking is for.

2010-10-08 04:35:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26718693872

The package containing the Doctor Who DVDs has shipped.  Let the obsessive
package tracking commence!
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2010-10-08 04:19:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26717746598

@yetanotherx *cough* jailbreak *cough*

2010-10-08 04:18:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26717675622

Waiting at school for the senior meeting to start.  I've been here for about 10 hours
now.

2010-10-08 00:34:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26700666198

@yetanotherx I don't know.  What's the bug?

2010-10-08 00:27:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26700119628

Emergency shutdown.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-10-07 09:18:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26633177161

Oh, look, my printer is running out of ink.  :|

2010-10-07 09:06:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26632646979

Whew, *finally* finished my English essay.  I hope the grade i get on it isn't too bad.
:P

2010-10-07 09:04:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26632533047

Must.  Finish.  English.  Essay.

2010-10-07 06:18:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26625310689

@yetanotherx My TI-89Ti says 0.

2010-10-07 06:17:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26625293798

Doctor Who Series 4 and specials now ordered, and Series 5 preordered.  :D

2010-10-07 01:23:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26605902216

Time to drive home.  Drizzling lightly.

2010-10-07 00:00:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26599235632

Overheard in AP Calculus BC today: "Go integrate that watermelon."

2010-10-06 23:34:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26597185837

@Hexxeh It's OK, I'd just like to see it fixed eventually. :P

2010-10-06 19:59:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26580491431

Getting the car out of the garage this morning - while it was raining - was rather fun.
:P

2010-10-06 19:59:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26580469399
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Should be able to buy the Doctor Who DVD sets I've been planning on buying
tomorrow.  :D #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-10-06 08:46:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26534439341

Dammit.  I has a mosquito bite.  :(

2010-10-06 07:46:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26531871048

@Hexxeh cobalt rebooted four times today, it's starting to get a little frustrating.  :(

2010-10-06 07:43:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26531747278

@harej ...understand that jailbreaking is risky, as it's currently very easy to jailbreak
devices.

2010-10-06 05:20:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26525450656

@harej Unless you classify the useful stuff as too advanced for most people.  Which
I'd say is a good thing, since people seem not to...

2010-10-06 05:19:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26525414406

@harej Others still include really quite useful programs, such as enabling tethering
and unlocking devices to work on non-AT&T carriers.

2010-10-06 05:10:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26524958112

I don't know why GRUB still lists Windows as my default operating system.  Going to
edit /boot/grub/menu.lst to change it to Linux.

2010-10-06 05:07:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26524820719

@yetanotherx Themes are but a small subset of jailbreaking:
http://twitpic.com/2v1eyf http://twitpic.com/2v1eyv http://twitpic.com/2v1eyo

2010-10-06 04:47:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26523614863

&lt;3 rain

2010-10-06 01:15:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26508743003

Opting for sleep instead of getting things done ahead of time.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-10-05 08:20:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26438669783

I favorited a YouTube video -- The Picard Song http://youtu.be/9ucVfn9gob8?a

2010-10-05 06:29:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26434078463

He marcado un vídeo como favorito en YouTube. -- Calculus Rhapsody
http://youtu.be/uqwC41RDPyg?a

2010-10-05 06:19:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26433631328
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I know the TI-84+ has an OS update; I wonder if the TI-89 has one.

2010-10-05 03:13:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26423274089

Lots of people at school were sick today.  It would seem that the strep throat is
making rounds this year.

2010-10-05 01:06:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26413321792

This rainy weather is actually quite nice.  :D

2010-10-05 00:13:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26408954539

Raining today. Looks like S. California's rainy season has started early. Always
makes navigating around school fun. Currently a tad soaked.

2010-10-04 19:46:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26390201776

Less than three hours of sleep is a bad way to start the week. :\
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-10-04 09:42:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26347694454

Panic Level now Level 2/Orange.

2010-10-04 06:51:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26340412745

Both Twitter and Wikimedia use 256-bit AES_256_CBC/SHA1/(DHE_)RSA.

2010-10-04 05:24:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26336554071

AES ftw

2010-10-04 05:22:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26336465158

Bank of America uses 128-bit RC4_128/MD5/RSA. :\

2010-10-04 05:21:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26336406221

Lolwut?  PayPal encrypts https connections with 112-bit
3DES_EBE_CBC/SHA1/RSA.  My personal website uses 256-bit
AES_256_CBC/SHA1/DHE_RSA.

2010-10-04 05:17:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26336228817

Must finish AP Physics lab report. :P

2010-10-04 02:55:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26327523748

@whole_tost np :) And remember, switch to the beta channel, not the dev or canary
channels (which tend to be unstable)

2010-10-04 00:49:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26317644083

@whole_tost Try switching to the beta channel, which is at version 7 now, which I'm
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using on Linux with no problems: http://bit.ly/aBrOuF

2010-10-04 00:47:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26317503699

@whole_tost What version are you on?

2010-10-04 00:38:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26316770947

@monomium spam :P

2010-10-03 23:35:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26311902552

Just ask yourself: "What would a Dalek say?"

2010-10-03 22:57:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26308771784

Time to claim my ten hours of sleep!  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-10-03 08:39:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26250698182

On schedule for 10 hours of sleep tonight! :D

2010-10-03 08:02:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26248917455

Ok, got some small stuff out of the way, now just essays and lab reports tomorrow.

2010-10-03 08:01:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26248878841

I should probably do some of my weekend homework now so I have more time for
essays and lab reports tomorrow.

2010-10-03 07:52:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26248423403

@Hexxeh Cobalt seems to have been rebooting about once a day for this last week
or so.  :(

2010-10-03 06:02:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26242878487

Good evening Intertubes.

2010-10-03 03:09:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26231493432

Zzzzzzzzz #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-10-02 09:32:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26161280658

The thunderstorms today seem to have shorted out one of my outdoor temperature
sensors (which, for some reason, was hanging off its mount).

2010-10-02 07:50:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26156647961

@vixtoria_lee Nice.  4th gen, I assume?

2010-10-02 07:44:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26156399688

@LeManyman Considering that mine is 1.5 years old now, it's actually in very good
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shape.

2010-10-02 07:40:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26156205141

Dammit.  Looks like my iPod Touch screen has developed a long, noticeable scratch.

2010-10-02 05:14:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26149078166

Big thunderstorms today :D

2010-10-01 22:45:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26121816126

@Hexxeh Congrats!

2010-10-01 22:43:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26121720393

And I think I've done enough damage tonight.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-10-01 08:07:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26060607211

Eep. Just transferred an unusually large sum of money from my bank account to my
PayPal; I'm half expecting my bank to call me tomorrow.  :P

2010-10-01 07:49:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26059803653

Oh look, it's October now!

2010-10-01 07:11:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26058170602

Retweet of Daiv Russell (DaivRawks)

LMAOPMP - 21 News Caption FAILs -- http://bzfd.it/bRwx7w  &lt;-- Holy crap, this is
funny.

2010-10-01 06:44:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26056967412

Lasers are both fun and kinda scary.

2010-10-01 05:04:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26051933078

50% chance of thunderstorms! :D

2010-10-01 02:19:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/26039446592

sleep(); #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-09-30 07:11:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25958152528

Frack.  Remembered to bring my AP Physics lab notebook home, but not my AP
Chemistry lab notebook.  Whoops.  :P

2010-09-30 04:55:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25951681012

I saw a few beautiful lightning strikes on the way home from school.

2010-09-30 01:37:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25937622497
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Isolated thunderstorms, with a little bit of rain.  Still warm and mostly dry, though, so
there's a chance for wildfires.

2010-09-30 01:37:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25937586157

@vixtoria_lee I know, right?

2010-09-30 01:26:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25936669698

SEVEN whole hours of sleep!  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-09-29 06:14:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25859128753

I has glue on my fingers.

2010-09-29 05:24:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25856761813

Holy crap, I only have one homework item tonight!

2010-09-29 04:35:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25854102347

Taking refuge from the heat at my uncle's house down the street from me.

2010-09-29 01:58:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25842501398

I need to escape this heat.

2010-09-29 01:37:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25840723809

Can has air conditioning?

2010-09-28 20:07:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25815886972

Six hours of sleep!  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-09-28 07:38:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25764905156

Tomorrow is the last day of &gt;100°F temperatures this week.  That's comforting.

2010-09-28 07:02:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25763388535

Yay for net ionic equations

2010-09-28 06:39:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25762407158

Dammit, I need a nap.

2010-09-28 00:20:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25736582321

It's hot, and it's starting to get windy.  Hopefully not a Santa Ana.

2010-09-28 00:05:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25735365712

@issyl0 Syncing kills the music player process (MobileMusicPlayer) in something that
could be compared to rudimentary locking.

2010-09-28 00:02:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25735121040
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But I got to use a photogate in Physics today :D

2010-09-27 19:48:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25715733490

It's about 115 degrees F outside, and the school district saw it fit to break the
school's air conditioning.  :( #fail

2010-09-27 19:48:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25715721579

@nifky No?

2010-09-27 19:43:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25715430269

AP Physics lab tomorrow morning.  Sleep now. #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-09-27 08:23:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25668741626

Clicking on the Google Birthday Logo causes you to search for Google on Google --
OSHIT THE UNIVERSE IS IMPLODING #happybirthdaygoogle

2010-09-27 04:55:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25658463198

FINALLY got AWStats installed and working on my server.  And before you try to
access/hack it, it's protected by 401 authorization.

2010-09-27 03:19:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25652096375

@monomium I use Google Chrome.  I'm on Linux anyway. :P

2010-09-27 01:03:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25641270493

@monomium I don't have a Mac, so I've never tried it.  I have heard it's good, though.

2010-09-27 00:19:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25637748597

@monomium Yes, Tweetie (now Twitter for iPhone) is what I use on my iPod Touch.  I
also sometimes use Osfoora for iPhone.

2010-09-27 00:14:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25637389800

@monomium NP :)

2010-09-27 00:11:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25637173732

@monomium Yes, #tweetdeck is quite nice as a computer Twitter client, but not so
much as a mobile client, unfortunately.

2010-09-27 00:11:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25637132871

I want newlines-in-tweets support in #newtwitter.  Otherwise it's quite nice, at least
imo.

2010-09-27 00:03:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25636555859

Everyone follow fellow Wikipedians @yetanotherx and @monomium!
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2010-09-26 23:19:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25633108773

Aunt's birthday brunch tomorrow at Universal City.  :D  Then homework. :(
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-09-26 09:16:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25575897485

It's over 100°F outside.  Too lazy to check the actual temperature or convert to
Celsius.

2010-09-25 23:59:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25541850662

Shutdown.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-09-25 10:29:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25487716036

@osxdude Well, that prompted my question.  "You're crazy, no?" :P

2010-09-25 01:17:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25456290846

@osxdude Your tweets are 65% of my timeline, and 40% of your tweets are
nonsensical.

2010-09-25 01:14:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25456113663

@osxdude You're crazy, no?

2010-09-25 01:10:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25455782502

Yay #newtwitter! :D

2010-09-24 20:02:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25434528264

@pilif12p THOUGHTCRIME

2010-09-24 20:01:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25434505322

Might actually get a decent amount of sleep tonight.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2010-09-24 07:42:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25384549197

~200 tweets from 4 kilotweets.

2010-09-24 07:20:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25383575077

&lt;/sleep&gt;

2010-09-24 03:24:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25370718833

&lt;sleep class="nap"&gt;

2010-09-24 01:30:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25362078550

So I heard facebook is down.  As the guy on the computer next to me was updating
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his facebook status.

2010-09-23 23:50:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25354188702

yay electricity

2010-09-23 20:04:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25337454020

Crap. Photo project due tomorrow, and I don't have all the shots I need. :(

2010-09-23 14:42:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25313010369

Dammit.  I'm going to need sugar tomorrow.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-09-23 08:21:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25289181103

Need Caffeine.

2010-09-23 04:53:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25279713921

I wish it would rain tonight.

2010-09-23 00:51:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25261484648

Whee very powerful magnets.

2010-09-22 23:26:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25254881234

Blarg, photography time.

2010-09-22 14:41:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25217223130

Crap, bedtime, now.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-09-22 07:52:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25192948878

Why does my iPod Touch randomly drop its Wi-Fi connection and then restart it every
once in a while?  :|

2010-09-22 04:06:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25182426335

@EGB92 Meh, they'd probably find some way to get me in trouble.  :P

2010-09-22 01:19:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25170268276

I note that our school's student handbook doesn't forbid &lt;s&gt;ray guns&lt;/s&gt;
gamma ray projection systems. ;)

2010-09-21 23:40:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25162578380

Burning magnesium makes me unbelievably happy. :D Hurts my eyes too. :P

2010-09-21 22:59:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25159470903

I can has #newtwitter plz?

2010-09-21 22:46:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25158548391
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Also, no #newtwitter for me yet. :(

2010-09-21 19:58:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25147193367

Dammit, my locker has ants in it.

2010-09-21 19:57:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25147149171

I have no idea what tomorrow will be like.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-09-21 08:03:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25099563545

And, yes, U.S. Government is as convoluted as it seems.  :P

2010-09-21 06:01:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25094560708

I really should work on the AP US Government project due on Thursday.  :P

2010-09-21 05:07:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25092001198

@dvyjones Lol.  The TI-89 does take some getting used to, though, so you might
want to find someone with one so you can try it out first.

2010-09-21 04:16:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25089182525

@dvyjones No, unfortunately, the best alternative is the delete key.  Yeah, it's a pain.
The TI-89 has a backspace key though.  :P

2010-09-21 01:12:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25075730618

@dvyjones The TI-89 has a higher res screen, faster processor, more memory, a
better version of TI-BASIC for (cont) http://tl.gd/64n91a

2010-09-21 01:06:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25075266466

Replaces the batteries in my TI-89Ti.  It's actually not using them as quickly as my
TI-84+SE.

2010-09-21 00:56:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25074434738

Yay school.

2010-09-20 19:39:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25052242423

Have to get up early tomorrow for an AP Physics lab.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2010-09-20 06:33:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/25003657662

Dear Skype for iPhone: Just because I'm launching you doesn't mean that I want you
to stop the music I'm playing.  #kthxbai

2010-09-20 03:45:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24994526788

Hehe. #nowplaying Evolution of the Daleks / The BBC National Orchestra of Wales /
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Doctor Who - Series 3 (Original Television Soundtrack)

2010-09-20 03:39:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24994124787

Whee moving reference frames

2010-09-20 03:03:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24991622763

Recharging one of my Nikon D3000 batteries.

2010-09-20 02:02:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24987134461

Prepping my camera for an advanced photography project.

2010-09-20 00:27:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24980072165

@resfirestar Subjective reply is subjective.

2010-09-19 23:05:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24974382821

"So, Earthlings, basically, uh... end of the world.  HERE - COME - THE - DRUMS!"
(Guess which episode of Doctor Who I'm watching now.  :P)

2010-09-19 22:11:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24970783767

SpringBoard, please stop crashing, kthxbai.

2010-09-19 10:48:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24925725430

@Hexxeh when you have some time, there was a reboot about 5 hours ago. Not as
bad as a reboot every few minutes, but a reboot nonetheless :P

2010-09-19 09:13:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24921662979

The funny thing about dropping off the grid is the confused messages you get from
people.  :P

2010-09-19 08:04:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24918665419

Wow, got late on me fast tonight.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-09-18 09:31:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24836014347

@harej No.  I'm underage, for one thing.

2010-09-18 05:45:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24825964819

My iPod Touch took over one hour to sync. :|

2010-09-18 05:26:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24824988983

66.6 GB free space on F:\ :O

2010-09-18 02:25:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24813103776

Actually, I don't think I've booted up Windows for at least two months now.
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2010-09-18 02:14:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24812325701

Windows, arise!

2010-09-18 02:14:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24812301087

fsck: Routine check of drives: /dev/sda4... 16% (stage 1/5 372/1601)

2010-09-18 01:46:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24810272731

*so I can use...

2010-09-18 01:20:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24808410504

Going to actually boot up Windows tonight.  Partly so I an use iTunes to free up some
space on my iPod Touch for moar music.  :P

2010-09-18 01:19:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24808347634

@yetanotherx Lol, awesome.

2010-09-18 01:11:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24807778711

Strange.  It's foggy out.  Made the morning drive to school a bit interesting.

2010-09-17 14:41:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24763631503

Test on The Brothers Karamazov tomorrow for which I'm completely not mentally
prepared for.  Oh well.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-09-17 09:19:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24743619639

Retweet of James Hare (harej)

When the govt tracks your every move, it's called a police state. When a private
corporation tracks your every move, it's called Foursquare.

2010-09-17 07:17:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24738411147

Oh noes, my TI-89Ti just threw a low battery warning.  :(

2010-09-17 02:37:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24721909437

Yay panic logs.   http://twitpic.com/2p4rvn

2010-09-17 02:27:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24721127860

My iPod Touch just kernel panicked and rebooted.  Always fun.

2010-09-17 02:22:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24720600251

102 unread emails.  That's what disappearing off the grid for one bloody day does.  :|

2010-09-17 01:19:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24715328288

&lt; 4 hours of sleep tonight.  :( #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight
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2010-09-16 09:15:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24649074448

Must finish essay so I can get a decent amount of sleep tonight.

2010-09-16 08:41:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24647573800

@LeManyman Still out of context.  The "reply" button is your friend.

2010-09-16 07:24:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24644293562

@LeManyman Potentially out-of-context tweet not understood.  Please verify
in-reply-to references and reply with corrections if necessary.

2010-09-16 07:10:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24643658576

@Joeyaa08 yes and no.  4.0 and 4.0.1 are using jailbreakme.com, but there is no
current stable jailbreak for 4.0.2 and newer.

2010-09-16 04:13:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24634547874

Air conditioning is good.

2010-09-16 01:07:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24620598378

Home.  Nice little load of homework tonight, so I'm going to try my new time
management method.

2010-09-16 00:09:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24616115626

Also, AP Physics textbook acquired. :D

2010-09-15 20:00:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24599263596

At school, eating lunch.  Made the mistake of not leaving for school early this
morning and got stuck in rather severe traffic.

2010-09-15 20:00:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24599238873

@dvyjones My Calculus teacher said he probably wouldn't allow TI-89s if it weren't
an AP class (since the AP allows TI-89s).

2010-09-15 19:59:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24599214158

@yetanotherx 9_9 What calculator do you (plan to) use?

2010-09-15 19:58:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24599163914

@goodguydan When I tweeted my goodnight tweet, about 2 AM.

2010-09-15 19:58:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24599149141

Going to bed, later than I had hoped.  :( #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-09-15 08:31:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24552837148
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@yetanotherx Rofl.  Will they let you use it on the AP Exam?

2010-09-15 07:42:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24550745766

@osxdude I paid $145.99 for it at Target last year.  It's a very powerful calculator
though and had a big (cont) http://tl.gd/62007l

2010-09-15 07:41:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24550728786

@dvyjones It is very much allowed.
http://www.collegeboard.com/student/testing/ap/calculus_ab/calc.html#list
http://twitpic.com/2ol1ce

2010-09-15 07:39:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24550642684

@whole_tost He's part of the problem, but not the only factor.

2010-09-15 01:39:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24528637415

And, there's 53 (55?) people in my AP US Government class.  In a room designed
and laid out for 40 (maximum) students.  Good job school.

2010-09-15 01:16:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24526791836

Also, yay very little homework tonight (all from AP English Lit.).  And I still need to
acquire the AP Physics textbook.

2010-09-15 01:15:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24526710730

First day of school went well. Mainly introductory stuff in classes, although I did have
to fix my class schedule.

2010-09-15 01:14:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24526622460

@dvyjones lol TI-84.  I has a TI-89 Titanium.  :D

2010-09-15 01:10:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24526337002

@goodguydan Thanks :D

2010-09-14 14:39:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24480946438

First day of school.  Waiting for class to start in about 14 minutes.

2010-09-14 14:36:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24480652690

Five hours of sleep, perfect start to the school year.  :P First day of school tomorrow,
so farewell cruel world. :P #goodnight

2010-09-14 07:58:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24457832244

Yay safemode.   http://twitpic.com/2o8r8d

2010-09-14 03:13:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24442071214
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Going to Target to get preliminary school supplies.  Can't get the rest until I get all the
class syllabuses tomorrow.

2010-09-14 01:45:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24435218940

@Collinp6 thunderbird is the pwn.

2010-09-13 23:50:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24426278255

Ok, I just realized how much work I have to do and how little time I have to do it.
PANIC MODE

2010-09-13 23:14:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24423706294

@soulni99a I think it's a very good book, I just haven't had the time to read it recently.
:(

2010-09-13 23:12:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24423547518

@soulni99a uhoh, that's going to be a problem.  :P I'm on page 624, but, yeah, not
going to finish in time.  :P

2010-09-13 22:08:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24419107158

Actually, here's a better way of looking at it... school starts in 16 hours 43 minutes :( ;)

2010-09-13 22:07:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24419030786

@soulni99a Bleh, as ready as I'll ever be.  :P I still haven't finished all my summer
homework, actually.

2010-09-13 22:05:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24418878630

@yetanotherx Indeed.  We should have started last week, actually, but staff was
furloughed by the district for four days.

2010-09-13 21:59:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24418491294

Last day before school starts.

2010-09-13 19:40:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24409716870

@soulni99a Ready for school? :P

2010-09-13 19:38:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24409622046

Yay late sleeptime. At least what kept me up tonight may save me sleep in the long
run in a strange way. :P #goodnight

2010-09-13 11:39:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24374736000

42!

2010-09-13 03:42:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24350960536
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@yetanotherx :(

2010-09-13 00:17:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24329264637

Cu(NO3)2•6H2O = Copper(II) nitrate hexahydrate

Whee AP Chemistry

2010-09-13 00:01:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24328004331

@darrenkerwin I see a few possible spambots and other "automated" followers. ;)

2010-09-12 23:45:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24326829202

Mad rush now to finish all my summer homework before school starts in two days.  :P

2010-09-12 23:33:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24326009632

Only two more days of freedom before school starts.  :(

2010-09-12 21:26:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24317637616

And sleep.  Not as early I had hoped, but earlier than usual nonetheless.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-09-12 10:02:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24272296488

One of these days I'll learn how to use sed.  :P

2010-09-12 07:26:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24264773357

Sleepy.

2010-09-12 04:16:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24253764693

I can has sonic screwdriver?  Then I wouldn't have to remember my locker
combination! :D

2010-09-11 23:21:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24233920059

The ACT was easier than my first time taking it.  Math seemed easier, the science
was tedious, and 30 min. is not long enough for an essay.

2010-09-11 22:24:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24230418247

Oh look, Cydia has a new homepage, and it looks like they acquired Rock:
http://twitpic.com/2niuwr

2010-09-11 22:22:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24230315841

Going to bed early, partially because I'm taking the ACT again tomorrow, and partially
to help recalibrate my sleep cycles. #goodnight

2010-09-11 04:45:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24168380285
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One of these days I'll get around to upgrading Ubuntu to version 10.04LTS.

2010-09-11 03:32:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24163634558

Aaack, new version of WiFiFoFum crashes on startup.  :(

2010-09-11 01:38:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24155397486

@harej And what's NFI stand for?

2010-09-11 01:34:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24155111576

@harej Top choices are Caltech and Harvey Mudd College

2010-09-11 01:33:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24155091770

Heading off to a college application seminar.

2010-09-10 23:06:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24145054778

Must finish AP Chemistry summer homework....

2010-09-10 22:12:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24141581375

Retweet of Steven Rawson (Sky2042)

http://is.gd/f4AOE The tractor beam is coming, gentlemen.

2010-09-10 21:30:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24138848930

I wonder how irssi knows how many ircopers are in a channel.

2010-09-10 20:05:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24133825572

@Hexxeh Yup :D

2010-09-10 19:55:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24133188094

Crap.  I really need to start going to bed earlier in preparation for school, which starts
on Tuesday.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-09-10 13:24:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24103895359

"if [ `id -u` = 0 ]" is a surprisingly useful conditional for bash scripts.

2010-09-10 08:37:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24088313714

So, there was a natural gas line explosion and fire in San Bruno, CA.  I wonder what
caused this one.

2010-09-10 07:27:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24085369873

Lol. In an attempt to discover what ports are listening on my computer, I nmap'd
localhost, completely forgetting about ss and netstat. :P

2010-09-10 02:00:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24065235220
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@Hexxeh Whatever you did looks like it worked, uptime is at 11 hours, corresponding
with your tweet. :D

2010-09-10 01:51:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24064531658

#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-09-09 12:55:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/24006561532

@cheeselover281 You sir need to get on LizardIRC.

2010-09-09 08:09:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23991010798

@Hexxeh Yay, thanks :D

2010-09-09 06:59:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23987800084

@Hexxeh There have been four reboots today so far.  :\

2010-09-09 02:29:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23970847901

Didn't sleep very well last night.  First night of sleep recalibration is always like that.
Second night is usually better.

2010-09-08 22:40:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23954251250

WTF... Found a perfectly good battery in a can full of supposedly dead batteries.  :|

2010-09-08 22:04:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23951667405

It's cool and drizzly out.  I think someone forgot and left the weather control machine
on.

2010-09-08 21:58:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23951194129

Less than one week until start of school.  Begin sleep cycle recalibration.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-09-08 05:57:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23889750846

Yay, everyone likes cron....  http://twitpic.com/2ma5h4

2010-09-08 01:39:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23872004157

Heh, whoops.  :P  http://twitpic.com/2m9j07

2010-09-08 00:20:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23865951759

The weather today is awesome.  69.7°F (20.9°C) and overcast.  So. Cal weather can
be really strange.  :P

2010-09-07 23:57:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23864312543

...And sleep.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-09-07 13:21:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23236277063
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@yetanotherx Suit yourself.

2010-09-07 12:28:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23232613882

@yetanotherx Really?  You don't want themes, Activator, mods, or any of that stuff?

2010-09-07 11:04:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23227770868

@yetanotherx Jailbreaking doesn't depend on having WiFi.

2010-09-07 10:57:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23227435194

@yetanotherx Yeah, but that's fairly minor.  WiFi is everywhere I would want to make
a phone call. :P

2010-09-07 10:50:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23227072170

@nifky Yes, that's what I was referring to.  9_9

2010-09-07 08:43:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23221073808

My sleep cycles need recalibration, especially now that school starts in only one
week.

2010-09-07 08:02:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23219305368

Who said you can't use an iPod Touch to make free phone calls?  Well, OK, you do
need to jailbreak it... :P  http://twitpic.com/2m2coe

2010-09-07 07:47:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23218655005

So, I hear that Australia actually has a federal government now.  Just in time for the
U.S. midterms campaign season to start.

2010-09-07 07:30:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23217860605

@yetanotherx Yes, using automated suction cups.  They didn't do as well as this guy
apparently did.

2010-09-07 01:03:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23192853777

Aha, here is the story for my earlier tweet: NYTimes: Man Climbs San Francisco
Skyscraper http://nyti.ms/bUlORO

2010-09-07 00:58:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23192527049

So, apparently someone tried climbing a skyscraper in San Francisco using suction
cups.  Don't know any details, just about to check the AP.

2010-09-07 00:36:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23191000983

@osxdude *very strong, even

2010-09-06 23:47:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23187770583
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@osxdude With a vary strong magnet.

2010-09-06 23:46:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23187697263

@Hexxeh What could possibly go wrong? :P

2010-09-06 23:42:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23187410372

Shit.   I really didn't intend to stay up this late.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-09-06 13:33:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23144899779

http://bit.ly/cfIuqH nice to see that the RFC people have already drafted the MIME
type to be used by matter-energy transporters!

2010-09-06 11:33:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23137527271

Daleks vs. Metroids.  Who would win?

2010-09-06 09:33:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23132009122

@LeManyman You could if you had jailbroken. ;)

2010-09-06 07:58:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23127641249

@SnoFox :D

2010-09-06 07:21:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23125881965

I haven't been in my house's basement for months.  For all I know, there could be a
rift to the Time Vortex down there now.

2010-09-06 02:21:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23107582857

#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight That is all.

2010-09-05 12:56:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23056285389

Also, I just failed at closing nano, pressing ^Z instead of ^X, and then I failed twice at
typing the `fg` command. :\

2010-09-05 08:26:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23043879970

Ahh.  That's because the actual 1920x1080@60 modline is missing from my
/etc/X11/xorg.conf :\

2010-09-05 08:23:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23043749380

Why does X11 insist on running at 1680x1050 resolution until I login, after which it
uses normal 1920x1080? :|

2010-09-05 08:21:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23043648635

@maxcelcat "Reserve Bang of Australia"? ;)

2010-09-05 02:46:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23025198667
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Nothing like a little food to cheer you up.  :D

2010-09-05 02:45:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23025138736

Not in a very good mood tonight for some reason.

2010-09-05 01:59:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23022102736

Retweet of Lord Voldemort (Lord_Voldemort7)

#5millionbeliebers sounds like a threat. There are 6 billion people on Earth so
#5995millionwantbelieberstoshutthehellup. Perspective.

2010-09-05 01:24:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23019902321

Retweet of Riley-James (rileyjamees)

#5millionbeliebers = 5 million people we don't need on Earth

2010-09-05 01:24:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23019890289

Temperatures starting to go down.

2010-09-04 23:31:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23013175039

@SnoFox Me :O

2010-09-04 21:31:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23006298830

._. It's at least 104.0°F (40.0°C) outside.  *shakes fist at the sky*

2010-09-04 21:31:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/23006270638

@darrenkerwin I'll try to catch you tomorrow.  Or whenever I wake up.  Something
like that. :P

2010-09-04 13:00:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22974011849

Umm, yeah, time to go to bed it looks like.  I see the sun rising in the east.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-09-04 13:00:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22973982943

Muted my iPod. :P

2010-09-04 12:09:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22970972093

@LeManyman Nah, it's more hilarious than anything. :P

2010-09-04 12:04:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22970727805

I think I've gotten more mentions in the last 5 minutes than I have in the last year. :P

2010-09-04 12:04:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22970706108

@LeManyman That's a moot point, since you can restore the warranty by restoring to
a factory default firmware. :P
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2010-09-04 12:02:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22970575568

OH MY GOD I'm getting so many mentions!  My iPod is ringing off the hook. :P

2010-09-04 12:01:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22970524393

@LeManyman Assuming that you mean iOS 4.0.2 by latest firmware, there are no
tools available at this time to jailbreak it.  Sorry. :(

2010-09-04 11:59:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22970432200

@nifky Oh, and to be appended to that last reply: HAS YOUR MIND EXPLODED
YET?

2010-09-04 11:57:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22970330332

@nifky No, because in the process of making me think about it, you had to think
about it. :P

2010-09-04 11:57:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22970311553

@darrenkerwin The answer is a little long to fit in a tweet.  Think you can find your
way back to MDb's IRC channel? :P

2010-09-04 11:56:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22970241499

@goodguydan http://bit.ly/bdzGiB, but only if you *really* want to know.

2010-09-04 11:54:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22970175459

@darrenkerwin 9_9

2010-09-04 11:40:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22969459644

@darrenkerwin The US Postal Service is usually on time, but they sometimes lose or
mis-deliver stuff, which is a pain.

2010-09-04 11:36:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22969253899

. @nifky just made me lose the game.

2010-09-04 11:35:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22969183781

@darrenkerwin Redundant redundancy is redundant?

2010-09-04 09:44:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22964382708

@LeManyman A better question for you to ask is "What can I use to jailbreak my
device?".  What device, model, and what iOS is it running?

2010-09-04 08:03:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22960128911

Heh, Backgrounder fail.  A simple tap of the home button fixes it, though.
http://twitpic.com/2l31zi
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2010-09-04 07:44:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22959289599

As if Daleks weren't enough, now they have HUMAN-DALEKS! :O (Daleks in
Manhattan, Doctor Who Series 3)

2010-09-04 01:06:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22935554617

Too tired to actually tweet anything.

2010-09-03 21:31:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22921765132

I'm sleepy, surprise surprise.

2010-09-03 20:12:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22916726391

And, yeah, going to bed.  Guess what, it's late!  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-09-03 12:34:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22882988940

@LeeMerriman No, they fixed themselves before I upgraded.  So now it's probably
something on Twitter's end.

2010-09-03 12:32:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22882841283

Wow, I've just realized that I've been @ replying to a lot of people in the last hour or
so. :P

2010-09-03 12:17:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22881890159

@darrenkerwin Yay!

2010-09-03 12:17:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22881867028

@LeeMerriman Just upgraded, didn't know there was a new version available.  Still
having some issues with lists, though.

2010-09-03 12:17:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22881862124

@goodguydan heh

2010-09-03 12:09:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22881355371

@goodguydan Ahh, I see.  Have fun with that. :P

2010-09-03 12:06:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22881172526

@goodguydan Oooh, nice

2010-09-03 12:03:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22881040123

@goodguydan yes

2010-09-03 12:00:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22880853453

@goodguydan All sciences in general (favorite being computer science), Calculus,
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Photography, and history.

2010-09-03 11:57:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22880662393

@goodguydan A little less than two weeks.  Should get done by then, but I've had
three months or so to do it. :P

2010-09-03 11:49:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22880198305

@goodguydan Ahh, well, at least you've got a month, and not a day. :P

2010-09-03 11:47:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22880068543

@goodguydan Heh, how soon, and what subject?

2010-09-03 11:43:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22879867912

@Hexxeh I noticed that the control panel on nitrogen isn't registering my server as
"up", even though it is. Is this related to the reboots?

2010-09-03 11:43:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22879857124

@goodguydan Right now I'm working on some Chemistry homework, which I really
should have finished a long time ago, but oh well. :P\

2010-09-03 11:37:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22879520391

@goodguydan Could be, but the change was to be implemented two days ago, and
this is the first time I've had problems.  Works now, though.

2010-09-03 11:34:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22879351651

@darrenkerwin Now's when you pull out the ice beam and shoot the phone, or
alternatively, both the woman and the phone. :P

2010-09-03 11:33:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22879311833

@LeManyman It's actually a high-precision laser mouse, which is fun to look into
when one's bored.

2010-09-03 09:40:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22873945130

Ok, TweetDeck is being stupid.  My timeline (or anything else, for that matter) isn't
updating, but I can still send tweets out. :|

2010-09-03 09:34:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22873759504

Heh, dumped http://bit.ly/bkYB9E into a quotesfile for the `fortune` command on my
server.  Now I can't stop doing `fortune mbash` :P

2010-09-03 09:24:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22873395338

@darrenkerwin Loving the "Your donations feed our pet Ridley... Or if that fails, server
costs." message on Shinesparkers's home page :P
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2010-09-03 09:18:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22873175949

Crap, I forgot to get more batteries for my computer mouse today.

2010-09-03 07:17:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22867991632

I haven't felt like doing anything all day.

2010-09-03 07:15:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22867905615

*Mumble mumble*

2010-09-03 00:54:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22845228356

Oh, and it looks like another oil rig in the Gulf of Mexico exploded.  That's just
wonderful.

2010-09-02 21:06:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22829855201

Good job school, now you've assigned the AP Physics textbooks to the non-AP
students, so those of us that actually need it can't get it.  :|

2010-09-02 21:03:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22829696138

Let's face the facts: I never get to bed early. :P #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-09-02 12:13:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22792692656

@soulni99a Google Calendars can be made visible to the public and to other Google
users

2010-09-02 11:47:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22791102686

@soulni99a Sorry for the late reply, but you don't need to code your own calendar.
It's called Google! :) http://bit.ly/cno2yb

2010-09-02 11:28:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22790076618

Uhoh, looks like I'm going to need to buy some more batteries for my mouse
tomorrow.

2010-09-02 10:44:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22787903229

@darrenkerwin Oh, I see, you cheat. :P

2010-09-02 09:29:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22784526040

@darrenkerwin Hasn't it technically not been released yet in Europe?

2010-09-02 09:28:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22784444937

@soulni99a I don't know javascript, actually.  Which I really should learn soon.  What
do you need help with?

2010-09-02 05:15:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22773408510
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Bleh, I have to go back to school tomorrow to return a textbook because they gave
me the wrong one. :|  I AM NOT AMUSED.

2010-09-02 04:49:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22772025393

@osxdude Well, you did bring up iOS 4.1.... :P

2010-09-01 23:07:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22748836749

@evula Heh, you were maybe 5% of the Apple-related tweets in my timeline.  :P

2010-09-01 23:06:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22748789153

Dammit, Apple hijacked my Twitter stream!

2010-09-01 22:01:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22744306388

Gardening work in the afternoon, although I think it's going to be too hot.  But
whatever.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-09-01 10:31:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22695980561

Ugh, falling asleep at the computer.

2010-09-01 05:29:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22682018298

Significant figures confuse me.  :\

2010-09-01 02:34:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22671529995

Crap I'm tired.

2010-08-31 22:10:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22653082647

Registration today was fairly painless.  Minor scheduling screwup, but it's all fixed
now.  Not really looking forward to school, though.

2010-08-31 20:41:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22647301077

@goodguydan No, high school registration, which is much slower and much less
efficient.  I'm 17 years old.

2010-08-31 20:32:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22646746311

School registration early tomorrow morning.  Sleeptime.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2010-08-31 07:38:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22596806194

I guess I'll start filling out my school's paperwork now.

2010-08-31 02:54:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22580878484

@soulni99a lolwut? O_o

2010-08-31 02:52:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22580780558
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Crap.  Registration for school is tomorrow and I haven't filled out any of the forms yet.
:P

2010-08-30 21:10:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22556405225

Nice, cold day today.  :D

2010-08-30 19:16:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22549239878

@BarryCarlyon Heh, I can imagine your train of thought there.  :P

2010-08-30 19:15:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22549163234

Sorta getting to bed early.  Earlier.  By about half an hour.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2010-08-30 12:29:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22519806499

@evula It's really quite insanely simple.  First step, of course, is to sync the device
with iTunes and perform (cont) http://tl.gd/3da9g3

2010-08-30 08:05:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22506749398

Lolwut?  My uninterruptable power supply randomly switched to battery power then
back to utility line power. :\

2010-08-30 08:01:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22506544374

@evula Even if you're on iOS4, jailbreaking adds extra functionality provided by iOS4
but disabled in older (cont) http://tl.gd/3da7ck

2010-08-30 07:59:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22506442621

@dvyjones No one said you have to.  It's one of the many thousands of things you
can do, thought.

2010-08-30 07:50:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22506092648

New iPod Touch lockscreen w/ LockInfo. If you haven't jailbroken your iDevice, this is
what you're missing. ;)  http://twitpic.com/2jllgg

2010-08-30 07:28:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22505183043

Oooh, I'm about 500 tweets away from 4 kilotweets.

2010-08-30 05:44:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22500470481

@xXSithKnightXx Lol, although the simpler solution is, of course, to steal one from
the government.  :P

2010-08-30 05:43:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22500415330

Yay, Internet working again.  Hello tubes!

2010-08-30 02:04:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22487022356
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Crap, completely forgot that I have to wake up early tomorrow.  :\
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-08-29 09:47:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22426379864

Back home from the Hollywood Bowl.

2010-08-29 07:36:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22420690371

@darrenkerwin what, and get the circuit board greasy? :P

2010-08-29 07:31:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22420438978

Heading off to the Hollywood Bowl again, this time for a concert featuring John
Williams.  :D

2010-08-29 01:20:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22398241981

@resfirestar Taking over Wikia. &gt;:D :P

2010-08-29 01:18:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22398165193

@darrenkerwin What's wrong with an EMP? :O

2010-08-29 01:18:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22398147039

I need to build an EMP.

2010-08-29 00:23:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22394728237

Wow, it's actually not that warm today.

2010-08-28 21:27:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22384347987

Dammit, there's a fly in here.

2010-08-28 20:54:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22382471056

Tomorrow I actually have to do stuff! :O #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-08-28 10:44:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22344334871

I scored 3515090 (1955 kills, $1798 spent) on Loops in #canvastd
http://10k.aneventapart.com/Uploads/155/

2010-08-28 10:16:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22343135035

Oh, yay, we're going to a John Williams concert at the Hollywood Bowl tomorrow.

2010-08-28 10:05:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22342667965

@satyamnayak pong

2010-08-28 06:28:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22333362095

Right then, computer's up.
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2010-08-28 05:35:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22330718992

So, now I've seen all of Doctor Who Series 2.

2010-08-28 01:36:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22315449942

Yay it's cooler today.

2010-08-27 23:44:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22308158957

Daleks vs. Cybermen.  Well, there goes the planet....

2010-08-27 21:41:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22300474544

Holy crap, the /etc/hosts.deny file on my server is getting huge.  O_O

2010-08-27 21:32:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22299906433

Retweet of thinkgeek (thinkgeek)

Today in Geek History: IE6 is unleashed in 2001. Its browser marketshare is now
~7%, or ~100% higher than it *should* be.

2010-08-27 21:27:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22299598742

Heh.   I keep on planning to go  to bed early, and I keep on going to bed later each
night. :P #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-08-27 12:38:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22263198184

@Hexxeh Ok, thanks. :D

2010-08-27 12:23:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22262273096

@Hexxeh Also, there have been 11 (at least) network failures in the last week or so,
is this something on the node end?

2010-08-27 12:06:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22261211508

Yay Ubuntu kernel update.

2010-08-27 07:47:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22248715300

I think I found a ruler that measures ems.  :O

2010-08-27 06:36:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22245578394

Spotted on a Wikipedia article:

chown -R us base

4 geek points if you understand this and what it refers to.

2010-08-27 03:54:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22236926098

@hexxeh Yarg, what's with these reboots?  This one lasted 45 minutes. :(
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2010-08-27 01:17:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22226184161

Bah, my VPS's network has failed again.  I think I'll wait a half hour or so before I
start yelling at people.

2010-08-27 00:30:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22222908387

Oh, oh, I forgot to set my DVD recorder to record tonight's Doctor Who :O *rushes to
do that now*

2010-08-26 23:32:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22218943741

Holy crap severe thunderstorm warning!  Looks like it's to the northeast of me, but
still rather close.

2010-08-26 21:37:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22211269592

Sort of acclimated to the really hot weather now.

2010-08-26 21:10:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22209493952

And, yeah, going to bed.  Before 6 AM local time! :D  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard
#goodnight

2010-08-26 12:23:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22172877054

@osxdude Yup.  I've been trying to get on their site for a long time, hasn't worked for
me yet.

2010-08-26 12:02:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22171592962

I'm going to have to devote a day to dist-upgrading my desktop PC.  I wonder if tar |
gzip will work for imaging the Linux partition. :P

2010-08-26 06:22:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22155757085

@soulni99a Blame the clouds.  They prevent the heat from escaping back into the
atmosphere.

2010-08-26 04:28:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22149936454

Argh, it's nighttime and still over 80°F outside.

2010-08-26 04:19:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22149400380

@osxdude the U3 website has been down for a long time, afaik.

2010-08-26 04:18:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22149358450

@harej I think never, they only make modifications to the specs occasionally.  Which
is exactly my point.  :P

2010-08-26 01:15:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22136231867

I swear, sarcasm support is planned for the next version of TCP/IP!
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2010-08-26 01:07:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22135682703

Oops, extra 0 in the last tweet.  The EAS emergency tone for NOAA weather radios
is 1050 Hz.

2010-08-25 21:29:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22120917286

Yay, my weather radio just emitted its EAS emergency tone (10050 Hz I think?).  The
warning area is just north of me.

2010-08-25 21:26:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22120775932

Oh, shit, Flash Flood Warning.  Big red splotches on radar, and the clouds to the
north are starting to get really big.  Whee

2010-08-25 21:16:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22120085742

Wow, huge thunderheads to the north and east.  Might get some thunderstorms this
evening.

2010-08-25 20:13:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22116099512

Going to bed early, as I'm working at the local nature center tomorrow.  Have to start
there earlier due to high temperatures.  #goodnight

2010-08-25 07:54:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22070959276

@soulni99a Ahh, it was actually the NSA.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NSA_warrantless_surveillance_controversy

2010-08-25 07:04:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22068877207

@soulni99a Oh, pish, aren't you worried more about the CIA tapping your phone
lines? ;)

2010-08-25 07:02:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22068779099

@soulni99a 9_9

2010-08-25 06:59:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22068678376

ZOMBIE PROCESSES.   .__.

2010-08-25 05:31:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22064633239

Argh, got sleepy all of a sudden.

2010-08-25 04:11:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22060270930

@Hexxeh My server just had another random reboot.  Was it only me this time, or
was it the node again?

2010-08-25 01:28:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22048852321

@soulni99a Yeah, pretty much.
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2010-08-24 23:52:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22042215076

@soulni99a Although that's still pretty far in the future, I would say that it would be
about the same it is now, perhaps cooler or hotter.

2010-08-24 23:50:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22042051927

It is 105.3°F outside.  That's 40.7°C for those of you in the sane world.

Yeah, it's not so pleasant.

2010-08-24 21:47:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22033737202

@Joeyaa08 @nifky lolyes :P

2010-08-24 21:37:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/22033070671

There's no song like "So Long and Thanks for All the Fish" to cheer you up before
bed! #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-08-24 12:31:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21996756266

I'm all ready for 2038 ;P  http://twitpic.com/2hmui3

2010-08-24 02:24:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21965033630

Heh, turned in my summer AP Physics assignment (via email) this morning at 1:30
AM.  Still /technically/ on time.  :P

2010-08-24 02:18:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21964575682

@LeManyman TweetDeck for iPhone has issues for me.  Including extremely high
RAM usage.  I just use Twitter for iPhone and Osfoora.

2010-08-24 02:05:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21963662509

Ugh, now Osoora is failing.  Back to Twitter for iPhone.

2010-08-24 01:25:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21960704769

Bah, hundred degree temperatures again.  :(

2010-08-23 22:03:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21946797697

Finally got around to cleaning my fish tank.  :P

2010-08-23 20:32:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21940929012

Off to bed.  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-08-23 09:02:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21899060302

@soulni99a As if the STAR tests are worth anything anyway.  :P

2010-08-23 02:56:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21880786491
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Ugh, it's too early for the school district to start bombarding me with phone calls.  :|

2010-08-23 02:01:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21877167080

@soulni99a really? o_o

2010-08-23 01:12:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21873955637

Disable themes in Winterboard, now only using custom homescreen background and
hide dock.  http://twitpic.com/2hbm1j

2010-08-22 23:53:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21868842941

Dammit.  An upgrade to a Winterboard theme I use requires iOS &gt;4.0, so now I
have an item stuck in Cydia's upgrade queue.  &gt;:(

2010-08-22 23:38:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21867910901

._. (you might have to rotate your device/the photo to read it)
http://twitpic.com/2hajbw

2010-08-22 21:42:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21860594216

[Insert some witty remark here.]

2010-08-22 20:34:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21856507156

@kmccoy Hmm, I'll have to go see that some day

2010-08-22 20:28:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21856127190

Well, I hope my server doesn't decide to reboot again tonight.
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-08-22 12:48:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21827216128

Well, that was odd.  My server just rebooted randomly.

2010-08-22 12:22:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21825874433

Heh. Downloading some music on my iPod Touch, and it's DoS'ing my desktop
computer off the Internet. :P Time to set up some QoS on my router

2010-08-22 08:39:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21816192522

1812 OVERTURE WITH PYROTECHNICS.  MADE.  OF.  FUCKING.  WIN.

2010-08-22 07:27:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21812959931

Heading to the Hollywood Bowl.  Tchaikovsky time!

2010-08-22 01:27:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21792005800

Another hot day.

2010-08-21 21:00:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21777106042
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I'm actually going to bed before 4 AM local time.  I know, early!
#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-08-21 10:45:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21740085789

Yay!  Tickets for the Hollywood Bowl Tchaikovsky concert tomorrow evening have
been secured.

2010-08-21 01:31:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21710747828

Whee Ubuntu boot sequence: "Running check of drives: /dev/sda4... 44% (stage 1/5,
1010/1601)"

2010-08-21 01:24:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21710265350

Hmm, I wonder how long it would take to tar and gzip my computer's Linux
partition....

2010-08-20 21:42:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21697128332

@LeManyman I'd just plop the backup onto the Windows partition.  :P

2010-08-20 21:40:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21697027886

Jeez, it got late again.  Past 5 AM local time. :|  #iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight

2010-08-20 12:25:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21660058041

@darrenkerwin :O

2010-08-20 09:33:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21651295546

Bleh, still contemplating doing the Ubuntu distribution upgrade on my home
computer. :P  Maybe I should backup the partition first....

2010-08-20 07:49:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21646685299

Much too hot outside.  Retreating to my room.

2010-08-20 00:11:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21619534476

Brain overheating.

2010-08-19 20:53:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21606935282

@goodguydan the manual way tends to be easier to screw up.

2010-08-19 20:46:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21606545695

Holy crap it's late.  #goodnight

2010-08-19 12:26:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21572947722

Set up my server to restart apache every hour.  Let's see if this speeds up response
times.  :P
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2010-08-19 12:02:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21571483479

I might actually upgrade to 10.04LTS if I can work up the courage to do a distribution
upgrade. :P

2010-08-19 06:13:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21555167774

Shit fuckin' yeah!  Ubuntu Update Manger is finally displaying the "New distribution
release '10.04.1 LTS' is available" message. :D

2010-08-19 06:13:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21555139926

Frack.  Cydia caused my iPod Touch to spontaneously reboot.  Which, of course, took
~6 minutes.  &gt;.&lt;

2010-08-19 05:46:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21553819299

Also, my Wi-Fi router crashed today after I tried to ping my local subnet. :P

2010-08-19 02:24:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21541273184

Helped one of my friends jailbreak his iPad.  Used jailbreakme.com, and the first
program I installed was, of course, the PDF exploit patch.

2010-08-19 02:23:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21541170890

38.7°C/101.6°F outside.  :(

2010-08-18 20:54:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21519537431

Working at the local nature center tomorrow, so #goodnight world.

2010-08-18 07:11:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21470729736

@nifky Then come on up to beautiful sunny southern California. :P

2010-08-18 06:39:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21469287664

Undid some configuration changes I made on my server last night, we'll see if this
alleviates the problems.

2010-08-18 05:40:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21466429138

WTF?  Pingdom indicates that my server is down, but I don't believe it.  Why?  Well,
I'm SSH'd into it and just opened a logfile.  Yeah....

2010-08-18 05:08:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21464707674

Heh, this is epic.  RT @donttrythis: Go here:  http://bit.ly/b6RzTA That is all.

2010-08-18 04:37:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21462980250

Heh.  Ubuntu popped up the "Security updates available" balloon as dpkg was
installing said security update. :P
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2010-08-18 03:45:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21459800076

I really need to get something done today.

2010-08-18 02:47:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21455986829

I have no idea what that was. Got the UP notification, and everything looks like it's
working. Going to hard-restart Apache for good measure

2010-08-17 22:25:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21438176550

Interesting.  It seems to be up, as I just SSHd into it.  Maybe Apache segfaulted or
something.

2010-08-17 22:12:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21437341014

YARGHOMGWTF not again :( http://twitpic.com/2fphbn

2010-08-17 22:11:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21437264760

97.2°F and rising.  DO.  NOT.  WANT.

2010-08-17 20:26:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21430664226

#iamasleepdeprivedlizard #goodnight (@nifky)

2010-08-17 11:40:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21396326616

((Well, that stupid.))

2010-08-17 11:24:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21395481633

(And, no, I'm not running it in its half-configured state.  I'm not stupid.)

2010-08-17 11:24:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21395475555

Bleh, mailman is a pain to set up. :P  Leaving it in a semi-configured state for
tomorrow. :P

2010-08-17 11:24:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21395458179

Dammit, Totem explodes when I try to skip the commercials.  :P

2010-08-17 08:38:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21387710645

Watching some Doctor Who on my computer (that I recorded a couple days ago onto
DVD).  God Totem can be a pain to work with. :P

2010-08-17 08:27:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21387207387

FOR.  THE.  WIN!  `echo "google-chrome --user-agent='Mozilla/5.0 (compatible;
MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 5.1; (cont) http://tl.gd/36bl1q

2010-08-17 07:14:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21383942561
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The Common Application website doesn't work with Google Chrome? That's just
stupid. Until I get any actual problems, yay user-agent faking!

2010-08-17 07:09:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21383683745

Hmm.  Considering attempting to install Mailman (again) on my server. :P

2010-08-17 06:42:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21382420782

Hmm, my server's network seems stable now....

2010-08-17 01:23:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21362116841

Retweet of dakami (dakami)

http://tinyurl.com/33hzphv inception.c. Yes, some epic nerd actually ported the movie
Inception to C.

2010-08-17 01:20:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21361944936

Retweet of Leshia Doucet (leshiaaimee)

Watching the '70s Dr. Strange movie on youtube.  This is long overdue.

2010-08-17 01:19:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21361867005

*sigh*  http://twitpic.com/2ff0dw

2010-08-16 21:50:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21347710222

@Joeyaa08 Indeed.

2010-08-16 21:49:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21347670158

Server failures are always fun to wake up to.  Network issues.

2010-08-16 21:45:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21347349965

Uhoh, I'm running out of witty things to say when I'm going to bed!  #goodnight

2010-08-16 11:25:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21307146851

@darrenkerwin It is!  Not looking forward to the huge massive influx of edits that will
probably result on Wikitroid, though.  :P

2010-08-16 09:58:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21302971673

@darrenkerwin &lt;cough&gt;Metroid geek ;)&lt;/cough&gt;

2010-08-16 09:55:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21302854300

Dropping heavy objects on your toe #ftl.  :(

2010-08-16 08:57:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21300244655

I propose creating an additional Internet to this one.  It should require a license to
access.
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2010-08-16 03:33:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21283905308

One of these days I'll get around to cleaning up my desk.

2010-08-16 00:04:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21270344500

Dear hackers:

DenyHosts sees you.

--FastLizard4

2010-08-15 23:14:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21267134192

@goodguydan done :)

2010-08-15 23:07:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21266677163

Sigh.  And I thought I might just go to bed earlier tonight.  Some dreams remain
dreams. :P  #goodnight

2010-08-15 12:12:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21226617022

@goodguydan Yeah, usually simply bypassing/refreshing the cache works, but this
time I had to completely clear it.

2010-08-15 12:06:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21226299731

@goodguydan I had to clear it due to some weird site issues, otherwise I'd just let the
cache be.

2010-08-15 11:57:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21225852642

Wow.  I have no idea how some of these pages get on my Wikipedia watchlist.  "You
have 637 pages on your watchlist (excluding talk pages)."

2010-08-15 10:21:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21221730524

My Internet is being sorta slow.  May have something to do with the fact that I
obliterated Google Chrome's 2GB+ cache last night.

2010-08-15 10:18:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21221629014

One month until school starts.

2010-08-15 07:25:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21214148360

Back home.  Beach was fun.  Oddly high amounts of traffic on the freeways, though.

2010-08-15 05:31:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21208302372

Yes, I'm heading to the beach!  Which is nice as it's ~73°F there and going on 90°F
here.

2010-08-14 19:51:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21174006513
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@nifky not regretting it yet (only four emails) :P

2010-08-14 19:45:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21173773072

Yay, I might be going to the beach tomorrow!  Part of the reason is that it'll be 100+
degrees F here.  #goodnight

2010-08-14 11:25:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21143021110

Subscribed to some more Wikimedia mailing lists.  Hopefully I won't regret this
tomorrow. :P

2010-08-14 09:49:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21139013502

Also, my server finally hit 50 days uptime. :P

2010-08-14 07:30:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21133167130

Wow, I asked Google Chrome to clear the browser cache and it took one minute for it
to do it.  It was just that absurdly huge. o_o

2010-08-14 02:27:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21115688203

Set-top DVD recorders can be really strange. :\

2010-08-14 01:41:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21112618190

I can has some NI&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;?

2010-08-13 21:35:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21097204139

And, yeah, I'm gonna go to bed.  #goodnight

2010-08-13 11:44:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21057167946

@goodguydan I set my camera to continuous fire mode and just hold down the
shutter button.  It will keep taking pictures until I release it

2010-08-13 09:52:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21051663636

So, final tally: I saw four or so meteors, but was able to photography none. I'll review
the photos at a later date to make sure, though. :P

2010-08-13 09:19:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21050152744

Right, I'm done trying to photograph a meteor.  I've been at it for three hours, & I have
to do other things tonight.

2010-08-13 09:07:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21049619194

@kmccoy actually, an iridium passed overhead during one of my shoots (according
to the sky chart software I have), but nothing on camera.

2010-08-13 08:55:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21049053704
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@kmccoy God no, I'm in manual, but it warns me anyway.

2010-08-13 08:42:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21048471465

DAMMIT!  A meteor whizzed by *JUST* outside my camera's field of view.  &gt;:(

2010-08-13 08:29:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21047889470

Heh, my camera just warned me that the subject is too dark.  &lt;sarcasm&gt;Gee, I
wonder why.&lt;/sarcasm&gt;

2010-08-13 08:20:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21047499552

AHA!  A meteor!  Red alert, man the camera!

2010-08-13 08:05:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21046816606

Hmm, according to NASA models, I should be seeing one meteor every three
minutes.  None yet, though.  Light pollution maybe?

2010-08-13 07:55:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21046366830

Followed @kmccoy's advice and switched to my 18-55mm lens.  No meteors yet,
though.  :(

2010-08-13 07:43:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21045838359

Messing around with focus a little bit, since my camera can't autofocus in the dark.
:P

2010-08-13 06:45:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21043073259

Outside, all set up and waiting for some shooting stars.

2010-08-13 06:43:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21042981936

Settling on the 55mm-200mm telephoto lens.

2010-08-13 06:24:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21042026305

And obviously the close-peren in that last tweet was misplaced. :P

2010-08-13 06:16:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21041625434

Of course, I'm not sure if I'll be able to see any meteors, and I can't decide which
camera lens (18mm-55mm or 55mm-200mm to use).

2010-08-13 06:13:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21041479441

Clear sky, looks good weather for some meteor showers.  Light pollution from Los
Angeles, though.  Prepping my camera and tripod.

2010-08-13 06:11:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21041380194

That's how I IRC from my iPod Touch, btw.  By SSH'ing into my server and attaching
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to my SCREEN'd irssi session.

2010-08-13 02:44:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21028353999

I wonder what SSH'ing into a server is like on an iPad.  It's annoying, but usable and
works well enough on an iPhone/iPod Touch.

2010-08-13 02:38:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21027945031

@resfirestar DO IT

2010-08-13 02:20:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21026655249

Retweet of Stewie Griffin. (Stewie_Griffinn)

I can't believe that stupid girl threw a water bottle at justin bieber!
Didn't she know a brick could have done much more damage?

2010-08-13 00:31:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21019039292

A CFL in my house shut off and started venting mercury (probably) vapor.  2.5 hours
later, it's finally cleaned up.

2010-08-12 21:31:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/21007060677

And it's that time of the morning again.  #goodnight

2010-08-12 11:35:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20967950452

Uhoh, I'm running low on ice cream.  PANIC

2010-08-12 09:02:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20960695212

Hmm, Google Chrome is all of a sudden complaining about my site's SSL, despite
the fact that I have my cert installed as a trusted CA. :|

2010-08-12 08:21:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20958836061

Heh, finally found the degrees symbol on the iPhone keyboard (holding down 0 -&gt;
°).

2010-08-12 05:20:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20949850897

Retweet of Stewie Griffin. (Stewie_Griffinn)

Duct tape is silver... Silence is golden.

2010-08-12 03:41:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20943466881

Back from University of California Irvine.  Nice campus.

2010-08-12 00:32:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20930142533

Visiting University of California Irvine tomorrow.  Going to bed early so I'm not dead
tired in the morning.  #goodnight

2010-08-11 07:02:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20865348207
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Hmm, I've been quiet today, haven't I.

2010-08-11 06:25:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20863431807

Yes, I have a Sony Super Betamax player plugged into my HDTV, and Beta tapes to
play in it.  WHAT NOW?

2010-08-10 21:25:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20826718087

Heh, trying to figure out how to work my new combination VCR/DVD recorder.  It's
hooked up to the HDTV alongside the Super Betamax VTR.

2010-08-10 21:24:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20826672905

Emergency warp core eject!  #goodnight

2010-08-10 12:06:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20789338449

My Internets are being oddly slow tonight.

2010-08-10 07:12:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20775689223

@harej yes

2010-08-10 06:26:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20773534543

Heh, found an error on my chem textbook.  Might post a picture of it later; it's pretty
funny.

2010-08-10 02:33:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20759120569

Raise your hand if you have a website.

Now, raise your hand if it's on a Linux server that YOU maintain/set up/own.

Yeah.

2010-08-10 01:32:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20754693074

Oshit the Dalek is God! :O "The Parting of the Ways", Doctor Who Series 1)

2010-08-10 00:28:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20750014881

Yay, more Doctor Who on BBC America (Series 1).

2010-08-10 00:23:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20749587202

I see that Twitter for iPhone is working again on iOS 3.  I'm starting to like Osfoora
better, though.

2010-08-09 22:39:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20742516005

Lol, everyone I know is sleepy.  :P

2010-08-09 20:45:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20735773930
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@brionv I like the mini-browsers; they allow me to avoid the bloat that is known as
MobileSafari.

2010-08-09 20:43:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20735664477

Retweet of Jimmy Wales (jimmy_wales)

FBI Demands Wikipedia Pull Down Seal | The Onion http://ow.ly/2mWI9

2010-08-09 20:39:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20735424156

This bored lizard is going to bed.  #goodnight

2010-08-09 11:08:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20699511639

Dear Twitter, please allow users the option to hide the "Who to Follow" and fix Twitter
for iPhone for non-iPhone OS 4.0 users. #kthxbai

2010-08-09 08:33:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20692736403

Retweet of Fake Science (FakeScience)

Today is 08/09/10. That's got to mean something.

2010-08-09 08:05:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20691598954

I really should get around to cleaning my fish tank soon.

2010-08-09 05:10:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20683734622

And I think I shall now fall on the couch and take a nap.

2010-08-08 20:08:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20651675063

Morning work at the nature center was fun.  I got to remove a cactus.

2010-08-08 20:06:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20651541189

Working tomorrow morning at the local nature center.  Hopefully it'll be nice, cool, and
overcast, not incredibly hot.  #goodnight

2010-08-08 08:16:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20614562647

Umm, if this is true, then how am I tweeting?  (The program is WiFiFoFum, available
in Cydia).   http://twitpic.com/2cnvpd

2010-08-08 03:01:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20597691296

Whee AP Chemistry summer homework.

2010-08-08 02:51:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20597069541

@harej Which version of DOS is that?

2010-08-08 01:51:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20593331515

This is great: RT @StevenWalling: Great infographic of Wikipedia's lamest edit wars.
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http://bit.ly/c7viYk

2010-08-07 21:18:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20578664011

*yawns* bedtime.  #goodnight

2010-08-07 11:49:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20546123125

Heh, Wikimedia asploded.  Well, the server s3 aslpoded.  Actually, the database
master for s3 aslpoded.  Which I assume is db17.

2010-08-07 11:28:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20545175175

Retweet of Wikipedia Signpost (wikisignpost)

RT @catrope Most #wikimedia wikis down due to full disk ..
http://techblog.wikimedia.org/2010/08/database-errors-on-most-wikipedias/

2010-08-07 11:21:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20544861979

We never have enough RCA cables.  :|

2010-08-07 01:36:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20514961541

There are so many blinking lights on my desk.  Mostly the router and DSL modem.

2010-08-06 23:38:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20507604660

@darrenkerwin The "IT BEGINS!" #OtherM tweet.  I think it was actually a Dalek from
"Victory of the Daleks" in a Series 5 preview trailer.

2010-08-06 23:28:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20506961350

*forces self to go to bed* #goodnight

2010-08-06 11:21:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20460482932

@darrenkerwin For some reason, that tweet reminds me of one of the Daleks in
"Victory of the Daleks".

2010-08-06 11:16:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20460224411

Heh, this happens if you select Lookup User in Osfoora, not enter anything, and
press "Go". Input validation? :P http://twitpic.com/2c13x9

2010-08-06 06:36:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20447957028

@pilif12p lol, I only just noticed that you were following me. :P

2010-08-06 05:06:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20443462778

@Sky2042 Lol, the funny thing is how Osfoora actually parses HTML in the tweets
you select.  XD

2010-08-06 04:54:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20442768297
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Aww, nope, didn't work.  :(

2010-08-06 03:03:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20435729235

&lt;span style="text-decoration: blink;"&gt;loltest, let's see if this works under Osfoora.
:P&lt;/span&gt;

2010-08-06 03:03:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20435685995

I really should back up my calculator again soon.  Yes, backing up a calculator.  What
a planet we live on.

2010-08-06 03:00:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20435505573

Hmm, wasn't their some hack that allows an iPhone OS 3.1.2 user to trick the device
into thinking it was running iOS 3.1.3?

2010-08-06 02:20:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20432563076

Apparently, there is a difference between iPhone OSs 3.1.2 (which I'm running) and
3.1.3.  http://twitpic.com/2byxu0

2010-08-06 01:56:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20430736642

Retweet of jay walsh (jansonw)

BP seals the well. Prop 8 is overturned. Coincidence? Over to you, Wikileaks.

2010-08-05 23:06:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20418946426

Seems a little cooler today.

2010-08-05 20:27:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20414401189

Wow.  I'm actually tired.  #goodnight

2010-08-05 11:50:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20381738377

@harej Eh, I think I can do better though, especially on the math section (which
dragged me down considerably)

2010-08-05 06:55:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20368861254

This just makes me giggle.  FBI to Wikipedia: Remove our seal - CNN.com:
http://bit.ly/cN88Yv

2010-08-05 06:54:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20368846170

Registered to take the ACT again on September 11th.  Let's see if I can beat my old
score of 33. :D

2010-08-05 06:22:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20367420737

Why doesn't some brilliant hacker distribute pre-jailbroken iOS updates  over Cydia?
:P
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2010-08-05 05:56:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20366164299

Whee Linux kernel updates

2010-08-05 05:54:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20366058319

@harej Using Osfoora now, actually.  It's very similar to Tweetie for iPhone, and is
better than and worse than it in various respects.

2010-08-05 01:35:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20350404371

Twitter for iPhone's latest version crashes on launch about 2 seconds in, every time.
Isn't Apple's review process supposed to prevent this?

2010-08-05 00:47:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20347240633

Shityeah, new version of MobileSubstrate fixed Skype.  :D

2010-08-04 23:04:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20340523391

Well, the update for Twitter for iPhone broke the app for me, so using Osfoora until it
gets fixed.

2010-08-04 22:00:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20336459520

Ugh.  I'm up late again.... #goodnight

2010-08-04 11:17:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20296838841

@darrenkerwin baaaaaacon....

2010-08-04 09:10:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20291199290

Heh, didn't notice OpenOffice.org had an update available.  This'll take a while to
download.

2010-08-04 06:27:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20284425879

@MJack94 What have you got?

2010-08-04 05:43:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20282362278

Using Windows.  I felt like shooting myself in the foot.  ;)

2010-08-04 04:46:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20279404363

I really should open up my computer and clean up the layer of dust caked up inside
of it.

2010-08-03 21:58:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20253109845

Screw 3D movies.  I want a holodeck!

2010-08-03 21:28:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20251366207
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Inexplicable ping timeouts.... :|

2010-08-03 20:58:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20249689466

Ugh. I feel lightheaded all of a sudden. Going to check around the house for gas
leaks, then go to bed.  #goodnight

2010-08-03 08:11:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20206157549

@maxcelcat Rofl.  I got a fun one like that a few days ago

2010-08-03 01:23:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20183522573

Considered booting up Windows tonight.  I decided against it.

2010-08-03 01:20:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20183379286

BLARGLEBLARGLE this episode of Doctor Who just RICKROLLED me! Seriously, a
radio in the background played "Never Gonna Give You Up" :P

2010-08-03 00:18:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20179339595

Oh, silly me, this episode is Series 1 of the Doctor Who Revived Series, not Series 4
("Father's Day").  *headdesk*

2010-08-03 00:12:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20178957668

Waiting for a Doctor Who Series 4 episode to start on BBC America in ~16 minutes.
:P

2010-08-02 23:43:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20177085547

Taking my dad to the doctor's office.

2010-08-02 20:45:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20166440216

@osxdude Hehe.  Now to figure out how to make infinite loops using JS. ;)

2010-08-02 18:36:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20159144503

NO U (yes, the screenshot is from last night) -  http://twitpic.com/2b12kh

2010-08-02 18:35:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20159093583

@osxdude &lt;script lang="javascript"&gt;alert('lol');&lt;/script&gt;

At least, I think that's right.  Haven't used script tags in a little while.

2010-08-02 18:31:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20158856767

Ugh, senior class portraits tomorrow.  This means I'll have to shave when I get up in
the morning.  :|  #goodnight

2010-08-02 07:43:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20122846634
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Whee

2010-08-02 05:05:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20115910211

UGH.  The current version of Skype for iPhone is so bloody unstable and buggy.
&gt;:(

2010-08-02 03:32:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20110728545

I would have tweeted about how good the movie I saw last night was ("All About
Eve"), but Twitter was down for me for the maintainance.  :(

2010-08-02 00:53:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20100783052

Going to watch "All About Eve" at the Old Pasadena Film Festival.  This is the last
night of the festival.

2010-08-01 02:29:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20035280724

Whee Star Trek: The Next Generation ("The Host", 1991) on BBC America.

2010-08-01 02:07:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20033974374

@nifky yup.  While they don't sell everything all the time, they have really awesome
low prices.

2010-08-01 02:05:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20033858266

I might give configuring OpenSwan another try tonight.

2010-07-31 20:07:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20015305065

My computer made a funny noise when halting last night.  I hope the hard drives
aren't giving out, and it's just the fans acting weird.  :\

2010-07-31 19:45:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20014238699

@nifky yay, they're awesome places

2010-07-31 19:44:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/20014174708

Yay, going to Costco tomorrow!  Erm, actually, "later today" I suppose.  #goodnight

2010-07-31 09:53:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19981723381

Encrypt EVERYTHING!

2010-07-31 06:08:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19972254249

Doctor Who marathon on BBC America.  Currently on: "Dalek" (2004).

2010-07-30 23:55:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19949139564

Retweet of Bob Kostic (causticbob)

Did you hear about the terrorists who took a 100 #lawyers hostage? They threatened
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to release one every hour until their demands where met

2010-07-30 23:41:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19948316322

Guess what - the ATM at your local bank is probably hackable:  http://bit.ly/9cCSXo

2010-07-30 22:47:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19945166977

Hmm, I need to install a personal VPN on my server for use on public Wi-Fi networks.

2010-07-30 21:25:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19940395800

Getting my car serviced.

2010-07-30 20:26:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19937129778

I have to accompany my dad to the doctor's office tomorrow, so I must go to bed
early.  Yeah, 2 AM is early.  :P  #goodnight

2010-07-30 09:09:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19896761370

{{subst:rickroll}}

2010-07-30 08:46:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19895775251

Blame the nanobots.

2010-07-30 03:23:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19879128524

Summer college is now officially over. :(

2010-07-30 01:43:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19872387714

Last day of summer college.

2010-07-29 22:16:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19859166019

Retweet of James Hare (harej)

@FastLizard4 This tweet simultaneously exists and doesn't exist. #schrodingerstweet

2010-07-29 20:33:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19853151948

@harej ROFL

2010-07-29 20:33:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19853147007

This tweet does not exist.

2010-07-29 20:28:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19852860106

Whoo, finished my CS6 final project, only 12 hours before it's due!  :P  #goodnight

2010-07-29 11:59:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19820158485

Watching Star Trek: The Next Generation: "The Defector" (1990) on BBC America.

2010-07-29 06:29:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19805369139
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And going home.

2010-07-29 04:58:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19800610234

@goodguydan The version I'm using still can't handle .NET apps, though, so it still
disappoints me. :P

2010-07-29 03:57:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19796857904

Aww, just realized that tonight is the last night of lab.  :(  (Tomorrow is the last day of
the summer session.)

2010-07-29 03:57:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19796814413

Bad idea number 7281783: sudo chmod 777 /etc/shadow

2010-07-28 22:21:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19774684530

Suddenly, bidirectional shift registers!

2010-07-28 20:46:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19769134986

Sleep authorized.  #goodnight

2010-07-28 11:40:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19733974779

Wow. Got an email from Verizon regarding the security issues that arise from routers'
default admin password. They just figured that out? :\

2010-07-28 09:18:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19727452684

Loving how WINE can run my designed-for-Windows circuit simulation software.  XD

2010-07-28 07:24:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19722755620

Whoo almost done with the final!

2010-07-28 05:07:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19716092261

Ugh, we're behind schedule for the final lab. :O

2010-07-28 02:50:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19707141508

*kicks computer*

2010-07-27 21:29:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19687377530

Yay, my Internets are working at full capacity!

2010-07-27 19:40:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19681212061

Lol, didn't get anything done tonight.  XD Oh well, #goodnight

2010-07-27 11:10:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19648445437

Ugh, my server is having network issues at the datacenter end.
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2010-07-27 07:43:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19639596287

@Joeyaa08 http://ow.ly/18iELn

2010-07-27 06:05:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19635173262

Ugh, Verizon is having Internet problems.  Can't directly connect to my server from
home; have to manually route through another server.

2010-07-27 03:00:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19624176547

So, jailbreaking is legal now.  Yay!

2010-07-27 01:57:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19619938322

Ugh, finals week.

2010-07-27 01:35:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19618489056

Heh, got to drive a car older than I am this morning.

2010-07-26 19:29:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19596753653

Have to get up at 8:00 AM tomorrow.  :|  #goodnight

2010-07-26 08:49:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19559194255

*glass

2010-07-26 02:51:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19540982734

I really need to clean my fish tank.  Lots of algae growing on the class.

2010-07-26 02:51:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19540965617

Ugh.  Got my high school's registration packet.  School starts again September 14th.
:|

2010-07-25 21:51:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19523601525

The sun is rising.  Probably time to go to bed.  #goodnight

2010-07-25 12:01:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19491688527

Just watched the Doctor Who Series 5 finale ("The Big Bang") on BBC America.  It
was MADE OF WIN.  And the universe got brought back, too!

2010-07-25 05:25:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19474203872

Temperatures today weren't too high....

2010-07-25 01:03:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19458583031

Twitter should represent all numbers in hexadecimal.

2010-07-24 22:30:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19450699586
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Doctor Who Series 5 marathon on BBC America, leading up to the series/season
finale tonight.

2010-07-24 21:05:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19446654137

@Sky2042 the National Weather Service IS the correct definition.  They issue
watches and warnings, and define what they mean.

2010-07-24 20:56:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19446224942

Oh dear, I seem to have forgotten to shut down the computer when I went to bed last
night.  :|

2010-07-24 15:26:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19427999770

@Sky2042 You're thinking of hurricane watches and warnings.  Tornado warnings
are issued when there is an (cont) http://tl.gd/2n7bs1

2010-07-24 05:47:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19399997923

Oh, wow, tornado warning for New York City.  Doesn't that mean that a tornado is
imminent or has been observed?

2010-07-24 00:45:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19381267147

Back from Harvey Mudd College.  Very nice school.  I like their computer science
program!

2010-07-23 22:29:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19373286485

@Collinp6 It works fine for me, except it breaks PulseAudio.

2010-07-23 22:26:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19373119215

Vising Harvey Mudd college tomorrow, so I'm going to bed early.  #goodnight

2010-07-23 07:16:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19320553700

Have an appointment at 7:30, leaving school now.

2010-07-23 01:22:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19299479650

@osxdude http://xkcd.com/684/ - please heed this warning, because I will send a
ninja squad after you. :P

2010-07-23 01:08:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19298585381

Schooltime, already. :|

2010-07-22 22:02:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19286994697

Hmm, woke up late today.  :|

2010-07-22 21:31:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19285182419
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@darrenkerwin I want to watch it :O

2010-07-22 21:24:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19284754196

*sigh*  #goodnight

2010-07-22 12:21:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19250237379

X11 can be weird.  At the login screen, it runs my monitor at some odd and not quite
compatible resolution, but after logging in, 1920x1080.

2010-07-22 07:55:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19238250707

Ugh, why am I so sleepy....

2010-07-22 06:30:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19234522697

Mmmm, sleepy.

2010-07-22 04:59:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19229824274

Today's dinner: Jack in the Box

2010-07-22 01:47:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19217296596

Heh, made it to school in record time today. :P

2010-07-21 23:04:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19112307441

Ugh, off to a late start for school.

2010-07-21 22:24:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19109881422

Yay, the weather is nice and cool again.

2010-07-21 21:06:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19105401016

Heh, when you can see the morning sun rising in the East, you know it's time to go to
sleep.  :P  #goodnight

2010-07-21 12:03:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19071115089

to home

2010-07-21 04:59:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19051935456

For doing well on the last test, the class got a 36 inch pizza! :O  It's as pwnsome as it
sounds.

2010-07-21 00:39:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19035210515

Heh, I'm the only person in my area that doesn't operate their WiFi (802.11g) on
channels 6 or 11. XD

2010-07-20 22:13:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19026330041
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@harej All without shipment tracking numbers?  o_o

2010-07-20 22:12:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19026246901

Agh, they didn't give me the tracking number for the stuff I just ordered online. NOES!

2010-07-20 20:44:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/19021175574

I am going to bed later and later every night.... #goodnight

2010-07-20 11:29:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18986266339

I need a yogurt.

2010-07-20 02:33:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18961370452

/me goes home

2010-07-20 01:34:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18957955519

Yay, did well on the last test. \o/

2010-07-19 23:05:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18949727208

THE CAKE IS A #CITATIONNEEDED! :P

2010-07-19 22:53:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18949071371

Time for school.  Only two weeks left.

2010-07-19 22:11:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18946836986

Oh, yay, Doctor Who marathon on BBC America; now on: "Turn Left" (2007).

2010-07-19 21:02:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18943239001

IT'S A SIGTRAP! #geekhumor

2010-07-19 20:40:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18942129188

Emergency stop!  #goodnight

2010-07-19 11:11:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18908084739

@darrenkerwin There's really no reason to unless you're tweeting things you don't
want people (aside from your approved followers) to see.

2010-07-19 01:53:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18880062394

Retweet of Josh Helfferich (Digeratii)

Dear Sarah Palin,

We saw that.

- Library of Congress
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2010-07-19 01:51:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18879889599

Heh, watching Windows struggle over the task of booting up.

2010-07-19 00:33:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18875241392

@stwalkerster heh, nice

2010-07-18 22:57:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18869968822

I think my server just hit 30 days uptime.  :D

2010-07-18 22:09:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18867456716

@SnoFox Intelligence, unfortunately, isn't heavily selected for.

2010-07-18 22:08:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18867415978

Ahh, my room is nice and cool.  Maybe I'll get some sleep tonight.  #goodnight

2010-07-18 11:54:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18835144726

Just ordered the Star Trek: The Next Generation film series (i.e., films VII-X) online.
Don't know why I didn't do this in the first place.

2010-07-18 09:56:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18830523067

Wow.  I'm going to have to watch "The Pandorica Opens" again.

2010-07-18 05:48:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18819702924

Wow.  Watched the newest-in-the-U.S. episode of Doctor Who, "The Pandorica
Opens".  All I can say is: MIND BLOWN.

2010-07-18 05:37:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18819111121

Urgh.

2010-07-17 23:00:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18796807714

It's hot today, but more bearable for some reason.

2010-07-17 22:42:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18795975228

And now to make another attempt at getting some sleep.  #goodnight

2010-07-17 11:53:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18761259196

Yay, got my computer room/bedroom temperature down to 82F/27C.  Outside it's
70.9F/21.6C.

2010-07-17 11:27:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18760166362

Saw "Seven Years in Tibet" this evening.  Awesome, powerful movie.

2010-07-17 06:48:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18749099025
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It is too fucking hot.  And it's not even August yet.  :&lt;

2010-07-17 00:53:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18728349500

ROFL.  CNN just called the iPhone 4 antenna problems "Antenna-Gate".  XD

2010-07-17 00:01:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18725386153

Temperature data: Inside: 97.0F/36.1C (computer room: 87F/31C); Outside:
103.5F/39.7C.

2010-07-16 22:33:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18720419441

I think I've got a heat-induced headache.  :(

2010-07-16 22:06:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18718896777

A peacock crossed the road in front of me as I was driving, stopping traffic.  And it's
completely normal.  Only in Arcadia, California!

2010-07-16 21:09:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18715904834

Couldn't really sleep last night due to high ambient temperatures.  :(

2010-07-16 17:58:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18704902938

#goodnight

2010-07-16 08:52:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18671488976

Heh, today's class went by fast.

2010-07-16 01:47:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18648330491

After driving in a nice cool car for a few minutes, you forget how damned hot it is
outside. :|

2010-07-15 22:52:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18637355940

And off to school.

2010-07-15 22:06:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18634670386

The current outdoor temperature here is 103F/39.4C.  :&lt;

2010-07-15 21:21:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18632106830

Whoops, got a little late on me again.  #Goodnight

2010-07-15 11:00:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18593660810

@nifky exactly

2010-07-15 07:36:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18585120024

Hmm, Ubuntu's Update Manager still isn't giving me the option to update to Ubuntu
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10.04LTS....

2010-07-15 07:14:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18584173067

Watching Star Trek: The Next Generation: "Time's Arrow, Part I" (1992) on BBC
America.

2010-07-15 06:01:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18580808677

Whoo, time to go home!

2010-07-15 04:57:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18577423371

Finished the test, finally.  It was a nasty one.

2010-07-15 03:33:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18572333087

Test time.  At least it's cool in the computer lab.

2010-07-14 22:50:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18554414895

IDEA: 5TB RAM disks!  That would certainly cost a pretty penny.

2010-07-14 22:06:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18551905513

Hmm, I have a sudden urge to compile Debian Linux from source.  Not sure why, and
I probably won't actually use whatever I compile.

2010-07-14 20:57:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18548022435

Caught SIGSTKFLT, going to bed.  #goodnight

2010-07-14 10:55:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18510928619

Linux interfaces with my APC uninterruptable power supply! How do I know? The
power just went out for a moment, and Linux notified me. :P

2010-07-14 07:35:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18502791286

22:00, time to go home.

2010-07-14 04:59:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18495434449

Anyone want a USB typewriter?  http://usbtypewriter.com .  Yeah.

2010-07-14 04:36:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18494109845

Rofl.  To figure out how PHP's decbin() function works, we downloaded the PHP
source code.  XD

2010-07-14 03:57:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18491718910

Unhealthy fast food dinner time.

2010-07-14 01:24:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18481642350
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It's actually not to cool inside the computer lab, upper 70s or so.

2010-07-13 22:51:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18472229656

Looking forward to spending the rest of the day in a nice, cool computer lab.  :D

2010-07-13 22:04:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18469518865

92 degrees Fahrenheit.  &lt;sarcasm&gt;I can't wait until August....&lt;/sarcasm&gt;

2010-07-13 20:53:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18465474230

Brain sleeping.  #goodnight

2010-07-13 10:31:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18427155184

Noooo, 100s by the end of the week. :(

2010-07-13 04:45:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18411748914

Yay going home early! \o/

2010-07-13 01:06:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18397027228

Oh noes, our professor is late! :O

2010-07-12 23:04:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18389086011

And it's time for school.

2010-07-12 22:05:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18385505919

And, before you know it, it's Monday again.

2010-07-12 20:41:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18380773961

OMG, it's really late, even by my standards.  #goodnight

2010-07-12 11:33:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18347623038

Saw "Despicable Me" today.  It was awesome. :D

2010-07-12 03:31:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18325792770

Have to get up early tomorrow to do some volunteer work, so I am likewise going to
bed (relatively) early.   #goodnight

2010-07-11 06:44:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18253278642

Hehe.  Just emailed in my first AP Physics summer assignment.

2010-07-11 06:27:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18252511160

Watched the New-In-The-U.S. episode of Doctor Who on BBC America, "The
Lodger".  More cracks in the universe!

2010-07-11 05:07:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18248380964
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My before-I-go-to-bed job tonight: Configuring an IRC server.  Now done, so
#goodnight

2010-07-10 10:53:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18189284500

@SudoKing You know that themes are not a built in function, and you have to
jailbreak and install software to get them, right?

2010-07-10 05:00:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18174419390

New iPod touch homescreen: (theme based off Star Trek's LCARS computer
interfaces)  http://twitpic.com/23x4jd

2010-07-10 02:52:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18166804461

@harej :\

2010-07-10 02:48:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18166537445

@harej :O That's weird.  Maybe they wanted you (assuming you're the addressee) to
sign for it.

2010-07-10 00:33:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18158624024

And my copy of Star Trek VIII: First Contact has arrived!  Yay

2010-07-10 00:26:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18158269263

Woot!  Got a 5 on the AP Calculus AB exam!  *dances*

2010-07-09 23:52:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18156383621

@goodguydan since I don't know what that is, I don't think so.

2010-07-09 23:42:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18155888380

I think I'll go to bed now, so I can get at least some more sleep.  #goodnight

2010-07-09 10:36:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18108361605

Hmm, xkcd isn't loading for me.  PANIC

2010-07-09 09:56:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18106615729

Ahh, yay, the shipment of my copy of Star Trek VIII: First Contact reappeared on
package tracking!  It's now at the local distribution node.

2010-07-09 09:42:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18106032050

*yawns*

2010-07-09 03:02:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18085735141

Class is over, I guess I'll just go home.

2010-07-09 01:07:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18077152608
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Classtime.

2010-07-08 23:06:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18069651374

Yay, added my server's IMAP and SMTP services to my iPod Touch's Mail app.  :D

2010-07-08 22:00:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18065790420

Can't think of anything witty to tweet.

2010-07-08 20:37:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18061361539

@goodguydan Either that or an atomic bomb going off.

2010-07-08 20:31:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18061062709

And configured dovecot.  That's also enough for one night.  #goodnight

2010-07-08 11:44:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18028362197

@nifky Chrome has had those features for a very long time.  Since the first release,
perhaps.

2010-07-08 07:14:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18017187669

Heh, finished the lab right as the 10 o' clock bell rang.  Time to go home.

2010-07-08 05:01:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/18010609857

Lecture over, dinnertime.

2010-07-08 01:21:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17996409990

Earthquake update: USGS reduces magnitude to 5.4.

2010-07-08 00:15:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17992487793

Earthquake that just occurred has been rated at magnitude 5.9, epicenter 22 km (13
miles) NNW (332°) from Borrego Springs, CA.

2010-07-08 00:02:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17991679622

Earthquake information from USGS:
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/recenteqsww/Quakes/ci10736069.php

2010-07-08 00:01:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17991603660

And everyone in the class is like "Ooooooh earthquake" and then goes back to work.
XD

2010-07-07 23:55:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17991162424

OMG EARTHQUAKE!

2010-07-07 23:54:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17991136283
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My community college's speedtest results:
http://www.speedtest.net/result/872414700.png
http://www.pingtest.net/result/20029684.png

2010-07-07 23:46:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17990657406

Yay, my copy of Star Trek VIII: First Contact has been shipped!  It's obsessive
package tracking time!

2010-07-07 22:57:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17987782204

Oh, crap, late leaving for school.

2010-07-07 22:23:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17985846859

Whee, Doctor Who marathon on BBC America.  Currently on: "The Fires of Pompeii"
(2007).

2010-07-07 20:49:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17980260693

Whoo!  Finally figured out and configured sendmail!  One of the hardest programs
ever to configure... and enough for one night.  #goodnight

2010-07-07 11:09:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17940832285

@Hexxeh Just a quick question - is it possible to set the RDNS for my VPS?

2010-07-07 09:34:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17936833336

Heh. TweetDeck is still saying that Twitter has reduced the API limits to 75 or 175, but
then it reports that I have 332 of 350 remaining :\

2010-07-07 07:12:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17931092684

My Star Trek VIII: First Contact order is still "processing", despite the fact that it's
been one business day.  Oh well.

2010-07-07 05:58:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17927769591

Well, lab tonight was fun.

2010-07-07 05:02:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17924813612

Pizza is here... and it's all gone now. :P

2010-07-07 02:17:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17914253152

Drinks acquired, waiting for pizza to arrive....

2010-07-07 01:42:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17912021312

Yay, we get free pizza because the class did well on the CS6 test.  :D

2010-07-07 01:11:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17910221127
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Whee, got 100/100 + 50 on the CS test.  XD

2010-07-06 23:05:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17902904598

schooltime.

2010-07-06 22:10:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17899757512

Why is sendmail so bloody hard to configure?  :(

2010-07-06 20:39:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17894994975

Oh my, is that the time?  #goodnight

2010-07-06 10:16:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17857751150

"To Kill a Mockingbird" is on Turner Classic Movies.  Great film.

2010-07-06 03:54:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17840537775

Watching the Star Trek: The Next Generation marathon on BBC America. Currently
on: "Redemption, Part II" (1991).

2010-07-06 00:08:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17826892177

@issyl0 Shell scripts much? :P

2010-07-05 23:40:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17825428409

Hmm, this four day weekend seems really long for some reason.

2010-07-05 21:03:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17816953924

Ordered a copy of Star Trek: First Contact online from Buy.com.  And that's it for me,
#goodnight

2010-07-05 10:41:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17782099126

Wikipedia should be mostly back up for everyone now, but expect some slowness,
and potentially intermittent failures, for a little while.

2010-07-05 05:10:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17768502080

ROFL, BBC America is calling their programming lineup today the "July 4th British
Invasion" XD

2010-07-05 03:14:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17762316570

Update RE: Wikipedia is down: Problems are due to power issues at the Tampa
datacenter; access to Wikimedia is intermittent.

2010-07-05 02:12:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17758915608

Update RE: Wikimedia Server Failure: The problems seems to be due to air
conditioning and cooling failures at the pmtpa datacenter.
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2010-07-05 00:57:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17754994465

Update RE: Wikimedia Server Failure: The devs are working on the problem, and so
far, it is unknown what the cause was.

2010-07-05 00:35:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17753929563

Attention everyone: Wikipedia and all other Wikimedia sites are currently DOWN.  It
seems that bad shit just went down in the server room.

2010-07-05 00:22:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17753327914

Whew - it doesn't appear that my iTunes account was hacked.  Let this be a warning
to all, though: Set strong and long passwords!

2010-07-04 23:10:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17749888119

I wish Apple would add the ability to check purchase history to the iTunes software on
iPhones/iPod Touches, so I wouldn't have to use my PC

2010-07-04 22:48:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17748893956

Hmm, apparently the US iTunes store got hacked.  Changed my iTunes password,
and going to check my purchase history.

2010-07-04 22:40:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17748493169

Happy Independence Day, Americans!

2010-07-04 22:28:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17747932456

Sleeptime for the lizard.  #goodnight

2010-07-04 10:14:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17712159710

@kmccoy Well, it seems that 4th of July festivities are not actually being held on the
4th, because it's a Sunday.  Otherwise, I'm not sure.

2010-07-04 06:02:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17702563608

I think I hear fireworks.  I can't say for sure, though, as they seem to be quite distant.

2010-07-04 05:33:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17701272399

Yay Linux!  \o/

2010-07-04 04:44:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17698903356

Back home from the beach.  And, aww, no new Doctor Who tonight.  :(

2010-07-04 04:06:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17696935040

Heading to the beach now.

2010-07-03 20:31:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17675416514
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Eating something before heading out to the beach.  I think I'm driving.

2010-07-03 19:50:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17673093621

And now that Windows has kindly finished updating, I can go to bed.  Going to the
beach tomorrow, too.  :D  #goodnight

2010-07-03 09:35:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17638102459

I think I'll start getting ready for bed while Windows installs updates.

2010-07-03 08:34:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17635867048

Installed logwatch on my server.  Neat stuff.

2010-07-03 08:32:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17635793844

Windows Update time/

2010-07-03 08:11:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17635021419

Well, it seems that Windows is behaving itself, so far.

2010-07-03 06:22:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17630662795

I should install a phaser array on my car.  And maybe a flamethrower.

2010-07-02 20:31:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17598128046

FastLizard4::sleep(NORMAL_SLEEP_TIME);  //#goodnight

2010-07-02 10:41:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17562851368

"Twitter API rate limit exceeded."  C'mon Twitter, fix these problems, you can do
better than this!

2010-07-02 05:31:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17549660805

I think I got BugZilla working on my server.  Will continue configuration at home.

2010-07-02 01:35:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17535569314

Just turned in my test, exactly 1 minute 12 seconds before it was due.  I think I did
well.

2010-07-01 22:59:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17526576388

Yay, my AP English 4 summer reading, "The Brothers Karamazov" by Fyodor
Dostoyevsky, has arrived.

2010-07-01 22:08:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17523859160

Getting hotter every day.  Almost 90 degrees (F) outside.

2010-07-01 20:32:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17518824686
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Normally, I'd put something witty here, but my brain is dead.  #goodnight

2010-07-01 10:50:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17484479320

*brain.  See what I mean? :|

2010-07-01 09:06:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17480487884

Wow, the test today killed my brian.  :(

2010-07-01 09:06:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17480481216

And time to go home.

2010-07-01 04:56:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17469509728

Yay finished the take-home test... at school.  XD

2010-07-01 04:12:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17466941260

@soulni99a Fail. :P

2010-07-01 01:43:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17457447786

Oooh, our first test is a take home test.

2010-07-01 01:42:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17457367889

And schooltime.  I think we're doing actual circuit design tonight.

2010-06-30 22:07:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17444864040

Two things it'd be really cool to have: a phaser and a sonic screwdriver.

2010-06-30 20:36:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17440024864

Way past my bedtime.  &lt;s&gt;#goodmorning&lt;/s&gt; #goodnight everyone :P

2010-06-30 11:28:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17407438076

@darrenkerwin Eh, I guess that's a good reason. :P

2010-06-30 11:19:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17407065819

@darrenkerwin Learn to use *real* database software... MySQL ftw! :P

2010-06-30 11:17:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17406969094

Hmm, to have or not to have ice cream....

2010-06-30 10:00:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17403704766

Well, today was fun, time to go home.

2010-06-30 05:00:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17390707982

Time to get my very unhealthy lab-night "dinner" :P
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2010-06-30 00:58:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17375807081

@Eulalia459678 I know, especially the EMP we got to use afterward.

2010-06-30 00:04:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17372591063

:O Someone's phone just rang in class!

2010-06-29 23:19:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17370004055

Lecture time!

2010-06-29 23:03:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17369099498

@soulni99a Exactly.  That's how computer engineers make money, by confusing
everyone else. ;)

2010-06-29 22:59:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17368846231

@soulni99a Logic design.  Digital circuits, Boolean algebra, logic gates (AND, OR,
XOR, NOT, EQV...), essentially basic hardware theory.

2010-06-29 22:55:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17368628214

@soulni99a Computer Science 6 - Introduction to Applied Logic Design

2010-06-29 22:52:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17368489013

@soulni99a R building for me.  I'm here Monday and Thursday from 4pm - 7pm, and
Tuesday and Wednesday from 4pm - 10pm.

2010-06-29 22:51:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17368388046

This tweet is a tweet.

2010-06-29 22:05:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17365939746

I hereby demand that ICANN create and require spammers, virus makers, etc. to use
a .bad TLD.

2010-06-29 20:02:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17359590846

sleep++; #goodnight

2010-06-29 09:09:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17319460568

:O Google Voice is now open to the public - no invitation required to sign up!  \o/

2010-06-29 03:07:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17301471242

My brain hurts.  So much on my mind right now....

2010-06-29 02:49:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17300303328

Wow.  Lecture went pretty fast today.
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2010-06-29 01:31:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17295384038

Yarg minterms and maxterms

2010-06-29 00:33:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17291825183

And I has arrived.  Lecture doesn't start for a few minutes yet, though.

2010-06-28 22:48:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17285636081

@soulni99a The PCC Computer Science department?

2010-06-28 22:11:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17283543047

*time to drive

2010-06-28 22:09:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17283432399

And it's schooltime.  At least, it's time o drive to school.

2010-06-28 22:08:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17283388449

Hmm, it seems so far that the new LizardBot (v7.0.0.1) is working fine.

2010-06-28 21:25:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17281039474

@soulni99a What class?

2010-06-28 21:20:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17280793252

Let's see if LizardBot has crashed yet.  :P

2010-06-28 19:51:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17275588545

I wonder if I can actually go to bed any later.... #goodnight

2010-06-28 10:33:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17242165475

@goodguydan It's just the ton of programs I usually have running when I'm browsing
the Internet.

2010-06-28 09:58:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17240704329

Whee debugging

2010-06-28 08:06:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17236335465

Lol, programming a reminder function for LizardBot. Harder than one might think,
especially since I had to make LizardBot MySQL-capable.

2010-06-28 07:24:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17234652843

Enough games.  It's Internet time!

2010-06-28 03:36:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17223072007
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Alright, enough Tiberium.  Now playing Command & Conquer: Generals/Zero Hour.

2010-06-28 01:41:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17213008344

One thing that Windows is good at: Playing Command & Conquer 3: Kane's Wrath.

2010-06-27 23:04:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17200951161

Watching Doctor Who: "Vincent and the Doctor" (newest in the U.S.) on BBC
America On Demand.

2010-06-27 20:43:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17193460451

Crap.  I missed the new-in-the-U.S. episode of Doctor Who last night.  Checking to
see if it's available on On Demand.

2010-06-27 20:37:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17193130788

Retweet of Damian Zaremba (DamianZaremba)

RT @LukeCarrier: Maybe if we had a National Day of Science instead of Prayer we'd
know how to stop a deep sea oil disaster.

2010-06-27 20:35:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17192986268

Late again, as usual.  #goodnight

2010-06-27 09:38:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17154080746

Free RAM is down to 10%.  And I'm just web browsing.  o_o

2010-06-27 07:27:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17149129985

@Sky2042 *sets of a few firecrackers*

2010-06-27 06:47:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17147403915

Windows is actually working somewhat well!

2010-06-27 03:55:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17138727660

Playing Command & Conquer 3: Kane's Wrath

2010-06-27 01:55:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17131970453

Retweet of Whole Wheat Toast (whole_tost)

RT @daveweigel: New rule I just made up: team that beats the USA wins our
national debt. Enjoy, Ghana!

2010-06-26 21:14:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17118322061

Awake, getting ready to head out to Costco.  :D

2010-06-26 21:03:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17117729153

And it's time for bed.  Late, as usual.  #goodnight
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2010-06-26 10:00:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17082164634

@darrenkerwin Not me, the U.S. has horrible episode lag.  We're quite a few
episodes behind Britain.  :(

2010-06-26 09:54:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17081947953

Woah, my calender has no events for the next 28 days.  This never happens!  :O

2010-06-26 06:34:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17074316800

Hey, it's still Friday where I live!  My first ever Follow Friday goes to fellow ClueNetter
@LeeMerriman #FF

2010-06-26 05:34:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17071552172

College visitations today were pretty fun.

2010-06-26 05:20:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/17070887375

No class on Fridays, so visiting some colleges tomorrow.  #goodnight

2010-06-25 08:01:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16998343586

@Sky2042 :O

2010-06-25 06:54:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16995516688

Yay lecture ended early today!  Going home.

2010-06-25 01:11:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16975811848

One thing I don't/won't miss about high school this summer is the sleep deprivation.
:|

2010-06-25 00:46:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16974255896

And it's Computer Science time!

2010-06-24 23:02:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16968031067

At school, waiting for the lecture to start.

2010-06-24 22:45:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16967031889

So hot today.  :(

2010-06-24 21:54:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16964183366

And high school is now over for the year.  Kinda bittersweet, actually.  Oh well, I still
have one more year there.

2010-06-24 20:38:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16959813235

Last day of high school of this school year!
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2010-06-24 14:43:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16934145602

Much too sleepy.  #goodnight

2010-06-24 08:07:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16914008324

These school computers need more accurate clocks.  :|

2010-06-24 04:54:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16905131255

Math in binary is making my brain hurt.  :(

2010-06-24 04:32:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16903904637

Time to get my really unhealthy "dinner".  :P

2010-06-24 01:21:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16892061629

...in four different ways, not using truth tables.  :P

2010-06-23 23:58:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16887005584

Doing Boolean algebra proofs (just proved x XOR y = (x EQV y)').

2010-06-23 23:51:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16886597050

Hmm, Twitter isn't displaying an "add your location" button.  :|

2010-06-23 23:09:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16884138277

College time.

2010-06-23 22:09:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16880698482

Twitter, because of the failwhaling, needs a --force option.

2010-06-23 14:37:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16854324439

I'd best be off to bed.  Lest I be tired at school.  :P  #goodnight

2010-06-23 08:28:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16835651670

Going home.

2010-06-23 04:52:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16826193090

@kmccoy Yeah, we have to do it by hand.  No calculators.

2010-06-23 04:34:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16825223083

Ugh.  "Convert to base 6: 3BA.25 (base 14)."  Why is our textbook so evil? :(

2010-06-23 04:09:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16823793885

Lecture over, "dinner" + lab.

2010-06-23 02:29:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16817593187
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Waiting for class to start.

2010-06-22 22:23:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16802806467

My Computer Science 6 (Intro to Applied Logic Design) textbook, Fundamentals of
Logic Design, cost $182.54 (USD, of course).  Wheee....

2010-06-22 21:40:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16800487155

Heh, watched Monsters Inc. in AP Calculus AB.  :D

2010-06-22 17:04:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16784661645

First day of high school finals tomorrow.  Only taking one tomorrow, though, since the
other is an AP class (two finals per day). #goodnight

2010-06-22 07:25:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16755725928

First day of summer college!

2010-06-21 22:47:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16726932770

Went to the orthodontist this morning.  Braces removed, but I now have a retainer.
Causing me to lisp a bit.

2010-06-21 18:18:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16712016547

To sleep, perhaps to dream....  #goodnight

2010-06-21 08:08:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16678473739

@nifky Don't you mean umlaut?

2010-06-21 07:43:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16677513424

@Eulalia459678 Indeed

2010-06-21 07:43:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16677508311

Mmmm, Haagen-Dazs ice cream. :D

2010-06-21 06:10:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16673695604

Bleh.  Thought I was going to be able to stick with Linux tonight, but no, I have to boot
Windows up anyway.  :|

2010-06-21 03:35:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16665841446

My summer classes at the local community college start tomorrow.  Before high
school actually ends for the year.

2010-06-21 03:20:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16664981517

THERE IS EPIC WIN IN THIS SCREENSHOT.   http://twitpic.com/1ymdud

2010-06-21 02:38:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16662503187
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@LeeMerriman Bleh, I'll just Follow Friday you.  :P

2010-06-21 02:37:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16662448302

Watching Star Trek: The Next Generation: "The Wounded" (1991) on BBC America.

2010-06-20 21:06:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16644881275

@LeeMerriman I'll probably forget, but I'll definitely give you a Follow Friday.

2010-06-20 21:01:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16644601277

Fast approaching 3,000 tweets.  :D

2010-06-20 20:21:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16642208236

@darrenkerwin The most recent Doctor Who in the U.S. is "Cold Blood". :(

2010-06-20 20:17:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16641896290

Definitely going to bed now.  #goodnight

2010-06-20 10:51:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16609269854

*sigh* Windows Update time.

2010-06-20 09:31:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16606322135

Just cleansed my mom's work laptop of a rather nasty rogue antivirus program (i.e.,
it's really a virus). Nastier than many I've dealt with.

2010-06-20 06:37:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16599585106

Been really busy today.

2010-06-20 02:56:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16588153078

Awake, editing a video.  :P

2010-06-19 17:11:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16559747710

And with the return of my tweets (Twitter now correctly displays my tweet count to be
~3K), I bid you #goodnight.

2010-06-19 07:17:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16529606348

Poking around on my newly repaired server. :P

2010-06-19 06:59:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16528891104

Heading out to dinner with family.  There's wifi where I'm going.  :D

2010-06-19 00:50:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16509626728

Yay, my website is back up!  *starts dancing*

2010-06-19 00:08:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16507392625
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Yay, there's going to be no lunch line today! \o/

2010-06-18 17:20:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16485395073

School is even emptier today. o_o

2010-06-18 16:58:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16483995918

Going to bed.  Better late than never!  #goodnight

2010-06-18 08:54:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16456590673

Yay my VPS has a hardware failure.  Also my AIM buddy list has disappeared,
although I'm assured it's a temporary server issue.

2010-06-18 00:51:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16429077052

School seems so empty with all the seniors gone.

2010-06-17 16:52:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16402642924

#goodnight.  That is all.

2010-06-17 07:06:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16370358420

Last physics lab report of the school year now complete!  \o/

2010-06-17 06:40:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16369277821

Lol, new xkcd is particularly awesome.  Especially the mouseover text.  XD

2010-06-17 04:44:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16363733638

Watching Star Trek: The Next Generation: "The Game" (1991) on BBC America.

2010-06-17 00:04:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16346189433

French final tomorrow.  :(

2010-06-16 23:03:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16342239553

Lol, I just realized that this is the last week of actual school (next week is finals
week).

2010-06-16 14:44:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16311198223

I could have gone to bed an hour ago... oh well.  #goodnight

2010-06-16 08:03:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16291000568

Oh, wow, I just got (seemingly) randomly granted the "reviewer" userright on
Wikipedia. Wasn't expecting it, but it's a pleasant surprise :)

2010-06-16 05:15:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16283946166

Retweet of Bob Kostic (causticbob)
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#youmightbeadoctorwhofanif you blame your missing 25000 tweets on somebody
manipulating the time continuum

2010-06-16 05:06:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16283487712

Retweet of Bob Kostic (causticbob)

#youmightbeadoctorwhofanif you avoid statues of angels

2010-06-16 05:05:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16283456420

It's about 68 degrees outside and 80 degrees inside the house.  Yeah, bad insulation.

2010-06-16 04:55:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16282931452

Heh, came home to find that one of our bathrooms is being remodeled.

2010-06-16 00:25:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16266135206

Yay Twitter is working! \o/

2010-06-15 17:24:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16240595297

Calculus project finished, Twitter back to normal (seemingly), all is well.  #goodnight

2010-06-15 08:28:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16209952325

Retweet of viveksingh (viveksingh)

Dear @Twitter, What have you been smoking? #kthxbai

2010-06-15 06:41:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16203417918

Yay, Twitter API is back up!

2010-06-15 05:39:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16199674741

@dvyjones Checking the quakemaps, I see it, but no, I didn't feel it.

2010-06-15 05:20:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16199252204

I've had to fall back to the web interface, which is working, but barely.

2010-06-15 05:13:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16199095264

Wow, Twitter is failing massively for me.  I'm down to 829 total tweets (from nearly
3,000) and getting failwhales every few seconds.

2010-06-15 05:13:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16199081398

Hopefully I'll finish my Calculus project tonight.  After all, it's due tomorrow. :P

2010-06-14 23:18:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16183359573

&lt;/sleep&gt;

2010-06-14 16:23:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16159729773
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&lt;sleep&gt; &lt;!-- #goodnight --&gt;

2010-06-14 07:40:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16131168272

I should yell at people who write/use "&lt;/3" for using bad HTML.

2010-06-14 05:15:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16125146162

Retweet of Kevin McCoy (kmccoy)

I've learned that he who controls Mike Rowe controls awesomeness on TV. And then
holy crap they have Adam and Jamie too. #mydiscovery #twija

2010-06-14 05:13:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16125053442

Avatar (the 2009 film)'s plot is incredibly similar to Star Trek IX: Insurrection's.  The
Enterprise just has bigger guns and a warp drive.

2010-06-14 03:30:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16119754168

Heh, pwn: http://yfrog.com/j0jzij (via @Wittylama)

2010-06-14 02:12:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16114636172

Let's see if I can't finish my AP Calculus term project tonight.  Probably won't.  :P

2010-06-13 23:57:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16106320841

Lol, found the iTunes 7.0.2 installer on my flash drive.  XD

2010-06-13 23:29:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16104843941

Lolwut... apparently the UPS was overloaded and shut itself off to save itself.  First
time that's happened.

2010-06-13 21:06:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16097784623

Interesting.  My uninterruptable power supply just turned itself off an started emitting
a loud, constant tone.  Going to find the manual.

2010-06-13 21:03:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16097644074

Eh, screw it, booting up Windows.

2010-06-13 20:57:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16097337110

Debating whether I should boot up Linux or Windows today.  :P

2010-06-13 20:57:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16097317864

@harej Argh.  I have a rather dickish French teacher, so I feel your pain.

2010-06-13 20:55:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16097249140

Eek.  "Tuesday 15 June 2010: AP Calculus term project due".

2010-06-13 19:54:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16093958599
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Last Monday it was nearly 90 degrees. Currently it's 74. :|

2010-06-13 19:44:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16093388568

Yeah, going to bed.  #goodnight

2010-06-13 06:44:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16057616340

And I can hear loud music from my house.  Sounds live.  Maybe a #WorldCup party
(dunno)?

2010-06-13 05:11:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16053557821

Back from cousin's graduation (party).  Watched the new (in the U.S.) episode of Dr.
Who, "The Hungry Earth".

2010-06-13 05:10:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/16053520650

Going to my cousin's graduation (from University of California Irvine) tomorrow.  So
I'd better go to bed now. #goodnight

2010-06-12 06:34:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15985163307

Retweet of National Geographic (NatGeoSociety)

Friday Fact: Blue whales are so enormous that a human being could swim through
their largest veins and arteries. #facts #animals #oceans

2010-06-12 05:53:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15983437577

I have a busy weekend ahead.  Calculus term project due on Tuesday.

2010-06-12 04:56:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15980804281

Really damn tired today.

2010-06-12 03:20:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15975561022

Pest control came by and sprayed some poison to get rid of bees infesting house.  It
smells really odd now.

2010-06-12 01:17:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15968525604

Hmm, like half of the students at school are missing due to the World Cup.  XD

2010-06-11 14:40:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15932825835

Segmentation fault.  #goodnight (this tweet sponsored by @harej)

2010-06-11 07:38:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15912485844

@darrenkerwin Lol, might destroy the house in the process, though.  :P

2010-06-11 00:51:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15891020539

Also, we're getting invaded by bees.   :|
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2010-06-11 00:04:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15888337594

Yay, my tripod arrived! \o/

2010-06-11 00:04:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15888324367

Arg, I don't want to do anything today.

2010-06-10 14:43:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15854830533

@harej Lol, I think I've done that already

2010-06-10 14:37:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15854432464

*crash* #goodnight

2010-06-10 08:15:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15836166517

I should probably get started on the physics lab report that's due tomorrow....

2010-06-10 04:52:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15827680842

Ugh, finals are coming up....

2010-06-09 23:14:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15808140865

Twitter has been failwhaling all day for me. :(

2010-06-09 22:29:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15805649784

Yay all the printers throughout school are running out of paper simultaneously!

2010-06-09 14:44:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15785432988

Wow.  I got nothing done tonight.  Oh well.  :P  #goodnight

2010-06-09 07:03:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15764865841

OMG: Ubuntu Linux reports that there are 23 updates available, totaling 63.2 MB.
This will take 10 minutes on my DSL.  :|

2010-06-09 04:10:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15757210676

I should install a flamethrower under the car I drive to school.

2010-06-09 00:06:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15742208397

Causality bomb.

2010-06-08 22:25:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15736566754

Wow, I'm off to a late start today.

2010-06-08 14:40:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15710790878

Escape velocity!  #goodnight
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2010-06-08 08:00:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15691537248

And the package I was expecting today got delayed three days. :(

2010-06-08 07:32:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15690529185

Yarg, tried to send an email, then realized that the certificate I use expired.  Time to
get a new one. :|

2010-06-08 07:24:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15690203868

It's nice having an air conditioned room.

2010-06-08 06:55:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15689104427

http://bit.ly/bCyFRs ROFL

2010-06-08 06:01:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15686930907

Haha, and Wine (the Windows on Linux emulator) saves the day again!  It ran my
graphing software when I was too lazy to boot to Windows. :P

2010-06-08 04:48:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15683502078

Greetings, humans.

2010-06-07 23:29:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15663762460

Time to obsessively track a package that should be arriving sometime today. :P

2010-06-07 18:32:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15647957694

I should do that "go to bed" thing right about now.  #goodnight

2010-06-07 08:36:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15616027228

@MisterCow I've been using it for quite a while, and my opinion is generally positive.
Could use a little reworking, but everything could.

2010-06-07 08:25:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15615645481

Backing up my calculator.  What, it's a TI-89 Titanium, it needs to be backed up every
so often!

2010-06-07 05:25:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15608786189

Oh, hey, Google Wave is no longer invite-only

2010-06-07 04:50:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15607197267

768k DSL seems slow, but then I think back to the days when I had 56k dial-up.
*shivers*

2010-06-07 03:11:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15601861479
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Arg, headache.

2010-06-07 02:20:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15598233966

http://twitpic.com/1umg6j

2010-06-06 23:36:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15588090268

Lol, Windows safe mode looks funny on my new monitor.  640x480 resolution, normal
is 1920x1080.  :P

2010-06-06 23:25:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15587503425

Ahh, crap.  Since Windows bluescreened on shutdown last night, Linux is refusing to
mount the Windows partition.  Rebooting to Windows.

2010-06-06 23:11:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15586727601

It jumped from nice 70 degree weather to 90 degrees in about a week.  Welcome to
Southern California!

2010-06-06 22:47:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15585451128

*presses the sleep button*  #goodnight

2010-06-06 09:40:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15546292099

After a few Google searches, the clock on my server is finally correct!  (It's a xen
VPS, so it's a little more than `sudo date` :P)

2010-06-06 07:37:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15541921171

Gah, it got way too hot today.

2010-06-06 02:09:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15525964918

Yay, HTTPS (SSL) is now working on my server/website!  Self-signed cert, of course,
so some problems there.

2010-06-05 23:20:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15517415759

SAT-II was sorta easy, but a little harder than I expected.  Probably because I was so
tired.  :|

2010-06-05 19:44:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15507687023

Taking two SAT-II subject tests tomorrow.  Sleep now.  #goodnight

2010-06-05 06:19:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15470901613

Remove errant "L" from end of last tweet.  :P

2010-06-05 03:26:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15462458471

Hmm, I hope this sore throat o have doesn't mean anything. L
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2010-06-05 03:26:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15462430850

Watching Star Trek: The Next Generation: "The Mind's Eye" (1991) on BBC America.

2010-06-05 00:06:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15451403173

@davenull My computer science professor has a hat EXACTLY like that one.

2010-06-04 23:55:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15450821708

It's foggy.  o_o

2010-06-04 14:43:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15420205169

*drags self to bed*  #goodnight

2010-06-04 08:27:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15401879202

My computer desktop is currently littered with green virtual sticky notes, courtesy
Sticky Notes for GNOME v2.22.2.

2010-06-04 06:19:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15397234908

Aww, didn't get to take a nap today. :'(

2010-06-04 02:57:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15386742773

And after some more configuration file heroics (specifically /boot/grub/menu.lst), I am
now running a newer Ubuntu Linux kernel.

2010-06-04 00:26:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15377537148

Downloading ~60 MB of kernel updates for Ubuntu.  On my 768k DSL connection.
Whee slow Internet

2010-06-04 00:14:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15376884960

Arg, so many end-of-year projects.  :\

2010-06-03 14:43:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15329731960

Going to bed later and later each night....  I think high school students need naptime
more than preschoolers.  :P  #goodnight

2010-06-03 08:33:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15312059437

Meg Whitman says that Steve Poizner is just another Sacramento politician.  Her
attacks ads, however, say the same about her.

2010-06-03 02:01:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15293461248

And I also had trouble getting home from school, due to road work.  :|

2010-06-03 00:59:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15289689774
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Had a little bit of trouble getting to school today; road closed for repaving.  Brilliant
timing.  :|

2010-06-02 14:37:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15255546543

Yeah, I'm going to bed.  Later than I should, as usual.  #goodnight

2010-06-02 07:29:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15236018855

Hey, the graphing software I use, which is built for Windows, works under Wine!  :D

2010-06-02 06:02:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15232770038

I think I shall take a nap.

2010-06-02 01:28:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15218032464

@stwalkerster Yeah, but you'll have to provide the infrastructure yourself.  So try to
get bulk prices on your LAN cable.

2010-06-02 00:10:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15213302597

@stwalkerster Several truckloads.  It's impossible to determine exactly how many,
even after they've arrived.

2010-06-02 00:06:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15213085400

@stwalkerster Ahh, this is where it gets tricky.  It takes a little while for them to gather
up all the cables, but in two weeks or so. :P

2010-06-02 00:04:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15213000335

Congratulations!  You have won an Internet!

2010-06-02 00:03:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15212942219

Yarg, I'm not used to using a "fullscreen" (i.e., non-widescreen) monitor any more.

2010-06-01 14:34:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15181740766

School tomorrow, so bed now. :P #goodnight

2010-06-01 07:10:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15162028073

@andrew12_ Oh noes!

2010-06-01 06:05:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15159665675

I know exactly when someone visits my website, because it causes a little spike in
htop's CPU usage graph. :P

2010-06-01 06:03:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15159592694

I must make an effort to go to bed earlier today.

2010-06-01 03:02:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15150935682
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Yeah, this is the first chance I've had to actually get online today. :P

2010-06-01 01:28:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15145641316

Sleep?  What's that?  #goodnight

2010-05-31 11:22:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15101264579

Installing Windows updates.

2010-05-31 10:04:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15098310122

@osxdude I'm still very awake.

2010-05-31 07:04:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15091910787

And everything looks so tiny at 1920x1080!

2010-05-31 00:04:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15072588648

Booting my computer to Windows.  God, 1024x768 looks terrible on my new monitor.
XD

2010-05-30 23:56:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15072211313

To rephrase my last tweet, I wonder how Skype knows that my iPod is jailbroken.

2010-05-30 21:05:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15064349333

I wonder how Skype knows this:  http://twitpic.com/1skix2

2010-05-30 21:04:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15064303495

The summer commeth!  92.3 degrees Fahrenheit and rising outside.

2010-05-30 20:59:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15064087331

Regeneration time.  #goodnight

2010-05-30 10:28:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15033454963

Not used to having a (relatively) huge monitor on my desk.

2010-05-30 06:34:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15025338077

And, on that note, I go out to dinner.

2010-05-30 01:11:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15009673783

It took a little bit of /etc/X11/xorg.conf heroics to get it to work at max resolution, but it
was well worth the effort.

2010-05-30 01:11:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15009667069

Installed the new computer monitor I got for my birthday.  A Samsung SyncMaster
P2450.  Running at 1920x1080.  It looks so awesome! :D
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2010-05-30 01:10:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/15009637432

Yeah, I'm gonna go to bed now.  #goodnight

2010-05-29 08:14:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14963220101

Installed McAfee VirusScan USB on my flash drive.

2010-05-29 02:11:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14947359623

@nifky rofl, thanks :)

2010-05-29 02:07:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14947161392

@darrenkerwin Thanks! :)

2010-05-29 02:07:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14947152018

Watching Star Trek: The Next Generation: "The Nth Degree" (1991) on BBC America.

2010-05-29 00:15:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14941316398

@kmccoy @stwalkerster Thanks! :D

2010-05-29 00:12:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14941152306

And yes, today is my birthday.  :)

2010-05-28 23:23:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14938741304

Sleepy sleepy sleepy.... #goodnight

2010-05-28 07:55:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14892131828

Retweet of Kevin McCoy (kmccoy)

I'm really loving the tweets from @BPGlobalPR.

2010-05-28 07:03:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14890286823

Retweet of Nishanth Sidduri (Nishkid64)

Official New BP Logo [Pic]: http://digg.com/d31SKC8?t

2010-05-28 07:01:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14890208701

@andrew12_ I also know a Wikipedia user (not IRL) that also has his birthday on
May 28th.  Weird.  (He's also the same age as I am.)

2010-05-28 04:20:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14883396433

Oh hey, just noticed that my new flash drive has U3.  Doesn't work on Linux, of
course, but it's neat stuff.

2010-05-28 04:17:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14883252996

*making
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2010-05-28 02:40:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14877269472

Probably ,aing a mistake and skipping my nap in favor of immediately starting
homework.  Also, successfully coped old flash drive to new.

2010-05-28 02:39:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14877243027

Today was a nice, cool, drizzly day.  Might get a few thunderstorms tonight!

2010-05-28 01:45:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14874079396

I had a lot of trouble getting the new flash drive onto my keychain though. :P

2010-05-28 00:28:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14869719167

My old flash drive (which I accidentally washed a few weeks ago) is starting to fail.
Bought a new flash drive and am copying files.

2010-05-28 00:27:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14869698709

@andrew12_ Same here!

2010-05-28 00:21:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14869353574

Oh my god.... So... sleepy....

2010-05-27 14:46:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14839122211

You can tell how damned tired I am based on the fact that this is only my second
tweet today.  :P  #goodnight

2010-05-27 07:39:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14819940912

Superuser++

2010-05-26 14:44:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14767605706

Going to bed early in an effort to get more sleep, since I'll probably get a shitton of
homework tomorrow. #goodnight

2010-05-26 06:14:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14745817768

Lol, sticky paper.  I.e., masking tape. :P

2010-05-25 23:37:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14724949763

Happy #TowelDay everyone!  Don't panic!

2010-05-25 16:58:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14705270073

I just reconfigured apache2 on my server... FROM MY IPOD!  :P Anyway,
#goodnight!

2010-05-25 07:18:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14677962023
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Mmm, tomorrow is towel day.  *Considers bringing a towel to school.*

2010-05-25 04:31:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14671439963

I propose that the BP oil execs be forced to clean up the Gulf of Mexico with a
teaspoon and buckets.

2010-05-25 01:09:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14660079413

I guess I should go home.

2010-05-24 23:40:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14655155516

Setting up phpBB is a pain.  So many configuration options. :P

2010-05-24 22:46:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14652245820

Oh, and yes, s/best/beast/ in my goodnight tweet last night. :P

2010-05-24 16:25:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14633343755

...This dream must end, this world must know / We all depend on the best below
#goodnight

2010-05-24 08:51:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14611329439

Retweet of evula (evula)

RT @God_Damn_Batman Cut the power to Joker's hideout during the last 10
minutes of the Lost finale. And he says I have no sense of humor.

2010-05-24 03:36:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14599224155

Yay, Linux! \o/

2010-05-24 00:46:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14589640861

@stwalkerster lol, scary

2010-05-23 22:14:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14581973965

STAND BACK, I know regular expressions!

2010-05-23 22:12:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14581843841

@stwalkerster is it a Borg drone? :O

2010-05-23 22:11:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14581800342

@osxdude cable ftw

2010-05-23 22:06:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14581583328

Ok, I really should go to bed now.  My sanity levels are low enough as it is.
#goodnight

2010-05-23 10:00:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14548621676
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Watched the new (at least in the U.S.) episode of Doctor Who, "The Vampires of
Venice".  Kinda creepy, actually.

2010-05-23 05:02:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14537954516

I think I'll take a nap.

2010-05-22 23:23:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14521957505

Finished with today's portion of calculus project.

2010-05-22 23:18:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14521723740

Retweet of Mantas (grawity)

I HATE PEOPLE WHO USE "lol" AS PUNCTUATION

2010-05-22 23:13:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14521526702

Working on a calculus project with friends.

2010-05-22 20:17:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14514322250

That time of night again.  #goodnight

2010-05-22 08:30:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14482754954

It probably has something to do with the fact that I haven't synced, hell, booted
Windows in 27 days. :P

2010-05-22 05:47:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14477242422

Wow, my iPod took its damn time syncing... almost 1.5 hours. :|

2010-05-22 05:47:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14477231431

If, of course, I can remember how to use it.  ;)

2010-05-22 03:03:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14469839876

Probably making a huge mistake and rebooting my computer to Windows.  :P

2010-05-22 03:03:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14469815237

@harej Well, each OS has a respective system partition, ~200GB each.  Since Linux
can freely access the Windows (cont) http://tl.gd/1drvq6

2010-05-22 02:56:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14469468115

Copying some stuff from my computer's Linux partition to its Windows partition.

2010-05-22 02:21:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14467683812

@Joeyaa08 yes it is

2010-05-21 23:45:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14459910511
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Burning magnesium ftw.

2010-05-21 22:23:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14456105808

Holy crap, playable pacman on http://google.com - it's actually quite good.  Happy
30th birthday, Pacman! :D

2010-05-21 16:57:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14440378845

We're going to put an EMP coil in the roof.  Can't text NOW, can you?! :P

2010-05-21 14:43:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14432145822

#goodnight.  What, I can't think of anything witty to say!

2010-05-21 07:30:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14413630474

Retweet of brionv (brionv)

Oh, Meg Whitman and your batshit-insane attack ads... When does Ashton Kutcher
come out and tell us the primary's been Punk'd?

2010-05-21 05:04:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14408310269

Retweet of Jonathan Flusser, Jr (osxdude)

Look who isn't trending

2010-05-21 05:02:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14408240987

I should probably go home.

2010-05-20 23:45:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14392056611

Aww, I thought that "Neutron Star Collision" referred to an actual neutron star
collision, which would be awesome. Now I'm disappointed. :(

2010-05-20 22:21:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14388712173

Yay, the California State Tests are over! \o/  (Not like they were difficult in any way....)

2010-05-20 14:43:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14365496291

Meh.  Sleep.  #goodnight

2010-05-20 07:11:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14346092807

Heh, I just changed lenses on my Nikon D3000 in about 8 seconds.

2010-05-20 06:05:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14343813299

I think the Volume Up button on my iPod Touch is giving out.  :(

2010-05-20 04:07:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14339039954

Context for last tweet: ASB elections will occur at school soon.

2010-05-20 01:37:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14330548581
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I'm considering putting up signs reading "VOTE DALEK!" at school, inspired by the
magazine cover.  :P

2010-05-20 01:34:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14330396061

@osxdude Try the `uicache` command.

2010-05-19 23:53:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14324774851

Yay, Tweetie is now Twitter for iPhone! It lost all my settings, though.

2010-05-19 23:47:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14324437422

Wow, I actually feel alright today, despite that I must have a total backlog on sleep
exceeding 48 hours.

2010-05-19 14:43:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14298868855

#REDIRECT [[sleep]]
&lt;!-- #goodnight --&gt;

2010-05-19 06:51:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14279689876

DO NOT WANT.

2010-05-19 05:59:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14277825601

Wow, I got really sleepy all of a sudden.

2010-05-19 04:38:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14274545328

Wow, today was a really strange day.  We were watching Forest Gump in AP US
History. :P

2010-05-18 23:28:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14257174164

That is, every time I've had a chance to watch that particular episode, something has
prevented me from getting to the end.

2010-05-18 14:39:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14231311653

Now I'm mad, because I had to stop watching Dr. Who to come to school.  :P
Incidentally, I was watching one I've never been able to finish.

2010-05-18 14:39:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14231290480

And off to sleep I go.  #goodnight

2010-05-18 08:59:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14216492130

I don't want to do French homework though!

2010-05-18 06:20:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14211429590

I don't know... iPads just look so... unwieldy.
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2010-05-18 04:50:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14207976073

Yay, my application to attend my local community college for summer classes has
been approved!  \o/

2010-05-18 00:28:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14193693116

Yay!  Rain!

2010-05-17 16:32:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14170896082

Prepare for school!  I.e., go to sleep.  #goodnight

2010-05-17 08:21:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14149171678

I should probably put my camera away.

2010-05-17 06:26:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14145587560

Hmm, need ice cream.

2010-05-17 05:20:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14143286764

The thought of Dalek of Borg is oh so very amusing.  "I AM DALEK OF BORG!  YOU
WILL BE ASSIMILATED! ASSIMILATE!  ASSIMILATE!"  :P

2010-05-17 00:30:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14129412239

Lol, caught up on a couple of episodes of Doctor Who using BBC America On
Demand.

2010-05-17 00:17:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14128802411

Retweet of James Hare (harej)

#thisisnotahashtag

2010-05-16 23:31:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14126581219

I'm going to bed later and later every night.... #goodnight

2010-05-16 11:19:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14093003330

(And, yes, I did watch the latest Doctor Who.  On BBC America.)

2010-05-16 05:38:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14080939375

Retweet of Craig Ferguson (CraigyFerg)

Watched latest Dr Who. I think River Song might be Geoff Petersen. Also I'm now
afraid of statues.

2010-05-16 05:38:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14080925078

Watching Doctor Who on BBC America ("The Time of Angels").

2010-05-16 00:21:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14066392507
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Wow.  It's really weird not having to worry about homework.

2010-05-15 21:01:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14058357581

I'll stresstest my server tomorrow. :P #goodnight

2010-05-15 10:04:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14029643705

Lol, my VPS Is even more disorganized now (it contains packages from Ubuntu
hardy, intrepid, januty, and lucid), but everything works now!

2010-05-15 10:04:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14029638099

Being able to rescue my computer by SSH'ing into it from my iPod Touch is pretty
neat.   Saves me the trouble of restarting GDM. :P

2010-05-15 02:07:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14011481833

Watching Star Trek: The Next Generation: "Final Mission" (1990) on BBC America.

2010-05-15 00:22:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14006328207

A weekend without homework.  It feels strange.

2010-05-15 00:06:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14005572511

Lol, finished the California state physics exam in about 50 minutes.  Earlier today, of
course.

2010-05-14 23:07:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/14002834387

Lol standardized tests.

2010-05-14 19:26:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13993092756

Yay, sleep.  #goodnight

2010-05-14 06:15:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13960505419

No homework, for once.  Pretty nice, actually.

2010-05-14 04:27:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13956453242

To home.

2010-05-13 23:35:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13941542258

Huh?

2010-05-13 23:13:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13940432702

Too bad I won't be able to repeat the miracle of getting enough sleep tonight.
#goodnight

2010-05-13 07:44:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13901191507
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(for you non-Wikipedia-savvy people out there, Vector is the name of the new
skin/design, and Monobook is the old design.)

2010-05-13 07:04:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13899937913

Also, screw Vector, Monobook all the way (it seems that none of my scripts and other
customizations work under Vector). :P

2010-05-13 07:01:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13899829242

Wikipedia now has its new design and logo.  New logo is pretty awesome, but the old
one has a Klingon letter on it.

2010-05-13 06:59:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13899785379

And time to head home.

2010-05-12 23:35:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13879003901

The AP English Lang. & Comp. exam was actually much easier than I expected.  And
it's the last of the #APexams I'm taking, so I'm FREEEEEEE!

2010-05-12 23:00:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13877249776

@harej Yay, so I did the right thing.

2010-05-12 22:50:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13876759685

Off to bed, so I'm not dead tired for the AP English Language and Composition exam
tomorrow.  #APexams #goodnight

2010-05-12 05:35:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13834091373

@soulni99a came up while I was fixing some computers.

2010-05-12 05:05:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13832925424

Oh, wow, there was a massive Conficker infection at school, perhaps infecting all the
Windows 2000 machines.  Nasty little worm.

2010-05-12 04:50:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13832343082

@harej Referring to your protein shake tip, when do you drink it, the morning before
the test?

2010-05-12 04:26:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13831334448

Ugh.  AP English Language and Composition exam tomorrow.  It's the one AP test
I'm not ready for, partly because our teacher has no AP exp.

2010-05-12 01:18:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13821823612

CSTs.  Why?!

2010-05-11 16:20:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13796621844
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$school-&gt;stop_all_work();
unset($school);

sleep(60 * 60 * 8); #goodnight

2010-05-11 07:21:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13775455613

I wonder if there's a program available that will read my /etc/hosts.deny file and
geolocate all the IPs listed in it.

2010-05-11 05:03:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13770859540

$school = new Work();

$school-&gt;study_for("AP English Language and Composition exam"); #APexams

2010-05-11 04:35:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13769742660

Yay snacks. \o/

2010-05-11 00:02:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13756182824

@Hexxeh You should name one "dilithium". :P

2010-05-11 00:00:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13756069883

Right then, off to post-AP exam Calculus.  Read: We get to sit around and do
nothing. :)

2010-05-10 16:34:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13735322964

Going to bed now.  California State Testing tomorrow.  Not like it's hard.  #goodnight

2010-05-10 09:36:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13717604327

@soulni99a Sorry for not replying earlier, but yeah, sure.

2010-05-10 09:35:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13717588158

Yay! \o/ Got my PDPC/freenode donor cloak!  "wikipedia/pdpc.active.FastLizard4 is
now your hidden host (set by services.)"

2010-05-10 08:56:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13716424308

Gah, more sound config woes.  Switching back to ALSA.

2010-05-10 04:33:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13707939811

@osxdude Now the question is how much did they add to your bill.

2010-05-10 04:20:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13707440740

AAARGH, why is sound configuration on Linux so difficult. &gt;:(  Switched back to
PulseAudio from ALSA.
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2010-05-10 03:13:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13704398671

Yay, the biggest joke in standardized testing since the invention of the scantron: The
California State Tests (CSTs) start this week.  Joy.

2010-05-10 02:36:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13702623162

@evula :(  Can anything be recovered from the books?

2010-05-10 02:35:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13702585936

@evula Wow.  How badly damaged are they?

2010-05-10 02:16:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13701669331

@evula All damaged by the flooding?

2010-05-10 02:14:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13701566213

Yl-JgWNxU SHA-224'd is
c85b61b9572c76b38e874787a38ad0dc745288ce78f7a0121d97b311

2010-05-10 01:43:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13700073778

On to homework and actually productive stuff.

2010-05-09 23:04:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13692790940

Ugh, have to study for the AP English Language and Composition exam, which is on
Wednesday.... #APexams

2010-05-09 20:00:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13685105439

Lol, didn't get anything done today that I had planned to get done.  Oh well.
#goodnight

2010-05-09 10:43:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13661365242

@nifky `ls` says that the file was last touched on 19 March 2005.

2010-05-09 03:38:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13646102425

@nifky FIrefox 1.0 was released on 9 November 2004, and 1.0.2 couldn't have been
too far after that.

2010-05-09 03:37:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13646053561

Lol.  Pressing C-w C-t in nano then entering text instead of a number yields the
response "[ Come on, be reasonable ]".

2010-05-09 03:33:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13645872615

Lol, I found the Firefox 1.0.2 installer on my Windows partition. XD

2010-05-09 03:28:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13645614716
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Now, why do I have a rather annoying headache? :|

2010-05-09 02:31:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13642679726

yay, new winterboard update fixes all the bugs.  :D

2010-05-08 21:49:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13630507969

Wow, it's late.  Even by my standards.  #goodnight

2010-05-08 10:37:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13601887489

Heh, printed out http://bit.ly/aTeAuq and put it up on the wall next to my computer.

2010-05-08 10:19:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13601378211

Ok, the newest (as of this tweet) version of WinterBoard has some serious flaws in it.
Avoid, if possible.

2010-05-08 02:27:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13584257486

Hmm, has the new WinterBoard update done strange things (such as turn
homescreen icon labels a dim gray) after install for anyone else?

2010-05-08 00:37:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13578882174

@Eulalia459678 Windows?  Work?

2010-05-08 00:35:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13578811816

@mike_peel your first mistake was putting "FOX News" and "accurate" in the same
sentence.

2010-05-08 00:34:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13578753315

AP US History exam wasn't too bad.  The non-DBQ free response tripped me up a
bit.  #APexams

2010-05-07 19:50:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13566350122

RIght then, bedtime.  AP United States History exam tomorrow morning.  #APexams
#goodnight

2010-05-07 08:07:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13536606156

@maxcelcat Lol.  I think another thing that needs to be added to the survey would be
"what would happen if the Borg assimilated the Daleks?"

2010-05-07 07:38:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13535748672

@maxcelcat Hmm, I'm not too sure though that the Borg could adapt to the Dalek
reality bomb.  :P (But, then again, they are the *Borg*....)

2010-05-07 06:25:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13533489352
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Here's a scary thought: Dalek of Borg.

2010-05-07 06:19:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13533281065

Yay, got my ACT scores today!  I scored a 33! :D

2010-05-07 05:18:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13531188191

Lol, DenyHosts is making quick work of some hackers trying to brute force my
server's root password.  (Hint: PermitRootLogin is set to no).

2010-05-07 04:51:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13530127807

Starting my last bit of preparation for the AP United States History exam.  #APexams

2010-05-07 01:09:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13519466700

Lol, I've spent much too much time at school.  Going home now.

2010-05-06 23:28:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13514601646

@harej ...At least, that's how it seems to behave.

2010-05-06 22:26:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13511626834

@iagox86 Wow, I have to check that out

2010-05-06 22:21:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13511394730

@harej OpenDNS automatically RDNSs the IP you request then blocks it if the
RDNS resolves to a blocked site.

2010-05-06 22:21:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13511385463

@stwalkerster I can't seem to route DNS traffic through it.

2010-05-06 22:20:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13511359803

Hmm, now my school is trying to filter the Internet on the DNS side.  Now, how will I
bypass this....

2010-05-06 20:07:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13505560832

Ack, tired. :(

2010-05-06 14:42:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13490976088

I go to sleep now.  #goodnight

2010-05-06 08:38:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13476420274

@TWCableHelp It looks like it's resolved itself now.  Thanks for offering, though!

2010-05-06 08:22:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13475946709

Wow, nmap is a scarily powerful tool.  I really should take the time to read the
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manpage so I can figure out how to use the thing.

2010-05-06 07:09:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13473894572

@harej actually, I might just try that

2010-05-06 02:58:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13464816933

@gagikm lol

2010-05-06 02:55:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13464595314

Hmm, it would seem that Time Warner Cable is having issues in my area - neither of
my cable boxes are showing any guide data.

2010-05-06 00:24:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13456557421

@harej Lol, that's a much too complex solution for me.  :P

2010-05-06 00:23:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13456507729

...However, I am still hopeful that I might have gotten a 5, and today has proven that
exams can be effective mind rape tools.

2010-05-05 23:33:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13454109276

Reevaluation of the AP Calculus AB exam: It was OK, actually, except for the
non-calculator free response section.  That part sucked.

2010-05-05 23:32:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13454050971

@esahp *stab*

2010-05-05 23:30:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13453993215

@andrew12_ I'm sure it's happened already.

2010-05-05 23:30:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13453972262

The AP Calc AB test was the suck, although I think I got a 4.  It raped my mind, too.
:P

2010-05-05 20:05:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13444735402

Going to bed, and taking the AP Calculus AB exam at 8:00 AM tomorrow morning
(this morning?).  Wish me luck! :P  #apexams #goodnight

2010-05-05 08:08:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13414238313

@soulni99a The only way to completely ensure your personal information is private
now, apparently, is to (cont) http://tl.gd/15fa3b

2010-05-05 06:51:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13411705499

@soulni99a Recently, yes.  In terms of user privacy, it's been steadily getting worse
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for quite some time now.

2010-05-05 06:42:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13411403901

Hah, that's awesome: "Calculator memories will not be cleared [before the AP exam].
Students are allowed to (cont) http://tl.gd/15f645

2010-05-05 06:37:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13411240200

@esahp The fact that he has been trending for far too long.

2010-05-05 05:25:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13408594482

Holy crap!  Could it be that Just** Bieb** is not trending for once?  Hallelujah!
http://twitpic.com/1l5f92

2010-05-05 04:47:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13407044912

Why you should boycott Facebook: http://bit.ly/clFm7c

2010-05-05 01:06:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13395686903

Oooh, Star Trek: The Next Generation is on SyFy! :D (currently watching "The Next
Phase", 1992.)

2010-05-05 00:25:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13393531747

have food, still won't work. :P

2010-05-04 20:06:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13381792560

BSD Games Manual: countmail(6): countmail - be obnoxious about how much mail
you have

2010-05-04 14:42:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13367872333

@besweeet No, but happy birthday nonetheless. :)

2010-05-04 14:40:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13367773081

Well, enough's enough.  Time to go to bed (although I really should be getting more
sleep for the #APexams).  #goodnight

2010-05-04 08:13:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13354076494

Bleh, went crazy for a second and did end up manually editing /etc/fstab to include
the swap.  Luckily, the line I added was correct. :P

2010-05-04 07:55:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13353548862

Meh, I don't feel like manually editing /etc/fstab and risk breaking the VPS.  Will just
remember to swapon every time I reboot the server.

2010-05-04 07:46:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13353314728
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O i c wut u did thar.  The swap partition isn't listed in /etc/fstab for some reason. :|

2010-05-04 07:43:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13353227425

Blah, just had to do `sudo swapon /dev/sda2` on my server to get it to use the
786MiB swap it has.  Why isn't it doing this at boot? :|

2010-05-04 07:39:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13353127088

@soulni99a Yeah, don't know him.

2010-05-04 05:33:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13349249133

@soulni99a Which teacher?

2010-05-04 05:32:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13349198167

Napping before studying for the #APexams.

2010-05-04 00:59:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13336799688

Somebody set up Times Square the bomb!

Sorry, I just had to say that.

2010-05-04 00:18:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13334810404

*goes home*

2010-05-03 23:10:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13331587277

Should I upgrade this school computer to Ubuntu 10.04LTS?  9.10 already makes it
lag....

2010-05-03 22:22:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13329331558

This week is going to be a fun week.... #APexams

2010-05-03 16:31:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13314108406

Ok, time for bed.  Although I'm sorta behind on studying for my #apexams....
#goodnight

2010-05-03 09:03:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13295710150

Lol, from the manpage for splain(1): While it’s true that this documentation is
somewhat subserious, if you (cont) http://tl.gd/14itbr

2010-05-03 07:14:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13292624643

Retweet of Free iPhone Apps (FreeiPhoneApps)

Follow @freeiphoneapps and RE-TWEET this to win a $15 iTunes Gift Card!
Sponsored by: http://lx.im/4Tvb

2010-05-03 04:49:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13287724118
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Lol.  Crashed gdm/x11 on my computer, then fixed it by SSH'ing into it on my iPod
Touch.  &lt;3 Linux

2010-05-03 03:39:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13284701229

@besweeet Because you can link a PayPal account to a bank account and use the
credit card only as an emergency funding source.

2010-05-03 03:03:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13282961108

Booting up my computer (to Linux, of course) to assist in studying for the AP US
History exam. #apexams

2010-05-03 02:18:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13280701893

First #apexam: AP Calculus AB on Wednesday at 8:00 AM.  I think it's the one I'm
most prepared for.

2010-05-03 01:42:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13278845065

I really should be studying for the #apexams.

2010-05-03 01:39:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13278679126

Lol, ever since installing denyhosts on my server, there have been no hacking
attempts (according to /var/log/auth.log). XD

2010-05-03 01:37:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13278595915

Sorry, but it's true. Remember, for every hour his name trends, God kills a kitten.
Save the kittens #justinbiebersucks #BieberRuinedTwitter

2010-05-02 23:38:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13272871241

I noticed that I haven't seen one of those "People of the Oil & Nat. Gas Industry"
pro-offshore drilling commercials since the oil spill. XD

2010-05-02 22:23:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13269591124

It's windy, again.

2010-05-02 21:38:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13267611925

sleep --force #goodnight

2010-05-02 09:30:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13237788970

BTW, I donated to PDPC/freenode. :D

2010-05-02 09:26:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13237661010

Lol, figured out how to replace iTunes on Linux: Plug my iPod Touch into my
computer's Line In port. :D

2010-05-02 07:48:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13234859581
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President Jimmy Carter was once attacked by a killer rabbit. You probably think I'm
joking. http://bit.ly/cAQL4E

2010-05-02 07:17:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13233950415

Setting up denyhosts on my server.

2010-05-02 04:40:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13228240867

LOL. Accidentally left my flash drive in my pants pocket when I washed/dried the
pants.  The drive is intact, and passed `dosfsck` :D

2010-05-02 01:33:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13219222008

Going to get an AP test prep book for the AP English Language & Composition test.

2010-05-01 22:44:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13212180856

Lol, I'm still running Ubuntu 8.04LTS on my computer.  And on my server, too.  :P

2010-05-01 21:41:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13209794098

Really sleepy.  At least I can sleep in, 'cause it's a weekend!  #goodnight

2010-05-01 07:30:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13176950085

Hmm, found out how to change the battery in my Yashica FR1 FSLR, but now the
question is "does anyone make these batteries anymore?"

2010-05-01 05:10:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13172291046

@harej http://bit.ly/alEwDI

2010-05-01 00:55:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13160347678

Note that you might have to wait a while for the new DNS to propegate before you
can connect to LizardWiki.

2010-05-01 00:54:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13160304227

Alright everyone, LizardWiki is now back up and running, following a hardware failure
that brought down its VPS and several others.

2010-05-01 00:53:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13160269670

@Hexxeh Everything looks good :)

2010-05-01 00:49:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13160112363

The filter, by the way, was intended for my old Yashica FR-I FSLR, which uses 55mm
diameter lenses.

2010-05-01 00:42:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13159794992

Found a pretty nice polarizing filter, except that it's 55mm diameter, and my Nikon DX
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Nikkor lenses are 52mm.  Have to get a stepping ring.

2010-05-01 00:42:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13159763956

Bah, I need food. :(

2010-04-30 17:32:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13141187383

TGIF.

2010-04-30 14:42:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13132733908

Lol, my hands were so cold my iPod Touch refused to recognize my tapping on the
screen.  Kinda scared me for a second.  (#goodnight)

2010-04-30 07:44:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13116988919

naptime++;

2010-04-30 01:41:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13102664685

And it isn't my Internet connection; my iPod and other programs on my computer are
running at full throttle.

2010-04-29 23:42:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13096819032

Ok, this is silly.  Update Manager (Ubuntu) is downloading updates at 7235 B/s.  #wtf

2010-04-29 23:38:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13096638130

Oooh, it's going to be windy today. :D

2010-04-29 14:43:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13072270798

Time to start my regeneration cycle.  #goodnight

2010-04-29 06:01:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13053606073

Right then, back to work.

2010-04-29 04:53:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13051145578

@harej No, public.

2010-04-29 04:49:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13051009126

And eating, then off to school's open house.

2010-04-29 01:39:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13041562310

@maxcelcat Heh

2010-04-28 23:31:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13034901382

@maxcelcat I saw a picture of one that was "KTHXBAI".  I think that tweet is in my
favorites.
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2010-04-28 23:18:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13034273559

So, it seems that Great Britain had their very own Prime Minister fail today. XD

2010-04-28 23:11:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13033947126

Ok, really?  I don't see why anyone would pay that much for an app like this.
http://twitpic.com/1j6u66

2010-04-28 21:45:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13030047445

Despite being the shortest school day in a year, this will feel like the longest. :|

2010-04-28 14:36:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/13009783853

Meh, what the hell, I'll go to school tomorrow.  And hopefully I'll be able to resurrect
my server tomorrow! :D #goodnight

2010-04-28 06:57:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12992757011

I don't know if going to school tomorrow is worth the gas.  Classes are only 25
minutes long, total 3 hours (7:50 AM - 10:50 AM).

2010-04-28 06:06:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12991217514

I noticed that Tweetie for iPhone (Twitter for iPhone now) likes crashing when its been
open for a long time.

2010-04-28 05:02:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12988932520

Remember: Electrons are a valuable resource.

2010-04-28 00:58:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12976743400

Schooltime.  AP review gets boring after about two weeks.

2010-04-27 14:41:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12948430551

Sleep, I can has it?  #goodnight

2010-04-27 06:11:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12930206565

As far as I'm concerned, school ends when I take my last AP test.  Too bad it doesn't
actually work that way....

2010-04-27 04:54:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12927496550

Guh, WTF caused the I/O errors on my VPS's root filesystem that led to a disk full of
journaling errors and making the thing unbootable? &gt;:(

2010-04-27 04:09:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12925662939

I really should be taking a nap right now.

2010-04-27 01:58:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12919226427
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Well, crap, my VPS's root filesystem suffered a critical journaling error, and now it's
not booting. :|

2010-04-26 23:59:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12913117367

Drove myself to school today.  I'm still a bit of a nervous wreck.

2010-04-26 19:44:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12900888001

Right then, off to bed I go.  #goodnight

2010-04-26 08:15:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12871432777

Messing around with fail2ban on my server.

2010-04-26 07:40:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12870470432

It feels good to be running Linux on my home computer again.

2010-04-26 03:15:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12860708494

I think my Internet connection is acting up again.

2010-04-26 02:55:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12859687664

Apparently, my school's open house is on Wednesday.  That means I get to leave
school at 10:50 AM (after starting at 7:50 AM).

2010-04-26 02:03:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12857021804

RT plz: For every hour J***** B***** trends, God kills a kitten.  #justinbiebersucks

2010-04-25 20:55:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12842267556

It just sorta hit me now that the AP tests are in, like, a week.

2010-04-25 20:16:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12840546639

Blah, I'm going to be going to bed late because I was watching Dr. Who on BBC
America.  I blame my friend who got me into it.  :P #goodnight

2010-04-25 08:06:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12811150143

Just saw @jimmy_wales in a History Channel commercial for "America: The Story of
Us".

2010-04-25 05:28:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12805767048

@Eulalia459678 Although it doesn't make much of a difference, you should use -A
INPUT instead of -I INPUT.

2010-04-25 05:23:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12805591783

Heading out to eat.

2010-04-25 02:21:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12797087605
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Lol, came back home from Costco and promptly fell asleep.

2010-04-25 02:12:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12796613453

Awake, heading out to Costco.

2010-04-24 19:55:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12780675275

I've been having hiccups all day. Maybe some sleep will help?  #goodnight

2010-04-24 09:28:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12754648415

Booting my computer up to Windows for the first time in what must be weeks.  Need
to sync my iPod and back up my TI-89Ti calculator.

2010-04-24 04:45:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12745659561

@go4it7arh That's an old, old, old trick.  I use it to bypass my school's content filter.
Works on Mac, Linux, and Windows (PuTTY).

2010-04-24 00:39:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12734027770

We just blew up at least four dry ice bombs.  My Friday just got a whole lot more
awesome! :D

2010-04-23 23:10:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12729941229

Dry ice bombs. :D

2010-04-23 23:07:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12729785671

Gah, hiccups.

2010-04-23 22:20:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12727703986

All I can say right now is "Thank God it's Friday!"

2010-04-23 14:42:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12705797748

Homework done earlier =&gt; more sleep for me!  #goodnight world!

2010-04-23 05:39:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12685850559

Wow, I got my homework done quickly.

2010-04-23 05:09:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12684812132

There needs to be a mandb implementation for the iPhone in Cydia.  :P

2010-04-23 04:22:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12682932263

No, I *don't* want the rain to go away! :P

2010-04-22 23:17:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12667183062

Happy Earth Day!
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2010-04-22 14:39:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12642531147

Fuck, just remembered I have to get up and go to school an hour earlier than normal
tomorrow.  Going to bed NOW! #goodnight

2010-04-22 07:49:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12626555157

"A graphing calculator is required for some problems or parts of problems." Those
are the words I like to see.  :D

2010-04-22 06:26:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12624075720

@osxdude It's quite nice, actually.  It uses Activator, so it's easy to set the triggers for
opening it.

2010-04-22 04:36:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12620163228

@osxdude It's Kirikae (themed with the OS4 default background using Winterboard),
an addon for Backgrounder which, well, allows apps in bg.

2010-04-22 04:33:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12620051624

:D  http://twitpic.com/1hfo7p

2010-04-22 04:06:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12618894354

@osxdude Thanks. :)

2010-04-22 02:20:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12613553109

@osxdude What are you using to notify you when someone unfollows you?

2010-04-22 02:08:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12612896141

School.  Actually glad to be here! :D

2010-04-21 17:07:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12587479458

And here's for normalcy tomorrow.  #goodnight

2010-04-21 05:34:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12560594550

Oh noes! A really small earthquake! :P  http://twitpic.com/1h7s0w

2010-04-21 05:34:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12560580623

Watching one of the earlier episodes of Star Trek: The Next Generation on SyFy
("Symbiosis", 1988).

2010-04-21 02:09:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12551321748

Stranded leader runs country by iPad http://bit.ly/9bKuqC (via @cnn)

2010-04-20 23:07:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12542813976
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Nuking some script kiddies trying to hack my server.  'sudo iptables -A INPUT -s
&lt;ip&gt; -j DROP' ftw!

2010-04-20 22:36:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12541422169

@LeeMerriman Lol, thanks

2010-04-20 22:35:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12541358831

@soulni99a Rain and potentially thunderstorms.

2010-04-20 22:35:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12541347051

@LeeMerriman I love 'em. (Full disclosure: meteorology is a hobby of mine.)

2010-04-20 22:34:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12541289849

@soulni99a Well, it's because not even my computer wants to count how many
tweets I've missed.  :P

2010-04-20 22:33:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12541255640

Catching up on 171 unread emails across five email accounts, not bothering with
missed tweets.

2010-04-20 22:27:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12540977752

Today is an awesome day though, it's pouring rain.  :D

2010-04-20 22:25:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12540897288

For those wondering, no, I'm not dead. Instead of going on vacation on Friday (as I
had planned), I got sick and (cont) http://tl.gd/uv1r5

2010-04-20 22:24:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12540856319

Sleep induced headache.  Also, looking forward to heading on vacation tomorrow
(only for a few days, but better than nothing)!  #goodnight

2010-04-16 10:09:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12274843896

Less than 100K edits until the total number of edits to Wikimedia Foundation wikis
(including Wikipedia) passes 1,000,000,000!

2010-04-16 09:01:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12272909989

Finishing the last of my homework in a mad dash ahead of sleep.

2010-04-16 08:23:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12271906945

@Eulalia459678 Sounds like the kind of setup I consider safe.

2010-04-15 22:28:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12247730458

Note: The 5.6 TB also includes all edits ever made to Wikipedia to all articles, not just
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the most recent revisions.

2010-04-15 20:41:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12243156000

By comparison, 5.6 TB is about 3/10 of all the text in the Library of Congress, and
would take over 1300 standard DVD-Rs to store it.

2010-04-15 20:35:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12242875232

Holy crap, the uncompressed size of the Wikipedia TEXT ONLY database is 5.6
TERABYTES (TRILLION bytes) http://bit.ly/dAQGgx

2010-04-15 20:29:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12242621174

Happy Tax Day, Americans!

2010-04-15 20:27:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12242510185

#goodnight

2010-04-15 10:25:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12215342960

@soulni99a Sorry, I'm going on vacation on Friday and am taking the Nikon with me,
and none of my other cameras are working.

2010-04-15 05:40:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12207400126

@harej Indeed it was!

2010-04-15 04:47:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12205564158

Pictures of the lizard that snuck in my house this morning: http://twitpic.com/1fp0pb
http://twitpic.com/1fp101 http://twitpic.com/1fp18e

2010-04-15 04:43:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12205417699

@soulni99a Eh, maybe if I'm bored enough. ;)

2010-04-15 04:22:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12204591577

@soulni99a Well, then proceed at your own risk.  And don't say I didn't warn you. :P

2010-04-15 04:13:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12204221641

@soulni99a Not too sure why it's saying that, but if it does, you probably shouldn't go
there. :P

2010-04-15 04:09:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12204078213

@soulni99a What says that?

2010-04-15 04:07:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12203982624

@soulni99a Probably not, as long as you don't click the wrong buttons. :P

2010-04-15 04:05:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12203915638
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@harej Aww, I'm going the opposite direction (to San Diego) on Friday.

2010-04-15 04:05:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12203905637

@harej Really?  :O  What brings you out here?

2010-04-15 03:04:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12201095692

Got the spare battery.  It came with an instruction manual in every known language,
including Klingon.  Took me 20 min. to fold it back up.

2010-04-15 00:37:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12193629641

Going to the camera store to see if they sell the Nikon EN-EL9(a) Li-ion batteries my
D3000 uses.

2010-04-14 22:41:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12188156549

Follow @1BillionEdits for a countdown to 1 billion collective edits to Wikimedia
Foundation wikis (including Wikipedia)!

2010-04-14 20:05:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12181424052

Heh, a lizard bolted into my house when I opened the back door this morning.  We
haven't gotten it back outside yet.  :P

2010-04-14 19:56:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12181031408

Going to bed, have to get up early (well, earlier) tomorrow.  #goodnight

2010-04-14 08:57:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12153453966

Homework is giving me a headache. :(

2010-04-14 02:21:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12139293371

@harej I have a computer, it's just more convenient to use the iPod.

2010-04-14 01:31:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12136672827

Soft-resprung my iPod touch.  It was doing strange things with respect to RAM
usage.

2010-04-14 01:00:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12135070158

LOLPWNT:  (full story: http://bit.ly/ahtf0S) #justinbiebersucks
http://twitpic.com/1feuwr

2010-04-13 23:42:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12131289731

I &lt;3 Calculus.  Not looking forward to the AP exam in a few weeks though.

At least I get to use my shiny TI-89 Titanium. :D

2010-04-13 20:40:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12123201975
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Jeez, I didn't realize how late it was until just now.  #goodnight

2010-04-13 10:07:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12096421250

Opera Mini for iPhone fail (I've tried logging in to the game seven times or so):
http://twitpic.com/1f8pw0

2010-04-13 04:25:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12086252720

Retweet of Jonathan Flusser, Jr (osxdude)

I. Cannot. Stay. Focused. On. My. Work. -.-

2010-04-13 01:18:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12077500020

Starting my homework now, and will deal with finalizing a VPS for my wiki later.

2010-04-12 23:52:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12073220576

Started pouring rain with high-ish winds.  And then it stopped, just like that.

2010-04-12 23:32:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12072279769

Physical went well, no shots or lab tests.  :D

2010-04-12 20:31:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12064543320

Retweet of Soichi Noguchi _____ (Astro_Soichi)

Happy Yuri's night! 49 years ago today, Gagarin became the first human to fly in
space.

2010-04-12 20:27:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12064373169

Going to bed.  Have a physical in the morning. :(  #goodnight

2010-04-12 09:22:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12037396347

Holy crap, rainfall rates just spiked to 2.32 in/hr or 59 mm/hr.

2010-04-12 07:54:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12035233543

Wow, the rain is really coming down hard.  0.67 in./hr or 17 mm/hr rainfaill rate.

2010-04-12 07:48:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12035077204

Oh: The VPS must come with at least one domain name and be able to send email.

2010-04-12 02:32:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12024057155

Looking at good Linux VPS providers.  Any suggestions out there?

2010-04-12 02:27:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12023827788

PWND! #justinbiebersucks  http://twitpic.com/1f00hl

2010-04-12 01:58:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12022468728
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It's raining.  \o/

2010-04-11 22:13:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12012500206

The thunderstorms cometh!  :D

2010-04-11 20:29:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/12008348185

Movietime over.  Time to get some shuteye.  #goodnight

2010-04-11 07:06:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11979715381

Watching Star Trek: First Contact on WGN America.

2010-04-11 04:52:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11975055591

Retweet of Jonathan Flusser, Jr (osxdude)

If everybody who reads this clicks "ReTweet" #justinbiebersucks will trend /via
@bieberisafag

Sorry, bieber lovers and non-haters, I had to

2010-04-11 04:51:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11975017810

Judgment at Nuremberg was an awesome film.

2010-04-11 03:18:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11970975282

Watching Judgment at Nuremberg on Turner Classic Movies.  William Shatner is in
this film? O_O

2010-04-11 00:07:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11962673608

ACT went well.  Not most people's idea of spending the start of their spring break, but
oh well.

2010-04-10 21:50:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11957525372

@LeeMerriman The ACT is a popular alternative to the SAT.  The admission ticket
lets me take the test, of course.

2010-04-10 21:44:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11957306970

RIght then, bedtime.  Taking ACT tomorrow.  #goodnight

2010-04-10 06:23:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11924704207

@LeeMerriman Not sure what you're referencing, since your client isn't using the "in
reply to" for your replies.

2010-04-10 04:41:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11921096875

Printing out ACT admissions ticket.

2010-04-10 04:25:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11920475565
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Retweet of Tweetie (tweetie)

Twitter is now the proud owner of Tweetie!  More details on the Twitter blog
http://bit.ly/Hljp3 and from me: http://bit.ly/9yCxx8

2010-04-10 03:46:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11918835260

@besweeet Awesomeness, thanks.

2010-04-09 23:27:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11907205433

@besweeet I guess to clarify, the device was originally jailbroken using blackra1n, so
would it be possible to (cont) http://tl.gd/q8034

2010-04-09 23:22:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11906985463

Oh, how can one enable verbose boot on an iPod Touch 2G running 3.1.2 jailbroken
using blackra1n?

2010-04-09 22:57:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11905926591

Got out of school an hour earlier because it's spring break!

2010-04-09 22:56:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11905889944

Sleepy.

2010-04-09 14:38:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11883780980

Right then, going to bed before I lose any more sleep.  #goodnight

2010-04-09 08:13:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11870263388

@boxcar Unfortunately, it looks like that particular feed still isn't working; nothing has
come through (from that feed) yet.

2010-04-09 08:12:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11870226746

Skype for iPhone epic fail (the funny thing is that last update didn't fix 2nd fail):
http://twitpic.com/1e8a04 http://twitpic.com/1e8a08

2010-04-09 07:14:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11868682262

@darrenkerwin Awesome.  Got to "light" the floor on fire.

2010-04-09 00:44:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11853035199

Liquid nitrogen was fun. :D

2010-04-08 23:46:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11850380794

Screw iPhone OS 4.0.  I have an old iPod Touch 2G that's already jailbroken.

2010-04-08 23:09:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11848688746

Sleepy.  But I get to play with liquid nitrogen (and, by extension, liquid oxygen and
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liquid methane) today! :D

2010-04-08 14:39:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11826622472

mv fastlizard4 /mnt/bed #goodnight

2010-04-08 08:29:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11813460611

"Do you really think the world's about to end?"
"Yes."
"Well, shouldn't we lie down, (cont) http://tl.gd/pi39v

2010-04-08 07:20:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11811654693

It just sorta hit me now that I'm taking the ACT+writing on Saturday.  Lol.

2010-04-08 07:13:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11811474664

This week is almost over....  unixkcd's 'enable time travel' command is still erring
out....

2010-04-08 04:15:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11805874491

`sudo apt-get upgrade` was monopolizing (sp?) my bandwidth.  I really should set up
QoS on my router.

2010-04-07 23:27:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11792517297

The Canadian Geese at my school are starting to attack people. :|

2010-04-07 14:43:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11759705099

I need a spring break, and I need it now.  #goodnight

2010-04-07 06:12:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11742678726

MediaWiki - IN LOLCODE!  http://bit.ly/a3Ikbr

2010-04-07 05:59:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11742260502

Huh, Linux now shows a fullscreen NVidia logo for about a second when GDM starts.

2010-04-07 04:42:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11739638731

The days get exponentially longer as Spring Break approaches.... :(

2010-04-06 23:22:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11724628088

I want this week to be over already so I can has my spring break.

2010-04-06 14:43:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11701596304

root@fastlizard4:~# sleep #goodnight

2010-04-06 07:06:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11686265298
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@Eulalia459678 You'd also have to check the policy of all the other states you'll pass
through on minor drivers from other states.

2010-04-06 06:41:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11685596595

@boxcar I purchased a feed push from you guys the other day, but it hasn't started
actually pushing to my device (cont) http://tl.gd/oohj2

2010-04-06 05:09:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11682687130

Retweet of uberfuzzy (uberfuzzy)

http://stackoverflow.com/questions/2580933/cosmic-rays-what-is-the-probability-they-
will-affect-a-program

2010-04-06 04:45:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11681801761

@harej Lol, now I'm not sure.  Unless you actually live in Southern California, I don't
think so....

2010-04-06 04:28:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11681154743

Ugh, I can tell that this last week of school before spring break is going to be a long
one.... (yes, our spring break is late.)

2010-04-06 00:45:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11670456446

Retweet of Cory Doctorow (doctorow)

No. 1 #iPad misconception: APPL's device isn't tinkerer-friendly. No. Apple's device is
ILLEGAL to hack w/o permission, thanks to DRM.

2010-04-05 23:29:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11666854170

Spammers' new tactic: "We know we abuse the Internet, but here's why you can trust
us...."

2010-04-05 16:34:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11648975066

Luckily, I get to wake up late on Mondays, hence why I can go to bed at 1:00AM
comfortably. :P #goodnight

2010-04-05 08:20:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11631618804

:O It's raining! \o/

2010-04-05 07:59:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11631115804

USGS: UPDATE: Earthquake that struck Guadalupe Victoria, Baja California earlier
today upgraded to magnitude 7.2.  http://bit.ly/aOQVXt

2010-04-05 00:49:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11615143795

The shaking itself lasted a good 20-30 seconds, and was distinctly lateral (little or no
rolling element).
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2010-04-04 23:13:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11610926605

The earthquake did cause water to slosh in my fish tank, and caused all free-hanging
objects to swing.  Shook my desk quite a bit.

2010-04-04 23:11:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11610838508

Yes, I felt the quake, I'd give it a CDI (intensity rating) of IV-V: Light-moderate
shaking, no-very light damage. No damage that I can see.

2010-04-04 23:03:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11610466718

USGS: Magnitude 6.9 earthquake strikes Guadalupe Victoria, Baja California on
04/Apr/2010 at 22:40:39 UTC: http://bit.ly/aOQVXt

2010-04-04 23:01:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11610387809

Earthquake!

2010-04-04 22:44:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11609552451

@osxdude with it, I averaged 8MB free RAM when running Safari and iPod.  Now it's
around 17MB.

2010-04-04 20:16:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11603999613

Uninstalled qTweeter.  Simply uses up too much RAM.  Now my iPod is running like
twice as fast.

2010-04-04 20:06:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11603628688

Everything is telling me it's time for bed.  And those YouTube vids I favorited haven't
shown up in my Twitter feed yet....  #goodnight

2010-04-04 08:47:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11579219020

Retweet of Neil deGrasse Tyson (neiltyson)

1960s: "If we can land a man on Moon we can solve hard problems";  2010s: "We
forgot how to land on Moon. Let's grab a beer"

2010-04-04 07:27:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11576995750

Protip: Don't fuck around with the files in C:\Windows\system32\config.  Yeah....

2010-04-04 06:46:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11575764438

I think my Internet is acting up.

2010-04-04 06:40:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11575594378

I will only want an iPad after it has been jailbroken and can be made to run Linux.

2010-04-04 03:53:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11569249381

Is TwitPic failing for anyone else out there?
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2010-04-04 03:01:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11566892582

Alright, time to power down.  #goodnight

2010-04-03 09:14:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11527120212

@issyl0 Happy birthday! :)

2010-04-03 09:13:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11527093386

Too bad I can't just pop a SD card into my iPod Touch to use as extra RAM.

2010-04-03 07:08:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11523772424

Retweet of Andrew Lih (fuzheado)

Twas the night before iPad and all through the house, not a gadget was stirring not
even a Magic Mouse(TM)

2010-04-03 05:06:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11519767690

Retweet of Sage Ross (ragesoss)

*Fahrenheit 404*, a microstory: It's 2030 and the iPad kids have grown up. All books
are e-books. Then the digital rights server goes down.

2010-04-03 00:11:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11507434003

Holy crap, it's Friday.  Yay!

2010-04-02 14:43:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11483480998

I sleep now.  #goodnight

2010-04-02 09:07:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11472234760

For anyone wondering, the game is Space Trek: The New Empire (based on Star
Trek) http://bit.ly/vjstne - I'm player #8411

2010-04-02 07:58:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11470419214

Little fucker: Probe 165641 (NCC 165641, Vadwaur probe) von Vadwaur (NPC)
Strikes U.S.S. Agrajag with EMP;
Main (cont) http://tl.gd/n8960

2010-04-02 07:53:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11470285895

They said it was going to rain today.  THEY LIED!

2010-04-02 04:08:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11462559777

@Eulalia459678 Well, I mean "repair" in a strictly relative sense.

2010-04-02 00:44:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11453270239

Lol, repairing a Windows 2000 computer.
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2010-04-01 23:44:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11450802801

Lol @ http://xkcd.com and at Wikipedia's April Fools Main Page :D

2010-04-01 14:44:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11427678972

The Enterprise could probably blow up the Death Star simply by firing a tribble down
the exhaust port.  #goodnight

2010-04-01 07:12:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11412478044

Retweet of Roger Ebert (ebertchicago)

CNN had good coverage of British court exonerating the so-called Climategate
scientists. Fox...not so great,

2010-04-01 00:36:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11395888309

Crap, I'd better get home now.

2010-03-31 23:45:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11393615382

U.S.S. Agrajag attacks Probe 168332 (168332) with Photon torpedoes;
Probe 168332 (168332) takes 10 damage, hull integrity is reduced to 0

2010-03-31 23:04:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11391815043

Holy crap school.

2010-03-31 14:44:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11369725901

-_- #goodnight

2010-03-31 08:49:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11357357497

I just got up to 43,298 in #DoodleJump!!! Beat that!
http://itunes.com/app/DoodleJump

2010-03-31 04:30:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11349259443

'God particle' machine beams into unknown http://bit.ly/9RvMlN (via @cnn)

2010-03-31 00:37:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11337812021

normality++

2010-03-30 23:39:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11335136545

Yay, the LHC is up and running!  No, the world won't end, silly.

2010-03-30 14:43:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11311220916

Well, so much for my master plan for getting more sleep.  #goodnight

2010-03-30 08:04:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11297773769
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Oh btw, does anyone know if the TI-89 Titanium supports graphing volumes of
revolution?

2010-03-30 04:15:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11290346367

@osxdude http://xkcd.com/684 ;)

2010-03-30 04:12:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11290234076

Blew up a 100 ohm resistor using 120 VAC line voltage in physics.  Win!

2010-03-29 23:48:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11277383557

Weekend?  What weekend?

2010-03-29 16:31:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11257703154

Hopefully this will be a more normal week now that the musical is over. #goodnight

2010-03-29 09:18:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11240826315

I have proof that PayPal is (affiliated with) the devil! http://twitpic.com/1bpki2 (actually,
that really was the random number generated)

2010-03-29 08:06:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11238980938

Oh btw, no technology failures at all during the performance tonight.  Still a little
out-of-key-ness though.

2010-03-29 06:47:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11236860765

Also, a massive crane fly just flew into my room, and I have no idea where it went.
Hopefully not in the computer.  :P

2010-03-29 06:44:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11236757724

Closing night over.  :( Took us 2.5 hours to tear down sets and equipment that took
weeks to put up.  Oh well, next year we do it again.

2010-03-29 06:41:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11236698520

Back to school for closing night.  Closing nights make me sad.  :(

2010-03-28 23:42:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11219015151

An ice cream truck just drove by playing "It's a Small World After All".  I didn't know
those still existed, at least around here.

2010-03-28 20:32:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11211331079

I wonder if its possible to distribute new iPhone OSs over Cydia/APT as distribution
upgrades.  That would be the pwn.

2010-03-28 20:13:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11210564132
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Sleep calls.  #goodnight

2010-03-28 09:42:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11188119033

Performance tonight went better than last night's from a tech standpoint (down to 2
mic failures).  Some singers were off-key though.

2010-03-28 07:28:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11184828484

Off to school for performance night 3 of 4.

2010-03-27 23:56:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11167921490

Wearing my strangely appropriate "byte me" t-shirt to the performance tonight.

2010-03-27 22:59:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11165795537

Oh snap, the MythBusters have discovered xkcd! RT @MythBusters "Unscientific" by
xkcd http://bit.ly/qgdJh

2010-03-27 21:31:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11162855726

I just wrote, while half asleep, a couple of shell scripts on my iPod Touch that modify
critical parts of the OS.  Sleeptime. #goodnight

2010-03-27 08:07:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11134983968

@kmccoy No, and hopefully they will be tomorrow.

2010-03-27 08:05:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11134923182

And I tripped over an XLR3 cable....

2010-03-27 06:20:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11132181098

Oh, and we also had a much bigger audience than last night's.

2010-03-27 06:19:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11132154407

Show tonight was teh awesome, no lighting failures (my job to watch for) but the
wireless mics did fail 3 times. Well received by audience.

2010-03-27 06:19:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11132144403

@kmccoy The sound experts/professionals told me that that caused all three
wireless mic failures tonight.

2010-03-27 06:15:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11132028672

Right then, time for night 2 of 4.  I wonder if the sound people have bought condoms
for the microphones. :P (ya srsly, for the microphones)

2010-03-26 23:48:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11116344434

It seems like half of the people I'm following are on vacation now.  I can has vacation?
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:(

2010-03-26 23:27:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11115511674

I need a couple of gallons of coffee immediately.  -_-

2010-03-26 14:42:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11092464655

And I can finally go to bed now.  #goodnight

2010-03-26 07:25:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11078302007

Ugh, so sleepy, but I can't go to bed yet because I still have homework to do.  :( I'm
going to be miserable at school tomorrow.

2010-03-26 06:24:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11076688671

Opening night went pretty well, although we had some technical issues and
*someone* (you know who you are) flew a prop too early....

2010-03-26 05:58:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11075931392

Alright, it's about that time.  I'll be back in a few hours, and hopefully it'll go well (I
might bring my camera).

2010-03-26 00:19:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11061591402

(Getting this right this time, I think) @harej We're putting on the same show, but you
live on the opposite coast.

2010-03-26 00:08:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11061063818

Opening night.  And earlier today was our Murphy's Law dry run, so hopefully
everything will work tonight.  I also has batteries.

2010-03-26 00:02:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11060795411

And so another day starts.

2010-03-25 14:45:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11037240764

REM cycle now commencing.  #goodnight

2010-03-25 06:52:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11022378582

@kmccoy Jeez, from where?

2010-03-25 06:45:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11022226460

Need to buy 16 AAA batteries for the radios stage crew uses.  Also the mic people
ran out of 9-volts.  Caused a little bit of panic.

2010-03-25 05:37:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11020293247

@harej Well, Thursday is a logical day.  What show is your school putting on?
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2010-03-25 05:32:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11020125197

Rehearsal.  Last one before opening night tomorrow.

2010-03-24 23:38:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11004901729

Retweet of evula (evula)

I somehow got put on the Tea Party mailing list. These emails are absolutely
hilarious, in a "rampant paranoia" sort of way.

2010-03-24 23:09:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/11003602507

Meh, I'm still tired.

2010-03-24 14:43:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10982212257

Yay, more sleep #ftw!  #goodnight

2010-03-24 06:06:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10966448333

Oh yeah, I drove solo for the first time today.  :D

2010-03-24 05:01:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10964461739

Ate my "dinner" at warp speed, now back to school for rehearsal tiem.

2010-03-23 23:27:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10949683709

I wonder how bored we're all going to be at rehearsal tonight....

2010-03-23 23:15:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10949171049

Does dividing by zero successfully cause the universe to segfault?

2010-03-23 14:44:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10928326227

Blurgle.  #goodnight

2010-03-23 07:01:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10914143922

It's kinda amusing to watch liberals and conservatives going at it on my Twitter feed
over #hcr.  Stupid, very very stupid, but amusing.

2010-03-23 05:58:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10912527159

Got a little more done tonight at rehearsal than last night, but still not a whole lot.
Finishing up my homework.

2010-03-23 05:18:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10911340170

Alright, back to school now.  I think I'll blind a few people with the speedlight I'm
bringing....

2010-03-22 23:33:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10896483999
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School went well, although I have go back soon for another rehearsal.  Equipping
myself with calculus homework this time.

2010-03-22 23:13:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10895582833

Retweet of Grant Imahara (grantimahara)

Dude, what to do in case of First Contact... http://bit.ly/cdfOf6

2010-03-22 23:09:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10895416261

I feel like a zombie right now. :|

2010-03-22 16:32:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10879742611

Ahh, screw it, I'm going to bed.  #goodnight

2010-03-22 06:22:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10859971974

Meh, #hcr passed.  Oh well, back from rehearsal.  I did practically nothing, got bored
out of my mind, and now have a headache.

2010-03-22 05:42:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10858903725

Finished my really quick and really early dinner, now off to school for five hours for
musical rehearsal.

2010-03-21 23:46:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10844138626

Finished my physics lab report, homewerks complete.  Now reconfiguring computer
to do taxes.

2010-03-21 22:40:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10841550629

@kmccoy Some American DJ LED lights.

2010-03-21 21:22:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10838655167

(Speaking of, I need to find a fixture personality for the ETC Express 48/96 lightboard
and get it on a floppy &gt;.&lt;)

2010-03-21 20:27:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10836571852

Working on a physics lab report, then heading down to school at 4:30 for the next
rehearsal.

2010-03-21 20:26:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10836535820

Gah it got late fast.  #goodnight

2010-03-21 08:39:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10813286957

@whole_tost Try uncooked rice.  Works like a charm.

2010-03-21 08:38:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10813279213
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@satyamnayak Differential equations are solved using integrals, smart.  ;P

2010-03-21 05:27:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10808288299

Ack differential equations.

2010-03-21 04:16:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10805778585

Lawrence of Arabia is so awesome, I don't want to stop watching it.  But, alas, I must
do homework.

2010-03-21 01:00:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10798220607

Fun fact: Shutting down Windows on my home computer takes almost as long as
booting it up.

2010-03-20 07:41:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10763766003

@soulni99a In XHTML, the syntax &lt;tag /&gt; is used in the place of "single tags"
which don't have an end tag.

2010-03-20 06:23:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10761773126

Installing TurboTax on the computer for my parents.  Always fun.... &lt;sarcasm /&gt;

2010-03-20 06:05:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10761272478

Got some more lights set up for the show, also did some funky wiring w/ the dimmer
rack. And my actual drivers license card arrived by mail!

2010-03-20 01:11:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10750383409

@soulni99a ARGH :P

2010-03-20 01:09:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10750301416

God I'm tired.  Today is going to be a really fucking long day.  Also, I just heard my AP
bio teacher cuss someone out.  Scary o_O

2010-03-19 14:32:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10724943729

Down.  #goodnight

2010-03-19 08:58:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10714109346

@uberfuzzy It shouldn't be too surprising, Texas Instruments graphing calcs can run
arbitrary code, so therefore they can crash.

2010-03-19 05:38:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10709119036

God dammit, crashed my TI-89Ti.  Wiped RAM, now have to restore from a rather old
(~10 days) backup.  Why doesn't the 89 have a group func.?

2010-03-19 05:26:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10708769616
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Whee, today was major lights setup for the musical we're putting on at school. Got to
climb up a scaffold about (cont) http://tl.gd/i0ug5

2010-03-19 01:12:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10699056374

It smells like bacon in the chem lab.  Seriously.

2010-03-18 14:36:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10673790983

Shityeah, I'm going to hit my target of five hours of sleep!  #goodnight

2010-03-18 07:40:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10661035735

Lol, the essay I'm analyzing for AP English is an article from The Onion.  XD

2010-03-18 05:55:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10658315745

"You think you've got problems?  What if you *are* a manically depressed robot?"

2010-03-18 05:51:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10658205033

Yay, slightly cooler tomorrow (that is, according to the weather service).

2010-03-18 02:56:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10653032016

School IT managed to kill the Internet link again, on the day grades are due from the
teachers nonetheless.

2010-03-17 23:39:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10644655801

I can has coffee?

2010-03-17 14:31:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10623901669

"S" is for "sleep", and that's good enough for me!  #goodnight

2010-03-17 08:58:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10613254144

Yay, finally finished my bloody research paper.

2010-03-17 07:48:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10611596840

There are FOUR LIGHTS!!!! (extra points to those of you who get the reference) RT
@harej: The best xkcd comic ever. http://bit.ly/a5o2Al

2010-03-17 05:33:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10607908425

@res2216firestar No, it's a backward-compatibility thing.  I could use isolinear chips,
but I don't feel like finding one.

2010-03-16 23:18:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10592780666

*sticks a new floppy disk into brain*

2010-03-16 23:10:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10592448737
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Yes, I felt it. Felt like a pretty distinct lateral shaking; no rolling element to it.  But, this
was a shitty little pansy of a quake.  :D

2010-03-16 14:42:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10572700597

Magnitude 4.4 earthquake strikes Los Angeles at 4:04 AM Pacific Daylight Time
(11:04 UTC).  http://bit.ly/cTQEmO - Pretty weak for So. Cal.

2010-03-16 14:41:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10572641082

Meh, whatever, I'll finish this paper tomorrow.  Sleeptime now.  #goodnight

2010-03-16 08:22:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10560932938

Ugh MLA formatting.

2010-03-16 05:47:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10556795380

I need to find some caffeine pills.  Seriously, I can't remember ever being this tired.

2010-03-16 05:16:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10555773891

It's 80 degrees (Fahrenheit) outside.  What the hell kind of winter is this?

2010-03-16 00:46:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10543934578

Urgh I don't want to go home and have to do homework. :(

2010-03-15 23:55:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10541718839

Meh schooltime.

2010-03-15 16:33:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10524779233

Normally, there would be some sort of witty "good night" remark here, but I'm much
too tired at the moment.  #goodnight

2010-03-15 09:19:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10509971965

I favorited a YouTube video -- Extended Version Emperor Palpatine gets a job
http://youtu.be/NIcPzuwZS3g?a

2010-03-15 07:26:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10507326166

Whee, Linux has set my clock one hour ahead, but Windows will be an idiot and
blindly set it another hour ahead the next time I boot it up.

2010-03-15 06:46:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10506344495

I wonder when I'll get my SAT results.

2010-03-15 04:04:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10501484661

Augh, my brain asplode: http://bit.ly/5f2IH4

2010-03-15 03:00:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10498980927
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Lol http://xkcd.com/626

2010-03-15 02:03:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10496740148

They need to have some implementation of mandb on the TI-89Ti, so I can
remember what all the bloody functions, like eigVc(), do.  &gt;:(

2010-03-15 01:54:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10496366469

Meh, time to do something that's actually productive.

2010-03-15 01:39:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10495739718

@darrenkerwin Lies.  :P

2010-03-14 22:11:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10487477321

Ooh, Southern California Edison, our power company, installed a new digital power
meter.  It's shiny.

2010-03-14 21:16:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10485400564

@darrenkerwin that's right, you guys put your dates in a funny order.  ;)

2010-03-14 20:54:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10484567127

Happy Pi Day everyone! Mathematicians of the world, unite!

2010-03-14 20:34:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10483810805

OH HEY IT'S PI DAY! \o/

2010-03-14 20:29:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10483628139

Shit, fuck you daylight savings time.  I demand UTC, although I similarly demand that
the U.S. switch to metric/S.I.  Meh sleep.  #goodnight

2010-03-14 09:05:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10463232233

@IMB706 Erm, please don't spam my @ replies feed, I neither want nor require that
someone reply to all of my tweets.  Kthxbai.

2010-03-14 08:58:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10463083828

Crap, daylight savings time starts tonight.  &gt;:(

2010-03-14 03:26:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10452531784

I survived the SAT-1!  Thought it was rather easy, actually.  Now munching on an
In-N-Out burger for lunch.

2010-03-13 22:16:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10440721491

And now I go to bed in prep for SAT.  Wish me luck!  #goodnight

2010-03-13 06:41:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10411509845
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Booting up Linux for a quick moment so I can print out my SAT admission ticket.

2010-03-13 05:34:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10409492033

@IMB706 But what about our precious bodily fluids?  :O

2010-03-13 04:55:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10408179786

"Now then, Dimitri, you know how we've always talked about the possibility of
something going wrong with the (cont) http://tl.gd/g332e

2010-03-13 04:28:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10407193290

Got Inspell. Awesome spellchecker for those of you with jailbroken iPhones or iPod
Ts. It only costs $3.99, too.  http://twitpic.com/187sa6

2010-03-13 02:32:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10402701729

@IMB706 yeah, tell me something I didn't know.  :P

2010-03-13 02:18:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10402114600

Stage prep for the musical I'm teching on began today. "Borrowed" some lights for the
mezannine (sp?) and got some config on the lightboard.

2010-03-13 01:46:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10400847949

@besweeet Like 300 hours.

2010-03-13 01:43:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10400712099

Oh, I should have shown them my community college ID instead of my high school
ID.  XD

2010-03-12 15:43:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10377161431

Lol, two school admins are standing at the front gate stopping everyone for their ID,
while leaving the rear gate totally undefended.  #fail

2010-03-12 15:42:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10377144489

sleep++; #goodnight

2010-03-12 09:32:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10364894322

...and the second I said that, my timeline lit up. XD

2010-03-12 08:02:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10362763155

Whee it got quiet all of a sudden.

2010-03-12 08:00:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10362706715

@IMB706 Is there such a thing as clusty chrome?  I think not.

2010-03-12 07:11:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10361544955
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Lol googlefail: http://twitpic.com/181yyo

2010-03-12 07:05:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10361396906

Number of times I have bluescreened Windows: 1x10^2
Number of times I have kernel panic'd Linux: 2

2010-03-12 06:58:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10361200052

@dbryantsa Go rewrite MediaWiki in Perl.  :)

2010-03-12 06:37:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10360639340

@IMB706 I will now most likely not take seriously any tweet you make in the future.

2010-03-12 06:36:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10360618068

@IMB706 Do you know what 'sudo dd if=/dev/zero of=/dev/sda1' does?

2010-03-12 06:32:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10360502248

@IMB706 echo "int rand() {return 4;}" &gt; rand.c && gcc -shared -o rand.so rand.c
&& export LD_PRELOAD=rand.so;

2010-03-12 06:25:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10360298894

@IMB706 You still haven't explained the command to me.

2010-03-12 06:22:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10360233169

http://xkcd.com/713 lol

2010-03-12 06:20:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10360168448

@IMB706 Please prove that you can call Ubuntu that by explaining this command:
echo "int rand() {return (cont) http://tl.gd/fpfch

2010-03-12 06:07:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10359794518

Putting an Ubuntu 8.04LTS GNU/Linux LiveCD in my backpack before I forget. I
needs it to do some haxxing at school. ;)

2010-03-12 05:56:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10359468499

@IMB706 Sorry, I am unable to determine if the sarcasm bit for the tweet this one is
in reply to is on or not.

2010-03-12 05:54:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10359398597

I favorited a YouTube video -- Riding the bomb http://youtu.be/bzD-zGIJkbY?a

2010-03-12 05:50:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10359271451

@IMB706 Non sequitur, your argument does not follow or assumes undeclared
givens.
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2010-03-12 05:47:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10359201443

@IMB706 what makes you say that?

2010-03-12 05:41:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10359004155

I favorited a YouTube video -- Dr. Strangelove - Ending
http://youtu.be/s4VlruVG81w?a

2010-03-12 05:26:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10358560128

Sleep, I needs it.

2010-03-12 02:35:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10352119776

Yay my PayPal Security Key arrived in the mail!  Now all I'm waiting for is my driver's
license.  Also, Tweetie for iPhone update.  :D

2010-03-12 02:11:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10351111740

Deeerrrivaaaaatiiiiiveeessssss....

2010-03-11 15:42:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10327336333

Imma using my sleep() function.  #goodnight

2010-03-11 08:44:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10313995363

Lol, found a copy of the 1991 Operating System Concepts, 3rd ed. textbook. You'd be
surprised how much of it still applies to modern OSs.

2010-03-11 08:03:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10313015261

Speaking of comm biscuits, I finally got the stage crew schedule for the drama club
musical.  Gonna need some floppies for the lightboard.

2010-03-11 05:37:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10309171928

@osxdude We usually call those cans or biscuits.  Also, "comm" should be spelled
with two m's.  :)

2010-03-11 05:31:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10309001532

@IMB706 Because it works now and didn't before.  To "tear down" in the sense I
used it is slang (sorta) for disassemble.

2010-03-11 01:38:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10299903365

Yay tore down a school computer and successfully fixed it.

2010-03-11 00:33:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10297142293

Holy crap it's only 38 degrees Fahrenheit outside (3.33 degrees Celsius for those of
you in the sane world).  That's cold for S. California.
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2010-03-10 15:36:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10276105104

Alright, now I can go back to sleep.  #goodnight

2010-03-10 08:18:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10262456753

Jeez it's cold.  At least the wind has died down now (it was quite windy during the
day).

2010-03-10 08:11:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10262271800

Ok, this is becoming silly.  This is at least the fifth time I've had to refer to the TI-89Ti
manual to get the syntax for deSolve().  :|

2010-03-10 05:55:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10258797821

@harej no, there is still work to be done!!!!!

2010-03-10 05:47:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10258563318

@PrincessNite :D

2010-03-10 05:46:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10258554637

I can has naptime?

2010-03-10 02:38:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10251573694

Now that the DMV's computers are working, I now has an official driver's license
(actually it's in the mail).

2010-03-10 01:20:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10248141350

Lol, I have a feeling school is going to be crazy today.

2010-03-09 15:39:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10225502699

Alright, my brain is sending uptime alerts, time to shut it down.  #goodnight

2010-03-09 07:55:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10211492299

Doing some final prep for the SAT-1 (reasoning) test, which I will take this upcoming
Saturday.

2010-03-09 07:38:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10211097716

The deSolve() function on the TI-89Ti == :\

2010-03-09 05:07:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10206897786

I passed my driving test, and am now a fully licensed CA driver! Well, sort of, the
computers glitched so I have to go back in tomorrow....

2010-03-09 02:10:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10200048119
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Right, taking a second shot at passing the behind-the-wheel driving test right after
school.

2010-03-08 20:47:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10187193132

*yawn*

2010-03-08 19:20:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10184012378

Going to sleep now, I has to get up early tomorrow for a dentist's appointment.
#goodnight

2010-03-08 08:43:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10162658465

*that command should be `sudo apt-get install tilp2`

2010-03-08 07:12:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10160557249

Oh, nevermind, getting my TI-89Ti to work with Linux was as simple as `sudo apt-get
install tillp2`

2010-03-08 07:11:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10160541117

...unfortunately it doesn't, but I'm not going to mess with it tonight.

2010-03-08 06:54:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10160126776

I wonder if Linux will see my TI-89 Titanium....

2010-03-08 06:53:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10160082980

Retweet of Kevin Douglas Grant (kevindgrant)

Thank you, Academy, for not choosing Avatar.  #Oscar

2010-03-08 06:03:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10158746299

Urgh, now I've got a headache....

2010-03-08 00:39:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10144118930

Those of you with jailbroken iPhones or iPod Touches, go to Cydia and download the
(free) WiFiFoFum app. Awesome Wi-Fi finder, with logging.

2010-03-07 23:18:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10140859101

@harej No, bad idea.  :P

2010-03-07 22:48:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10139736408

LOL, from my TI-89Ti's manual: "...[using factor() to factor] a 100-digit number could
take more than a century." o_o

2010-03-07 22:41:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10139472261

@go4it7arh gdm, of course. ;)
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2010-03-07 22:37:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10139327011

Speaking of science, installing a periodic table app on my TI-89Ti.

2010-03-07 22:25:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10138895926

@tonyb486 I love how the box says "harmless science experiment" on it.

2010-03-07 22:25:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10138875142

Lol, I wrote a sleep(int seconds) function for my TI-89Ti.  And speaking of sleep,
#goodnight

2010-03-07 09:17:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10113730928

Yay it's raining

2010-03-07 05:51:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10108242988

@LeeMerriman In the status bar, from left to right: The carrier name area, modified
by the Make It Mine app from (cont) http://tl.gd/e8mii

2010-03-06 22:26:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10092271892

Hehe, appropriately renamed my iPod Touch from 'Excelsior' (now reserved for a
future laptop) to 'Mr. Tricorder'  http://twitpic.com/170wfl

2010-03-06 22:04:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10091515411

Retweet of Barry Carlyon (BarryCarlyon)

Seen in a Skype Chat Room: "I went outside once, the graphics were awesome, but
the gameplay was terrible, so i went back inside"

2010-03-06 21:59:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10091362448

Lol, so much for getting more sleep.  #goodnight

2010-03-06 10:37:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10068851347

Installing updates for Windows. :|

2010-03-06 10:26:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10068598124

@osxdude In case you don't know already, you're on The Daily WTF again:
http://bit.ly/diit45

2010-03-06 07:49:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10065049565

@go4it7arh Plants vs. Zombies.  Awesomely fun game.

2010-03-06 06:28:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10062967566

@harej API actions

2010-03-06 06:02:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10062222960
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zOMG my Twitter API limit got bumped up to 350!  :D

2010-03-06 06:00:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10062179561

And now it's time for one of iTunes's famous gigasecond syncs.

2010-03-06 04:59:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10060231547

Booting up Windows.  Taking forever, as expected.

2010-03-06 03:38:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10057287123

Retyping some TI-BASIC programs on my TI-84+SE into my TI-89T.  I like the
TI-89T's BASIC implementation better than the TI-83+/84+.

2010-03-06 01:53:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10053191503

@nifky No shit. :P

2010-03-05 23:47:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10048212215

We just created (and detonated) a dry ice bomb at school.  It's fun being in the smart
classes! :D

2010-03-05 23:41:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10047978961

TI-89 Titanium :D

2010-03-05 15:37:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10029058147

My brain's dilithium crystal has been drained.  #goodnight

2010-03-05 09:11:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10016616397

TI-89 Titanium == total awesomeness.  :D

2010-03-05 06:49:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10013180928

@Netalarm No, because the Nspire is not much more than a TI-84+, which I already
have.

2010-03-05 06:27:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10012616217

New TI-89 Titanium out of its package (and I didn't slit open a finger while opening
the packaging!).  Calculator itself is teh awesomezzz.

2010-03-05 04:20:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/10008531022

Maybe going to buy a new Texas Instruments TI-89 Titanium. :D

2010-03-05 00:10:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9998170514

Who's for Prop 8 *now*? CA anti-gay marriage state senator Roy Ashburn (R) busted
for DUI after leaving gay nightclub http://tpm.ly/bBXRMr

2010-03-04 21:00:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9990438766
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Lol, minor teachers' strike at school this morning.

2010-03-04 18:30:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9984923218

And now I sleep.  #goodnight

2010-03-04 08:41:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9965526064

WTF headline of the day: FAA: Jets at New York airport directed by child
http://enwn.net/698 #Wikinews /via @en_wikinews

2010-03-04 07:41:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9964161082

@vixtoria_lee No problem :)

2010-03-04 07:39:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9964107697

@vixtoria_lee Click the tl.gd link at the end of each one, it should open up a webpage
that shows the entire tweet

2010-03-04 07:20:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9963681248

@vixtoria_lee iPod Touches are practically iPhones, just without the phone.  I find
them to be extremely (cont) http://tl.gd/dh5ng

2010-03-04 07:12:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9963471834

@vixtoria_lee There are out-of-state colleges I wouldn't mind going to, I just prefer
in-state.  Paperwork is (cont) http://tl.gd/dh3ho

2010-03-04 06:59:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9963143198

Woah, just realized it's raining.  I only knew because the weathericon in my iPod
Touch statusbar changed.  XD

2010-03-04 06:28:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9962334181

@vixtoria_lee well, I'm looking for a local school (preferably in-state), but so far I've
gotten maybe two emails from in-state colleges.

2010-03-04 06:20:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9962134226

@harej I meant they as in the colleges, not formspring.

2010-03-04 06:19:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9962095730

@harej It would be better if they didn't send an email that said "DOOD YOU DIDNT
TAKE OUR ONLINE QUIZ" the next day, and the next week....

2010-03-04 05:28:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9960580938

@vixtoria_lee But there are so many!  :P

2010-03-04 05:27:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9960538123
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All of this email from colleges and universities interested in me was kinda nice at first,
but now it's sorta becoming a nuisance.

2010-03-04 03:55:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9957236136

@harej Nice.  Wait 'till you have to do Riemann sums, those are
&lt;sarcasm&gt;really fun&lt;/sarcasm&gt;.

2010-03-04 01:53:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9952163994

And now I get to go home. :D

2010-03-04 00:14:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9948028194

Lol, I think we're going to watch "Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying
and Love the Bomb" at lunch. :D

2010-03-03 15:39:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9928800205

Normally I'd put a witty remark of some sort here, but I'm much too tired at the
moment.  #goodnight

2010-03-03 07:58:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9915305268

The current version of Skype for iPhone is really buggy.  The previous version was
much better, and they're rather slow at patching Skype.

2010-03-03 07:26:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9914577527

Yet another thing you can't do on a non-jailbroken iPhone/iPod Touch: qTweeter -
http://twitpic.com/16c9o1

2010-03-03 07:03:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9913999326

@donttrythis Why don't you sing the Monty Python Lumberjack song on camera
instead? ;)

2010-03-03 06:47:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9913612661

Spent $4.99 on qTweeter.  Pretty awesome, actually, now I don't always have to load
up Tweetie just to make a status update.  :D

2010-03-03 06:40:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9913425296

Retweet of CNN (CNN)

Topeka 'renames' itself 'Google, Kansas.' http://on.cnn.com/cCi6Va

2010-03-03 05:06:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9910632933

Looking at tonight's Calculus homework (implicit differentiation with natural
logarithms) is only painful at (cont) http://tl.gd/d7no3

2010-03-03 04:39:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9909703888
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@Netalarm Nice.  Have you tried explaining to them what it is?

2010-03-03 02:17:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9903822104

@Netalarm My school is awesome like that.  Indeed, I break the acceptable use
policy all the time and nothing happens to me (SSH tunneling).

2010-03-03 02:11:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9903569464

@Netalarm Well, sort of... I installed Linux on a few computers that were running
Windows, no on really minds (and some like it better).

2010-03-03 02:08:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9903442842

For that last tweet, I should note that I had to tell someone that. He was trying to use
the command line on a school computer running Linux

2010-03-03 00:48:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9900140652

No, 'cd C:' doesn't work on Linux.

2010-03-03 00:44:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9899940280

@uberfuzzy Lol.

2010-03-02 20:47:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9890567831

Is naming a computer 'hal-9000' just asking for it? :P

2010-03-02 18:15:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9885071864

Time to go waste another six hours of my life.  #goodnight world!

2010-03-02 08:14:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9865953335

Multitasking on my iPod Touch.  Take that, Apple!  http://twitpic.com/166296

2010-03-02 07:06:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9864387247

AHA, my missing tweets from yesterday have returned from /dev/null!  :D

2010-03-02 06:14:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9863013587

@LeeMerriman it's by far the most stable client I've used, it has a well-polished
interface, intuitive design, (cont) http://tl.gd/cvl31

2010-03-02 06:13:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9862987336

Lol, how to piss someone off if you're a photographer: Take your DSLR, set the flash
compensation to +1.0EV or flash power to 100% and fire!

2010-03-02 05:27:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9861607446

The universe has encountered a problem and needs to close.  We're sorry for the
inconvenience.  Please report this problem to Microsoft.
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2010-03-02 05:23:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9861470302

isNapTime() is currently returning boolean true.  Zzzzzzzzz

2010-03-02 02:17:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9854225764

@LeeMerriman Tweetie 2!  One of the best iPhone Twitter clients I've ever seen and
the one I use.  You have to pay for it, but it is awesome

2010-03-02 00:57:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9850910601

Whee Linux is randomly fscking its system partition.  Waiting for it to complete.

2010-03-02 00:13:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9849069792

@dvyjones probably.  And I hope you're joking about hiberfil and pagefile.sys. :P

2010-03-02 00:08:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9848848475

A little depressed now that the Olympics are over, but no matter, it's time for sleep.
#goodnight

2010-03-01 09:33:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9818230968

@vixtoria_lee Yeah, that's what I gathered from reading Twitter's status page.
Hopefully the tweets haven't disappeared forever.

2010-03-01 09:32:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9818224839

Yup, all of my tweets from today have disappeared.  Hopefully Twitter will have the
problem resolved soon and they will magically reappear.

2010-03-01 09:27:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9818107242

...Is it just me, or have all the tweets I've made in the last day simply disappeared? :|

2010-03-01 09:21:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9817974124

There is only one thing that can be said about the closing ceremonies tonight: MADE.
OF. FUCKING. WIN! I liked them better than Beijing's.

2010-03-01 06:34:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9814113799

Hey, Captain Kirk showed up at the closing ceremonies!  Although I should have
(Shatner is a Canadian), I really didn't see that one coming.

2010-03-01 06:11:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9813475318

The moving lights surrounding the floor where the closing ceremonies were held look
like the Enterprise's phaser batteries preparing to fire

2010-03-01 04:50:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9810859821

Watching the Olympic's Closing Ceremonies, which are lagged by a few hours since I
live on the west coast of the U.S&gt;
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2010-03-01 04:41:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9810538642

Bloody Firefox is holding my CPU at ~95% and is holding the load average at around
3.30.  I might just renice it in a few minutes.

2010-03-01 04:28:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9810075437

Linux is so liberating from the all-reaching grasp of Microsoft!  :D

2010-03-01 03:31:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9807740682

:\  http://twitpic.com/15yosm

2010-03-01 02:41:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9805619360

Retweet of maxcelcat (maxcelcat)

How the heck did it get to be March already??? Stupid year, move more slowly!

2010-02-28 23:02:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9796795215

Jeez, it got late fast.  So much for making up some sleep.  #goodnight

2010-02-28 12:21:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9774483918

I wonder if there's a way for my iPod Touch to pull images directly off my Nikon
D3000.  Probably not.

2010-02-28 10:01:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9771405063

My Nikon D3000 is sitting on my desk, fully loaded and assembled, with its Nikkor
AF-S DX 18-55mm lens.  Not too sure why I put it there.

2010-02-28 04:12:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9761358515

@go4it7arh No, I'm doing homework and can't be bothered.

2010-02-28 01:23:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9754778513

@go4it7arh Open up your terminal and type 'man fsck', that will tell you all about
using it.  If that fails, try 'fsck --help'.

2010-02-28 01:16:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9754539847

@go4it7arh Have you tried fsck'ing the drive (fsck as in "filesystem check", the UNIX
command :P)?

2010-02-28 01:08:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9754225146

And now it's pouring rain.

2010-02-27 23:34:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9750801364

All of these earthquakes are making me nervous.  Makes me wonder if California is
next....
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2010-02-27 23:30:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9750675274

Sleep.  What more needs to be said?  #goodnight

2010-02-27 08:43:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9721743342

Home.  Performance went off well, stage crew (with myself on the lights) managed to
pull everything off by ear.

2010-02-27 07:06:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9719309109

I get to stay at school until midnight because I'm on stage crew.  Don't expect many
tweets from me today.

2010-02-26 18:20:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9689929526

Zzzzzzzzz, but I only get four hours of it.  :( #goodnight

2010-02-26 09:47:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9671458466

What am I doing still on the computer?  It's time to take a nap!

2010-02-26 02:34:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9657036669

@error_password No, only admins can do that.

2010-02-26 00:14:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9650792419

@error_password No, I'm a Wikipedia rollbacker and account creator (semi-inactive
now).

2010-02-25 18:14:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9636846141

Not looking forward to today.

2010-02-25 15:35:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9630392882

SIGSTOP. #goodnight

2010-02-25 08:20:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9617320590

Finding the area of a region bound by a graph using the limit process is tedious. One
problem took 3/4 of a page. But I still like Calculus.

2010-02-25 07:35:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9616350016

I'm sorry HAL, I'm afraid I can't do that.

2010-02-25 06:35:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9614867934

The American Math Competition 12B was teh difficult.  Now I want to fir up the xray
crystallography machine in the back.  :P

2010-02-24 23:45:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9598897622
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Getting ready to take the American Math Competition in ~10 minutes.

2010-02-24 15:19:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9579832087

Going to bed now, as I has to get up early to take the American Math Competition
(starts 20 minutes before school normally does). #goodnight

2010-02-24 08:12:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9567398998

Right then, Calculus time.

2010-02-24 05:28:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9563158215

Enough fun at school today, time to go home.

2010-02-24 00:44:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9551489781

Warning label on the machine: http://twitpic.com/14zb19  The 1st cart we put it on:
http://twitpic.com/14zb1s http://twitpic.com/14zb2n

2010-02-24 00:03:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9549782375

All the crystallography equipment on the left, copier on the right:
http://twitpic.com/14zaze The machine itself: http://twitpic.com/14zb0q

2010-02-24 00:02:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9549757457

Shityeah, we has an x-ray crystallography machine now!  Next to our ancient Xerox
photocopier! Photos to come!

2010-02-23 23:59:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9549601875

"Yes, our chemistry lab has a Xerox copy machine in the back.  Why do you ask?"

2010-02-23 18:20:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9536610179

Found an old Xerox copy machine, moved it to the chem lab.  We're going to try to
get it working so we can beat the school's copy quotas!

2010-02-23 18:19:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9536591406

And so begins another sleep deprivation cycle.  #goodnight

2010-02-23 07:50:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9516925341

And now to do something actually productive.

2010-02-23 05:22:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9513119911

Holy crap, letter of invitation from West Point!  :O

2010-02-23 04:05:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9510393639

@besweeet I guess I want you to follow me back.  :P

2010-02-23 04:00:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9510210838
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And that app finished downloading a moment ago.  Going to take a nap now.

2010-02-23 02:14:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9505927396

iPod Touch is downloading a ~250MiB app update.  This will take about 30 minutes....

2010-02-23 01:28:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9503998651

Time to go home.

2010-02-23 00:28:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9501503411

School.  Noes!

2010-02-22 17:31:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9485019516

Now is the sleeptime.  human::sleep(60*60*6); #goodnight

2010-02-22 09:21:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9469299181

Retweet of Stephen Colbert (StephenColbert)

I've taken a long vacation...All I do is say funny things...And I'm thinking of raising my
own salary...What am I a Senator?

2010-02-22 08:28:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9468111759

Done with homework, booting up teh Linuxes!

2010-02-22 06:14:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9464919109

Retweet of Skyler Burden (Mad) (xharlequingirlx)

Ok so usa/america won. But PLEASE, can we stop being douchebags about it?
You're making us look like morons. Kthanksbai.

2010-02-22 05:18:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9463284998

It started pouring again a few minutes ago, then suddenly stopped again.  :|

2010-02-22 02:16:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9456371764

@osxdude Awesome, thanks!  (I wanted to know how to undo in case I get tired of it
:P)

2010-02-22 00:26:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9451971848

@osxdude Is there a way to undo the installation, and how did you create that file?

2010-02-22 00:06:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9451203240

homework--;

2010-02-22 00:00:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9451000204

Strange weather, one minute it's clear, then it clouds over, starts pouring rain, then
clears up again.  :|
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2010-02-21 22:11:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9446885348

I only got one, albeit very important, thing done today: I recovered four hours of
sleep, and am about to recover some more.  #goodnight

2010-02-21 08:42:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9422224520

Retweet of Mike Rundle _ (flyosity)

Obama has caught more Taliban leaders in 1 month than Bush did in 6 years. Who's
soft on terror now? http://idek.net/14dn

2010-02-21 06:48:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9419310488

This is the first chance I've had all day to actually turn on my Internet.

2010-02-21 04:27:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9414676564

Going to bed.  Heading out to Costco in the afternoon; have to get a roll of film
developed and pick up digital prints.  #goodnight

2010-02-20 11:14:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9379777633

Downloading and installing Windows updates.

2010-02-20 10:41:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9379081928

(continues previous tweet) I expect my CPU to start crying in a moment.

2010-02-20 08:19:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9376025749

I am, at this moment, converting quite a few NEFs (Nikon RAW image format) to
JPEGs and downsizing them, and downsizing some more JPEGs.

2010-02-20 08:19:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9376019363

Yay, new version of TweetDeck.  Awesomeness.

2010-02-20 06:48:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9373768708

'Tis raining out, yay!  They're playing the bloody song for every team for the
compulsory dance ice skating at the Olympics. :|

2010-02-20 06:07:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9372614158

@go4it7arh In PREGs, /\b[0-9]+\b/

2010-02-20 06:06:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9372579503

@go4it7arh Not in C/C++, it isn't.

2010-02-20 06:02:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9372472309

Reluctantly going to boot up Windows.

2010-02-20 03:52:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9368037700
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Whee, it's Friday!  :P

2010-02-20 00:34:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9360511256

Lolschool.

2010-02-19 15:41:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9339754648

Right, then, off to bed I go.  #goodnight

2010-02-19 08:55:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9327002608

Lol, probability mismatch and fail:  http://twitpic.com/1434uy http://twitpic.com/1434v3

2010-02-19 08:42:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9326709459

Integral chan rule (or integration by substitution as my book calls it) isn't as hard as I
expected.  Calculus ftw!

2010-02-19 05:46:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9322203043

Integral chain rule.  Eek.

2010-02-19 05:05:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9320836074

I need to make my various PHP bots self-repairing.  Can't see how that could
possibly go wrong.

2010-02-19 04:09:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9318695944

Home, munching on snacks.

2010-02-19 01:14:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9311471185

I have an awesome Calculus professor: "Your [textbook] calls it 'pattern recognition'.  I
call it 'working your ass off'."

2010-02-18 18:28:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9295095747

I find it scary that the tweet I made ~6 hours ago when I went to bed is on the first
page of my home twitter feed.

2010-02-18 15:37:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9288216557

@nifky Screwdrivers for those are insanely common, you just have to look for them.

2010-02-18 15:37:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9288187538

sudo shutdown -h 00 #goodnight

2010-02-18 09:52:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9277442458

@nifky take the hard drive apart.  Fun to look at, but it permanently destroys the drive
(obviously).

2010-02-18 09:21:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9276762050
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@harej The machines I've installed it on, yes.  (that's why I have superuser on them.)

2010-02-18 08:17:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9275313443

It's fun having superuser on a school computer.  'sudo killall --user student' = instant
logout of someone you don't like.  :P

2010-02-18 07:45:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9274566920

http://bit.ly/JS5OO - LOL, I think I'm a Technical Thug, Administrative Fascist, and
Maniac.  This tweet not meant to be taken seriously. ;)

2010-02-18 06:14:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9272180065

sudo apt-get install antigravity #Everything you get with 'import antigravity', but at the
system level!

2010-02-18 05:59:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9271726821

@satyamnayak Not bored, sleepy.

2010-02-18 05:28:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9270734159

*yawn*

2010-02-18 03:54:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9267264926

TIme to boot Windows: ~12 minutes.  Time to boot Linux: 3 minutes, 28 seconds.
(Times include POST and bootloader., GNU-GRUB in this case)

2010-02-18 00:39:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9259516215

Install0us = awesome.  Nice way to try apps before you buy them.

2010-02-18 00:33:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9259254077

More school.

2010-02-17 18:20:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9244898971

Today has been a very uneventful day. Sleep.  #goodnight

2010-02-17 09:12:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9226836250

@besweeet Yes, it does.

2010-02-17 00:52:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9210691615

Beaming 1248219 Deuterium: Amount was corrected to 30. 20: ok. 10: ok.

2010-02-17 00:25:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9209658264

Home, getting ready to boot up the Linux computer and find something to eat.

2010-02-17 00:00:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9208698559
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School.  Meh.

2010-02-16 18:04:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9195036865

Going to bed now.  I forgot that I actually have to wake up to go to school in 5 hours.
No more holidays until spring break. :( #goodnight

2010-02-16 09:27:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9178676410

On April Fools' Day, I plan to do my Calculus homework in reverse Polish notation
and using the hexadecimal or octal number systems.

2010-02-16 04:27:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9170834356

@freeiphoneapps One of 'em worked for me, so I guess I won.  Thanks!

2010-02-16 02:51:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9167226805

Oh, and is there any way to get more than 11 pages of icons on your jailbroken
iPhone's homescreen?  I needs moar.

2010-02-16 01:01:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9163097385

New washing machine!

2010-02-16 00:59:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9163034318

#WhenTwitterWasDown  http://twitpic.com/13hgn1

2010-02-15 23:46:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9160360561

Homework.

2010-02-15 20:06:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9154003174

@besweeet Yeah, one of the repos put out a malformed bz2 packages list.

2010-02-15 20:06:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9154000467

Totally forgot I had an orthodontist appointment this morning, yet managed to wake
up and arrive in time.  Hehe.

2010-02-15 19:44:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9153250457

Going to bed a tad earlier in hopes of getting more sleep. And, of course, I won't. No
school tomorrow, but I has to do homework. #goodnight

2010-02-15 10:01:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9134877414

Distracting myself from programming by catching up with The Daily WTF
(http://bit.ly/9gxTxW)

2010-02-15 09:01:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9133601326

fastlizard4@enterprise:~$ ./test.out (*presses enter*) Segmentation fault (._.)
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2010-02-15 08:58:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9133523388

(This is most likely a sign that I need sleep, as I can't get those damn pointers right)

2010-02-15 08:50:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9133365317

IF GNOME-TERMINAL OUTPUTS THE WORDS 'SEGMENTATION FAULT' AGAIN
AFTER RUNNING MY NEW C++ PROGRAM, HEADS WILL ROLL! &gt;.&lt;

2010-02-15 08:49:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9133351960

@Juliancolton Not really, especially when you have to drive (and parallel park).

2010-02-15 04:21:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9126526338

Home.  Beach was really bloody crowded.

2010-02-15 04:18:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9126420771

Heading to the beach, and I think I'm driving.

2010-02-14 21:01:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9111968546

Sleepytime for me, and Happy Chinese New Year everyone!  #goodnight

2010-02-14 11:50:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9095463440

Ahh, it's nice to be back in Linux.

2010-02-14 06:58:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9089192363

If you're wondering why I haven't tweeted all day, it's because I went to a Chinese
New Year's Eve party with my family.

2010-02-14 06:51:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9089019833

Holy crap, 0 new emails on my GMail account!  This NEVER happens!  The Internet
must be dying!  :P

2010-02-13 20:57:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9069935403

Holy crap it got late.  Time flies when you're programming!  #goodnight

2010-02-13 11:28:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9052330431

(However, I don't think it was quite as impressive as Beijing) RT @res2216firestar:
The opening ceremony: Nothing to say but "made of win".

2010-02-13 08:31:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9048780438

Watching the Olympics Opening Ceremony.  In HD. :D

2010-02-13 04:04:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9041144939

Well, booting my computer up to Windows today was fun.
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2010-02-13 03:01:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9038677409

After no less than 5 reboots and 2 Blue Screens of Death, I think Windows may
finally be booting properly.  &gt;:(

2010-02-13 02:07:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9036589177

Well, shit.  Windows booted up to a nasty blue screen of death.  Rebooting into Safe
Mode.

2010-02-13 01:35:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9035366310

Shityeah, Winter Olympics start tonight.  NBC-HD ftw!

2010-02-12 23:17:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9030333355

Oh, did I mention that I don't have school tomorrow (erm, this morning)? :P
#goodnight

2010-02-12 11:03:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9004149783

Yes, in Space Trek: The New Empire, it does kinda help to actually enter orbit of the
planet you're trying to beam stuff down to.

2010-02-12 09:22:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9001901355

I favorited a YouTube video -- Are you suggesting coconuts migrate?
http://youtu.be/H4_9kDO3q0w?a

2010-02-12 08:58:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9001381986

I favorited a YouTube video -- French Taunting - Monty Python and the Holy Grail
http://youtu.be/9V7zbWNznbs?a

2010-02-12 08:58:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9001373008

I favorited a YouTube video -- Monty Python and the Holy Grail - Three Questions
http://youtu.be/IMxWLuOFyZM?a

2010-02-12 08:43:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9001054239

I favorited a YouTube video -- Knights Who Say Ni http://youtu.be/QTQfGd3G6dg?a

2010-02-12 08:43:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9001048574

I rated a YouTube video (5 out of 5 stars) -- Knights Who Say Ni
http://youtu.be/QTQfGd3G6dg?a

2010-02-12 08:43:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9001044522

I rated a YouTube video (5 out of 5 stars) -- Hitler responds to the iPad
http://youtu.be/lQnT0zp8Ya4?a

2010-02-12 08:06:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9000219519
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I favorited a YouTube video -- Hitler responds to the iPad
http://youtu.be/lQnT0zp8Ya4?a

2010-02-12 08:06:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/9000215936

Heh, iPod Touch resprung into MobileSubstrate Safemode.  Of course, I'll probably
never figure out what crashed....

2010-02-12 07:56:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8999989706

HAI LINUX!

2010-02-12 07:01:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8998736363

@whole_tost It shouldn't affect anything.  The process involves getting a new hard
drive of the same or larger (cont) http://tl.gd/8h95r

2010-02-12 06:05:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8997306100

@whole_tost Probably time to replace your hard drive. Has nothing to do with the
mouse problem, but HDDs begin failing after 5 years of use.

2010-02-12 05:54:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8997009278

@whole_tost How long have you had the computer, and have you ever replaced the
hard drive(s)?

2010-02-12 05:32:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8996348382

@go4it7arh As long as you're doing this, you might as well take a look at my YouTube
channel. :P http://youtube.com/user/NuclearSoviet

2010-02-12 01:53:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8988492535

I'm tempted to install iPhone-gcc.  By the way, any jailbreak apps for the iPhone out
there that add GnuPG integration to MobileSafari?

2010-02-12 01:03:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8986566688

Lol, machine translation fail (translation of human languages, of course) (also ping
@osxdude)  http://twitpic.com/12og55

2010-02-12 00:34:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8985441625

I feel surprisingly rested for three hours of sleep.  Getting ready to mass install
Photoshop on some school computers.

2010-02-11 17:54:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8970771826

Meh, three hours of sleep coming up.  #goodnight

2010-02-11 10:41:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8956075292

Actually, somewhat appropriately, my desktop computer's hostname is indeed
"enterprise", and my iPod Touch is "excelsior".  (see last tweet)
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2010-02-11 09:41:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8954791845

Hehe, I always have the urge to yell "ENGAGE!" when I boot my computer into Linux.
:P

2010-02-11 08:37:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8953394218

I'm going to make a wild guess and say that running 'sudo killall5' is a bad idea.

2010-02-11 07:47:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8952265339

My brain is kernel panicking.

2010-02-11 07:31:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8951895849

@go4it7arh That's no excuse.  :P

2010-02-11 06:23:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8950187876

Why does MobileSafari have to be such a memory hog? :|

2010-02-11 06:05:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8949679476

SEGMENTATION FAULT.

2010-02-11 05:04:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8947812418

@josfox SNOW IS THE PWN!

2010-02-10 23:19:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8924083225

There's snow in the mountains behind us!  Yes, in Southern California!  Lots of snow!
:D

2010-02-10 15:37:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8905916049

Let's see if I can actually get a decent 5.75 hours of sleep now.  #goodnight

2010-02-10 08:10:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8893507220

My iPod Touch is running Windows?  News to me.  (Actually, it appears Skype spam
has been increasing recently.)   http://twitpic.com/12cvdf

2010-02-10 07:37:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8892802998

OK, now I'm finally doing definite integrals the "easy" way (was using Riemann sums
before).

2010-02-10 05:59:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8890479568

zOMG my NOAA Weather Radio just activated, and is emitting its 1050 Hz
emergency tone at this very moment.

2010-02-10 01:03:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8879720982
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Replaced the battery in a smoke alarm.  I got tired of the *CHIRP!* it was making
every few minutes.  :P

2010-02-10 00:20:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8878084259

Home.  Saw an awesome lightning and thunder show about an hour and a half ago.
The sky turned green, seriously.

2010-02-10 00:06:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8877553190

Oh, and those YouTube tweets actually appeared about an hour and a half before I
actually favorited them.  Currently at school.

2010-02-09 15:42:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8859160396

@maxcelcat Congratulations!

2010-02-09 15:38:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8859023322

I favorited a YouTube video -- Monty Python - Spam http://youtu.be/anwy2MPT5RE?a

2010-02-09 07:59:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8846400050

I favorited a YouTube video -- Monty Python - The Spanish Inquisition
http://youtu.be/uprjmoSMJ-o?a

2010-02-09 07:59:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8846387565

I favorited a YouTube video -- Monty Python And The Holy Grail- The Black Knight
http://youtu.be/2eMkth8FWno?a

2010-02-09 07:57:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8846349614

I favorited a YouTube video -- Monty Python-Holy Hand Grenade
http://youtu.be/xOrgLj9lOwk?a

2010-02-09 07:57:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8846346590

Here's hoping for a slightly saner tomorrow (not likely).  #goodnight

2010-02-09 07:40:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8845992711

My brain just dereferenced a null pointer.

2010-02-09 05:10:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8842253026

Today has been a strange day overall.

2010-02-09 03:51:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8839572618

Gah, school today was wierd.  Felt like the first day of school again.

2010-02-08 23:23:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8829596464

Going to sleep as the final night-launch space shuttle starts on its journey.
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#goodnight

2010-02-08 09:36:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8803159119

And the space shuttle Endeavor is on its way.  Awesome launch.

2010-02-08 09:19:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8802817243

Manually editing your computer's bootloader configuration is win.  Dangerous, but
win.

2010-02-08 08:10:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8801417724

Watching Ubuntu download kernel upgrades and hog up all of my bandwidth
accordingly.  Making a note to edit grub config to use new kernel.

2010-02-08 08:04:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8801300480

"We're approaching the failwhale point! The dilithium crystals cannae take it any
longer!!"

2010-02-08 03:14:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8793698420

The mass of tweets following the Saint's Super Bowl win is draining Twitter's dilithium
crystal supply.  We apologize for the inconvenience.

2010-02-08 03:11:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8793603806

Screw you and your Super Bowl, I has MythBusters, although this is the last episode
before the mini-marathon ends :(

2010-02-08 01:27:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8789137399

Meh, I guess I should probably do my homework.

2010-02-07 23:04:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8782950705

Retweet of James Hare (harej)

I hereby proclaim Iceland to be the greatest country on Earth. Retweet this
declaration!

2010-02-07 21:26:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8779518499

Going to bed; didn't get a very good sleep last night.  #goodnight

2010-02-07 08:23:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8757621663

Watching "The Trouble with Tribbles", Star Trek: The Original Series, season 2.

2010-02-07 06:58:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8755664032

Got to use an old Yashica FR1 with Kodak BW400CN film.  Awesomeness.

2010-02-07 05:53:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8753899421
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@natcch Join usssssss.......

2010-02-07 05:08:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8752529663

Retweet of Brian Sweet (besweeet)

http://twitpic.com/11taai - Why is President Palin trending? Oh here's why...

2010-02-07 04:03:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8750384120

Going to a friends house for a photography project.  'Tis raining.

2010-02-06 21:29:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8737085105

#retweetthisif you are going to sleep.  #goodnight

2010-02-06 09:39:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8716886132

Retweet of Joseph Fox (sdeewewe)

#retweetthisif you don't get where the hell this trend has come from

2010-02-06 08:42:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8715730345

Retweet of Chet Long (chetblong)

#retweetthisif you like Wikipedia

2010-02-06 08:35:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8715596775

@josfox I guess you have never used an iPhone/iPod Touch.

2010-02-06 06:26:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8712703944

(And, yes, I am using SprintBoard on my iPod Touch, with excellent results)

2010-02-06 05:52:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8711780288

Everyone with jailbroken iPod Touches or iPhones, download SprintBoard from
Cydia!  It will make your life better!  http://bit.ly/c5I1fu

2010-02-06 05:52:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8711771029

Heh, I believe my tweet about kimchi this morning was my 2000th.

2010-02-06 03:32:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8707337427

@besweeet I can has license? :D

2010-02-06 01:29:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8702740253

Oh, and it's raining.

2010-02-06 00:02:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8699640311

Kimchi is so awesome. :D

2010-02-05 22:32:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8696441395
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Alright.  Sanity restoration time, #goodnight

2010-02-05 10:56:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8672522469

@osxdude ...and here's the thread that sploded:  http://twitpic.com/11g3c5

2010-02-05 05:16:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8665000783

@osxdude Yargh, found it, and found a MobileSubstrate:  http://twitpic.com/11g2yt

2010-02-05 05:14:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8664929598

@osxdude Are these logs somewhere in ~/Library?

2010-02-05 05:07:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8664741831

@osxdude Yeah, I have Winterboard, but it's never caused this to happen.  It
resprung when I locked the screen.

2010-02-05 05:04:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8664641460

And my iPod randomly resprings... again.

2010-02-05 03:55:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8662426291

Ahh, crap, mouse battery is leaking.  Cleaning the terminals with a cotton swab and
finding a new battery.

2010-02-05 03:21:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8661190045

Oh, hey, I'm fast approaching my 2,000th tweet.

2010-02-05 03:12:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8660862169

@kmccoy A "dangerous maneuver".  If I could read the examiner's handwriting, I
could be more specific.

2010-02-05 03:11:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8660818362

This would make an awesome bumper sticker: "DANGER: This vehicle warps space
and time in its vicinity".

2010-02-05 02:26:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8659162293

@satyamnayak No, the first has its own class of autofail, as does the second.

2010-02-05 01:36:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8657357629

@satyamnayak Oh, the aforementioned "dangerous maneuver" is an autofail.

2010-02-05 01:33:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8657236096

@satyamnayak Not very specific.  The more specific stuff is written down, and is
illegible.  In question is a (cont) http://tl.gd/72a6c

2010-02-05 01:31:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8657154272
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@harej Ahh, makes sense.

2010-02-05 01:26:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8656956295

@satyamnayak If you can read what the examiner wrote on the results sheet, we'll
both know.

2010-02-05 01:24:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8656901858

@harej O_O

2010-02-05 01:24:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8656884455

Bah. Failed the driving test.  Ah well, par for the course, I don't know a *single*
person who passed it on the first try.  Next try: 2 wks.

2010-02-05 01:20:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8656740838

RT & follow @besweeet for a chance to win 1 of 3 LockInfo licenses (worth $4.99/ea)!
Full details: http://bit.ly/bg4Rjd

2010-02-05 01:19:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8656689919

Preparing to take the driving test in 37 minutes.

2010-02-04 21:12:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8647916173

Last day of finals: AP English, French 3, and (after school, of course) the
behind-the-wheel driving test (to get a full license).

2010-02-04 15:32:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8636260277

Apple now lets you waste your time on an iDevice instead of doing unproductive
things like sleeping.  #goodnight

2010-02-04 08:35:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8624882333

I favorited a YouTube video -- STAR TREK BLOOPERS 1960`s
http://youtu.be/JZAkGfJY05k?a

2010-02-04 07:52:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8624047877

Retweet of TorrentFreak (torrentfreak)

Movie Studios Lose Landmark Case Against Aussie ISP http://bit.ly/bRkJxY

2010-02-04 05:58:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8621517661

And, once again, my iPod randomly resprings when I try to install a package from
Cydia. :|

2010-02-04 05:31:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8620808477

@whole_tost You have a jailbroken iPhone/iPod Touch? :O

2010-02-04 05:10:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8620206488
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@osxdude If I were at your school, I would have violated "things not to do"
7,8,9,10,11,12,13 and 16. And where does using SSH tunnels fall?

2010-02-04 03:36:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8617178481

And it's taking forever to reboot, but I did hear the "Whir-click" my iPod makes when
it's plugged in, so at least it is booting up.

2010-02-04 01:03:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8611805491

Lolwut?  I confirmed an install for Cydia and my iPod spontaneously rebooted.  :\

2010-02-04 01:01:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8611724121

RT & follow @besweeet for a chance to win 1 of 3 LockInfo licenses (worth $4.99/ea)!
Full details: http://bit.ly/bg4Rjd

2010-02-04 00:48:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8611265655

My iPod Touch just randomly resprung itself when I tried to lock it.  It resprung into
normal, not MobileSubstrate Safemode, too.  Strange.

2010-02-03 21:45:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8604522319

Finals today weren't all that bad, actually.

2010-02-03 21:37:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8604242325

Sleepy.  AP US History and Photography finals today.

2010-02-03 15:29:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8591590795

Eh, fuck studying, I'm going to bed.  #goodnight

2010-02-03 09:10:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8581061432

This is a public service announcement: If you have a jailbroken iPhone/iPod Touch
&gt;&gt;DO NOT&lt;&lt; UPGRADE TO OS 3.1.3, see  http://bit.ly/cM3SNH

2010-02-03 07:03:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8578490049

@osxdude How do you enable/disable that verbose mode thingy?

2010-02-03 06:20:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8577471843

Yargh why doesn't Ubuntu 8,04LTS's APT repository have OpenOffice.org 3 in it? :|

2010-02-03 04:05:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8573629043

I suppose it does help to mount the drive that your report is saved on before
attempting to open it in OpenOffice.org....

2010-02-03 03:18:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8571857474

@whole_tost Generally, yes.
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2010-02-03 02:19:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8569636604

RT & follow @besweeet for a chance to win 1 of 3 LockInfo licenses (worth $4.99/ea)!
Full details: http://bit.ly/bg4Rjd

2010-02-03 02:17:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8569576382

@go4it7arh Someone needs to cool down.  And Wikipedia has a pretty nice chart
that lists all iPhone OSs and whether they are jailbreakable.

2010-02-02 23:10:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8562422477

Ugh, I'm really not used to returning home this early.  Making lunch.

2010-02-02 21:40:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8559210086

Well, finals today went pretty well.  Next I have to study for AP US History and
photography (and compile my photo portfoilo).

2010-02-02 21:19:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8558406307

@besweeet Why? :O

2010-02-02 21:17:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8558356985

Happy Groundhog Day, or if you attend my school, happy Kobayashi Maru day (first
day of finals)!

2010-02-02 15:37:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8546607473

I should go to sleep, don't want to be too tired for finals tomorrow. School lets out
early on finals days, so more study time. #goodnight

2010-02-02 08:31:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8535224754

Some more jailbreak awesome: Faking my iPod's user-agent (no more sites blocked
because I'm on a mobile device!)  http://twitpic.com/10zm27

2010-02-02 07:05:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8533464943

I really should get back to studying....

2010-02-02 06:55:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8533245882

Fuck it.  Giving up on trying to get OpenVPN to work on my iPod Touch.

2010-02-02 06:50:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8533130344

Oh, hey, I can get OpenVPN for my iPod touch!

2010-02-02 05:01:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8530313835

Continuing studying for the Kobayashi Maru tests this week.  AP Calculus AB and
Physics tomorrow.
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2010-02-02 03:37:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8527480223

@go4it7arh Nope, Star Trek movie rotating wallpaper theme.

2010-02-02 02:06:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8524026251

@go4it7arh Mine's better. :)  http://twitpic.com/10ycx4

2010-02-02 01:54:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8523598640

RT & follow @besweeet for a chance to win 1 of 3 LockInfo licenses (worth $4.99/ea)!
Full details: http://bit.ly/bg4Rjd

2010-02-01 23:19:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8518330653

Hehe, I just coined the term "probe gigging" for STNE.  :P

2010-02-01 20:40:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8512876234

Can has sleeptime nao?  #goodnight

2010-02-01 08:41:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8491453629

Interested in the future of open source software, specifically MySQL?  Guarantee
MySQL's future - sign the petition!  http://helpmysql.org

2010-02-01 06:34:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8488699866

Did you know that Twitter only keeps your last 3200 tweets?  You can save them all
here: http://backupmytweets.com/

2010-02-01 06:24:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8488438980

Meh I need to concentrate on studying.

2010-02-01 05:49:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8487505950

Strange, ChatZilla did establish a secure connection, but didn't ask me for a
certificate to present for identification.  Huh.

2010-02-01 03:20:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8481588482

Launching ChatZilla, let's see if my configuration file trickery works.  Also waiting for
iTunes to finish its one-hour sync with my iPod.

2010-02-01 03:18:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8481486477

Yay, I'll be able to connect to freenode with IRC/SSL now!  But I'll have to rewrite
ChatZilla's config file and import my RSA cert....

2010-02-01 02:49:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8479864576

Hello, computer.

2010-02-01 02:43:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8479562007
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Oh, hey, just noticed that I have less than 100 tweets to go to reach 2000 total
tweets.

2010-01-31 23:46:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8471446239

@Joeyaa08 no I don't.  &lt;del&gt; is to &lt;s&gt; as &lt;em&gt; is to &lt;i&gt;.  Learn
XHTML, idiot.

2010-01-31 21:14:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8466213413

[insert witty remark about the way today started here]

2010-01-31 20:45:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8465262533

Holy crap, it got late fast.  Sleepytime, must study for &lt;del&gt;finals&lt;/del&gt;
Kobayashi Maru tests tomorrow.

2010-01-31 10:38:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8448376673

Dinner tonight was awesome.  Got to drive quite a bit on hypercrowded Downtown
Los Angeles freeways, too.

2010-01-31 07:33:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8444564793

Actually, my grandfather.  He lives in San Francisco.

2010-01-31 01:39:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8433551765

Looks like we're going out to eat again tonight, this time because my grandparents
are in town.

2010-01-31 01:39:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8433529798

Apparently, I can parallel park better than my Dad can, and I've only been driving
slightly longer than six months.  \o/

2010-01-31 01:16:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8432776283

Heading out to do some practice driving.

2010-01-30 22:21:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8427237768

@harej One word: "jailbreak".  I've been multitasking on my iPod Touch for over a
week now, courtesey the Backgrounder app.

2010-01-30 22:20:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8427208115

Retweet of davidgerard (davidgerard)

How to deal with IE6 users
http://danielrw.tumblr.com/post/266672251/hilarious-ie6-splash-screens

2010-01-30 21:51:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8426307778

Meh, have to do this sleep thing.  #goodnight
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2010-01-30 09:16:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8406115881

Why is my iPod reporting that my Wi-Fi network uses CSMA/CD instead CSMA/CA,
and that I've sent 0 packets?  :|  http://twitpic.com/10gkwv

2010-01-30 08:10:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8404812800

Joy. It looks like it'll be raining when I take my behind-the-wheel driving test. And next
week is Kobayashi Maru (finals) week at school...

2010-01-30 07:01:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8403346469

Lol, added another bit of Star Trek to my iPod Touch (hint: upper-left corner, where it
usually says "iPod"):  http://twitpic.com/10felk

2010-01-30 04:03:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8398274243

Turning off Wi-Fi on my iPod to maybe make it charge faster.

2010-01-30 01:28:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8392913211

@glacierwolf Huh?

2010-01-30 01:27:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8392894643

Looks like we're going out to eat.  About three hours before the time I'm used to
eating dinner.  And my iPod is at 68% battery.  :|

2010-01-30 01:24:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8392775124

Can has go home?

2010-01-30 00:33:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8391032479

Mah brain's warp core is failing.

2010-01-29 23:29:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8388845845

Calculus test tiem.

2010-01-29 15:42:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8372216289

Yay, finished my homeworks early, and I can now get a somewhat decent amount of
sleep!  #goodnight

2010-01-29 06:21:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8357627278

Retweet of Stuart Tracte (Stwo)

Steve, I'ma let you finish, but Moses had the greatest tablet announcement of all time
#iPad #Apple

2010-01-29 02:05:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8348857140

Meh.  My brain is in neutral.
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2010-01-29 00:21:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8345076296

@kmccoy Nah, just got the red and blue lights to run independently of the electrical.
:P

2010-01-28 20:47:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8337676304

Did some quick reprogramming of our school's lightboard as the Air Force Band is
coming to play tonight.

2010-01-28 18:31:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8333062094

Heh, checking my ships and colonies on STNE has become a very regular part of my
school day now.

2010-01-28 15:42:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8327024198

@Eulalia459678 That's what you get for insulting Ubuntu.

2010-01-28 15:32:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8326645455

Frigging Riemann sums.  #goodnight

2010-01-28 08:38:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8315736177

@osxdude Ahh, thanks.

2010-01-28 05:43:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8311729407

@osxdude What app is that?

2010-01-28 05:10:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8310776918

The iPad: Apple is now one step closer to creating the Borg.

2010-01-28 04:56:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8310342820

Going home.  Much later than normal.

2010-01-28 00:54:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8302264017

Yay, all of my colonies and ships survived the night!

2010-01-27 15:38:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8283227064

Awake.  Wondering if anyone has jumped my colonies on STNE yet. :|

2010-01-27 15:35:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8283136946

Photon Torpedoes: The universal greeting when you just don't like someone.
#goodnight

2010-01-27 07:53:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8271365866

@maxcelcat BLASPHEMY!  :P
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2010-01-27 06:12:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8269221932

I can has Riemann Sum?  (Wow, "Riemann" was in my iPod's autocorrect.)

2010-01-27 04:44:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8266788651

Going home.  Have to walk through the rain. :(

2010-01-27 00:32:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8257694029

Level 8 (highest possible) on Space Trek: The New Empire now!  \o/ I can shoot at
things now!

2010-01-27 00:17:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8257152603

Or I might buy some credits/the feature pack for Space Trek: The New Empire, a
menu-based browser-based Star Trek MMO.

2010-01-26 18:18:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8244958257

Holy crap, Star Trek Online has some serious GPU requirements, far beyond
anything I have.  May instead invest in server hardware.

2010-01-26 18:08:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8244624410

Yay, my iPod Touch booted to 99% battery, so it looks like all is well. Also, I have a
physics lab today, and I forgot to make a data table.

2010-01-26 15:41:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8239434664

Here's to hoping my iPod Touch's battery isn't going to pot.  #goodnight

2010-01-26 08:51:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8228724965

The battery on my iPod is not lasting as long now. I wonder if that's 'cause of the crap
I've installed, or if the battery is going to pot.

2010-01-26 07:30:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8227156423

@osxdude Do you happen to know it?  I don't feel like learning dpkg.  :P

2010-01-26 05:42:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8224625060

@osxdude Does apt-get have a force option?

2010-01-26 05:37:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8224464398

@osxdude Installed, but I can't install any plugins (Cydia complains of unsatisfied
dependencies)

2010-01-26 04:57:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8223286096

I hope Star Trek Online isn't the sort of MMO where you have to log in daily for some
reason, but one where you can play at leisure.
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2010-01-26 04:40:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8222761547

@go4it7arh Whitelisted for what?

2010-01-26 04:02:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8221439072

Considering preordering Star Trek Online, further considering splurging ~$250 USD
for the lifetime subscription.

2010-01-26 03:35:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8220477972

@go4it7arh Don't you have to pay for LockInfo?

2010-01-26 03:32:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8220374937

Got home early, booted up my computer to Linux and WHAM!  Double kernel panic. :|

2010-01-26 00:34:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8213763678

School.  Calculus.  Whee....

2010-01-25 17:32:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8199800655

Meh, forgot that I actually have to wake up early-ish for school tomorrow.  Seeing that
sleep might be needed, #goodnight world!

2010-01-25 07:49:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8184165158

Bleh, Windows Update time.

2010-01-25 07:27:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8183734087

@Eulalia459678 Well, now that I force-fed my computer the update, it is as pwn. :D

2010-01-25 05:44:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8181375560

@conradoldcorn Awesome, I guess my autoupdate wasn't working, thanks!

2010-01-25 04:25:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8179105615

*When will they release an update

2010-01-25 03:02:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8175884420

When @TweetDeck will release an update for Windows that supports Twitter Lists,
and why isn't their Windows client as pwn as the Linux one?

2010-01-25 03:02:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8175866710

Preparing for iTunes's famous half-hour sync with my iPod.

2010-01-25 02:11:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8173695147

Roads into the snowy altitudes of the mountains closed due to storms last week, got
some neat (non-snowy) landscape pictures though.
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2010-01-25 00:58:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8170929621

@josfox you shouldn't if you don't work on UNIX or UNIX-like servers.  Many of my
followers do, though, so they would understand it.

2010-01-25 00:55:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8170836155

Heading up to the mountains to see some snow.  Also an excuse to use my camera
some more.

2010-01-24 21:35:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8163875168

@josfox What?

2010-01-24 21:32:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8163763730

LOL, how oh so very true (I'm surprised this is available for the iPhone, I can't see
what you'd use it for):  http://twitpic.com/zln5l

2010-01-24 21:24:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8163506196

@harej I unfortunately didn't have enough to make a good-looking integral symbol.  :(

2010-01-24 21:14:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8163161873

LOLWTF?  My iPod Touch's battery reading just dropped from 100% to 87% in one
second... *while plugged in*.  :\

2010-01-24 21:00:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8162683850

Waking up to potstickers for brunch.  Yum.

2010-01-24 20:40:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8162024389

Homework done, so I can has a free day tomorrow.  #goodnight

2010-01-24 10:27:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8145727293

Lol, looking at old AP Bio lab reports reminds me that I have PERSONALLY
genetically engineered penicillin-resistant E. coli. I AM A GOD! :P

2010-01-24 07:38:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8142442438

Lol, my iPod Touch's statusbar (you know, top of the screen?) looks more and more
like my Windows tray every day  http://twitpic.com/zif1c

2010-01-24 07:16:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8141949109

Blame the Patriot Act, etc.: RT @CNN U.S. enables Chinese hacking of Google.
http://bit.ly/7HTfzf

2010-01-24 06:27:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8140776904

Also, anyone know of a good, FREE Cydia app that displays an email summary on
the iPhone lockscreen?  I can't find any.
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2010-01-24 04:05:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8136641150

I have resprung my iPod Touch no less than seven times installing/removing stuff
from Cydia.

2010-01-24 04:04:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8136608429

Retweet of Andrew (andrew12_)

If you run an IRC network that runs off of Anope services, I suggest you switch to
atheme. Anope has successfully  (cont) http://tl.gd/508so

2010-01-24 02:02:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8132626331

Stuff I need for my camera: Video-out cable, body mirror cleaning brush, and a
second battery.

2010-01-24 01:45:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8132051669

Why won't my Vizio HDTV see my Nikon D3000 over USB? My Nikon apparently
sees the HDTV over USB. Now what did I do with the HDTV's manual...

2010-01-24 00:52:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8130394277

Awake.  Getting ready to head out to Costco; plan to buy two 8GB SDHC cards for
my Nikon.

2010-01-23 20:35:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8122957888

I've pretty much been too tired all day to tweet much.  Yeah, I should probably go to
sleep now.  #goodnight

2010-01-23 08:42:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8105148732

Oh, hey, it looks like the skies are clearing up.

2010-01-23 06:38:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8102743854

@BarryCarlyon Yargh, what did you do to ClueNet's DNS record?

2010-01-22 15:41:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8073518215

Cold, windy, and rainy.  Thankfully the school district is quite cheap enough to turn off
the classroom heaters.

2010-01-22 15:40:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8073477430

Sleep.  Nothing more to say.  #goodnight

2010-01-22 09:45:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8064020110

Holy crap, the weather just went from drizzle to super heavy rain in about ten
seconds, and is now dissipating as quickly as it came. :|

2010-01-22 05:27:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8058684999
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Starting to pour again (0.35 in./hr | 9 mm/hr), and our roof gutters are overflowing.

2010-01-22 04:47:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8057581278

NOAA Weather Radio just activated for the third time this evening, cue the
ear-splitting 75dB EAS tone.

2010-01-22 03:51:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8055730412

Pre-preparing my camera in case anything awesome happens.

2010-01-22 03:37:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8055203522

Thunder in distance, and now the National Weather Service's local KVTX radar is
down; it took a lightning strike to the radome.  Not good.

2010-01-22 03:32:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8054988821

Massive thunderstorm just moved through; rainfaill rates at 2.48 in./hr or 63 mm/hr.
BB-sized hail.  Under a severe thunderstorm warning.

2010-01-22 03:09:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8054136567

Heard some thunder on the way home.

2010-01-22 01:16:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8049926578

The sun came out for a moment, and that increases the chance that we get nice
thunderstorms soon.

2010-01-22 00:06:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8047517378

It's really windy outside, making the travel to school slightly treacherous, but no rain
as of yet.

2010-01-21 15:37:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8031029685

@DamianZaremba I have an entire page full of nothing but your YouTube spam. Next
time disable the link. :P

2010-01-21 15:37:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8031012352

Alright, now I can put the other half of my brain to sleep (one half never really woke
up this morning).  #goodnight

2010-01-21 07:31:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8019377392

Heh, I'm scheduled to take my driving test after school on the last day of semester
finals.  Some more stress to add to that week.

2010-01-21 07:24:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8019242568

Done with homework; making an appointment with the DMV to take the driving test
so I can get a full driver's license on February 4th.
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2010-01-21 06:55:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8018642877

My brain needs a kernel rewrite.  Maybe using the GNU/Linux kernel?

2010-01-21 05:45:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8017049780

I don't think I have ever actually completely woken up today.

2010-01-21 05:30:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8016668338

Heading home.  In the rain.  ....

2010-01-21 00:13:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8006031800

Thunderclap, even.

2010-01-20 23:15:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8004003946

Yay, heavy rain and the occasional tunderclap! \o/

2010-01-20 23:14:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/8003999970

At school, ready for another awesome weather day.  Keeping my ears open for the
tornado sirens (seriously).

2010-01-20 15:35:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7989323699

All the sane people on this continent have already gone to bed.  This just leaves the
insane and the students.  #goodnight

2010-01-20 08:40:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7980476761

Integration seems easy enough.  Of course, so did differentiation back in the days
when I could only differentiate cx^n and the trigs....

2010-01-20 05:23:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7976301473

Now I'm really in integral calculus.  Can only integrate (cx^n)dx and trig functions so
far, but this is pretty much the first day.

2010-01-20 05:01:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7975687427

Tornadoes in CA?  You'd better believe it: Storms spark tornado warnings in
California http://bit.ly/7iJ152 (via @cnn)

2010-01-20 04:37:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7974966004

Yay, found my gloves!  Left them in History class.

2010-01-20 00:35:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7966446590

@fuzheado I'm only a few miles north of the current tornado warning area in L.A.

2010-01-19 21:07:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7959578165
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Oh, OK, I'm slightly north of the tornado warning area.  But still, kinda close, and the
storm appears to be on a course for my area.

2010-01-19 20:55:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7959169376

Oh fuck, that includes me I think.  RT @cnnbrk Tornado warning in effect for south
central Los Angeles. More on http://www.cnn.com/

2010-01-19 20:49:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7959004681

Fack, I lost my gloves.  I wonder if I lost them at home or at school....

2010-01-19 15:40:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7949310631

Wow, for once a Windows security update installed without me having to reboot my
computer.  Well, school tomorrow, so #goodnight world.

2010-01-19 07:01:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7937042308

http://bit.ly/6cTe7d - World War Wiki (YouTube) - awesomeness! (hint, it's a Wikipedia
parody, one of the funnier ones)

2010-01-19 06:26:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7936275529

@osxdude What I would like to know is what possessed me to use Aptitude instead
of Cydia or even apt-get. :P

2010-01-19 03:58:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7932083711

Hmm, aptitude crashed on my iPod Touch after installing gnupg2.  Hopefully nothing
bad happened....

2010-01-19 03:54:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7931951111

@Smoodle  What's going on here?  Why are you killing me on #spymaster even
though I'm following you?

2010-01-19 02:41:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7929431942

Alright, got Windows working again on my computer.

2010-01-19 02:35:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7929238070

Retweet of Wikinews (English) (en_wikinews)

Highway billboard gives Moscow drivers an unexpected show http://enwn.net/52c
#Wikinews

2010-01-19 02:33:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7929169363

FUCK.  Windows just bluescreened on startup, 0x0000008E.  Safe mode, here I
come!

2010-01-19 01:22:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7926770452
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Whew, GRUB threw a fatal exception on boot, but luckily a reboot fixed it.  Kinda had
me a little worried.

2010-01-19 01:21:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7926729033

@Eulalia459678 Sarcasm isn't supported by any currently used versions of TCP/IP.
I've heard it may be supported in TCP/IPv8, though.

2010-01-18 22:36:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7921200111

@Eulalia459678 You are joking, right?

2010-01-18 22:30:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7921006142

Hmm, I doubt the used memory number for this app:  http://twitpic.com/ypglm

2010-01-18 22:07:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7920272782

@evula It probably would have. :P

2010-01-18 21:14:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7918607024

Oh, snap:  http://twitpic.com/yp6oz

2010-01-18 21:11:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7918507910

Mmm, rain.  Hopefully my surge protectors will stand up to any thunderstorms we
get....

2010-01-18 21:03:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7918249012

Sleeptiem, no school or work to do tomorrow!  #goodnight

2010-01-18 09:11:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7898274214

Modifying my iPod Touch's /etc/ssh/sshd_config file to prevent root logins, especially
since I have sudo installed.

2010-01-18 07:55:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7896746917

Trying out a Star Trek LCARS theme on my iPod Touch; I think I like it better than the
other theme I was using:  http://twitpic.com/ym606

2010-01-18 05:33:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7893475547

Just discovered (and used) the 'sudo reboot' command on my iPod touch.  Handy for
recovering from crashes that respringing doesn't fix.

2010-01-18 03:28:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7889525185

I guess I had better start my homework now.

2010-01-18 00:41:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7883569528

My new favorite terminal command on my iPod Touch: killall -15 MobileSafari
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2010-01-18 00:23:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7882959938

@osxdude You should see the funny looks I get with my camera bag on my shoulder
and a DSLR around my neck. Priceless.

2010-01-17 22:16:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7878914658

Yay, rain all week, with the occasional thunderstorm!

2010-01-17 21:53:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7878207968

import sleep #goodnight

2010-01-17 09:24:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7859249900

@evula @josfox Of all my followers, only two or three of all 550+ I actually know in
real life.

2010-01-17 08:08:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7857830978

Gave up trying to use MobileTerminal, now using TouchTerm Pro to SSH to localhost
to access my iPod's terminal.  http://twitpic.com/ygqcz

2010-01-17 07:13:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7856704780

Ugh, my DSL has been getting crappier, and crappier...  http://twitpic.com/yg9hp

2010-01-17 05:23:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7853926799

The kayak.com commercials confuse me, and scare me to some extent. :\

2010-01-17 00:39:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7845288580

@Joeyaa08 NP, & btw: Dont worry about the "tethered" jailbreak, despite wut the
manual says, the iPod T 2nd gen is an untethered jailbreak.

2010-01-17 00:20:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7844747639

@Joeyaa08 Here's the link that should've bees in the last tweet:
http://iphonejtag.blogspot.com/

2010-01-17 00:08:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7844394010

@Joeyaa08 OK.  Before you begin, rememer that there is an extremely slight chance
that jailbreaking will brick you (cont) http://tl.gd/3vk51

2010-01-17 00:05:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7844325047

@josfox it pretty much amounts to installing a modified firmware and iPhone OS,
then installing a custom packge manager for 3rd party apps.

2010-01-16 22:02:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7840758054

@Joeyaa08 Jailbreaking allows you to modify settings you otherwise couldn't touch
(such as themes) and install 3rd (cont) http://tl.gd/3vd6r
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2010-01-16 22:00:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7840691653

@josfox If you're running an iPod Touch 2/3G or an iPhone 3G/3GS, see
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blackra1n - not for the faint of heart.

2010-01-16 21:58:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7840636196

Jailbroken iPod touch working awesomely so far.  Me like.

2010-01-16 20:28:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7838044099

It's way past my bedtime.  #goodnight

2010-01-16 10:32:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7822916755

Why does Cydia have so much awesome stuff in it?

2010-01-16 10:12:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7822582183

Erm, that last tweet belongs to this photo: http://twitpic.com/yapjm

2010-01-16 06:41:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7818722100

My new home screen, theme courtesy Winterboard, file transfer courtesy OpenSSH:

2010-01-16 06:41:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7818709280

Lol, Skype for iPhone warned me about using it on jailbroken devices.  I feel like a
rebel now.

2010-01-16 06:33:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7818537393

@osxdude Yup, it works well.  BTW, what app do you use to put custom notifications
in the status bar?

2010-01-16 05:40:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7817273508

Well, that was a hell of a lot easier than I expected!  Now to get on with the
customizations.

2010-01-16 04:29:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7815393492

Great success!

2010-01-16 04:27:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7815315963

iPod rebooting....

2010-01-16 04:25:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7815258315

It's time to make it ra1n!  Starting the jailbreak, wish me luck!

2010-01-16 04:24:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7815227244

Performing the final backup of my iPod Touch.
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2010-01-16 04:13:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7814906798

Now syncing my iPod with iTunes, also preparing to order a full backup.

2010-01-16 03:49:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7814195899

Starting the jailbreak process by booting up and logging into Windows.

2010-01-16 03:37:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7813828741

Screw it, I'm jailbreaking my iPod after dinner.

2010-01-16 03:06:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7812900000

@nifky That only affects people stupid enough to install OpenSSHd and not change
the root password.

2010-01-16 02:29:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7811725934

Meh, probably not going to jailbreak my iPod, seems like a lot of trouble with the risk
of bricking for not-so-much benefit.

2010-01-16 01:03:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7809054290

Oh, and yes, I did mean to say earlier that Wikipedia was founded on January 15th,
2001.

2010-01-16 01:01:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7808984738

I'm considering jailbreaking my iPod Touch 2nd Gen 16GB running OS 3.1.2 with
blackra1n.  Anything I should know before committing?

2010-01-15 23:16:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7805827958

And by catwalks, think the engineering section of the Enterprise over paper-thin
ceiling tiles 100 feet above audience seating & the ground.

2010-01-15 18:31:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7797051449

Oh, btw, despite having a cold, I improved enough to come to school today. Got to
climb in the catwalks in the auditorium a few minutes ago!

2010-01-15 18:30:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7797026565

Happy Wikipedia Day, world!  Today is Wikipedia's 9th birthday (founded on January
15, 2010).

2010-01-15 15:38:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7791370331

My extreme sleepiness probably has something to do with the cold I have.
Considering not going to school tomorrow, but until then #goodnight

2010-01-15 06:41:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7779041682

Going home even earlier today.
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2010-01-14 23:49:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7766563430

@go4it7arh To force the update to show for those that don't follow both the sender
and the target.

2010-01-14 23:18:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7765578401

Ugh, last week seemed to be the shortest week of school ever, and this one seems
to be the longest.

2010-01-14 15:40:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7751523467

Wow, I have all my homework done before midnight again, despite the fact that I also
had a physics lab report tonight.  Huh.  #goodnight

2010-01-14 07:57:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7740942939

@osxdude It must be your fault, because it WORKSFORME.  :P

2010-01-14 06:35:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7739389646

Retweet of Josh Helfferich (Digeratii)

RETWEET. NOW. Trapped with dying babies in Haiti, begging for aid ASAP. NEED
PRIVATE PILOT WITH PLANE. - http://LNK.by/cZT6

2010-01-14 05:21:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7737646934

16:30 (about), go home time.

2010-01-14 00:29:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7728309617

Meh, back to class.

2010-01-13 21:05:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7721917410

Mmm, lunch.

2010-01-13 20:50:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7721469092

Shityeah rain and thunderstorms + silver nitrate + MAP gas torches + melting glass +
chemistry lab = win

2010-01-13 15:35:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7711742118

All my wishes to Haiti tonight, as they begin the long recovery from today's 7.0
earthquake.  #goodnight

2010-01-13 07:10:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7700333147

@lietk12 hmm, it works now, must have been a server issue.

2010-01-13 05:56:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7698782072

Everything's more fun with perens, even math!
((4cos((2*pi)3))-(4cos(pi/3)))/(((2*pi)/3)-(pi/3))
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2010-01-13 05:44:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7698518321

@lietk12 Linkfail, 403 forbidden.

2010-01-13 05:43:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7698503246

The iPhone keyboard has practically every symbol imaginable on it - except the
integral sign. &gt;:(

2010-01-13 03:23:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7695350447

@davidgerard This is because debconf autoselected the wrong kernel; you have to
manually tell grub to boot to the  (cont) http://tl.gd/3f997

2010-01-13 01:07:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7690819224

Going home slightly earlier, so hopefully I can get a jump start on my homework.

2010-01-13 00:20:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7689141907

@Eulalia459678 Does it still work?

2010-01-12 23:25:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7687254686

Compiling for the lose.

2010-01-12 21:04:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7682553839

Our school administrators, in their infinite wisdom, believe that the invariable product
of education is red-tape paperwork.  &gt;:(

2010-01-12 15:41:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7672666436

"sudo wall 'System is shutting down in 10 seconds!!!';sleep 10;sudo init 0": for when
"sudo shutdown -h 10" is simply not enough. #goodnight

2010-01-12 07:45:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7661924443

I seem to be going through phases of mis-dating my papers 2009 and correctly
dating them 2010.

2010-01-12 07:28:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7661627100

RIP: Miep Gies, Anne Frank protector, dies at 100 http://bit.ly/6IzLxh /via @cnnbrk

2010-01-12 05:32:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7659156243

Retweet of Andy Borowitz (BorowitzReport)

FULL STORY - Fox: Palin's Appearances to be Simulcast in English
http://tinyurl.com/y9dbpsf

2010-01-12 04:52:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7658110027

@nifky Wait... So they use whitelisting instead of blacklisting?  What about SSL
(https secure) connections?
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2010-01-12 01:16:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7650941383

Can has go home?

2010-01-12 00:19:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7649058821

@davenull Where's my VM? ;)

2010-01-11 23:46:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7648000323

I've got like two people sitting next to me using SSH tunneling to bypass my school's
content filter.

2010-01-11 23:17:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7647039184

I just realized that I violate my school district's acceptable use policy practically every
day.  Oh freaking well.

2010-01-11 20:51:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7642445678

SSH tunneling for the epic win!

2010-01-11 20:31:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7641842585

Class.

2010-01-11 19:31:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7640095263

Going to bed at an actually decent time, and I don't have to go to school until 9:00
tomorrow!  #goodnight

2010-01-11 08:20:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7623326179

Retweet of Mike Peel (mike_peel)

Is it just me, or have the UK's Intellectual Property Office ripped off the WIkipedia
logo? http://www.ipo.gov.uk/types/tm/t-os.htm

2010-01-11 03:43:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7616872694

Just noticed that I've been tweeting a lot more ever since I got Tweetie 2.

2010-01-11 03:37:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7616684171

Hmm, I think I might be getting sick.

2010-01-11 03:00:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7615530775

Retweet of Chris Brady (RascalTweets)

I am beginning to think it is the objective of terrorists to make everyone fly
commercial while naked. Has to be.

2010-01-11 01:56:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7613427128

@lietk12 Yes, I know.
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2010-01-11 01:16:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7612118105

Alright, differentials time.  I start integral calculus this week, I believe.

2010-01-10 23:52:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7609449261

Mmm, I can take the driving test to escalate to a full California provisional driver's
license at the end of the month. Yay!

2010-01-10 23:20:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7608528624

@go4it7arh Telnet is the ultimate IRC client.  Free, too!

2010-01-10 21:46:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7605802660

@harej WPA is much better than WEP, although WPA2 is ideal.

2010-01-10 21:02:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7604530654

@harej You should call your ISP and demand gear that's compatible with the most
recent Wi-Fi Alliance standards.

2010-01-10 20:46:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7604072641

These WEP WiFi networks around me are just begging to be hacked....

2010-01-10 20:34:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7603728648

My brain, it cannae take it much longer!  (points if you get the reference, hint: replace
"my brain, it" w/ "the engines, they".) #goodnight

2010-01-10 08:49:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7587866144

@nifky #citationneeded still. :P

2010-01-10 05:40:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7583874845

OMG I'm following 555 people!  Now I just need to follow 111 more... ;)
http://twitpic.com/xh7co

2010-01-10 05:12:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7583161756

@nifky #citationneeded

2010-01-10 05:08:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7583056863

@go4it7arh That's how you know what tweets aren't read, the ones that you have to
scroll up to see. Of course, you can just tap the clock...

2010-01-10 04:53:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7582634726

Created a third "official" gmail account, actually tied to my true real-life identity, for
school/job apps and other "official" functions.

2010-01-10 01:44:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7576939100
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Dammit, that's twice in a row that my cable box has failed to turn on as programmed
to allow my VCR to record.  :|

2010-01-09 21:45:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7570155759

Hmm, I see a "Set MTU" button in my Cisco VPN software, and I'm tempted to set it
to some tiny number for the hell of it.

2010-01-09 20:59:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7568860082

Alright, time to recover some lost sleep.  #goodnight (Here, sleepy sleepy sleepy!)

2010-01-09 08:39:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7551727536

Yay, we have a working wall heater now!  Now more freezing after waking up early on
school days!

2010-01-09 05:38:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7547834682

No update for @TweetDeck on Windows? :\

2010-01-09 04:34:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7546056672

Windows booted up.  Success!

2010-01-09 03:26:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7544021861

Whee, accepted into Stanford's High School-Summer College. :D

2010-01-09 02:04:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7541547264

Holy crap, I got a letter from Stanford! :O

2010-01-09 01:47:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7541004485

Oh crap, late going home.

2010-01-09 00:29:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7538602030

My school's "sysadmins", in their infinite wisdom, managed to crash Internet gateway
yet still demand that grades be turned in today. Smart.

2010-01-08 18:29:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7527839475

I sleep, therefore I am?  #goodnight

2010-01-08 09:26:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7513187561

Meh, new TweetDeck update, but it still crashes.  Besides, I think I'll stick with Tweetie
2, it's far less resource intensive.

2010-01-08 09:19:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7513075478

Arise, Linux!

2010-01-08 07:06:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7510548257
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@go4it7arh Yup.  They only see your iTunes account, no credit card.

2010-01-08 05:20:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7508020762

@go4it7arh Boxcar is completely free, provided you only use one service (i.e., Twitter
push).  Additional services incur a one-time charge.

2010-01-08 04:52:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7507142156

Hehe.  "Antiderivatives".

2010-01-08 03:50:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7505136678

I would make some witty remark about Calculus here, as I am starting to do my
Calculus homework, but I am currently much too tired.

2010-01-08 03:35:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7504618633

I wonder how long it will be before I can beam home instead of driving home....

2010-01-08 00:20:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7498022402

School today was pretty average.  Fine by me.

2010-01-07 23:14:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7496054315

Ugh, Ubuntu 9.10 is making the school computer I normally use lag severely,
apparently due to increased RAM use.

2010-01-07 15:33:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7482123997

Sleep. Enough said.  #goodnight

2010-01-07 08:53:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7473084177

Retweet of Dylan Leonard (DilPickles)

Saw a really funny tip jar. It read "god knows when you dont tip."

2010-01-07 08:01:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7472132870

@nifky Isn't it teh awesomes?  I suppose you got the full version while it was free
today?

2010-01-07 08:00:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7472113358

@jesuislerenard I blame the fact that my first computer was a still operational IBM
System 2 Model 25 running MS-DOS 3.3.

2010-01-07 07:39:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7471713295

Oh, good, it was GRUB booting the wrong kernel.  Apparently debconf autoselected
the wrong one the last time I did a kernel upgrade. :\

2010-01-07 06:19:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7470037541
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Crap.  My computer's Linux partition might have a screwed up /etc/fstab.  Either that
or GRUB is booting the wrong kernel, I hope.

2010-01-07 06:11:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7469857855

@maxcelcat actually, it's probably fortunate that we don't have fissile material at
school. :P

2010-01-07 05:44:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7469168033

@maxcelcat Unfortunately, we don't have any fissile materials at school.  On a side
note, we can build a &lt;s&gt; (cont) http://tl.gd/2rn59

2010-01-07 05:41:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7469108649

Whee, I'm on the official "allowed to touch the radioactive chemicals" list at school.
Being smart does have its advantages. :)

2010-01-07 05:19:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7468542060

Can't wait to start Integral Calculus (Single-Variable) in a few days.  :D

2010-01-07 05:11:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7468318445

Why does the Twitter API refuse to show me my follower & following lists in
chronological order, but some strange order I can't figure out?

2010-01-07 03:42:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7465694795

Whoo!  FingerPhysics for the iPhone/iPod Touch has gone free for today only!
Awesome game, get it while it lasts!

2010-01-07 01:10:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7461135576

Today was actually a pretty funny day at school; 90% of the student body is still
suffering from vacation withdrawal.

2010-01-06 23:18:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7457711678

It's weird having Calculus as your first class in a school day.  Going to it now.

2010-01-06 15:43:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7444316376

Well, homework's done, so I see no reason not to go to bed.  #goodnight

2010-01-06 08:06:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7434390662

The only problem with using a fountain pen is that the ink usually doesn't dry as fast
as ball-points, so it's pos (cont) http://tl.gd/1jsqs

2010-01-06 07:42:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7433941767

@maxcelcat Lol.  I suppose the tram is actually in service, despite what the displays
would like you to believe?
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2010-01-06 07:22:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7433552404

Retweet of CherianTinuAbraham _ (tinucherian)

Interesting ! RT @dhempe all u #avatar fans, see how cameron stole entire plot from
disney's Pocahontas - http://twitpic.com/wt1lk

2010-01-06 07:09:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7433298905

Aww, incomplete translation, but funny nonetheless.

2010-01-06 06:53:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7432991459

lIjSoS ghaHta'  hamster, je  lIjvav smelt vo' elderberries! #klingon (translate:
http://bit.ly/74zE4t)

2010-01-06 06:53:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7432976612

http://tweetinklingon.com - oh my.  I might just try this later. ( @until_it_sleeps, this
one's for you!)

2010-01-06 06:50:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7432913982

@whole_tost Funny, I switched to Tweetie 2 on my iPod Touch today because
TweetDeck kept crashing 30 seconds after I started it.

2010-01-06 05:38:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7431263242

Hah.  I just correctly dated my homework 2010 without thinking.  Suck it! :P

2010-01-06 05:02:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7430326555

Alright, enough messing around with the truly awesome Tweetie 2, time to actually
get some work done.

2010-01-06 04:58:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7430213778

@osxdude YOU were the one that got me to spend the most awesomely spent $2.99,
weren't you? ;)

2010-01-06 04:03:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7428607448

Using Tweetie 2 now.  This is awesome, I already like it more than other Twitter
iPhone clients!

2010-01-06 03:52:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7428235307

Using Echofon until TweetDeck decides to work.

2010-01-06 03:36:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7427681308

Ugh, is anyone but me having severe stability issues (crashing on every start) with
@TweetDeck for iPhone? I'm on an iPodTouch 2nd gen 16GB.

2010-01-06 03:07:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7426696135
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Hehe, of all the Wi-Fi networks in range of me, 2 (incl. mine) have WPA2/AES-CCMP
security, 1 has WPA/TKIP, 6 have WEP, and 1 is unsecured.

2010-01-06 01:09:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7422648982

Whoops, forgot that I actually have to go home.

2010-01-06 00:27:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7421319465

First day of school in 2010 is now over!

2010-01-05 23:19:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7419263545

Alright, back to class.

2010-01-05 21:06:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7415365468

Ahh, food.

2010-01-05 20:50:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7414925940

Need... food... but lunch isn't for another two hours. :|

2010-01-05 18:31:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7411080600

At school.  Predicting that vacation withdrawal will make today a very long day.

2010-01-05 15:41:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7406488237

Uploaded a bunch of stuff to Flickr (see my photostream at http://bit.ly/lizardphotos).
That's enough for one day, #goodnight.

2010-01-05 07:26:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7396618975

Uploading a large (at least in terms of data volume) batch of photos to Flickr, using
the Flickr Uploadr.  This will take a while....

2010-01-05 06:21:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7395302339

Yay, I has time to upload some pictures!  Logging into Flickr now.

2010-01-05 04:51:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7393066961

Aww, looks like I won't have a chance to upload stuff to Flickr today. :(

2010-01-05 03:41:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7390993322

Yay, got all the Nikon stuff installed!

2010-01-05 01:29:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7386769326

Buying music off iTunes, renewed my Norton Internet Security subscription, and
installing the Nikon software suite. All is well.

2010-01-05 00:35:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7385033115
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Windows booted up pretty quickly today.  That's a surprise.

2010-01-04 23:13:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7382555405

Crap, I need to renew my Norton Internet Security subscription today.

2010-01-04 22:50:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7381866908

Dismantled all Christmas decorations, indoor and out, in a record 1 hour 55 minutes!

2010-01-04 22:44:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7381709461

Don't have to go to school until tomorrow, suckers! :)

2010-01-04 20:03:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7377247841

Going to bed.  I have an orthodontist appointment tomorrow morning.  Hopefully I can
upload some stuff to Flickr tomorrow, too.  #goodnight

2010-01-04 09:32:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7362261938

@jesuislerenard pfft, who said you have to actually buy a server?  I just use my
ClueNet shell account.

2010-01-04 09:18:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7362024577

@jesuislerenard Eww, be a man and install it on your own servers.

2010-01-04 09:09:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7361875281

Home, carefully removing some dust from my camera's innards.

2010-01-04 05:07:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7356931510

Heading to the beach, camera in tow.  Looks like I'm driving, too.

2010-01-03 21:22:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7343457512

It's a nice day in southern California, neener neener to everyone snowbound
elsewhere in the world.  :P

2010-01-03 20:43:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7342344949

I sleep, therefore I am.  #goodnight

2010-01-03 09:29:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7328203689

Homework finally complete.  Calculus was the big killer this time around. :|

2010-01-03 08:50:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7327534219

Having trouble remembering to date papers '2010'.  I'm glad I don't have to write
checks yet.

2010-01-03 07:26:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7325919199
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Starting what I hope to be the last night of homework.

2010-01-03 01:48:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7317035434

Today got pretty warm, actually.  Quite nice.

2010-01-03 01:05:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7315835863

Getting ready to head out to Costco.  Always loads of fun!

2010-01-02 20:56:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7309606577

Omai, it's way past my bedtime.  #goodnight

2010-01-02 12:24:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7298417445

Now I have my TweetDeck groups as private Twitter lists.  Success!

2010-01-02 11:08:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7297323506

@nifky LOL, yup. :P

2010-01-02 10:27:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7296737498

@harej indeed, it is.

2010-01-02 08:12:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7294639809

Calulus complete!  15 hand-written pages of nothing but mind-numbing,
sanity-draining calculus!

2010-01-02 07:56:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7294341549

@harej AUGH!

2010-01-02 07:24:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7293733978

OMG.  f(x)=(1/pi)(2sin(pi*x)-sin(pi^2x)). DO.  NOT.  WANT!  Actually, it's not as bad as
it first looks....

2010-01-02 07:21:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7293685165

More second derivatives. :|  Good thing that the third derivative doesn't have a useful
purpose (at least so far in my studies).

2010-01-02 07:10:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7293469417

Fun trick to play on photography-illiterate people or photography noobs: ask them to
find you a box of f-stops.

2010-01-02 05:14:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7290863323

Hopefully, I'll get all my homework done today or tomorrow.  School resumes on
January 5th.

2010-01-02 02:42:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7286991034
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Whoo!  The Rose Parade jets pretty much flew directly over my house, although I
promptly went back to sleep afterwards.

2010-01-01 21:41:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7279765648

And I shall now use my first hashtag of 2010: #goodnight

2010-01-01 10:45:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7266729350

Holy crap, I can faintly pick up WWVH all the way in Hawaii on 15 MHz!
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WWV_(radio_station) btw.

2010-01-01 08:16:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7264403159

I tried to time my last new years tweet to the "tone" on the 15 MHz WWV time
frequency run by the government.

2010-01-01 08:12:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7264325445

HAPPY (PST, UTC -08:00) NEW YEAR from the west coast of the United States!

2010-01-01 08:00:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7264049487

Got some awesome shots of the last full moon of 2009 on my Nikon D3000.  Will
upload these along with others the next chance I get to do so.

2010-01-01 07:54:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7263930031

RT @NASA: Happy New Year! Congratulations on making it another 584 million
miles around the sun!

2010-01-01 07:19:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7263254455

A little late, but HAPPY UTC/UT1 NEW YEAR!

2010-01-01 00:31:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7253059142

Heh.  RT @grawity: "Oh sorry officer, I forgot my PGP passphrase, but I have it
written down on this shotgun"

2009-12-31 20:28:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7246564121

Got the hardest calculus done today; I'm now in the home stretch!  Should have no
trouble finishing it tomorrow.  #goodnight

2009-12-31 09:50:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7229415207

@jesuislerenard On the iPod Touch, unlike the iPhone or other iPods, that is rather
ambiguous, as that could refer to the XNU kernel.

2009-12-31 09:49:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7229399338

@jesuislerenard it is the inbuilt player, fool.  It's the program "that actually plays the
music" on an iPod Touch or iPhone.
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2009-12-31 07:35:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7226829494

MobileMusicPlayer (the program that actually plays the music) on my iPod touch just
crashed for no reason when I opened the Music menu. :/

2009-12-31 06:55:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7225910652

OK, time to actually do work.  Where's my calculator....

2009-12-31 00:42:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7214887810

Yay, it's raining!  Also, why do I have a sudden urge to configure and compile a Linux
kernel....

2009-12-30 20:18:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7207397078

Crap, going to bed considerably later than I had planned.  #goodnight

2009-12-30 10:11:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7192170199

Had enough calculus today.  Maybe I'll get it done tomorrow; more likely Thursday.

2009-12-30 09:16:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7191294436

Ugh, related rates.  Haven't done these in a really long time.  Class notes #ftw!

2009-12-30 03:21:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7182609548

It's Calculus tiem!

2009-12-30 00:30:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7177554816

@res2216firestar cheaper than a Nikkor AF-S lens.

2009-12-29 23:29:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7175794755

@res2216firestar Whoa!  I could store two thousand NEF RAW format images on
one of those!

2009-12-29 23:02:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7175026618

I wonder if they make 16GB SDHC cards.  I need one for my camera.

2009-12-29 20:11:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7170234237

Got some Calculus done today. With luck & concentration, I'll finish it tomorrow, but
this week will be busy with homework. #goodnight

2009-12-29 07:45:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7152800397

Meh, no sense putting it off any longer, time to start my winter break homework.

2009-12-29 02:13:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7143543686

Well, the slide scanning took a hell of a lot longer to do than it should have.
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2009-12-29 00:26:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7140471305

@JosephBrady All power generators, whether hooked up to coal, nuclear, or wind
power plants, use rotating magnets to generate electricity.

2009-12-28 20:32:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7133844052

Have to scan in 250 slides to my computer so I can send the pictures on DVD to an
aunt.  Whee, this should be fun.

2009-12-28 20:30:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7133786768

Home, going to bed immediately.  Got some good pictures on my D3000 of the Balian
House in Altadena, CA, which I'll upload soon.  #goodnight

2009-12-28 07:51:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7116784224

Going to baby cousin's birthday dinner. I don't think I've eaten at home since
Christmas Eve.

2009-12-28 01:46:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7107473786

Waking up to the wonderful smell of bacon. :D

2009-12-27 22:20:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7102137199

Holy crap, just realizing it's after 4 A.M. local time.  Well, as @Dvyjones would say,
4:04 Lizard Not Found.  #goodnight

2009-12-27 12:04:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7088661298

Apparently Linux doesn't like my Nikon D3000 or any of my SD card readers, so I
can't unload any pics until I next boot into Windows. :/

2009-12-27 10:10:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7087019007

My computer is so fast when running Linux instead of Windows.

2009-12-27 06:33:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7083376236

Back home after an excellent (Chinese) dinner.

2009-12-27 06:18:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7083044869

Going out to post-Christmas dinner.

2009-12-27 01:52:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7076664960

Watching the Sherlock Holmes marathon on Turner Classic Movies.

2009-12-26 21:42:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7071048921

A feature length episode of Star Trek: The Next Generation is a pretty nice end to
Christmas in my opinion.  #goodnight world!
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2009-12-26 10:33:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7058282795

Finished watching (and thoroughly enjoying) the old French film M. Hulot's Holiday.

2009-12-26 08:13:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7056396732

Going to Uncle's house down the street for Christmas dinner.

2009-12-26 00:52:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7046916833

@whole_tost well, I just got it, so not much on the memory card yet. ;)

2009-12-26 00:52:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7046903459

Setting up my Nikon D3000.

2009-12-25 23:21:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7044804701

RT @osxdude: Awesome stress ball  http://twitpic.com/v7gik

2009-12-25 21:20:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7042288574

Merry Christmas to those of you who observe it!  If you don't observe it, insert the
holiday you observe and modify the time as appropriate.

2009-12-25 20:17:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7040996004

As far as I'm concerned, Christmas started at 0:00 UTC (10hrs 5min ago) but, being
in the U.S., it's time I got some sleep.  #goodnight

2009-12-25 10:06:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7029064037

Back home now, wondering what to do for the rest of the evening.

2009-12-25 06:13:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7025147374

Having Christmas Eve dinner at Aunt's house.

2009-12-25 03:38:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7021186750

@davenull All I want for Christmas is my Union VM. :P

2009-12-25 01:52:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7018500118

Holy crap, it's Christmas Eve!

2009-12-25 01:34:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7018081970

Starting up...
/sbin/init: Switching to runlevel 2

2009-12-24 20:34:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/7010761879

/bed

2009-12-24 09:56:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6995574042
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/sbin/init: Switching to runlevel 0.  #goodnight

2009-12-24 09:56:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6995570341

I just reached level 39. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-12-24 09:21:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6995012881

@MyKillingFrost Yeah, that's why I cut the gas to the heater a few days ago (when I
discovered the leak).  Will call 'em after the holidays.

2009-12-24 06:16:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6991636755

Mmmm, coffee.

2009-12-24 06:00:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6991223964

I wish the gas-powered wall heater was working now, but unfortunately, it leaks gas!

2009-12-24 05:39:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6990639207

Well, crap.  Blew the circuit breaker again.  That's three times so far.

2009-12-24 02:13:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6984688505

I'm going to kill whoever decided that it's best to wire these icicle lights in SERIES!

2009-12-23 23:32:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6980462342

Putting up the final set of Christmas lights around the house.

2009-12-23 23:09:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6979841742

@satyamnayak No, I meant if the chance of Word being taken off the market would
be an open-source victory.

2009-12-23 22:51:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6979350662

Oh, wow.  Heard somewhere that Microsoft Word is to be pulled from distribution in
January due to patent issues.  A victory for open-source?

2009-12-23 21:53:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6977817034

Can't wait to unwrap my new camera, and sleep seems to be the best temporary
solution.  #goodnight

2009-12-23 10:04:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6960316620

Still a bit windy out.

2009-12-23 09:20:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6959617236

Made myself a new RSA-2048 self-signed certificate for connecting to IRC servers
with SSL.  I wonder what else I can use it for.

2009-12-23 07:55:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6958217812
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My computer is now struggling to load the bloat that is the Windows kernel into
memory.  And iPod Touch autocorrect is failing me.

2009-12-23 04:59:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6954567177

Wind starting to get bad out.  Wind chill 43.0F/6.0C, averge wind speed
10.1mph/16.2kph, gusts considerably higher, bearing 333 degrees NW.

2009-12-23 01:29:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6948770874

@Xiuhcoatl_CELL Sorry, I'm already in a cell that I'm happy to be in, and I'm not
taking programming jobs at this time.

2009-12-22 23:52:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6946180863

Casualties so far on my Christmas tree: 1 ornamental bulb, 6 C7 light bulbs, 1 5A
fuse, 1 7A fuse, 2 circuit breaker resets, ~1mL blood.

2009-12-22 23:33:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6945696374

Yarg need food.

2009-12-22 20:33:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6940708852

Hmm, doesn't look like it rained, but it is rather windy out.  And some leaves are still
hanging on to the trees outside!

2009-12-22 19:47:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6939376890

goto sleep; #goodnight

2009-12-22 08:43:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6923732780

Watching my computer scream in agony as Firefox loads itself into main memory.

2009-12-22 04:51:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6918839775

I need to find a good printserver for my HP Photosmart so I can hook it up to my
network directly.

2009-12-22 04:50:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6918804319

Got my computer up, but going to eat dinner instead of doing work on it.

2009-12-22 03:52:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6917158292

My computer as it's powering up sounds like the Enterprise going to warp, especially
as the dual hard drives spin up.

2009-12-22 03:22:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6916247038

Circuit reset.  Yes, we're using a shitload of power, and will be using even more once
I turn on my computer.

2009-12-22 02:47:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6915154980
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Well, crap, and a circuit breaker just blew.  Now to go find a flashlight and reset the
circuit.

2009-12-22 02:41:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6914977370

Yay, got the Christmas tree up!

2009-12-22 02:40:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6914945221

Putting up the Christmas tree. Also, thank you iPod Touch autocorrect for existing. I
can't see using the touchscreen keyboard without it.

2009-12-21 22:57:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6908251043

@whole_tost Lol, have fun!

2009-12-21 21:17:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6905653412

Paperwork != fun. &gt;.&lt;

2009-12-21 20:37:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6904590726

Forcing myself to go to sleep, even though I really don't want to.  It's really bloody
late, too.  #goodnight

2009-12-21 09:36:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6889021256

RT @nifky: the weird thing about holidays is that you forget what day it is

2009-12-21 09:12:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6888651887

I can't wait until Christmas to break out my new Nikon D3000 DSLR!  Unfortunately,
though, I must. :(

2009-12-21 07:58:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6887446947

Yay, I don't have to wake up early tomorrow!

2009-12-21 06:06:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6885313315

And my new camera has arrived, going to pick it up. \o/

2009-12-21 01:14:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6877592176

Yay, finally got our first set of Christmas lights up!

2009-12-21 01:09:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6877444639

For once, a day I didn't have to do homework on!  #goodnight

2009-12-20 09:05:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6856202312

Time to fix our heater (this time using power tools) and put up the Christmas tree and
lights.

2009-12-19 22:51:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6842036998
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Rain on Tuesday?  Wow.

2009-12-19 21:56:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6840755936

SIGSTOPing my brain.  #goodnight

2009-12-19 10:09:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6825778786

The Bejeweled games are considerably more fun and addicting than they should be.

2009-12-19 05:17:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6820954675

School's over!  And we're having way too much fun with a Tesla Coil.  Well, it shoots
sparks, and it's way more fun than it should be.

2009-12-18 22:20:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6810306733

Yay, today is the last day of school before winter break!

2009-12-18 15:37:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6799336321

After the AP tests on May 5th, Calculus just might give me back the sleep it has been
stealing from me!  #goodnight

2009-12-18 09:08:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6791249678

Huh, I think OpenDNS may have stopped the Twitter DNS poisoning from reaching
me; I noticed no downtime.

2009-12-18 08:22:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6790513089

@tinucherian That's a very... interesting and unique way of looking at it....

2009-12-18 07:05:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6789165567

Watching The Day After Tomorrow at school.

2009-12-17 23:31:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6778190554

Crap, I forgot to bring my Linux boot CD to school... again.

2009-12-17 15:35:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6766483402

Huh, looks like I'm actually going to get a decent amount of sleep tonight.
#goodnight

2009-12-17 06:56:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6757243554

Only two more days of school before winter break!  Can't... wait!

2009-12-17 01:07:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6748722548

I need food...

2009-12-16 23:19:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6745660642
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Wow, I'm really bloody tired.  I think this is the first time I was actually tired enough to
wake up ten minutes late.

2009-12-16 15:31:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6733139450

Time for more brain kernel upgrades.  #goodnight

2009-12-16 08:26:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6724683731

RT @harej: #nocleanfeed By passing clean feed, Australia will be more regressive
than a country that elected George W. Bush. Twice.

2009-12-16 04:02:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6719463765

Someone fried either the amp racks or the speaker banks in our school's auditorium.
Yay.

2009-12-16 01:23:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6714900361

Photoshop: The solution to any problem!

2009-12-15 23:20:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6711375590

...s/today/tomorrow/

2009-12-15 15:36:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6699086948

Apparently, we start Integral Calculus after winter break, taking the final Differential
Calculus test today.

2009-12-15 15:36:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6699074683

cout &lt;&lt; "Goodnight, world!\n";  #goodnight

2009-12-15 09:07:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6691222382

Ack, second derivatives like (d^2Q)/(dx^2) with variables (such as Q sub 0 and k) as
constants.  Fun.

2009-12-15 06:52:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6689046965

OK, I need to remember to bring a Linux boot CD to school tomorrow.

2009-12-14 23:18:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6676951904

Yay, someone borked our school auditorium lightboard's configuration.  At least I
made a backup not too long ago.

2009-12-14 17:31:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6667757039

Ready for the last school week of the year!  #goodnight

2009-12-14 08:48:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6656674216

Shityeah, I finished my homework ahead of schedule: a whole *16 minutes* before
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MIDNIGHT!  Success!

2009-12-14 07:44:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6655698225

Yay, just remembered that this upcoming school week is the last before winter break!
\o/

2009-12-14 03:55:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6650959581

@mordfin how much memory does blackra1n use?

2009-12-14 00:51:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6645711602

Time to do homework, I guess.

2009-12-13 22:26:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6641843880

Rain stopped, clouds drifting lazily across the sky.  Nice day.  I should have storm
totals for the last rain soon.

2009-12-13 20:48:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6639113376

Going to sleep in the rain.  Well, in a house in the rain.  #goodnight

2009-12-13 09:31:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6625336368

Rainfall rate a little while ago was 1.64 in./hr (42 mm/hr for those of you in the sane
world), pretty heavy for where I live.

2009-12-13 07:54:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6623918066

It's really pouring rain now.  I'll have rates in a few minutes.

2009-12-13 04:23:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6619732495

Apple, I want my iTunes computer authorization back!  You stole one from me when
you made me reauthorize my home computer!

2009-12-12 21:47:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6610232619

Time to regain some sanity through the process known as "sleep".  #goodnight

2009-12-12 09:28:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6595558749

:| iTunes just made me reauthorize my home computer.  But it stole another
authorization from my account, so now I only have 2 left. :\

2009-12-12 08:35:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6594832763

Lol, listening to Rickroll remixes.  They're actually pretty pwnsome.

2009-12-12 05:47:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6592041977

Yay school's out for the weekend.

2009-12-11 23:21:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6582324732
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Sound amplifier racks get a lot more fun in the rain in leaky rooms.

2009-12-11 15:41:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6569805077

Has to go to bed fucking sometime.  #goodnight

2009-12-11 09:55:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6562443946

It's starting to rain! \o/ Pretty heavily, too.

2009-12-11 07:52:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6560570624

Hacksawing away at the millivolt generator.  Should have a working heater in a few
minutes.

2009-12-11 01:13:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6550656916

Hopefully there will be a hacksaw waiting for me when I get home so I can fix our
heater.

2009-12-10 23:49:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6548186424

Our gas heater is out until I get a hacksaw to cut out the old millivolt generator, and
we blew 3 circuits with our electric heaters.  &gt;:(

2009-12-10 15:37:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6534467334

Someone set me up the bed!  #goodnight

2009-12-10 07:59:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6525488934

Time to install a new millivolt generator in our heater.

2009-12-10 00:50:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6514898194

Going home.

2009-12-10 00:07:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6513623962

@davenull I can help you build a nuclear reactor. :P

2009-12-09 23:51:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6513169275

It's simply too bloody cold for Southern California right now.

2009-12-09 15:29:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6499222249

There are two kinds of people in this world: those who enter 1:30 into their microwave
and those who enter :90.  #goodnight

2009-12-09 07:55:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6490751050

Snow in the mountains!

2009-12-09 01:02:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6481155722
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@maxcelcat Yup, it's just a four line batch script.

2009-12-09 00:14:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6479765564

Windows + forkbomb script = fun! http://twitpic.com/sq05n

2009-12-08 23:24:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6478400039

At school.  It's really fscking cold outside.  My home thermometers read 34.6F/1.4C
upon leaving for school this morning.  Gloves #ftw!

2009-12-08 15:37:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6466424346

Tomorow expected to be sunny and pretty cold.  Always makes (getting to) school (at
7:25) interesting.  #goodnight

2009-12-08 07:37:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6457858957

Breezy and bloody cold out; rain stopped.  Wind: 5.4 mph/8.6 kph; temperature:
43.3F/6.3C; today's rainfall: 0.87 in./22 mm.

2009-12-08 06:47:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6457059973

Limits at infinity is a far easier (and easier on what little sanity I have left) topic than
the second derivative test.

2009-12-08 06:24:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6456643015

@evula lol, only if it were...  Most of the debates I'm in involve my teachers, with the
notable exception of my physics/calculus teacher.

2009-12-08 05:57:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6456119434

@evula They're especially fun when they refuse to listen to anything you have to say
in defense of WP, no matter how logical or proven.

2009-12-08 05:50:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6455985070

I find it ironic that people I have seen that entirely refute global warming/climate
change have no science training of any sort. Go figure.

2009-12-08 01:47:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6449704337

...actually, it'll probably snow in the mountains.  That'll be nice.

2009-12-08 01:09:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6448611591

Rain is so awesome, in part due to the disruption it causes.  :P  Actually, it's pretty
darned cold, getting down to 39 or so tonight. Snow?

2009-12-08 01:09:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6448595567

Going home, in the rain nonetheless.

2009-12-08 00:17:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6447082197
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Why the fscking hell is New Moon still trending? :\

2009-12-07 23:17:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6445342814

Rain makes getting around school &lt;sarcasm&gt;fun&lt;/sarcasm&gt;

2009-12-07 20:37:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6441045436

Erm... Fsck you too TweetDeck. ...it isn't raining here yet, but according to radar, it
should start soon. Alas, it is sleeptime. #goodnight

2009-12-07 08:38:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6425732985

Isn't raining here yet

2009-12-07 08:36:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6425706232

Why am I so thirsty all of a sudden?  Also, no rain... yet.

2009-12-07 01:25:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6416582813

And the rain should start later today.  Yay!

2009-12-06 21:59:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6411888648

Going to sleep, this time remembering to declare sheepCount as a long int.
#goodnight

2009-12-06 09:31:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6396105830

@maxcelcat that's no ceiling fan, that's a helicopter without the crew compartment!

2009-12-06 03:00:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6388532934

Finished putting up tar paper around some parts of the house in preperation for the
storm coming in. I only hit my finger w/the hammer once!

2009-12-06 01:33:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6386345109

@SnoFox Better than my DSL, I (theoretically) get only 768kbps. :(

2009-12-05 21:37:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6380446761

Bleh, I guess I had better go to bed, it's almost 3 AM.  #goodnight

2009-12-05 10:36:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6366500881

@res2216firestar You need to have enough free disk space for Windows to move
stuff around.  Shouldn't be a problem, because I have lots.

2009-12-05 05:05:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6361251228

Wow.  Defrag found a file with 3,200+ fragments on my main hard drive.  Yikes.  Will
defrag tomorrow.

2009-12-05 04:28:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6360433635
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Home, playing James Bond 007: Nightfire on my computer.

2009-12-05 01:58:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6356719418

Leaving to get a haircut.

2009-12-05 00:13:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6354021576

Yay!  Rain all of next week, starting Sunday, and lasting through at least Friday!  At
least, according to the forecast.  We really need it.

2009-12-04 23:58:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6353635600

I have a calculus test in about 12 minutes.  Joy.

2009-12-04 15:38:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6340063323

Holy shit my iPod Touch crashed bad.  Had to do a hard reset and it took forever to
reboot.  I though I bricked it.  Ah, well, #goodnight

2009-12-04 08:55:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6331970263

@davenull Lol.  Why does everything google comes up with come under fire for
privacy? Also, insert shameless nagging about union here. :P

2009-12-04 07:51:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6331035694

Google DNS looks interesting, but I think I'll stick with OpenDNS for the time being.

2009-12-04 06:27:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6329663326

I want to see an update for TweetDeck for iPhone soon.

2009-12-04 00:59:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6321465789

Going home, unfortunately not on a warp-powered segway. :P

2009-12-04 00:08:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6320053538

Ok, will do.

2009-12-04 00:00:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6319846317

Idea for the future: Warp drive-enhanced segways

2009-12-03 23:55:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6319695836

@harej Nah, we might make one out of crystals.

2009-12-03 23:54:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6319684175

@harej Hey, that's not a bad idea!

2009-12-03 23:45:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6319422650

Got the Christmas lights working in our chem lab.  Everything is so cheery now!
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Incidentally, everything runs better with good fuses.

2009-12-03 23:19:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6318704077

Teachers and students will agree: Needs moar vacation.

2009-12-03 15:38:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6306371307

Going to dream in derivatives tonight.  #goodnight

2009-12-03 08:26:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6298049897

My iPod Touch's new lock screen, courtesey xkcd (http://xkcd.com/262):
http://twitpic.com/rxo7s

2009-12-03 07:02:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6296747033

Need food.  And sleep.

2009-12-03 01:00:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6287697409

Aww, the universe didn't implode.  Guess I have to go home now, then.

2009-12-03 00:11:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6286255946

My friend just googled "googling googling google."  Expect the universe to implode in
about 45 seconds.

2009-12-02 23:24:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6284920893

Blah, time to actually go to class.

2009-12-02 15:41:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6272417098

Why the hell is "It's SNOWING" a trending topic?

2009-12-02 15:37:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6272319452

Holy crap it's late.  Screw you Calculus homework.  #goodnight

2009-12-02 08:29:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6264033874

The second derivative is evil.  &gt;:(

2009-12-02 06:43:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6262417675

Figured out how to make my TI-84+SE treat lists as arrays in programs.
Awesomeness. Now I can make some of my programs a lot more efficient.

2009-12-02 03:48:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6258617982

Mmm, chocolate cookies.

2009-12-02 00:56:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6253542088

Hehe, I found my school's router and can telnet into it, just need the
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username/password now. :P

2009-12-01 23:19:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6250657357

Oh crap it's time for class.

2009-12-01 15:42:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6238259702

Alright, my brain needs a kernel upgrade.  Performing the human equivalent to
rebooting.  #goodnight

2009-12-01 08:36:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6229812293

Awesomeness!  RT @nifky: http://i.imgur.com/GJfJM.jpg one was eaten though.

2009-12-01 08:35:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6229791671

@res2216firestar A combination of lots of factors, ranging from poor design to
messing around with settings I probably shouldn't breathe on.

2009-12-01 04:54:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6225844774

Why do apps on my 2nd generation 16GB iPod Touch love segfaulting? &gt;.&lt;

2009-12-01 04:10:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6224705450

I wonder what assembly coding is like on Texas Instruments calculators.

2009-12-01 03:30:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6223598700

Hmm, First Derivative Test.  Not too difficult, but time consuming.

2009-12-01 03:21:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6223357343

Home.  Orthodontist wasn't bad, no pain.

2009-12-01 01:12:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6219591041

Bah, orthodontist appointment.  Did I spell that right?

2009-11-30 23:34:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6216755336

At school, wondering why I'm so bloody sleepy.

2009-11-30 17:31:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6207496504

I wonder why Netgear routers don't have telnet enabled by default.  And with that
thought (cue Alfred Hitchcock voice), I bid you #goodnight

2009-11-30 09:07:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6196793489

Booting computer into Linux to finish my homework, because today is one of those
days when I can't be bothered to boot up Windows.

2009-11-30 05:42:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6193559969
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Wow, Verizon's 24hr test automatically fixed my DSL's Internet IP address DHCP
problem, without having to talk to anyone.  Nice.

2009-11-30 03:27:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6190220675

@maxcelcat they're especially useful for giving others concussions.  :P

2009-11-30 02:04:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6187686632

Yay, got a negative/slide scanner in the mail!  Probably won't have a chance to try it
out until Christmas break though.  :(

2009-11-30 01:18:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6186427951

@compwhizii Returning the favor, with the same sentiment. After all, one who calls
another stupid can't be much better themselves.

2009-11-30 01:12:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6186259422

OK, homework time.

2009-11-29 22:14:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6181662665

@dvyjones :P

2009-11-29 22:14:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6181656382

@Eulalia459678 Does it even have a plot?

2009-11-29 21:10:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6180071841

Just secured a safe house in Oslo, Norway. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-11-29 21:02:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6179844235

I wonder if the cp command in Linux has an option to override/ignore CRCs.

2009-11-29 20:58:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6179737861

Calculus done, wind died down, ACPI G1/S3 suspend.  #goodnight

2009-11-29 10:33:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6167073541

The wind is making me nervous.  I hope the power doesn't go out.

2009-11-29 08:36:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6165526528

Holy shit fscking high winds.  My gauge reads about 48 mph, although I don't know
how accurate that is.  Coming from the NE at 30 degrees.

2009-11-29 07:17:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6164356677

Dinner then homework, expecting the next IP reset in a little under one hour.

2009-11-29 03:33:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6159835938
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Hmm, Verizon's DHCP is only giving me two-hour IP address leases. I guess I'll bring
that up when the techs call me back tomorrow (I hope).

2009-11-29 03:22:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6159571608

Apparently Verizon has to run a 24-hour test to see what the problem is.  Joy.

2009-11-29 02:57:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6158976398

Meh, even though I probably will have to, I don't like calling tech support because I
usually know more than the person I'm talking to.

2009-11-29 00:40:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6155755747

...and my DSL modem lost its IP allocation again.  I'll probably mess around with the
config, try a system reset, then call Verizon support.

2009-11-29 00:17:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6155214183

Well, heading out to do some shopping, leaving my DSL modem running to see if it
does the same wierd IP address losing again today.

2009-11-28 20:35:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6150154087

Going to bed, tomorrow (well, later today) and Sunday are homework cram days.
#goodnight

2009-11-28 08:48:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6137269729

...and I have to remember to check my modem's logs the next time that happens.

2009-11-28 07:01:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6135788697

Wierd.  My DSL modem has been "losing" its WAN/Internet IP allocation randomly,
thus killing my Internet connection until I reboot it. :\

2009-11-28 06:59:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6135757151

And speaking of computer-controlled, time to set out my
computer-controlled/monitored rain gauge for the storm coming in tomorrow.

2009-11-28 05:45:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6134484893

Home.  The beach was nice, not too many people and some very awesome
(computer-controlled!) Xmas lights displays, but it was a tad too cold.

2009-11-28 05:09:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6133787998

Yay, looks like we'll be heading to the beach now!

2009-11-27 22:00:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6123797957

Today was a fun day, but now it's sleeptime.   #goodnight

2009-11-27 09:07:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6107456652
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RT @Wittylama: is @xkcd the twitter account with the highest number of followers
(2,600) for ZERO tweets? Can anyone beat the ratio 2600:0?

2009-11-27 07:13:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6105785257

Dinner was fun and good!  My cornbread was well-received.

2009-11-27 03:41:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6101812984

Heading over to uncle's house for Thanksgiving dinner.

2009-11-27 00:39:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6097520379

Baking cornbread.

2009-11-27 00:19:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6097048432

Hehe, time to steal some cheese while grating it for Thanksgiving tonight.

2009-11-26 22:18:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6094157553

Internet is being strange, but no matter, it's bedtime.  #goodnight

2009-11-26 10:25:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6078050168

TweetDeck for computer is being strange right now....

2009-11-26 09:50:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6077555874

Uhmmm... Windows Automatic Updates is asking me to install an update I installed
last night...

2009-11-26 05:48:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6073734532

Eating some oranges.

2009-11-26 05:45:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6073691265

LOLS!  (You might like this @res2216firestar) RT @davidgerard: NotN: "Going
Rogue" sells 500,000 copies, some read http://bit.ly/5frelr

2009-11-26 00:27:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6066259814

@res2216firestar It's true.  If I understood CNN correctly, they plan to hold their first
convention soon, with Sarah Palin at the head.

2009-11-25 23:24:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6064623838

If Palin et al. really create the Tea Party, I demand that the Bull Moose Party be
brought back.

2009-11-25 22:28:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6063142297

@evula I actually haven't used AWB on Wikipedia for a long time (even though I'm
approved).  I primarily use it on a Wikia I sysop for.
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2009-11-25 20:51:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6060699091

Yay, high-ish winds predicted for tomorrow.  #goodnight

2009-11-25 09:54:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6045858467

Wish, I mean I wish there was a Linux version too! I think you can tell that I need
more sleep. But, that's what the 5 day weekend's for!

2009-11-25 08:11:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6044470448

AutoWikiBrowser is so awesome, I just with there was a Linux version too.

2009-11-25 08:10:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6044455434

Oh the irony (hint: thanksgiving) RT @DarkWarri0r: I just attempted to assassinate
@theXmasTurkey, but failed.

2009-11-25 01:21:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6035980455

New TweetDeck for iPhone.  Can't see any difference though.

2009-11-25 01:17:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6035885702

Shityeah, five day weekend!

2009-11-25 00:17:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6024302259

I just reached level 38. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-11-25 00:06:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6024022590

Heh, they're showing Star Trek XI at school.

2009-11-24 23:19:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6022748004

At school, wondering if I can set the default interface language on the school
computers to Klingon....

2009-11-24 15:41:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6010909179

Holy crap I'm getting to bed a little earlier!  Success!   #goodnight

2009-11-24 07:37:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/6002260070

@whole_tost You should do what I do and dual-boot Windows and Linux. I use
Windows when I need all my programs, and Linux when I need speed.

2009-11-24 05:00:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5999612086

@osxdude one crashed because I asked for the entire process table in diagnostic
mode and it froze, the other got caught in an infinite loop.

2009-11-24 03:40:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5997810573
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@osxdude it shows some advanced cable box info and config, and cablecard status.
The HD box also shows HDCP and other HD-specific info.

2009-11-24 01:24:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5994364717

I have successfully crashed BOTH of my cable boxes!  Again!

2009-11-24 01:01:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5993753020

And it's time to go home.  Luckily, I don't have too much homework to do.

2009-11-24 00:08:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5992348952

I just reached level 37. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-11-23 23:40:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5991619317

Only one more day of school this week![insert obscene number of exclamation points
here]

2009-11-23 23:15:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5990974740

Messing around at school, we found a Ms. Pac-Man arcade console!

2009-11-23 19:27:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5985057920

SHITYEAH IT'S THANKSGIVING WEEK! This means only 2 days of school (Monday
and Tuesday)! It's going to seem a lot longer though.  #goodnight

2009-11-23 08:36:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5971689235

Must... finish... physics... lab... report....

2009-11-23 03:31:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5965913327

Just secured a safe house in Washington, D.C.. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-11-23 02:14:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5963452959

Lolfail!  RT @compwhizii: Note to self: tab complete does not work in word.

2009-11-22 21:29:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5956200215

Heh, I barely got anything done today.  Going to bed early so I have more time to do
homework tomorrow.   #goodnight

2009-11-22 08:29:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5941744805

RT @lietk12: RT: @linuxalive: The Paranoid Schizophrenic's Guide to the Linux
Command Line #linux http://bit.ly/8S9plX

2009-11-22 02:26:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5935132260

Wow, even my Dad (who watched Star Trek as a kid, prefers the original series, etc.)
liked Star Trek XI.  I guess they did something right.
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2009-11-22 00:14:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5932165690

I just discovered a magic diagnostic mode in my cable boxes.  I think I crashed one of
them, though.

2009-11-21 21:02:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5928060659

Insert witty comment about me going to sleep here.  #goodnight

2009-11-21 09:52:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5915499945

Wow.  I had forgotten how awesome Star Trek XI was.  And iTunes 9 actually isn't half
bad, unlike those famous BSoD-causing iTunes updates.

2009-11-21 07:01:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5913364387

RT @crazytales: Every time you create a Twitter spam account, God kills a kitten.
Please, think of the kittens.

2009-11-21 03:49:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5909953288

BAH!  I am being forced to upgrade to iTunes 9!  Apparently, it's required to redeem
my digital copy of Star Trek. :(

2009-11-21 02:45:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5908526750

@Until_It_Sleeps that does seem to be true.

2009-11-21 02:30:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5908180977

Got Star Trek, complete with digital edition for my iPod Touch and a special DVD
case/Enterprise model.  I'm happy. :D

2009-11-21 01:21:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5906593782

Going home, probably going to by Star Trek.

2009-11-21 00:02:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5904687100

Oh, hey, it's lunch time!

2009-11-20 20:48:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5899949993

Crap, school.

2009-11-20 15:40:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5892187292

Need... Sleep...  #goodnight

2009-11-20 09:11:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5884690364

@Eulalia459678 no space, idiot.

2009-11-20 06:11:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5882121422
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Wolfram|Alpha is awesome for calculus.

2009-11-20 03:52:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5879340894

I swear, if that fscking car alarm across the street goes off again, I'm going to drain
the chemicals out of its battery.

2009-11-20 03:33:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5878885731

We need a #citationneeded hashtag. :P

2009-11-20 00:55:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5874843681

Lizard phone home

2009-11-20 00:05:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5873539642

Retweet of OMGFacts (OMGFacts)

The day after George W. Bush was reelected, Canada's main immigration website
had 115,000 visitors. There were only 20,000 before. #omgfacts

2009-11-19 23:53:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5873233379

Yargh, it's almost Friday!

2009-11-19 23:29:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5872604103

*goes back to class*

2009-11-19 21:07:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5868812257

I just reached level 36. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-11-19 20:56:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5868507500

Yay lunch!

2009-11-19 20:47:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5868293050

I feel like I'm violating my school's computer use agreement by tweeting, after all,
Twitter is banned from the school Internet. SSH #ftw

2009-11-19 15:41:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5860418495

Awake, at school.  I guess this means I'm in ACPI G0 now?

2009-11-19 15:36:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5860285589

*goes into ACPI G1-S3 suspend* #goodnight

2009-11-19 08:15:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5852496770

Gah.  TweetDeck likes segfaulting on my iPod Touch.  At least, I think that's what
those crashes with system lag and music stuttering are.

2009-11-19 07:13:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5851677137
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@harej simple.  (d^2(ass))/((dx)^2)

2009-11-19 03:01:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5846713517

Yay Calculus time!

2009-11-19 02:55:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5846544955

@Eulalia459678 I feel like blocking you now.  I might just ban you from the Internet,
too.

2009-11-19 02:54:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5846516696

@LeeMerriman yeah, I'm usually around Friday evenings when I actually have no
work to do.

2009-11-19 02:52:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5846466693

OLOL 1,337th tweet!

2009-11-19 02:51:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5846441126

@harej well, what else am I supposed to play from a Linux server over an SSH
connection?

2009-11-19 02:48:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5846375351

Home.  I might try to write a text-based terminal game in C++ sometime this week....

2009-11-19 01:02:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5843520291

Going home.

2009-11-19 00:08:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5842079542

School's over.  Noting that Twitter's new RT function seems to be incompatible with
TweetDeck, at least since I got the RT button myself.

2009-11-18 23:16:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5840677267

Bah, back to class.

2009-11-18 21:06:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5837219979

Lunch.

2009-11-18 20:46:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5836694903

At school, needing coffee.

2009-11-18 15:39:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5829056714

Homework complete.  Didn't fry my brain, but I did segfault it several times.
#goodnight

2009-11-18 08:16:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5821410083
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But it hasn't gone down yet....

2009-11-18 07:10:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5820590458

About two minutes until Twitter downtime.  Maybe I'll actually get some work done
now!

2009-11-18 06:58:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5820412154

Just took a peek at my DSL modem's security logs. Random IPs like trying to telnet
into my LAN. Also, about 75 random pings in the last hour

2009-11-18 06:10:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5819702711

@osxdude wasn't the maintainance scheduled for 2300 PST, or 54 minutes from
now?

2009-11-18 06:06:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5819632583

Alright, time to start homework.  I hope my calculus isn't as nasty as it was last night.

2009-11-18 03:07:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5815881266

I think I'll take a nap before starting my homework.

2009-11-18 01:30:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5813371496

Home, finding food.

2009-11-18 00:54:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5812372851

Time to go home.

2009-11-18 00:05:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5811033640

@res2216firestar Too bad.  :P  You should be getting it soon enough.

2009-11-17 23:37:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5810271392

Yay, I has a retweet button!

2009-11-17 23:26:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5809988410

School's over; just rebooted a network switch to bring the network in this room back
up.

2009-11-17 23:17:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5809738417

At school, wondering why my chem teacher has a shitload of magnesium on his
desk.

2009-11-17 15:37:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5798425990

Homework complete, brain fried, sleep time.

2009-11-17 08:04:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5790696447
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Well, at least my physics homework wasn't as mind-numbing as my calculus
homework.

2009-11-17 06:33:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5789445142

There are times when calculus is awesome and fun and times when it's mundane
and tiring.  Tonight's homework was the latter set of two.

2009-11-17 06:13:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5789122874

@Eulalia459678 only if you pay for it.

2009-11-17 01:32:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5782751653

Home, looking for something to eat.

2009-11-17 01:14:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5782270090

School's over.  Fscking tired.

2009-11-16 23:20:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5779247545

I just reached level 35. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-11-16 19:24:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5773245210

At school.

2009-11-16 19:18:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5773102894

Alrighty, bed time.  Have to wake up early tomorrow to make up a Calculus test at
school.

2009-11-16 08:28:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5760404282

Yay, finally finished my homework.  Sorta, still have to print it out....

2009-11-16 07:50:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5759926132

On computer, breaking ur internets.

2009-11-16 03:00:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5754557495

Time to boot up the computermachine.

2009-11-16 02:11:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5753406808

@LeeMerriman Hello there, the Lee from ClueNet I presume?

2009-11-16 01:30:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5752364510

@cluenet Uhh... Could you not fill up my Twitter feed with test messages? :P

2009-11-16 01:13:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5751927606

Moar homework :(
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2009-11-15 22:55:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5748415254

Wow, iPod Touch almost crashed due to out-of-memory error.  I guess it's trying to
tell me that it's sleeptime.  #goodnight

2009-11-15 10:16:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5733446123

@maxcelcat hint: absolutely nothing, unless you count the monstrosity known as the
media center.

2009-11-15 07:53:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5731702562

Holy crap, this calculus physics problem just kicked my ass.  I blame the second
derivative.

2009-11-15 04:54:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5728631616

Alright, time to start weekend homework.

2009-11-15 01:15:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5723855616

@lietk12 your first mistake was expecting it not to screw up.

2009-11-14 21:49:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5719313900

Lunch!

2009-11-14 20:53:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5718063675

Sleeptime.

2009-11-14 08:27:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5704990027

Time to boot up the computer.  I hope I didn't nuke my grub bootloader last night....

2009-11-14 03:50:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5700466787

Yay, the homecoming assembly went well.  I essentially ran all the lights from 15 or so
cues and a couple of macros.

2009-11-14 00:04:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5695421471

Bed.  I think I'm going to school in the morning....

2009-11-13 08:04:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5674470007

Donate to Wikipedia, and we won't open a black hole under your planet.
#wikipediafundraisingslogans

2009-11-13 02:11:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5667714981

Donate to Wikipedia, or we'll start faking information about swine flu.
#wikipediafundraisingslogans

2009-11-13 00:55:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5665693147
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Let's hope my temperature remains normal today so I can go to school tomorrow.

2009-11-12 21:36:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5660399995

Going to bed; I guess I need another day of recovery and will not be going to school
tomorrow. :(

2009-11-12 06:46:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5643135434

@evula there's a lot of TV shows with an episode named that. :P

2009-11-12 06:45:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5643120381

Well, crap.  My fever went back up to 99.0, guess I'm not going to school tomorrow.

2009-11-12 04:54:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5641196039

Now that I'm feeling better, going to try and make up some homework before
returning to school tomorrow.

2009-11-12 01:36:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5636422826

@harej Lol, very descriptive. :P

2009-11-11 21:14:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5629497124

@evula Anything is better than "Wikipedia Forever!".  Who came up with that,
anyway?

2009-11-11 21:11:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5629420726

Have a teacher/professor you hate? Does said teacher hate Wikipedia? Donate today
and make them cry! #wikipediafundraisingslogans

2009-11-11 21:10:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5629377688

@dvyjones huh, it works for me now too.  Must have been a temporary Twitter-side
issue.

2009-11-11 21:07:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5629297285

Is anyone else having trouble calling up their followers list using the API?  I tried
TweetDeck and Echofon, neither work.

2009-11-11 20:43:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5628750724

Whee, no fever!  I'm getting over the piggy flu!

2009-11-11 19:33:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5627146044

Alright, sleep time.  Let's see if my immune system can kill the swine flu ONCE AND
FOR ALL!  Zzzzzzzzzzzzz

2009-11-11 06:54:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5612669372
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Wow, the SuperBetamax VTR worked really well!  It's older than I am, and the
mechanism only halted twice, with no tape jams!

2009-11-11 06:32:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5612347020

@res2216firestar Beta VTRs are VCRs, just not in name or tape size.

2009-11-11 06:30:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5612319294

Going to watch a film recorded on Beta using our Sony SuperBetamax VTR hooked
up to our HDTV.  Because we're just that awesome.

2009-11-11 04:40:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5610407777

Oooh, new TweetDeck for iPhone.  Looks neat, although I can't figure out what the
"Load all tweets on startup" option does.

2009-11-11 01:40:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5606299550

@whole_tost Thanks :)

2009-11-11 00:12:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5604132140

Finishing lunch.  Actually got some sleep last night, though I think I'm still a bit loopy
over the Tylenol PM I took last night.

2009-11-10 23:06:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5602397131

Going to pop a couple of Tylenol PM, hopefully these will help me actually get some
sleep.  Swine flu is fun. :(

2009-11-10 06:20:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5582326503

Discovery Channel iPhone app fail:  http://twitpic.com/oysad

2009-11-10 05:10:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5581057632

Going to rest some more.

2009-11-09 23:21:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5572437365

@res2216firestar thanks :)

2009-11-09 22:31:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5571107144

@osxdude congratulations, you have discovered a spatial exception.  The universe
will now implode on itself.

2009-11-09 22:30:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5571078518

It's official: I have tested positive for teh piggy flu.  Well, at least I don't have to worry
about getting vaccinated now....

2009-11-09 21:19:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5569251651
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Bed time, doctor's appointment early tomorrow morning.

2009-11-09 06:07:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5552530717

@res2216firestar no, I wasn't able to get the shot - all local clinics were overloaded
and understocked.

2009-11-09 02:49:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5548678412

Crap, I have a fever of 101.4 degrees F, going to bed and hopefully I'll feel better in
the morning.

2009-11-08 05:35:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5525539161

And healthcare reform passes!  Incidentally, I think I might be sick. :(

2009-11-08 04:34:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5524319259

Eating a (late) lunch.

2009-11-07 23:18:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5517732910

Bah, all vaccine distribution centers for this weekend had apparently decided they are
going to run out, so I have to wait until next week.

2009-11-07 22:25:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5516631078

Bedtime, I gets my piggy (and seasonal) flu shots tomorrow (or in about 9 hours, to
be precise).

2009-11-07 08:50:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5502602293

RT @en_wikinews: Glenn Beck loses domain name case over parody website
http://enwn.net/817 #Wikinews

2009-11-07 03:57:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5498266236

Whee, on my computer.  Was manually modifying my grub config to point to the new
Ubuntu kernels installed last night.

2009-11-07 03:13:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5497284649

...street, even

2009-11-07 01:25:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5494924769

Home, getting ready to start up my computer (it dims all the lights on the stree :P).

2009-11-07 01:25:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5494918900

Time to go home, yay weekend!

2009-11-07 00:25:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5493556737

Eating an expensive school lunch.
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2009-11-06 20:49:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5488574969

Not looking forward to school today, which starts in ~2.5 minutes

2009-11-06 15:37:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5481142150

sudo sleep --force

2009-11-06 08:22:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5473986010

@maxcelcat unfortunately, Windows is the operating system compatible with the
most things (viruses not included)

2009-11-06 03:35:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5469417625

@maxcelcat not as bad as it could be; MS once released a Windows patch that
caused some AMD PCs to get caught in infinite reboot loops.

2009-11-06 03:20:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5469058417

Awake and transitioning to homework.

2009-11-06 03:01:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5468633861

Going to take a nap, which may make me more cognent when I start my homework.

2009-11-06 01:20:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5466169596

Home.  Pouring over the instruction manual for the auditorium lighting system for the
show next Friday.

2009-11-06 01:01:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5465708625

At school, wishing we had WiFi here.

2009-11-05 15:39:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5452123518

Ordering self to sleep.  I really need to minimize the time I spend napping during
school....

2009-11-05 08:15:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5444920650

@maxcelcat Returning the follow :) awesome post btw!

2009-11-05 08:10:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5444862319

RT @harej: RT @maxcelcat If politicians were HTTP codes: http://bit.ly/3jvjL

2009-11-05 07:54:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5444672554

@whole_tost LOL!  Well, that's usually what happens when schools set rules like
that.  Have fun tomorrow. ;)

2009-11-05 05:37:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5442802374
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@whole_tost Ahh.  A tad drastic perhaps, but it makes sense.

2009-11-05 05:25:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5442587385

@whole_tost Lol?  Why would they do that?

2009-11-05 05:20:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5442493121

Homework time.  Eyeing my Calculus homework suspiciously.

2009-11-05 01:32:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5436993905

Home, looking for something to eat.

2009-11-05 01:00:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5436188370

I wish I could null out whatever part of my brain makes me sleepy while I'm at school.
And with that, I bid you good night.

2009-11-04 07:20:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5414919545

Just secured a safe house in Johannesburg, South Africa. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-11-04 07:18:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5414887299

Wow.  Fail Skype spam is fail.  Note especially the "Affected Systems" part of the
spam and the iPod status bar:   http://twitpic.com/o7f11

2009-11-04 03:39:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5411190524

...let's let the people really decide the fate of their country instead of entrusting it to
politicians! (see last tweet)

2009-11-04 03:22:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5410799058

I know how to solve the public option healthcare debate: Hold a special "election" (or
include as a ballot meausure in 2010) over it!

2009-11-04 03:21:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5410771828

I think I'm going to stick with Ubuntu 8.04LTS hardy on my home computer; it's
technically an old version, but it is the latest LTS version.

2009-11-04 03:00:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5410264925

Installed Ubuntu 9.10 karmic on a computer at school (upgrade from 9.04).  Pretty
awesome, but it broke grub (kernel 2.6.24-16 != 2.6.31-14)

2009-11-04 01:17:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5407824228

RT @avatar: Fun fact of the day: Wikimedia sites have currently about 95 to 100
thousand requests per second. #wikipedia #stats

2009-11-04 00:55:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5407225894
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I just reached level 34. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-11-04 00:02:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5405896487

Alrighty, now that my homework is done, time to get some much needed sleep.
'Night intertubes!

2009-11-03 08:13:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5386934077

Well, if the people at the National Weather Service are to be believed, it might rain
down here on Friday!  Yay!

2009-11-03 06:55:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5385980723

Home.  Daylight savings time (or, rather, the transition to standard time) still pissing
me off.

2009-11-03 01:11:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5378777644

I hate it when teachers assume you have infinite amounts of time to do homework
over the weekends.  Good night everyone.

2009-11-02 09:58:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5359957171

Wow. I must have crashed Mobile Safari on my iPod Touch four times trying to
download the full-size version of today's http://xkcd.com comic

2009-11-02 05:30:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5356792944

I wonder if RT'ing an RT of one of my own tweets would cause the universe to
explode....

2009-11-02 02:14:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5352730293

Implicit differentiation &gt;.&lt;

2009-11-02 02:11:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5352668065

The earlier darkness that goes with daylight savings time ending is a tad... unsettling.

2009-11-02 02:05:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5352531247

Holy shit it's getting dark out early now.

2009-11-02 01:20:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5351484090

And it's time to do my homework. :(

2009-11-01 22:54:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5348359426

Why is TweetDeck for iPhone crashing so much now?

2009-11-01 22:48:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5348233520

DST -&gt; standard time transition gave me a free hour of sleep.  Yay!
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2009-11-01 21:08:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5346154249

Screw it, I'm going to bed.  Have to remember to set the clocks back before I go to
sleep.

2009-11-01 07:23:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5333293356

Back home again.  Bloody tired.

2009-11-01 07:17:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5333219410

Going out to dinner for my Grandma's (lunar) birthday.

2009-11-01 00:28:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5326442434

Home for the time being.

2009-11-01 00:06:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5326030446

Bleh, time to run errands.

2009-10-31 20:52:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5322378717

RT @grawity: The 3 Phases of Owning a Computer: http://bit.ly/3LtoQE

2009-10-31 20:34:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5322022509

Haha! RT @compwhizii: http://google.com/robots.txt Near the bottom

2009-10-31 19:22:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5320629988

Sleeptime.

2009-10-31 09:11:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5310442713

@osxdude Didn't you tweet about a power failure that fried your routers or something
like that a few days back?  Or was that someone else?

2009-10-31 08:40:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5310156622

@osxdude Wow... what's with all the power failures?

2009-10-31 08:27:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5310033880

Well, my iTunes took its time backing up my iPod Touch... about 30 minutes! :|

2009-10-31 05:03:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5307647426

Re-reading the manual for the ETC Express 48/96 lightboard we use at school.
Gonna have to throw a light show together in ~2 weeks :|

2009-10-31 00:22:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5302073760

I just reached level 33. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-10-30 22:48:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5300021918
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Bed.

2009-10-30 07:35:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5282044620

Booting up my computer to Linux for the first time in ages because it's late and I don't
want to wait for Windows to load.

2009-10-30 05:19:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5280333850

Meh, and now it's time to actually do work.

2009-10-30 01:56:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5276237389

Let's see if I can get a nap in before starting my homework.

2009-10-30 00:24:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5273970615

Finished homework.  So much for getting more sleep.  Not looking forward to school
tomorrow &gt;:(

2009-10-29 06:22:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5252815084

And now it's time to finish my homework.

2009-10-29 01:00:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5246300104

Hah, I reached level 32 on #spymaster without realizing it - I only knew because I
saw my autotweet in tweetdeck XD

2009-10-29 00:40:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5245767035

I just reached level 32. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-10-28 23:47:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5244400558

Wow, I think 15% is the lowest my iPod Touch's battery has been in months.  At
home, recharging it.

2009-10-28 22:03:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5241851625

BLAST!  Low iPod Touch battery!  Ah well, car is almost ready, so almost time to go
home.  Turning off iPod's WiFi so I can has more games!

2009-10-28 21:09:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5240559252

@dvyjones so turn off your snomasks!

2009-10-28 20:00:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5238978867

And now heading out to get car services.  The dealership we go to has WiFi!

2009-10-28 17:22:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5235483374

Waking up to high winds.  Seemed to be rather calm overnight, but it looks like
they're coming up again.
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2009-10-28 17:18:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5235397832

Sleep time.  No school tomorrow! :D

2009-10-28 08:23:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5225502111

Done with my calculus work, should make my day tomorrow less stressful (no
school!).  BTW, saw my first Palm Pre commercial, disturbing....

2009-10-28 07:06:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5224594184

Wind seems to have died down....

2009-10-28 03:44:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5221504954

@whole_tost except this time they do have a fairly good reason - cables breaking on
suspension bridges is no small matter

2009-10-28 02:12:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5219390263

Wind outside is really strong.  Santa Ana conditions it looks like.  Wind noise and
things banging/clattering kept me from sleeping too long

2009-10-28 01:44:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5218576691

No school tomorrow, so my homework isn't too much of a concern, therefore,
naptime! \o/

2009-10-28 00:42:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5216677561

Wow.  High winds, overcast, and what appears to be blowing dust.  Wierd weather.

2009-10-28 00:27:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5216181714

I just reached level 31. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-10-27 22:27:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5212997173

Homework done. Actually rather easy, just time-consuming (although I suspect that
the Calculus chain rule is burning out my brain). Sleep.

2009-10-27 06:22:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5194810748

Homework time. :(

2009-10-27 00:15:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5187518883

Back home from school.  Odd day today.

2009-10-26 23:42:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5186660298

Sleeptime, school tomorrow (no school on Wednesday though :D)

2009-10-26 07:47:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5168255750
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On my computer now, might do a French composition for which I've completely
forgotten the format my teacher wants us to use. :|

2009-10-26 02:28:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5162878369

Driving to the market to relax a bit before finishing up homework.

2009-10-26 01:02:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5160949486

And straight to homework from lunch.  Joy.

2009-10-25 21:18:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5156084910

Awake, looking for something to eat.

2009-10-25 19:56:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5154270318

Going to bed, had enough of my homework and will finish it tomorrow.

2009-10-25 08:28:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5143310975

#inafreecountry the people really would run government instead of entrusting it to
do-nothing, know-nothing politicians.

2009-10-25 07:11:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5142487728

I just reached level 30. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-10-25 06:55:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5142292422

Homework time.  As they say, no rest for the weary.

2009-10-24 23:19:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5133921259

Gah, have to reset my cable box, what a good way to start the day &gt;:(

2009-10-24 20:34:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5130742016

You know you're a geek when you try to press &lt;Ctrl&gt;+&lt;D&gt; to put yourself to
sleep.  Good night everyone!

2009-10-24 09:22:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5119567599

On my computer, preparing to nag @davenull :P

2009-10-24 02:35:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5113832586

Home.  Foot is asleep.

2009-10-23 22:58:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5109299908

I just reached level 29. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-10-23 17:03:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5101468390

Sleep.
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2009-10-23 06:49:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5091253302

@kingphase Aside from Cluenet, I'm also on freenode.  But I'm usually not on IRC at
all (or at least I'm on very little) on school nights.

2009-10-23 03:39:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5088426150

On the computer now to do AP English stuff.

2009-10-23 02:33:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5086959502

@kingphase Sine is no longer a ClueNet server, @Dvyjones and Sine left ClueNet
last week (hopefully temporarily :D).

2009-10-23 01:52:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5085968890

Time to do homeworks.

2009-10-22 23:31:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5082700254

Back from school and orthodontist.

2009-10-22 22:50:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5081753050

Alright, homework's over, time to sleep.

2009-10-22 06:46:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5063746651

Argh, so much fscking homework...

2009-10-22 00:23:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5056521692

Wow, school was unusually stressful today.

2009-10-21 23:43:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5055692613

ZZZZzZzzzzzzz

2009-10-21 07:16:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5039056794

Wolfram|Alpha never ceases to amaze me... too bad they charge so much ($50 USD)
for their iPhone app. Oh well, mobile Safari is still free.

2009-10-21 04:58:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5037280758

Mmm, chain rule.

2009-10-21 03:47:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5036052862

Yargh homeworks.

2009-10-21 00:03:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5031217820

Got back home early.

2009-10-20 23:05:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5029927547
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Sleep.

2009-10-20 06:58:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5013226150

Homework time. Not a lot to do tonight, thankfully.

2009-10-20 00:44:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5005623734

Home. Updated the AIM free app on my iPod Touch, which has crashed 25 or so
times now....

2009-10-20 00:00:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5004536321

Going home.

2009-10-19 23:04:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5003225011

Just secured a safe house in Trieste, Italy. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-10-19 22:35:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5002577138

Yay school's over!

2009-10-19 22:32:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/5002487154

Bedtime, school tomorrow.

2009-10-19 07:55:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4986045216

I just reached level 28. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-10-19 05:01:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4983911518

BTW Happy birthday @mordfin !

2009-10-19 03:35:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4982474513

Transitioning to my computer to relax a little and finish my homework.

2009-10-19 03:15:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4982081299

After taking two pages of notes from your textbook, your wrist begins to hurt....

2009-10-19 01:25:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4979726958

Homework time.  :(

2009-10-18 21:24:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4974687146

Yay, I got over 6 hours of sleep last night! \o/

2009-10-18 20:02:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4972959220

Sleep.

2009-10-18 06:47:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4962059242
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Back home.  Wondering if I should get a jump-start and do some of my weekend
homework tonight.

2009-10-18 04:08:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4959503870

@mordfin Yeah, I was quite surprised when I saw that.

2009-10-17 21:16:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4951268483

PSAT was easy.  Had a critical reading part with two passages about Wikipedia (one
pro, one con).  Eating lunch.

2009-10-17 20:45:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4950674280

Going to bed early, have to get up early to take the PSAT/NSQMT.

2009-10-17 04:24:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4935383228

RT @tinucherian: "Wikipedians who tweet" http://bit.ly/10U4fK #wikipedia
#wikipedians

2009-10-17 04:11:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4935132465

On my computer now.

2009-10-17 01:50:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4932254695

Home.  Sooo hot, and we don't have good air conditioning :(

2009-10-16 23:34:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4929366775

Time to go home.

2009-10-16 22:54:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4928500563

OMG IT'S THE WEEKEND!

2009-10-16 22:17:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4927672774

yargh, English class.

2009-10-16 20:07:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4924658013

I just reached level 27. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-10-16 20:04:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4924600388

Got Google Wave running!

2009-10-16 19:55:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4924384049

Bah, tircd fail.  Eating lunch.

2009-10-16 19:45:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4924132903

@Chrisgatti9 It's "KHAN" (H before the As), idiot. :P
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2009-10-16 19:42:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4924081927

Yargh school.

2009-10-16 14:37:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4917010194

Finally done with homework, shower then sleep.

2009-10-16 07:21:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4910719492

Long naps #ftw

2009-10-16 02:44:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4906032021

Going home to take a nap.

2009-10-15 22:51:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4900710490

Yay school's over.

2009-10-15 22:11:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4899874368

Back to class.

2009-10-15 20:04:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4897294754

Eating lunch.

2009-10-15 19:46:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4896885609

Well, the doomsday disaster drill was... uneventful...

2009-10-15 17:21:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4893617600

Yay earthquake drill!

2009-10-15 16:58:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4893075388

School's starting.  Great California Shakeout (statewide end-of-the-world earthquake
drill) in a couple of hours.

2009-10-15 14:40:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4889903809

OMG MUST HAS SLEEP!!

2009-10-15 07:46:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4883978672

Booting up my beheamoth of a computer to do a physics lab report.

2009-10-15 03:29:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4880150972

Installed a new set of batteries in my TI-84+ SE, hopefully these won't start leaking
like the last ones did.

2009-10-15 00:10:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4875791906
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Got my new Sony noise-cancelling headphones.  They're pretty good, much better
than the standard iPod earbuds.

2009-10-14 21:36:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4872343618

Home.

2009-10-14 21:26:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4872135128

Getting lunch and going home.

2009-10-14 18:18:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4868106058

I just reached level 26. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-10-14 18:05:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4867848329

Or maybe that was an irssi fail...

2009-10-14 18:03:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4867791821

Hah, tircd fail.

2009-10-14 18:02:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4867770806

* Follow *

2009-10-14 18:02:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4867768495

Is sitting next to @Chrisgatti9 (one of the few Twitter users I actually know in real life)

2009-10-14 18:01:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4867752496

School's over!

2009-10-14 17:58:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4867680121

At school, which is starting in a few minutes.  Minimum day for everyone because of
Back to School Night.  Hooray.

2009-10-14 14:41:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4863203601

Putting much of my homework off 'till tomorrow (early dismissal from school), going to
bed now.

2009-10-14 07:00:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4856743085

@nifky LOL!  Epic!

2009-10-14 06:34:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4856439313

@dvyjones Great, thanks :D

2009-10-14 04:50:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4854969883

Ack, why did I get so sleepy all of a sudden.
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2009-10-14 04:00:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4854072278

...hopefully I'll be able to buy another pair tomorrow.  Also, my TI-84+ SE now reports
low batteries &gt;:(

2009-10-14 02:11:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4851594935

Dammit. My only pair of good headphones (Sony noise-cancelling headphones) just
inexplicably gave out. Now must use standard iPod earbuds :(

2009-10-14 02:08:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4851536408

Homework. Lots and lots of homework....

2009-10-14 00:47:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4849573302

@mordfin Do what Richard Stallman does - sleep with a katana under your bed. :P

2009-10-14 00:06:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4848592795

Home.

2009-10-13 23:53:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4848274584

Time to go home.

2009-10-13 23:07:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4847234155

@dvyjones Where's my Wave invite? ;)

2009-10-13 22:56:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4846982319

Just secured a safe house in Singapore. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-10-13 22:25:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4846295309

I just reached level 25. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-10-13 22:18:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4846156245

Yay, school's over.  Luckily the rain has always stopped between periods and during
the class transitions.

2009-10-13 22:14:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4846055369

Alright, class time.

2009-10-13 20:04:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4843211207

@compwhizii Huh?

2009-10-13 20:04:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4843207741

@FatChickinLA Pasadena area

2009-10-13 19:59:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4843101433
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Holy shit it's pouring rain.

2009-10-13 19:57:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4843046779

@dvyjones I'll take that Google Wave invite if you still have it. :D

2009-10-13 19:44:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4842777691

*Checking in from school, that is

2009-10-13 19:43:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4842753741

Checking from school, eating lunch.  'Tis raining out.

2009-10-13 19:43:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4842749313

Done with homework, do sleep.

2009-10-13 06:41:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4829506985

@dvyjones :( we'll miss you

2009-10-13 06:23:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4829261564

Lol, I have 404 followers at the time of this tweet.  404 followers not found? :P

2009-10-13 05:43:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4828666149

Calculus homework is driving me crazy!  Resisting the urge to write "Segmentation
fault" at the bottom of my paper.

2009-10-13 04:40:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4827651618

@whole_tost damn you! ;)

2009-10-13 01:01:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4822738069

@whole_tost No such district.  Pasadena Unified School District is the right one. :)

2009-10-13 00:53:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4822548752

Back home from dentist (and school).  Have AP Calculus AB, Physics, and French 3
tonight.  A decent amount of sleep seems possible tonight!

2009-10-13 00:42:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4822288064

Bed time, good night world!

2009-10-12 07:49:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4804331605

I am unfollowing all spymasters that are not following me.  If you want me to follow
you again, please follow me.

2009-10-12 07:32:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4804149827

Whee computer
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2009-10-12 01:59:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4798446026

Wow, chance of rain for Tuesday night is now 90%!

2009-10-12 00:16:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4796295958

Heading out to buy a new backpack before the rainy season starts (early) on
Tuesday.

2009-10-11 22:19:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4793990820

Holy crap I got almost enough sleep!

2009-10-11 20:58:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4792465742

Done with homework, including a physics lab report.  Sleep.

2009-10-11 11:07:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4782225184

@lietk12 I hope you're joking... in calculus, mental work is thoughtcrime.

2009-10-11 01:28:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4773960215

Wow.  Doing derivitives by hand gets painful after 20 or so problems....

2009-10-10 23:40:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4771773176

Bah, time to do homework.

2009-10-10 20:48:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4768543042

s/'/!/ stupid iPod touch keyboard...

2009-10-10 19:21:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4766880817

Holy crap more rain predicted for next week'

2009-10-10 19:20:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4766868874

Time to sleep, I guess....

2009-10-10 08:44:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4757161100

Meh, I see no differences with iPod Touch OS 3.1.2...

2009-10-10 05:09:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4754633890

Installing 3.1.2 update on my iPod Touch....

2009-10-10 04:31:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4754017933

Going to eat dinner; downloading iPod Touch OS 3.1.2 update.

2009-10-10 02:54:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4752185671

Booting up computer, then checking for iPod Touch OS updates.
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2009-10-10 02:03:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4751086476

Nap time.

2009-10-10 00:29:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4749081380

FRIDAY!!!!!!

2009-10-09 23:55:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4748357808

Must... have... sleep....

2009-10-09 07:51:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4729672104

@osxdude yay!

2009-10-09 04:22:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4726810900

Homework (* = not due tomorrow): AP Calculus AB*, Physics, AP US History, and
French 3.

2009-10-09 00:23:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4721411105

@osxdude I don't think so.  The problems are uncharacteristic of hardware problems,
and other 2nd-gen iPod Touch owners have the same prob.s

2009-10-08 23:52:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4720681646

@osxdude Please tell me that Apple released a new iPod Touch OS too...

2009-10-08 23:44:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4720500105

Home.  And tired.

2009-10-08 23:43:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4720472228

Homework done, going to bed.  Already past the 6 hour sleep deprivation mark...
remind me to bring a gallon of coffee to school tomorrow.

2009-10-08 07:06:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4703858174

I just reached level 24. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-10-08 06:41:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4703571884

@dvyjones Lol. It's funny you say that actually, the book's copyright page lists the
copyright dates as 2006 and 2010. Future copyright ftw?

2009-10-08 04:50:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4702009344

Wow, the 2008 elections are covered in my AP US History textbook (AP version, The
American Pageant, 14th edition).

2009-10-08 01:41:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4697947569
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Homework: AP Calculus AB, Physics, AP US History, AP English, and French 3.

2009-10-08 00:36:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4696384131

Home.  Cloudy outside... maybe rain? :O

2009-10-07 23:51:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4695353410

Physics lab report complete, computer off, bed time.

2009-10-07 07:06:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4676990398

@tinucherian / @veramaz: I gave up a long time ago, I just wait for the Twitter admins
to nuke the accounts now.

2009-10-07 06:49:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4676798750

*sigh* booting up my computer to do a physics lab report, and I'm almost immediately
greeted by a blue screen of death.  Wheeeeeeeeeeeee....

2009-10-07 04:04:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4674351179

@Chrisgatti9 why thank you :)

2009-10-07 03:36:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4673762637

@whole_tost Thanks :) (was testing a potential way to get @ replies and DMs
pushed to my iPod)

2009-10-07 02:23:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4672104921

Would one of my followers be so kind as to send me an @ reply followed by a DM?

2009-10-07 02:06:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4671697925

Homework: AP Calculus AB, Physics, AP US History, AP English, and French 3.

2009-10-07 00:27:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4669260275

Is home.

2009-10-06 23:36:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4668079001

Finished homework, early bed time.  Might get around 8 hours of sleep!

2009-10-06 04:41:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4648088392

Democrats and Republicans are like matter and antimatter, you get an explosion
when you put the two together (just without the gamma burst)

2009-10-06 01:07:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4643229147

Homework time.  Thankfully light tonight, just AP Calculus AB, Physics (lab report,
eek), and French 3.

2009-10-06 00:07:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4641781485
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@timcourtney hmm, I might try that, thanks!

2009-10-05 23:46:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4641275051

@SnoFox I'm *using* bloody TweetDeck for iPhone right now :P

2009-10-05 23:41:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4641145828

Anyone know a good (preferably free) iPhone app that pops up push notifications for
Twitter DMs and @ replies?

2009-10-05 23:36:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4641031149

@osxdude :O

2009-10-05 23:34:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4640995091

@osxdude isn't it sooo much better than Vista?

2009-10-05 23:16:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4640556255

Home early.

2009-10-05 22:56:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4640103036

I just reached level 23. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-10-05 19:39:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4635726091

Going to bed before I figure out a way to kill my pseudo-VPS.  Also, I do have school
tomorrow... good night world

2009-10-05 07:53:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4623548498

Hmm, telling nano to open a 90 some MiB file may not have been the best idea...

2009-10-05 07:10:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4623088693

Computer on, configuring some IPv6 stuff.

2009-10-05 01:57:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4617798735

Whew, finished homework.  Now to turn on the computer, or at least try....

2009-10-05 01:01:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4616537899

Mmmmmmmmm I smell BACON!

2009-10-04 22:00:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4612675478

Homework time.  AP Calculus AB, Physics, AP US History, and Photography.

2009-10-04 21:08:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4611640534

Nice weather today, not too hot.  Yay!

2009-10-04 19:51:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4610027315
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Was watching "Juggernaut" on Turner Classic Movies, and now that it's over,
bedtime.

2009-10-04 08:26:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4599306747

Home.

2009-10-04 05:18:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4596898722

Going home.

2009-10-04 04:21:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4595906279

Dinner and moon cake time!

2009-10-04 01:32:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4592548597

Heading to aunt's house for moon cake festival.

2009-10-03 23:48:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4590567235

Off to Costco to restock on supplies.

2009-10-03 20:18:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4586625519

Mmm, going to be nice and cool this week, with a chance of rain tonight and
tomorrow!

2009-10-03 19:49:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4586068737

Bedtime, good night world

2009-10-03 09:03:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4575619284

I just reached level 22. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-10-03 07:05:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4574404979

Wow.  "National Parks: America's Best Idea" on PBS was AWESOME (especially in
HD)!

2009-10-03 05:40:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4573317454

OMG so fscking tired....

2009-10-03 00:18:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4567227110

Finally finished my fscking homework, going to bed to get ~6 hours of sleep.

2009-10-02 06:53:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4547312052

Homework in every class tonight :( AP Calculus AB, Physics*, AP US History,
Photography, AP English and French 3 (* = can be put off)

2009-10-02 00:57:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4540098936
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Is home.

2009-10-01 23:44:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4538311451

@Chris G.. I just wired money to your Swiss bank account. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-10-01 23:02:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4537319554

For my 1000th tweet, I would like to remind everyone that the Internet is serious
business!

2009-10-01 22:15:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4536241182

Done with homeworks, time for some Zs.

2009-10-01 06:58:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4519384254

@com_eL Can you be more specific?  Is it giving a particular error message or
something like that?

2009-10-01 06:58:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4519378919

LOL!  Those of you in AP US History with The American Pageant 14th edition will
find a subtle self reference on page 1064 (in illustration).

2009-10-01 04:58:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4517745501

Homework time.  Lighter load tonight, just AP Calculus AB, AP US History, and
French 3.

2009-10-01 00:57:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4512385158

I just reached level 21. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-10-01 00:15:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4511404362

Home - yay!

2009-09-30 23:49:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4510794703

@Chris G.. I just wired money to your Swiss bank account. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-30 22:45:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4509345446

Homework complete, time for a shower then sleep.

2009-09-30 06:14:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4491333447

Homework time.  AP Calculus AB, Physics, AP US History, and French 3. Not too
much for each, may get to bed early (yay!).

2009-09-30 00:36:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4484646208
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CNN iPhone app is awesome - well worth the $1.99 IMO.

2009-09-30 00:29:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4484477373

Home.

2009-09-29 23:55:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4483702574

Yay, homework done, SLEEEEEEEEEP!!!

2009-09-29 07:11:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4465016980

Who needs Microsoft Word when you have emacs!  Actually, emacs is quite
daunting... it took me forever to learn that C-x C-c is quit...

2009-09-29 04:58:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4463248531

@com_eL Spymaster?  It's a Twitter/Facebook-based mass-multiplayer game, sorta
strategy.  I think their FAQ explains it better than I could.

2009-09-29 03:50:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4461987432

Just secured a safe house in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-29 01:37:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4458902428

I just reached level 20. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-29 01:36:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4458867497

Homework tonight: AP Calculus AB, Physics*, AP US History, AP English, and
French 3 (* = can be put off until tomorrow)

2009-09-29 00:33:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4457341112

Back home from school.

2009-09-28 23:09:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4455404566

Argh, I'm late for sleep, school tomorrow!  Good night bittubes!

2009-09-28 07:43:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4437767036

My new (Star Trek-themed) pwnsome iPod Touch lock screen (yes, I know "Khan" is
misspelled, it's still cool)  http://twitpic.com/jgtxx

2009-09-28 06:57:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4437254536

@shadoles Ohai, following :)

2009-09-28 04:53:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4435525378

@shadoles Umm... hi?

2009-09-28 04:48:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4435446235
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@osxdude Is there a similar guide for iPod Touches, or are the directions essentially
the same?

2009-09-28 04:39:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4435296425

FAILWHALE!

2009-09-28 01:29:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4431346072

Transferred to computer to do French 3 homework (research assignment &gt;.&lt;)

2009-09-28 00:33:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4430104640

Time to finish my AP US History and do my French 3 homework.

2009-09-27 21:41:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4426484185

Mmmm dumplings

2009-09-27 20:40:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4425220812

Yay for 11 hours of sleep!

2009-09-27 20:28:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4424940677

Going to bed; plan to finish AP US History and do French 3 homework tomorrow.

2009-09-27 08:18:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4413277507

I just reached level 19. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-27 07:51:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4412986108

@mordfin iInformation by Walker Software.  I have the free version; there's also a
$1.99 pro version.

2009-09-27 06:55:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4412347029

I wonder if people, Dems and GOP, ever stop to ask themselves why they support a
certain view or to (GASP!) listen to the other's argument

2009-09-27 06:52:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4412313712

Wow.  iPod Touch RAM usage with Mobile Safari running:  http://twitpic.com/jbxjq and
without:  http://twitpic.com/jbxkm

2009-09-27 06:41:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4412171664

Believe it or not, there really are magicians - we call them mathematicians and
physicists :P

2009-09-27 02:47:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4408290468

Yay done with Calculus!

2009-09-27 00:20:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4405518972
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Homework time.  AP Calculus AB, Physics, AP US History, French 3.

2009-09-26 23:14:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4404297480

Must has lunch

2009-09-26 19:54:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4400631448

Tired of Windows Update nags, going to bed.

2009-09-26 08:16:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4390002989

FU Windows, I will reboot when I so choose.  Stop nagging!

2009-09-26 07:54:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4389784968

Paying a visit to Microsoft Update - haven't grabbed the latest bits yet

2009-09-26 07:30:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4389536687

I just reached level 18. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-26 07:17:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4389399578

Yay, nearing 1000 tweets!

2009-09-26 06:54:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4389137533

And my computer seems strangely laggy today, especially with Firefox open...

2009-09-26 01:51:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4383764031

It finally minimizes to the tray! \o/

2009-09-26 01:49:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4383729747

Oooh, the new TweetDeck for computers is nice...

2009-09-26 01:42:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4383591895

Home.

2009-09-25 23:12:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4380651293

Bedtime.

2009-09-25 05:09:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4361634217

I just reached level 17. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-25 04:01:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4360484377

iPod Touch + WiFi + TouchTerm Pro + VPS + irssi = awesome iPod IRC -
http://twitpic.com/j0tne

2009-09-25 03:00:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4359215758
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Finished homework early, YEAAAAH!

2009-09-25 02:25:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4358471252

Yay, homework light tonight.  Just AP US History and French 3.

2009-09-25 01:20:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4356970358

Home.

2009-09-24 23:43:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4354783827

Done with homework, time to catch some Zs.

2009-09-24 05:59:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4335964784

@Until_It_Sleeps the vandals would probably ask the same question to us :P

2009-09-24 04:03:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4334128202

@Wikip_Marlith does anyone even care about the game anymore?  It's pretty old
now.

2009-09-24 02:17:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4331860438

I just reached level 16. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-24 00:46:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4329777897

Homework time.  AP Calculus AB, AP US History, and French 3.  Might get more
than five hours of sleep tonight!

2009-09-24 00:14:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4329086378

Home.

2009-09-23 23:26:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4328153903

Going home

2009-09-23 22:46:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4327298089

Yay school over, for the day at least...

2009-09-23 22:28:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4326927046

Done with homework; sleeptime

2009-09-23 05:57:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4309520784

I smell fire smoke, probably from that 9,000+ acre fire burning up in Ventura County,
but that's pretty far away...

2009-09-23 04:44:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4308402811

And we PAY these people's salleries?  RT @whole_tost: LMAO Pigs and
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Wiis...*sighs* http://is.gd/3AhiV

2009-09-23 04:05:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4307681612

Homework tonight: AP Calculus AB, Physics, AP US History, and French 3.

2009-09-23 00:50:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4303228662

@Until_It_Sleeps I hope you're having fun, because I'm the one profiting.  :)

2009-09-23 00:07:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4302234412

Home.

2009-09-22 23:45:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4301754427

Going home

2009-09-22 22:50:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4300560200

Just secured a safe house in Barcelona, Spain. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-22 19:44:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4296473672

I just reached level 15. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-22 19:43:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4296455510

Finished homework, sleep.

2009-09-22 06:09:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4166556994

Finished with AP US History, moving on to French 3.

2009-09-22 04:16:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4164870113

@Wikip_Marlith I do understand the context, and my point still stands.

2009-09-22 03:44:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4164258334

Yay, dinner time

2009-09-22 02:29:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4162618996

@Wikip_Marlith listening to the Halo theme song doesn't make you a nerd.  Listening
to one of the various Metroid theme songs would.

2009-09-22 02:29:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4162615503

Done with Physics (time dilation, woohoo!) and moving on to AP US History.

2009-09-22 01:34:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4161363035

Calculus done, moving on to Physics

2009-09-22 01:14:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4160882020
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Homework tonight: AP Calculus AB, Physics, AP US History, AP English, and French
3.  Expected total sleep tonight: 2 hours.

2009-09-22 00:32:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4159917287

@osxdude OK, it's time for a mental reevaluation... ;)

2009-09-21 23:48:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4158926562

RT self: New blog post: The Problem with "Clean Coal" - http://bit.ly/TIVrw

2009-09-21 23:08:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4158084724

Bah, so much fscking homework...

2009-09-21 23:04:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4157995241

Going to bed, ready for another week of school and sleep deprivation.

2009-09-21 07:12:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4141935025

@dvyjones Meh. :P

2009-09-21 07:09:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4141907155

@grawity Another free stuff contest, and by the name, it has something to do with
hard drives or some other mass storage medium

2009-09-21 07:01:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4141830577

I just reached level 14. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-21 05:40:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4140931004

New blog post: The Problem with "Clean Coal" - http://bit.ly/TIVrw

2009-09-21 05:15:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4140614132

Computer booted up, seems to be working fine today.

2009-09-21 00:21:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4134991121

@Until_It_Sleeps No u.

2009-09-21 00:21:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4134988074

Finally finished all of my homework.  Now I have time to relax!

2009-09-20 23:39:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4134181177

Mmm dumplings.

2009-09-20 19:18:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4129345316

Sleep.

2009-09-20 08:15:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4120478946
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I just reached level 13. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-20 03:23:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4116656902

Time to start weekend homework.  Calculus, Physics, History, and English.

2009-09-19 22:40:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4111661140

Mmmmmmmmm lunch

2009-09-19 20:30:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4109447867

Hopefully my computer will be more well-behaved tomorrow.  Good night interblags.

2009-09-19 09:48:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4099794449

Aha, Twitter has new default avatars.

2009-09-19 05:56:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4097488290

@res2216firestar Winfail methinks.

2009-09-19 05:00:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4096735144

I think my computer has devoted all of today to fucking with me. :|

2009-09-19 04:25:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4096186678

@Until_It_Sleeps You wish :)  I'm a level 12 Elite I (think Level 40 + 12)

2009-09-19 04:25:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4096183596

I just reached level 12. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-19 03:56:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4095693375

@Until_It_Sleeps Please turn off at least some of your spymaster notifications. :P

2009-09-19 00:04:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4091428556

Home.

2009-09-18 23:32:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4090840718

And back to class

2009-09-18 20:06:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4086775893

Eating a Subway at school

2009-09-18 19:47:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4086368116

Sleep.

2009-09-18 06:27:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4073498780

Just secured a safe house in Mexico City, Mexico. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy
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2009-09-18 02:45:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4069959178

I just reached level 11. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-18 02:44:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4069942510

@res2216firestar it's kinda scary actually.  At least the weekend is coming up and I
can recover some sleep.

2009-09-18 02:15:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4069337282

Homework time.  Today: AP Calculus AB, Physics, AP US History, AP English, and
French 3.  Getting more sleep seems unlikely.

2009-09-18 01:22:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4068199993

Heading home.

2009-09-17 23:37:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4066057631

Gah, class.

2009-09-17 20:04:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4061905440

I still didn't get any more sleep.  Eating lunch at school.

2009-09-17 19:46:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4061538169

Going to bed early in a futile attempt to lower my sleep deprivation count.

2009-09-17 04:58:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4047791594

I just reached level 10. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-17 04:06:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4046958077

Home.

2009-09-16 23:56:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4041766023

Heading home.

2009-09-16 23:25:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4041128114

I just reached level 9. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-16 22:25:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4039917172

Class

2009-09-16 20:06:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4037024638

Eating lunch at school

2009-09-16 19:44:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4036570077
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do {
sleep()
} while(true);
//Too bad this doesn't work in real life

2009-09-16 05:54:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4023766014

I just reached level 8. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-16 03:50:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4021904509

@dvyjones That will be a problem here when the rainy season comes around in a
few months or so, because fires destroyed a lot of vegetation.

2009-09-16 00:24:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4017561375

Homework time.  For today: AP Calculus AB, Physics, AP English, and French 3.

2009-09-16 00:15:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4017374965

Home.

2009-09-15 23:38:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4016611788

@Until_It_Sleeps 25 minutes or so.

2009-09-15 23:37:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4016609531

Time to go home

2009-09-15 22:59:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4015836834

Just secured a safe house in Shanghai, PRC. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-15 22:19:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4015028858

I just reached level 7. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-15 22:18:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4015006388

Off to class again.  Lunch is much too short.

2009-09-15 20:05:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4012113901

Checking in from school

2009-09-15 19:51:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/4011808813

Omai, I'm going to get less than six hours of sleep.  Good night intertubes.  (Lolwut?
"intertubes" was in my iPod's autocorrect....)

2009-09-15 06:52:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3999899167

Fsck, I have shed the first school-related blood of the year - scratched one thumb
with the other thumb's nail attempting to close backpack.
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2009-09-15 06:45:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3999825570

@dvyjones oh of course, too much rain is never good.

2009-09-15 06:44:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3999809707

@dvyjones I certainly wish we had rain all-year, it'd keep the temperatures down.
Neither would there be these massive fires....

2009-09-15 06:32:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3999678435

Finished with homework.  Incidentally, I'm enjoying being an Elite I spymaster.

2009-09-15 06:29:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3999645672

I just reached level 6. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-15 04:08:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3997647891

Done with Calculus, on to US History.

2009-09-15 02:29:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3995630453

Home.  Looks sorta like rain, but no rain yet.  Have AP Calculus AB, AP US History,
AP English, and French 3 homework.  Yay.

2009-09-14 23:41:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3991757075

I just reached level 5. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-14 22:39:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3990495248

School tomorrow, good night world.

2009-09-14 06:57:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3975628735

Just secured a safe house in Tbilisi, Georgia. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-14 06:22:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3975230836

I just reached level 40. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-14 05:45:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3974752818

Yay, attempting to set up dual monitors through my GPU's driver into an infinite loop
and BSoD'd Windows.  At least recovery was fine.

2009-09-14 05:22:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3974417481

Computer seems to be working fine now....

2009-09-14 01:57:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3968691996

Huh, now Windows sees both cores and processor times look more normal now.
How very odd.
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2009-09-14 01:39:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3968003800

Computer's acting really funny today....

2009-09-14 01:33:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3967738543

Huh?  Hyper-Threading is enabled?  WTF is going on here...

2009-09-14 01:27:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3967491971

Odd, Windows is no longer recognizing my hyperthreading processor's second core.
Maybe a reboot will help... maybe the BIOS got screwed up?

2009-09-14 01:24:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3967307416

OMG rain predicted for tonight and tomorrow morning... in September?!  That never
happens here! :O

2009-09-13 21:48:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3962802491

AP Calculus AB homework complete, bedtime.  Putting off Physics and AP English
until tomorrow.

2009-09-13 07:57:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3951311742

@nifky not necessarily, the hardware is only part of it.  The software is complex, too.

2009-09-13 05:25:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3949653204

Ooooooooh, IDEA!  Texas Instruments should make a TI-89 app for the iPhone!
They could probably make quite a bit of money that way...

2009-09-13 05:15:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3949531780

I wonder when Texas Instruments will create a calculator with built-in wifi...

2009-09-13 04:35:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3948948531

@osxdude wierd quirks such as barely audible keyboard clicks (only affects 2nd
gen), app arrangement problems, and some odd software quirks

2009-09-13 04:14:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3948633152

@theonefighter88 iPod Touch OS 3.1.1 has some really odd quirks: The keyboard
"click" sound is almost inaudible among other things.

2009-09-13 01:25:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3945665340

I miss iPod Touch OS 3.0.  iPod Touch owners: DO NOT UPGRADE TO 3.1.1, stick
with 3.0 if you can.

2009-09-13 01:10:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3945403583

Putting up with some odd iPod OS 3.1.1 quirks.
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2009-09-12 21:57:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3942127686

iPod Touch OS 3.1.1 bug: Keyboard clicking sound is extremely quiet over internal
speakers, but not headphones. And, with that, 'night all.

2009-09-12 10:07:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3931641808

Installed OS 3.1.1 on my iPod Touch

2009-09-12 09:32:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3931357801

@nifky Maybe because it should be a:hover? ;)

2009-09-12 08:44:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3930959142

Heard the Discovery's sonic boom a few moments ago.  That means the space
shuttle is now minutes away from landing @ Edwards Air Force Base

2009-09-12 00:51:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3923866271

Home.

2009-09-11 23:09:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3921988392

Homework complete, therefore it is time for me to sleep.

2009-09-11 05:47:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3905942512

Democrats: Move forward, even if your course leads over a cliff. GOP: Stay where
you are despite falling nuke overhead. Rationality: AWOL

2009-09-11 04:37:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3905054169

First day of school was the longest.  My AP Calculus/Honors Physics teacher is
awesome!  I already have 2 or 3 tech support requests :|

2009-09-11 00:43:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3900513855

Sleep; first day of school tomorrow.  Let the sleep deprivation begin!

2009-09-10 06:20:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3882391369

HUZZAH!  A.P. summer homework now complete, the day before school starts.

2009-09-10 03:35:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3879952121

Liked Obama's speech, but I think the GOP didn't put much thought into their "official"
response. If all goes like Obama says, I support it.

2009-09-10 01:57:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3877807131

Typing an essay on the computer.  I haven't used OpenOffice.org in months.

2009-09-09 22:44:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3873575693
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@osxdude lolfail

2009-09-09 22:43:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3873552190

Today is my last day of freedom before school starts tomorrow.  And I still have a
summer essay to do, but that won't take too long.

2009-09-09 21:21:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3871892707

I really am going to be out of sync with the normal school sleep schedule; good night
Intertubes.

2009-09-09 08:58:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3859868480

I just reached level 39. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-09 01:48:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3854087160

Two days to finish my homework.  Including today.  Fun.

2009-09-08 22:57:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3850589884

A clear day out here for once.

2009-09-08 20:13:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3847386763

If only sleeping were as easy as putting a computer S3 suspend...

2009-09-08 08:39:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3836741593

Who needs a netbook when you have an iPod Touch (or iPhone or similar device)?
They do just about anything a netbook can...

2009-09-08 04:43:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3834142269

@davenull Fix scalar!  Someone on ClueIRC said that the load averages were over
400 and, of course, SSH doesn't work :\

2009-09-07 22:20:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3827262340

Happy Labor Day!

2009-09-07 21:41:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3826583200

sleep(3600 * 9);

2009-09-07 10:23:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3816384512

@res2216firestar This monitor has had a surprisingly long lifespan, actually.  I was
expecting the backlight to fail some time ago.

2009-09-07 02:20:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3810257835

@res2216firestar I have a 5 year old 4:3 17" Dell LCD, which actually is pretty good
but I noticed that I'm starting to get bad pixels :(
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2009-09-07 02:16:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3810199249

I need a new computer monitor now.

2009-09-07 02:13:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3810151043

School starts on Thursday.  I still have some AP summer homework to finish.  This is
going to be a fun week.

2009-09-06 21:28:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3805496653

{{subst:sleep}}

2009-09-06 08:26:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3795527360

@Until_It_Sleeps firstly, remember the @ sign, otherwise I may not see your
message to me.  And, to answer your question, not yet.

2009-09-06 08:07:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3795364395

@nifky http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WP:BEANS

2009-09-06 08:07:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3795356673

Back home.

2009-09-06 05:20:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3793601474

Getting ready to head out to the beach for a day.

2009-09-05 19:49:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3784504577

Finally satisfied with the new HDTV and its setup, therefore it is time for me to sleep.

2009-09-05 09:08:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3776212619

Of course, politics itself is not rational...

2009-09-05 07:13:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3775240214

Is it just me, or does it seem that Republicans are more apt to act irrational than
Democrats when something goes against them?...

2009-09-05 07:12:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3775228637

Gonna get a new HDTV today to replace our old Zenith Sentry 2.

2009-09-04 19:44:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3763786404

Getting awfully tired of this Station Fire smoke...

2009-09-04 18:45:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3762638951

Ooooh, sleep.

2009-09-04 09:06:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3753519095
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@uberfuzzy Request Timed Out

2009-09-04 08:07:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3752952213

LOL! RT @TonyB: The origin of Republicans by natural selection:  http://is.gd/2R2Ye

2009-09-04 01:40:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3747236152

A.P. now reporting that the Forest Service has identified that the cause of the wildfire
north of L.A. (I assume the Station Fire) is arson

2009-09-04 01:04:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3746502958

Kinda smokey at ground level

2009-09-03 22:16:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3743380294

Sleeeeeep...

2009-09-03 07:53:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3729675839

Smoke above the mountains really looks like an atom bomb mushroom cloud.  Scary.

2009-09-02 19:05:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3716618729

Eartly sleep, have to get up early tomorrow for school registration.

2009-09-02 07:00:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3706868088

@res2216firestar I actually lost liquid assets, but I now have $2.8B in the Swiss
Bank.   Oh well, I just got 20K more defense points :D

2009-09-02 02:32:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3702979044

Holy fsck, I just got $10 M (million!) in a #spymaster assassination!  Proof:
http://twitpic.com/g5rra

2009-09-02 02:27:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3702882205

Wind is picking up now, at least where I am.  Fire smoke obscuring the sun makes
everything have a strange orange glow.

2009-09-01 23:24:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3699406332

Helitanker just flew overhead, presumably going to drop fire retardant on the fire.
Some power flickers, but power & Internet are still up.

2009-09-01 21:36:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3697400037

@BarryCarlyon I own the entire TOS :D

2009-09-01 20:16:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3695859223

Sleep time.  Provided that the Station Fire doesn't knock out power or the Internet
and it doesn't force me to evacuate, cya tomorrow.
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2009-09-01 10:39:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3685971873

Just secured a safe house in Trieste, Italy. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-09-01 05:54:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3683203386

Commonly Held Misconceptions of Computers #1: Computers do what you want
them to do. Computers can only do what you *tell* them (how) to do.

2009-09-01 02:42:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3680070188

Finished my A.P. U.S. History summer homework, now on to A.P. English.

2009-09-01 02:24:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3679735619

@compwhizii DDoS drones and botnet C&C servers are even worse, especially if
you're not on the controlling end. :P

2009-09-01 01:23:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3678522083

@kandi111777 1080p, definitely.

2009-08-31 23:59:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3676855377

Told that the Station Fire may affect critical power transmission lines which may result
in power blackouts.  Joy.

2009-08-31 23:19:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3676080457

I just reached level 38. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-31 20:49:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3673319037

Station Fire smoke now almost completely covers the sky above me.

2009-08-31 19:00:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3671391371

Sleep: S3 suspend for biological computers programmed in DNA.  Good night
everyone

2009-08-31 09:15:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3662571639

The so-called "Station Fire" in Southern California is now too close for comfort to
home; expecting evacuation notices for nearby areas soon

2009-08-30 21:15:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3652128904

fastlizard4.sleep();

2009-08-30 10:29:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3643183674

Understated hashtag RT @mordfin: Some drunk girls just drove past the bus stop we
were waiting at and screamed "BALL SACK" at us. #notnormal

2009-08-30 01:37:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3636537660
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107.6 degrees, and the smoke plume from the fires down here looks like someone
dropped a few atom bombs on the other side of the mountains.

2009-08-29 22:24:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3633387796

iPod Touch spontaneously crashed on me while booting up; luckily trying a second
time to turn it on worked without problem.

2009-08-29 19:33:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3630619334

#include &lt;sleep&gt;

2009-08-29 10:00:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3622886714

I just reached level 37. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-29 05:15:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3620041150

Beautiful night launch of the Discovery.  Too bad the shuttle program is drawing to a
close.  Maybe warp drive is next? ;)

2009-08-29 05:09:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3619953225

Mmmm, dumplings.

2009-08-28 20:18:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3610396547

Hmm, going to be hot today too :(

2009-08-28 18:26:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3608202581

Sleepy time

2009-08-28 10:35:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3600215778

LOL! RT @tinucherian: If you think nobody cares if you're alive, try missing a couple
of car/home loan payments. :)

2009-08-28 07:34:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3598477581

The nice thing about my room is that it's the only room in the house with an air
conditioner, since my room also dubs as the computer room

2009-08-27 23:31:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3590666506

Temperature topped out at 107 degrees a short while ago.  Down to 106.2 now.

2009-08-27 22:50:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3589849116

Arghh, it's not even noon and already 100.8 degrees F outside :(

2009-08-27 18:55:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3585247003

Sleeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee(...)eeeeeeeeeeeeeeep!

2009-08-27 10:06:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3576564574
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@Wikip_Marlith I assume you're posting that because the abbreviation is of some
humor? :P

2009-08-27 02:19:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3570551939

I have precisely ONE slot remaining for an app on my iPod Touch

2009-08-27 01:18:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3569337770

@BarryCarlyon lolwtf?

2009-08-26 23:46:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3567582148

The Angeles National Forrest fire has put a nice thick cloud of smoke above us in the
Eastern half of the sky.  I don't live too far away.

2009-08-26 23:19:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3567071308

RT @mordfin: RT @donttrythis: RT @mathowie: This is f'ing brilliant:
http://twitter.com/ironicsans/status/3558595586

2009-08-26 19:41:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3562923119

It's that time of the day, good night everyone.

2009-08-26 09:51:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3553598464

Support #Wikipedia, add a #twibbon to your avatar now! -
http://twibbon.com/join/Wikipedia

2009-08-26 09:50:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3553593122

@fahadsadah Join the Cluenet cell on #spymaster !

2009-08-26 09:08:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3553275198

Associated Press: "HYANNIS PORT, Mass. (AP) - Massachusetts Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy has died after a yearlong battle with a brain tumor."

2009-08-26 05:54:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3551303467

R.I.P. Ted Kennedy

2009-08-26 05:48:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3551235091

Back to work on my A.P. summer homework

2009-08-26 02:00:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3547967628

I just reached level 36. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-26 01:02:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3546830552

Operating systems are the opposite of healthcare.  They get better when they're free!

2009-08-26 00:41:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3546432209
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Slow Twitter is slow...

2009-08-26 00:29:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3546208597

Sorting lots of emails into folders on the iPhone/iPod Touch email client is surprisingly
easy.

2009-08-25 23:16:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3544866508

@tinucherian you can report spammers to [at]spam, and probably porn accounts too.
I learned to ignore the porn-spam follows a while back.

2009-08-25 19:26:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3541012559

&lt;sleep /&gt;

2009-08-25 10:14:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3532263329

LOL - RT @tinucherian: Marriage is the opposite of prison; the better you behave, the
longer your sentence.

2009-08-25 06:43:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3530279969

@res2216firestar I really have to remember that sarcasm doesn't transmit well over
the Internet.  Maybe sarcasm support will be in TCP/IPv8!

2009-08-24 19:26:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3518689643

Succeeded in crashing my cable box :D

2009-08-24 19:12:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3518445000

Too bad going to bed isn't as easy as telling Windows to shut down.  Actually, come
to think of it, it is easier....  Good night everyone!

2009-08-24 09:27:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3509690009

@tinucherian Err, pong. :P

2009-08-24 02:56:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3504827108

@tinucherian zomg willdo

2009-08-24 02:55:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3504798230

@Shaleblade Huh?

2009-08-24 02:11:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3503981084

Successfully revived my computer

2009-08-24 01:39:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3503358768

@res2216firestar it does, but I can't be bothered to set it every time the power goes
out.
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2009-08-24 00:17:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3501868320

My NOAA Weather Radio woke me up from my nap.  Flash flood warning for central
Ventura county (north of me).  Can has thunderstorm? :D

2009-08-23 23:45:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3501320944

@Eulalia459678 hmm, that's a bad one because it sometimes signals data
corruption.  Try increasing your pagefile size (mine is the max 4GB).

2009-08-23 23:44:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3501296493

@mordfin I don't think so, but I wasn't sure myself.  Good movie, isn't it?

2009-08-23 22:01:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3499568125

@mordfin the one with Bogart?

2009-08-23 21:34:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3499108319

Turned on 3 #spymaster notifications which don't show up often.

2009-08-23 20:58:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3498501131

Windows 0x0000008E BSoD #ftl - got it last night when shutting down my computer.
Probably take me an hour or two to recover...

2009-08-23 20:44:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3498270000

Bed.

2009-08-23 09:12:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3489295243

Heading out to dinner with family.

2009-08-23 01:19:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3482991391

@res2216firestar Indeed it is.

2009-08-22 20:56:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3478787569

Lolwut? iTunes first said there was a software update available for my iPod (OS
3.0.1), but now it says that OS 3.0 is the latest version :|

2009-08-22 20:47:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3478629025

Dear Twittosphere: Should I bother upgrading my non-jailbroken (yet) iPod Touch
from OS 3.0 to 3.0.1, or are there too many problems with it

2009-08-22 20:43:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3478569467

Turned off all spymaster tweets, at least for the time being.

2009-08-22 18:25:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3476230381
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Can has thunderstorm?

2009-08-22 18:17:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3476077037

Trains #ftw

2009-08-22 16:42:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3474406566

Going to bed early, have to go to the train station (Union Station, to be exact) early
tomorrow.

2009-08-22 06:25:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3467735013

Had too many shrimp for dinner.

2009-08-22 04:52:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3466554216

I just attempted to assassinate @halfpounder, but failed. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-22 01:34:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3463239587

I just intercepted a hijacked aircraft. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-22 01:12:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3462848283

I just deposited money into my Swiss bank account. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-22 01:11:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3462840934

Back home.

2009-08-22 01:08:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3462784886

Now departing San Simeon, California for home.

2009-08-21 18:15:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3454997426

Another iPod Touch/iPhone gripe: One must activate the touchscreen to play/pause a
song.

2009-08-21 17:51:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3454516648

Going to sleep on the last night on the road this trip, returning home tomorrow.

2009-08-21 06:54:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3445284947

I don't think the Pan-Am bomber should even be allowed the release of death in any
case.

2009-08-21 02:27:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3441245220

Returning from Hearst Castle and a nice walk on the beach, going to dinner soon.

2009-08-21 02:17:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3441050936
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Getting ready to head out to Hearst Castle.

2009-08-20 17:07:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3430923334

Sleep #ftw

2009-08-20 07:03:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3423162850

Finally checking into the hotel at San Simeon.  Going to Hearst Castle tomorrow.
Have to pay $6 for 2 nights of Wi-Fi at the Motel 6 :(

2009-08-20 04:21:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3421059026

Departing shortly for San Simeon/Hearst Castle from Monterey.

2009-08-19 17:34:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3409206457

RT @Eulalia459678: elloHay ittertway, igpay atinlay twfay

2009-08-19 17:25:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3409026927

ZZZZzZzzzzzzz (for some odd reason, I typed the first five or so Z's and my iPod's
autocorrect suggested this....)

2009-08-19 07:00:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3400874580

Had an excellent Chinese dinner at a local restaurant.  Kinda irked that Motel 6
charges $2.99 / 24hours for Wi-Fi, but oh well.

2009-08-19 04:22:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3398856299

Returning from Point Lobos.

2009-08-19 01:28:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3395606501

Arriving at Monterey

2009-08-18 20:29:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3389950621

Departing San Francisco for Monterey (in California, of course).  Hopefully the motel
we're staying in has Wi-Fi.

2009-08-18 16:47:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3385721525

(earlier) bed time, leaving San Fran for Hearst Castle via Monterey tomorrow.  I have
3-4 hours driving to do on the way to Monterey.

2009-08-18 06:02:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3377804483

I just intercepted a hijacked aircraft. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-18 04:22:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3376456500

I just attempted to assassinate @cd1, but failed. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-18 03:42:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3375809970
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I just intercepted a hijacked aircraft. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-17 22:20:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3370224498

I just deposited money into my Swiss bank account. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-17 22:14:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3370113989

I just intercepted a hijacked aircraft. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-17 20:25:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3368177112

Bed

2009-08-17 06:52:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3357795074

I just deposited money into my Swiss bank account. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-17 06:33:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3357618728

Just bought a M416 Assault Rifle. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-17 06:32:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3357613518

I just reached level 34. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-17 06:32:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3357607425

I just defused a nuclear missile. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-17 00:22:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3352445601

Going to Walmart and Costco

2009-08-16 21:02:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3349731893

I just defused a nuclear missile. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-16 20:16:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3349098446

@whole_tost I hope they don't, NBC 11 made it sound like the end of the civilized
world as we know it...

2009-08-16 19:49:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3348738872

BART strike on Monday is going to make travel here SOOOOO fun... I guess we
picked a great time to come to San Francisco....

2009-08-16 19:45:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3348677545

Sleepy time.

2009-08-16 07:28:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3341534848

I just deposited money into my Swiss bank account. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-16 07:16:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3341440632
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I just defused a nuclear missile. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-16 06:56:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3341273488

I just attempted to assassinate @citycynic, but failed. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-16 04:51:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3339998161

I just defused a nuclear missile. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-16 04:34:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3339786476

I just thwarted ecoterrorists. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-16 03:33:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3338974697

I just deposited money into my Swiss bank account. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-16 01:37:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3337363746

I just assassinated a dictator. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-16 01:34:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3337332812

I just thwarted ecoterrorists. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-15 22:45:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3335095172

I just assassinated a dictator. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-15 20:20:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3333168375

RT @en_wikinews: Venice hotel sells rooms for one cent a night after pricing error
http://enwn.net/6b5 #Wikinews

2009-08-15 17:58:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3331260245

I wonder exactly how much disruption the BART strike will cause up here in San
Fran...

2009-08-15 17:47:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3331095523

Bed.

2009-08-15 07:06:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3324757459

I wish Vista's UAC was more like sudo :|

2009-08-15 04:29:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3322889984

@spam Doc__Brown

2009-08-15 04:25:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3322818838

I just deposited money into my Swiss bank account. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-14 23:51:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3318394992
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Arriving at San Francisco.

2009-08-14 23:05:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3317637499

Breakfast, then departing Yosemite for San Francisco.

2009-08-14 15:50:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3309729005

Early sleep, leaving Yosemite for San Fran tomorrow.  I have the second
non-mountain driving leg (too scared to drive mountain roads atm)

2009-08-14 07:03:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3303530027

@mordfin I have the digital, solar powered variant of that, the Casio G-Shock series. I
like using it to predict school bells to the second.

2009-08-14 07:01:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3303512905

@mordfin isn't the NIST atomic clock in Boulder (or the WWVB transmitter for it)?

2009-08-14 05:59:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3302803909

Sitting in the lobby of Yosemite Lodge. It's cooler here than outside or the rooms.

2009-08-14 04:24:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3301504305

@jimdmcd May I ask why you RT'd a deleted tweet?  Please delete all your RTs that
mention @wikitroid as the original tweet was a mistake.

2009-08-14 02:00:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3299036230

Dinner.  Bacon cheeseburger, here I come!

2009-08-14 00:34:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3297485413

Why is there a wasp outside my room? :|

2009-08-14 00:21:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3297276379

Going to hike to Mirror Lake in Yosemite.

2009-08-13 19:32:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3292201447

Couldn't see any meteors last night.  Eating breakfast at the Yosemite Lodge food
court.  The squirrels are begging for food outside.

2009-08-13 17:48:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3290359956

Going to bed, plan to wake up at 2:45 to see the meteor shower.  They'll probably
look real nice out here in Yosemite - no light pollution!

2009-08-13 06:17:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3281741067

Must has dinner

2009-08-13 03:21:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3279194571
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Watching Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan on my iPod.

2009-08-13 02:56:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3278760286

I think I'll watch the meteor shower tonight. I'll have to set my alarm to 2:45 AM
though. Should look nice in Yosemite, no light pollution!

2009-08-13 02:16:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3278047377

I should write an IE6 program that reformats your hard drive if you visit my website in
that old thing.  C'mon, people, at least get IE8!

2009-08-12 17:27:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3269022941

Hmm, sleepy.  Guess it's time to get some sleep.

2009-08-12 06:49:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3261269025

I hate products/commercials that abuse/misuse common terms to make more $$,
e.g. "Sonic Hearing" & "HD Vision" Sunglasses. It's just stupid!

2009-08-12 06:16:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3260915220

@res2216firestar Come to Yosemite and you can haz.

2009-08-12 04:11:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3259245442

Mmmm, bacon cheeseburger for dinner.

2009-08-12 02:30:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3257530829

Returning from Glacier Point in Yosemite.  Going to rest in the lodge for a while
before getting dinner.

2009-08-12 00:10:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3255131160

I didn't know they actually had Wi-Fi in the rooms here, I thought they were only in
the lodge lobby and food court.

2009-08-11 18:18:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3249836455

Finishing up breakfast at the Yosemite Lodge Food Court.

2009-08-11 17:25:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3248943366

I'm going to get a good night of sleep tonight, always so quiet at night in national
parks.  Drove for about 4 hours today, so I need it.

2009-08-11 06:18:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3241218878

Checking in from Yosemite Lodge, Yosemite National Park, California.  Kinda smokey
here, actually.  Hopefully clearer tomorrow.

2009-08-11 03:54:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3239265058
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Going to bed and going on vacation tomorrow morning.  Will check in to Twitter every
now and then, but not as often.

2009-08-10 07:53:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3221924517

I just assassinated a dictator. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-10 05:35:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3220816241

@Until_It_Sleeps how old are you and what state are you in?

2009-08-10 04:26:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3220099180

I've been driving for a total two weeks, and I'm probably a better driver than many
people...

2009-08-10 02:02:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3218026449

Sleep....

2009-08-09 10:14:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3205717962

Just secured a safe house in Johannesburg, South Africa. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-09 09:58:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3205593037

Just bought a Operational Briefcase. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-09 09:57:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3205585611

I just reached level 33. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-09 09:56:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3205576752

I just assassinated a dictator. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-09 05:48:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3203401054

I just deposited money into my Swiss bank account. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-09 05:25:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3203192808

I wonder what would happen if I tried to run a VM within a VM, within a VM...

2009-08-09 03:45:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3202150500

Semi-awake

2009-08-08 19:21:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3196607691

Must has sleep

2009-08-08 07:36:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3190649988

@Wikip_Marlith we're way ahead of you :)
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2009-08-08 07:00:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3190400124

@Until_It_Sleeps Nah, we have enough old hardware around here :P

2009-08-08 07:00:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3190398058

@res2216firestar the main TV in the living room seems to have a bad power supply,
so we'll probably just get a new HDTV, hopefully soon

2009-08-08 06:59:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3190391581

I need a new TV

2009-08-08 04:54:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3189284469

Bed time for me, and remember, the tweets must flow!

2009-08-07 09:40:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3175972844

I just assassinated a dictator. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-07 08:24:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3175651235

I just wounded @DeathScytheH in an assassination attempt. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-07 06:40:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3175206131

I just deposited money into my Swiss bank account. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-07 06:35:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3175171373

I just assassinated a dictator. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-07 06:32:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3175144995

The tweets must flow!

2009-08-07 03:28:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3173512603

On my computer now

2009-08-07 01:12:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3171969915

I think I got enough sleep last night...

2009-08-06 18:26:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3167486461

Sleep

2009-08-06 07:29:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3162883960

@res2216firestar nope

2009-08-05 22:22:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3154282451
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Why does browsing the Internet take more CPU% on my PC than playing Command
and Conquer 3? :|

2009-08-05 20:28:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3152268934

Good night everyone

2009-08-05 08:22:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3142046384

I just assassinated a dictator. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-05 05:29:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3140173409

I just scrambled all communications about Wal-mart. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-05 03:37:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3138486399

I just deposited money into my Swiss bank account. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-05 01:45:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3136500082

I just assassinated a dictator. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-05 01:45:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3136490876

I can has computer?

2009-08-04 23:12:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3133964336

I'm awake.  I think...

2009-08-04 18:19:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3128902493

Caught SIGSLEEP, good night everyone!

2009-08-04 08:56:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3121437853

I just assassinated a dictator. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-04 07:45:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3120818271

I just attempted to assassinate @janistalis, but failed. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-04 07:43:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3120805773

I just assassinated a dictator. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-08-04 02:37:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3116763787

Waking up still, I'm online earlier than usual

2009-08-03 18:45:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3109049584

sleep(8 * 60 * 3600);

2009-08-03 09:29:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3101692451
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RT @AhhPhotography: You’re driving a car. It isn’t a telephone booth, a beauty parlor
or a restaurant.

2009-08-03 02:58:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3097266087

Argh, I woke up after 13:00 local time :|

2009-08-02 20:45:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3091862289

*yawn* - time for sleep

2009-08-02 10:15:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3084906336

I just took the "Are You Going to Take One of Those Stupid Quizzes" quiz and got:
No!

2009-08-02 07:18:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3083534942

@davenull Heh, I guess that really does make them human segfaults!

2009-08-02 01:26:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3079245250

I guess the human equivalent of a segfault would be a brain fart - except that no
access violations are involved, nor are pointers (usually)

2009-08-02 01:13:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3079068833

Can has LOLCODE?

2009-08-01 22:32:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3076938267

Sleep

2009-08-01 08:42:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3067646314

Cam you say "BUG!"?   http://twitpic.com/ccpap

2009-08-01 06:11:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3066272731

@osxdude if I had a nickel for every time Windows has said sorry to me, I could
probably buy Microsoft

2009-08-01 01:36:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3062486323

Just finished watching Star Trek V: The Final Frontier

2009-07-31 22:34:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3059697912

@Until_It_Sleeps you don't want to start a war now, do you? ;)

2009-07-31 20:42:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3057858775

It's really hot outside already :(

2009-07-31 19:42:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/3056821564
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Sleepytime.

2009-07-31 09:16:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2948408940

I just assassinated a dictator. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-31 08:07:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2947790801

I just attempted to assassinate @stackiii, but failed. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-31 06:48:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2947016594

I just assassinated a dictator. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-31 05:53:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2946406840

I just deposited money into my Swiss bank account. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-31 02:38:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2943485174

I just assassinated a dictator. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-31 02:13:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2943049374

Support 1 billion Firefox downloads, add a #twibbon to your avatar now! -
http://bit.ly/Fms5d

2009-07-31 01:44:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2942556836

Done with computer science final

2009-07-31 00:35:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2941427784

Good night

2009-07-30 08:18:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2926898221

Hmm, the idea to sell carbonated milk is either incredibly ingenious or incredibly
stupid...

2009-07-30 06:02:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2925545614

@natcch You'd better hope you aren't taking the Kobayashi Maru test ;)

2009-07-30 06:00:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2925518225

Possibly the worst thing to happen to American politics is the political party,
especially the radicalism that goes w/ it. Independents ftw!

2009-07-30 04:15:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2924082455

Noes, my computer monitor's first stuck pixel!  At least I can (try to) fix those, unlike
the ones on my iPod

2009-07-30 00:47:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2920503214
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@Until_It_Sleeps I have a feeling that the model should be ever so slightly bigger :P

2009-07-29 23:27:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2919194363

Programming time!

2009-07-29 17:06:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2912869343

Tonight I'll be dreaming in C++, octal, hexadecimal, and binary.  Two tests in two days
to close out the summer school session.  Joy.

2009-07-29 07:16:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2905869051

Home sweet home

2009-07-28 23:10:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2899061260

Sleep...

2009-07-28 06:49:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2885987869

Yay lunch

2009-07-27 19:16:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2875608979

At school, getting ready to write some SEGFAULTS!

2009-07-27 16:54:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2873275527

*disappears in a puff of SEGMENTATION FAULTS!* Good night everyone

2009-07-27 06:43:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2866484300

I just started a conspiracy theory. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-27 03:59:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2864481257

@osxdude Fascinating

2009-07-27 03:11:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2863755089

@osxdude I assume you heard it got banned throughout the country by AT&T?

2009-07-27 03:06:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2863690712

Just bought a Suppressed Mk.23 SOCOM. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-27 02:55:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2863514531

I just reached level 31. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-27 02:54:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2863499940

I just assassinated a dictator. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-27 02:10:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2862822424
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Yay no headache

2009-07-26 18:29:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2856429778

Gotta drive tomorrow, bed time for me.

2009-07-26 08:03:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2850597621

I just deposited money into my Swiss bank account. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-26 07:57:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2850551446

I just assassinated a dictator. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-26 05:16:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2849028240

Mmm, driving makes me sleepy

2009-07-26 03:04:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2847362167

Driving is fun :D

2009-07-25 19:26:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2841542045

Sleep; driver's training for me tomorrow

2009-07-25 07:21:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2834336936

Nice long naps #ftw

2009-07-25 00:48:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2829299804

Yay, going to Costco

2009-07-24 20:35:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2825406081

Going into ACPI S3 suspend, aka sleep

2009-07-24 08:25:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2815324151

I just assassinated a dictator. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-24 04:22:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2812620191

Moved my blog to a new server - you can now find LizardBlog at http://bit.ly/42XJOF

2009-07-24 03:13:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2811502593

Now to install Gizmo5 on my computer

2009-07-24 01:01:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2809370169

The Dow Jones Industrial Average: IT'S OVER 9000!

2009-07-23 23:13:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2807712980

Sleep
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2009-07-23 10:23:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2796033803

@natcch Unfortunately, yes.

2009-07-23 03:04:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2791155676

Hmm, I wonder if it's possible to link Google Voice to a Skype account...

2009-07-22 23:19:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2787549630

GOOGLE VOICE IS AWESOME! :D

2009-07-22 17:01:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2781046657

Executing sleep instructions now....

2009-07-22 08:01:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2774548878

@mp3michael ok, I guess I'll try them out.  Thanks :)

2009-07-22 04:07:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2771864471

Darn, can't find a good Gizmo5 (SIP) client for the iPhone :(

2009-07-22 01:29:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2769226351

I HAZ GOOGLE VOICE INVITE!  Probably be a while before I can get it set up
though :(

2009-07-21 23:16:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2767104359

Showed up for computer science lab way early.  At least I'll get the right computer...

2009-07-21 16:41:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2760670948

ZzZz....

2009-07-21 05:21:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2753025578

@osxdude You're not going to happy when they make your eardrums implode...

2009-07-21 03:36:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2751536451

Ok, seriously.  WTF is ip with my iPod's load averages...  http://twitpic.com/b2ldl

2009-07-21 02:48:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2750785653

Home, going to watch part of Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country

2009-07-20 23:46:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2748001938

Lunch time

2009-07-20 19:07:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2743620418

I got Caliornia diving learner's permit!
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2009-07-20 17:02:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2741635354

RT @YoungBillyMays: #HappyBirthdayBillyMays - He'd be 51 today.  We miss him!! -
Please retweet and help make it trend in tribute.

2009-07-20 17:01:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2741620791

Going to bed early so I won't be tired for the DMV written driving laws test tomorrow,
good night world.

2009-07-20 06:03:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2734435255

I just deposited money into my Swiss bank account. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-20 05:50:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2734305440

I just assassinated a dictator. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-20 04:32:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2733373925

Time to look for food

2009-07-20 03:24:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2732453986

I just assassinated a dictator. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-20 03:11:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2732262321

Computer still works.  I wonder if Flash still does...

2009-07-20 02:22:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2731568116

Too bad spymaster doesn't work properly on the iPhone... I wonder if/when the app
will come out.

2009-07-19 19:08:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2725833744

Good night, world!

2009-07-19 09:18:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2720042437

I just assassinated a dictator. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-19 08:31:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2719668845

I just attempted to assassinate @MasterMelee100, but failed. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-19 07:49:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2719290155

Just bought a M249 Light Machine Gun. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-19 07:27:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2719076784

I just reached level 30. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy
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2009-07-19 07:26:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2719068623

I just stopped a nuclear weapon plot. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-19 06:51:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2718730683

@davenull. I just wired money to your Swiss bank account. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-19 06:07:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2718279405

I just played baccarat. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-19 04:47:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2717343789

I just deposited money into my Swiss bank account. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-19 04:46:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2717341298

At least my computer still works

2009-07-19 03:08:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2716062647

@osxdude care to explain this message Digit just threw at me?
http://twitpic.com/at8ft

2009-07-18 21:44:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2712073373

Mmm, Storm Chasers on Discovery

2009-07-18 21:30:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2711894419

The heat woke me up this morning D:

2009-07-18 20:20:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2711023783

Sleep.

2009-07-18 09:53:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2704472950

Spymasters: Need more spymasters in your spy ring? Follow me and I'll follow you!
(Max follow lag: 1 week) http://bit.ly/playspy #spymaster

2009-07-18 09:44:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2704415219

I just wounded @fahadsadah in an assassination attempt. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-18 09:12:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2704199432

I just played baccarat. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-18 07:05:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2703191568

@osxdude *segfaults osxdude*
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2009-07-18 06:57:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2703122333

@osxdude Don't make me decompile you!

2009-07-18 06:50:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2703062004

@osxdude Please to be executing your sleep instructions in memory block
0x0372A3EF

2009-07-18 06:47:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2703039477

@osxdude This user's sanity is disputed...

2009-07-18 06:38:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2702958090

Just bought a M107 Sniper Rifle. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-18 05:30:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2702281223

I just played baccarat. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-18 05:23:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2702199675

Remember, it's all fun and games until the government cracks AES encryption...

2009-07-18 05:07:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2702020018

I just deposited money into my Swiss bank account. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-18 01:37:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2699249614

R.I.P. Walter Cronkite :(

2009-07-18 00:52:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2698626201

Transferring from my iPod to HAL-9000...

2009-07-18 00:50:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2698598135

@mordfin it supports control/meta, right?

2009-07-18 00:14:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2698095221

@dvyjones I have a 16 GB down to ~850 MB free, but I have some stuff I can get rid
of.

2009-07-17 23:24:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2697423688

@mordfin thanks, now I have a good reason to jailbreak :D

2009-07-17 23:11:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2697232419

Going to get car serviced

2009-07-17 20:49:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2695134164
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Does anyone know of a good, preferably free, iPhone SSH app?

2009-07-17 20:23:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2694723604

Why does southern California have to be so damn warm in the summer? :(

2009-07-17 19:04:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2693455042

Maybe I'll think of an answer to the C++ programming problem I have in my sleep... If
it's happened to me before, it'll happen again!

2009-07-17 09:18:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2685769634

Too lazy to boot up the computer tonight.

2009-07-17 03:07:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2681593437

Yay, home.

2009-07-16 23:14:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2678128822

Ugh, now I have a headache...

2009-07-16 21:11:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2676276730

I'm going to dream in C++ tonight.  'Night everyone.

2009-07-16 08:59:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2666993662

Time to finish up my C++ homework

2009-07-16 01:50:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2662004268

My only complaint with the iPhone/iPod Touch - no multitasking

2009-07-16 00:23:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2660737174

I should probably learn lisp next...

2009-07-15 23:34:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2660059126

Argh, iPod being stupid, reboot time

2009-07-15 17:21:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2654325023

#include &lt;disease/swineflu.h&gt; //computer virus

2009-07-15 17:18:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2654285607

Ack, I forgot I need to get up early tomorrow.  Sleep time.

2009-07-15 06:37:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2647134773

LOL RT @canusis: "The Directorate can't assassinate the failwhale." #spymaster

2009-07-15 05:37:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2646533723
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iPhone/iPod Touch discrimination!  http://twitpic.com/aeo6p

2009-07-15 05:02:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2646122182

So much for chronological order...  http://twitpic.com/adjty

2009-07-14 23:18:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2641017599

Hooray for air conditioning

2009-07-14 23:17:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2641001659

Happy Bastille Day everyone!

2009-07-14 17:24:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2635472484

Sleep

2009-07-14 06:33:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2628442016

@osxdude 'Cause it's an LCD, it should be fine.  Just make sure to plug in to a power
source.

2009-07-14 02:46:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2625559149

Home.

2009-07-14 00:05:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2623175104

Out to lunch

2009-07-13 19:03:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2618714376

It's computer science C++ time!

2009-07-13 17:05:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2616938373

Good night, everyone.

2009-07-13 07:25:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2610992222

I just deposited money into my Swiss bank account. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-13 07:01:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2610792765

Spymasters: Need more spymasters in you spy ring? Follow me and I'll follow you!
(Max follow lag is 1 week) #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-13 07:00:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2610782697

I just played baccarat. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-13 06:57:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2610756614

@davenull Where's mine? :P

2009-07-13 05:37:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2609997972
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Just bought a M107 Sniper Rifle. #secretagent http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-13 05:29:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2609907828

I just reached level 29. #secretagent http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-13 05:28:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2609898404

I just stopped a nuclear weapon plot. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-13 03:48:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2608689112

@osxdude Well, AIM is free and has push, as does Tap Tap Revenge 2 (but why Tap
Tap needs push notifications is beyond me)

2009-07-13 03:38:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2608559741

Learning x86 assembly must be fun...

2009-07-13 03:37:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2608548478

Eats!

2009-07-13 02:48:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2607896417

I just stopped a nuclear weapon plot. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-13 01:18:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2606710263

Meh.  Money hungry Yahoo is the ONLY free mail service that I know that doesn't
offer IMAP/POP3/SMTP access.  Hence why they absolutely suck

2009-07-13 00:07:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2605822944

Hmm, programs are randomly opening Firefox today...

2009-07-12 23:41:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2605502749

I can haz sleep?

2009-07-12 10:14:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2597026312

Spymasters: Need more spymasters in your spy ring? Follow me and I'll follow you!
(Max follow lag: 1 week) http://bit.ly/playspy #spymaster

2009-07-12 09:56:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2596919830

I just deposited money into my Swiss bank account. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-12 09:54:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2596907645

I just stopped a nuclear weapon plot. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-12 09:54:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2596903937

I just reached level 28. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy
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2009-07-12 08:45:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2596475187

I just stopped a nuclear weapon plot. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-12 06:10:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2595261722

Home.

2009-07-12 06:07:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2595235378

Off to dinner with friends

2009-07-12 02:11:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2592498741

I just deposited money into my Swiss bank account. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-12 00:45:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2591456738

I just stopped a nuclear weapon plot. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-12 00:38:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2591372791

I thought inserting "fastlizard4 hard nproc 100" into /etc/security/limits.conf was
supposed to PROTECT you from forkbombs &gt;:(

2009-07-12 00:04:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2590981984

Laptop keyboard died on me. :(

2009-07-11 23:26:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2590531095

RT @wikisignpost: National Portrait Gallery, London's legal threat to U.S. Wikimedian
on Slashdot: http://tr.im/rVjM

2009-07-11 22:29:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2589860981

Mmm, probably going to go 100 degrees F or higher today :(

2009-07-11 20:54:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2588714708

Time to get some sleep.

2009-07-11 09:42:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2582043444

RT @whole_tost: This is the real world. Pls RT http://bit.ly/NmcHJ (via
@tangobabyinsf)

2009-07-11 04:08:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2579190093

Accidentally forkbombed Linux today :x

2009-07-10 23:00:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2575258730

Bugcheck 0x32 MANUALLY_INITIATED_SLEEP

2009-07-10 09:17:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2565714770
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Spymasters: Need more spymasters in your spyring? Follow me and I'll follow you!
(Max follow lag: 1 week) http://bit.ly/playspy #secretagent

2009-07-10 08:59:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2565579451

Just bought a M107 Sniper Rifle. #secretagent http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-10 08:55:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2565553724

I just attempted to assassinate @restlessdesign, but failed. #secretagent
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-10 08:54:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2565547322

I just reached level 27. #secretagent http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-10 08:43:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2565464809

I just assassinated an unhinged industrialist. #secretagent http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-10 08:43:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2565463763

Happy birthday Nikola Tesla!

2009-07-10 07:17:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2564777781

I just provoked an intercontinental war. #secretagent http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-10 06:48:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2564506403

I just assassinated an unhinged industrialist. #secretagent http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-10 05:06:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2563436519

Mmm, I like TweetDeck for iPhone better than TwitterFon - No ads!

2009-07-10 05:02:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2563385595

I just deposited money into my Swiss bank account. #secretagent http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-10 02:49:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2561612073

Hmm, I wonder if TweetDeck for iPhone is better than TwitterFon

2009-07-10 01:32:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2560512794

Finally revived my computer.  Now to try and VM an existing Linux install...

2009-07-10 01:23:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2560375592

Hooray.  Blue screen of death.  Now I get to waste an hour of my life reviving my
computer...

2009-07-10 00:28:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2559580871

I wonder how I managed to get my iPod's load average over 1.00...
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http://twitpic.com/9tyqz

2009-07-09 23:12:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2558548512

Class

2009-07-09 19:56:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2555686397

Yay! I got a pink slip! (The "permission to get a California driving permit" kind, not the
"you've been laid off" kind)

2009-07-09 19:27:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2555268600

Off to school

2009-07-09 18:40:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2554564254

Can we move on from MJ and get to the more important happenings in the  world,

2009-07-09 17:34:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2553580615

sleep(int secondsToSleep);

2009-07-09 06:36:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2546602008

@TonyB Amen to that!

2009-07-09 05:27:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2545888871

@whole_tost key operating word there is "might"

2009-07-09 03:51:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2544646390

Am I the only one who finds the fact that Michael Jackson's memorial cost LA city
$1.4M?  Who's going to pay? Myself and other taxpayers.

2009-07-09 02:55:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2543836993

I could really use a nap....

2009-07-09 00:07:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2541496959

Lunch

2009-07-08 19:13:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2537203548

I wonder what it would be like learning pure machine language... (C000 = bad)

2009-07-08 17:27:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2535595797

human::fastlizard4.sleep();

2009-07-08 05:24:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2528099217

Now that the Michael Jackson memorial has taken place, will the media PLEASE
move on other, probably more important, world events?
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2009-07-07 23:17:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2522994245

Yay class

2009-07-07 19:58:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2520165605

Finding lunch

2009-07-07 19:08:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2519197817

C++ compiler is beating the shit out of me :(

2009-07-07 17:31:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2517391344

Sleep.

2009-07-07 05:14:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2509592699

I guess I better try to get some homework done...

2009-07-07 01:14:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2506361110

SHITYEAH!!!!  Scored 5 on the AP Biology and 4 on the AP European History
exams!!!!!  Yes, I'm happy .  I can barely type!

2009-07-06 23:23:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2504870836

Class time

2009-07-06 20:03:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2502181888

Yay, made it back to class early

2009-07-06 19:38:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2501836591

Out to lunch before lecture starts in an hour.

2009-07-06 19:10:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2501438540

Just bought a Armored Luxury Car. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-06 19:04:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2501347762

I just attempted to assassinate @kevm, but failed. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-06 19:03:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2501333623

Hmm, I'm glad my school's Computer Science Department has it's own WiFi...

2009-07-06 17:26:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2499966393

Sleepy sleepy sleepy sleepy sleep.

2009-07-06 07:32:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2494031167

Spymasters: Need spymasters in your spyring?  Follow me and I'll follow you! (Max
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follow lag is 1 week) http://bit.ly/playspy #spymaster

2009-07-06 07:18:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2493921819

I just attempted to assassinate @sneakypooh, but failed. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-06 06:38:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2493608868

I just deposited money into my Swiss bank account. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-06 06:29:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2493532626

I just assassinated an unhinged industrialist. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-06 05:42:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2493111397

Los Angeles International Airport.  Scary.

2009-07-06 05:37:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2493067775

Going to pick up people from the airport.

2009-07-06 01:01:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2489815722

Hello, computer

2009-07-05 23:34:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2488824948

How many Wikipedians does it take to change a lightbulb?  http://bit.ly/aK8vO

2009-07-05 22:31:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2488075321

Wow, I woke up really late...

2009-07-05 19:35:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2486010272

do { sleep; } while(true);

2009-07-05 10:13:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2480932136

Spymasters: Need more spymasters in your spyring? Follow me and I'll follow you!
(Max follow lag is 1 week) http://bit.ly/playspy #spymaster

2009-07-05 09:57:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2480838620

Just bought a M107 Sniper Rifle. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-05 09:42:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2480754595

I just extracted defectors. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-05 09:40:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2480747376

@fahadsadah ohaithar

2009-07-05 09:07:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2480563077
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@fahadsadah Gee, I wonder why... :P

2009-07-05 08:57:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2480504518

Useful for confusing your friends: http://bit.ly/a5Qbk

2009-07-05 08:49:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2480457146

I have a feeling that C++ compilers hate me. :(

2009-07-05 08:39:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2480400902

Have what it takes to contribute to the ultimate encyclopedia only about Metroid?
Create an account and contribute! http://bit.ly/4GtxxC

2009-07-05 08:34:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2480372351

Ok, I'm done testing the API for now.  sorry for the flood

2009-07-05 08:09:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2480223657

Let\'s try using a backslash: \\

2009-07-05 08:09:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2480222007

I can haz API test doin all the special characters / \\ ! @ # $ % ^

2009-07-05 08:08:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2480216148

@fahadsadah Ack, it didn't work

2009-07-05 08:03:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2480183423

I can haz API test doin all the special characters / \\ ! @ # $ % ^

2009-07-05 08:02:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2480176803

RT @fahadsadah: RT @davenull http://bit.ly/17Sezg

2009-07-05 08:01:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2480170550

@fahadsadah Err, never mind. :P

2009-07-05 07:58:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2480154636

@fahadsadah err, I meant &amp;&gt;

2009-07-05 07:58:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2480152607

@fahadsadah Are all HTML entity characters treated that way?  i.e., would &gt; be
turned into an angle bracket?

2009-07-05 07:57:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2480149138

@fahadsadah What's the escape sequence, \&?

2009-07-05 07:54:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2480131023
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I just reached level 26. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-05 07:42:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2480051366

I just provoked an intercontinental war. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-05 07:42:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2480050661

Apparently you can't send an ampersand to Twitter from the API.  Does it work from
TweetDeck? & text after the ampersand

2009-07-05 07:16:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2479882744

This is a test tweet ! @ # $ % ^ \

2009-07-05 07:15:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2479875293

This is a test tweet ! @ # $ % ^ * ( ) " '

2009-07-05 07:13:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2479858984

This is a test tweet ! @ # $ % ^

2009-07-05 07:13:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2479856427

I just assassinated an unhinged industrialist. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-05 05:54:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2479266963

Back on the computer

2009-07-05 05:30:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2479063932

The Twilight Zone is so awesome!

2009-07-05 04:30:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2478500689

I hear fireworks in the distance

2009-07-05 04:05:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2478254653

Mmm, dinner...

2009-07-05 03:45:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2478048093

Just secured a safe house in Singapore. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-05 03:28:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2477886835

I just assassinated an unhinged industrialist. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-05 03:23:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2477833244

I can't figure out how to get VirtualBox to boot to another disk partition... :(

2009-07-05 01:38:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2476778899
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Let's see if I can install VirtualBox on my PC

2009-07-05 00:32:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2476130941

@osxdude I always thought there was something fundamentally wrong with the
universe....

2009-07-04 22:30:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2474928199

Watching the Twilight Zone on SciFi

2009-07-04 22:20:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2474832434

Eating a Subway for lunch

2009-07-04 21:22:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2474217981

Time to look for lunch

2009-07-04 20:43:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2473786187

To everyone in the United States, happy Independence Day!

2009-07-04 19:21:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2472900221

Bed time; good night everyone

2009-07-04 10:06:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2467716392

Spymasters: Need spymasters in your spyring?  Follow me and I'll follow you! (Max
follow lag is 1 week) http://bit.ly/playspy #spymaster

2009-07-04 09:54:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2467646812

@fahadsadah "But wait -- I still don't know what a #moonfruit is!"

2009-07-04 09:46:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2467603862

@fahadsadah That would be really funny.  #moonfruit

2009-07-04 09:43:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2467587974

I just assassinated an unhinged industrialist. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-04 09:42:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2467578387

@fahadsadah NEEDZ MOAR #moonfruit

2009-07-04 08:49:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2467265756

@fahadsadah NOES!  Can't forget teh #moonfruit  !

2009-07-04 08:45:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2467242278

I just extracted defectors. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-04 08:08:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2467009436
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ACK - AC power line undervolts!  Makes me glad I have an APC uninteruptable
power supply

2009-07-04 07:41:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2466820876

Just bought a M107 Sniper Rifle. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-04 07:15:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2466633662

I just attempted to assassinate @MasterChiefJohn, but failed. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-04 07:13:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2466623711

I just assassinated an unhinged industrialist. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-04 06:30:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2466282269

The only thing stopping me from upgrading to Firefox 3.5 is the fact that a lot of my
extensions (especially Norton IPS) are incompatible :(

2009-07-04 05:38:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2465851095

I just assassinated an unhinged industrialist. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-04 04:32:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2465180803

Transferred back to the computer

2009-07-04 04:30:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2465157837

Eating dinner and watching Star Trek: TOS - The Trouble with Tribbles (season 2)

2009-07-04 03:37:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2464565375

@lfresh don't we all? 9_9

2009-07-04 03:21:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2464373467

@lfresh That's one of the various occupational hazards of being a Spymaster.

2009-07-04 03:05:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2464185431

I just attempted to assassinate @elusuaurio, but failed. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-04 02:48:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2463981170

I just killed @lfresh in an assassination plot. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-04 02:46:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2463961046

I just reached level 25. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-04 02:30:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2463780003
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Just bought a Claymore Mine. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-04 01:51:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2463314484

I just provoked an intercontinental war. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-04 01:50:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2463305261

More tests of my API interface.

2009-07-04 01:03:23 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2462755653

Transferred over to the computer now.

2009-07-04 00:00:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2462027846

Alright, time to move from iPod to computer

2009-07-03 23:42:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2461813792

@davenull well, the best rickrolls ever are the HTTP404-redirects...

2009-07-03 23:40:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2461791125

I just provoked an intercontinental war. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-03 20:23:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2459293049

@fahadsadah Ahh, I see. #moonfruit

2009-07-03 20:04:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2459036076

@fahadsadah WTF is #moonfruit?

2009-07-03 19:51:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2458853316

PALIN IS STEPPING DOWN?!?!  Didn't see that one coming...

2009-07-03 19:45:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2458773003

I wonder if I should watch GATTACA or The Andromeda Strain...

2009-07-03 19:42:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2458732119

Out to lunch

2009-07-03 18:45:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2457962178

@whole_tost hah, lol

2009-07-03 18:35:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2457832492

@Wikip_Marlith oooh, that must have been fun

2009-07-03 18:24:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2457687149

@fahadsadah Well, it worked the other day, so...
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2009-07-03 18:02:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2457382018

Odd, Spymaster has a blank spot where my money should be.  Glich with iPhone
Safari?

2009-07-03 17:55:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2457277835

What if all DNS requests were handled by carrier pigeon...

2009-07-03 17:46:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2457151680

*Disappears in a puff of logic*

2009-07-03 08:55:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2451497276

Spymasters: Need spymasters in your spy ring?  Follow me and I'll follow you! (Max
follow lag is 1 week) http://bit.ly/playspy #spymaster

2009-07-03 08:54:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2451490078

I'm probably going to dream in C++ tonight (#include &lt;cstdlib&gt; #include
&lt;dreams.h&gt;)

2009-07-03 08:41:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2451401163

Testing out an API interface I made.

2009-07-03 07:59:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2451094302

Testing out the raw API

2009-07-03 07:29:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2450855684

I just killed @csramirez in an assassination plot. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-03 06:03:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2450107087

Just bought a AW/Magnum Sniper Rifle. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-03 05:59:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2450070408

I just reached level 24. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-03 05:58:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2450059303

I just provoked an intercontinental war. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-03 05:18:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2449652202

@davenull I'm adding you to my contact list ;)  BTW do you have a Skype?

2009-07-03 04:43:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2449266765

Hmm, I hear fireworks -- all of two days early!

2009-07-03 04:42:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2449252668
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NEW IPOD SOFTWARE, ME LIKE (except it somehow made it so I can't use
OpenDNS on my iPod anymore...)

2009-07-03 01:34:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2446868434

@davenull Hence "stupid" ;)

2009-07-03 01:34:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2446859637

Time for iPod Touch 3.0 Software Update!

2009-07-02 23:33:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2445296346

Let's see if I can boot up that slow machine known as my Windows PC...

2009-07-02 23:13:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2445019202

Looks like my home weather stations needs new batteries... Not looking forward to
climbing on the roof!

2009-07-02 22:54:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2444769704

Heading home

2009-07-02 22:23:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2444362318

At school, getting ready for class in 8 minutes

2009-07-02 19:52:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2442216763

Time to go to school for Computer Science 2 (and lunch)

2009-07-02 18:53:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2441370315

I just deposited money into my Swiss bank account. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-02 18:04:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2440659687

I just provoked an intercontinental war. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-02 18:02:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2440632787

If all goes well, I will have a California Driver's Learner Permit next week!

2009-07-02 17:30:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2440176560

Bed

2009-07-02 06:55:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2433637943

I just reached level 23. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-02 05:08:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2432616018

I just trained revolutionaries. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-02 05:07:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2432607121
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Watching the Billy Mays tribute marathon of "Pitchmen"

2009-07-02 02:54:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2430911360

I just trained revolutionaries. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-02 02:29:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2430571735

I just wounded @StaticWrap in an assassination attempt. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-02 02:28:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2430559153

WTF?  Spymaster reports too many assassination to page through (60+) -all
happening "about 1 hour ago"?  WTF is going on?  #spymaster

2009-07-02 02:24:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2430500792

Home; now to take a nice long nap.

2009-07-01 23:30:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2428161180

Out to get lunch before class starts.

2009-07-01 18:56:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2424371484

I just deposited money into my Swiss bank account. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-01 17:43:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2423352861

What will I crash with my C++ skills today....

2009-07-01 17:33:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2423199094

Zzzzzzzzzzzzz....

2009-07-01 05:52:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2416318046

Spymasters: Need spymasters in your spy ring?  Follow me and I'll follow you!  (Max
follow lag is 1 week) http://bit.ly/playspy #spymaster

2009-07-01 05:50:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2416308003

I just assassinated a section chief. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-01 05:21:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2416030430

I just deposited money into my Swiss bank account. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-01 05:21:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2416026140

Just bought a SCAR-H Assault Riffle. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-01 05:20:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2416017368

I just reached level 22. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy
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2009-07-01 04:18:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2415350926

I just tried to hack the Swiss Bank. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-01 04:16:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2415326479

Watching Ghostbusters

2009-07-01 03:51:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2415026038

I just wounded @baspaternotte in an assassination attempt. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-07-01 02:31:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2413987149

Mmmm, dinner.

2009-07-01 02:21:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2413849721

Going home to take a nice long nap.

2009-06-30 22:38:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2410936717

Out to get lunch before class starts

2009-06-30 19:16:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2408140743

Open computer science labs ftw!

2009-06-30 17:36:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2406738321

Time to sleep....

2009-06-30 05:42:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2399783296

It just might rain here tonight!

2009-06-30 04:41:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2399164702

I just tried to hack the Swiss Bank. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-30 03:45:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2398534009

Does anyone know when the Spymaster iPhone app comes out?  #spymaster

2009-06-30 02:17:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2397393305

Ooh, Star Trek TNG is on SciFi

2009-06-30 02:10:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2397306433

@timemaychangeme either that or it will trigger a capitalistic backlash that will end
you :P

2009-06-30 01:20:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2396667220
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I just tried to hack the Swiss Bank. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-30 01:13:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2396567317

@res2216firestar I think it's time to find a new ISP.

2009-06-30 01:03:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2396442512

I just attempted to assassinate @ucana422, but failed. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-30 00:48:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2396250034

I just reached level 21. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-29 23:58:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2395633052

If you play Spymaster and have followed me, but I have not yet followed you back,
please let me know now. http://bit.ly/playspy #spymaster

2009-06-29 23:47:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2395507822

Just secured a safe house in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-29 23:44:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2395462093

Home.

2009-06-29 23:40:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2395416947

Time to go home

2009-06-29 22:57:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2394877054

Out to get lunch before class starts

2009-06-29 19:09:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2391763187

Writing a C++ program at school

2009-06-29 17:43:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2390588947

root@fastlizard4:~# sleep 21600

2009-06-29 07:36:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2384784711

Spymasters: Need spymasters in your spyring?  Follow me and I'll follow you!
(maximum follow lag is 1 week) http://bit.ly/playspy #spymaster

2009-06-29 07:31:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2384748664

@isabell121 Even easier than Synaptic is apt-get - e.g., sudo apt-get install firefox.
It's run from the terminal and pretty easy to use

2009-06-29 06:27:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2384265327
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I just attempted to assassinate @BenG_NJ, but failed. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-29 04:42:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2383294756

RT @ucana422: http://twitpic.com/8ppnl - LEVEL 4 takes out a LEVEL 24 for
$8,500,000 !

2009-06-29 01:49:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2380459928

I just tried to hack the Swiss Bank. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-29 01:15:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2379833139

Wow, my Netgear 802.11g-MIMO router has insane range - much better than I
expected from a g-band router.

2009-06-28 22:53:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2377780715

IPod just gave me a low battery warning. Time to boot up the PC!

2009-06-28 22:08:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2377236571

I just wounded @Jersey_Gyrl in an assassination attempt. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-28 21:40:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2376901121

Is there something that generates a list of people I'm following but aren't following me
back?

2009-06-28 21:38:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2376870962

Spymaster works surprisingly well in iPod Touch/iPhone's landscape mode
#spymaster

2009-06-28 20:31:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2376056768

I just reached level 20. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-28 20:29:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2376020238

How did I live without wifi for so long...

2009-06-28 20:12:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2375778854

Good night everyone

2009-06-28 08:04:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2369573264

Spymasters: Need spymasters in your spy ring?  Follow me and I'll follow you!
(maximum follow lag: 7 days) #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-28 08:01:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2369554600
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@isabell121 Congrats!

2009-06-28 07:15:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2369270549

Just bought a Claymore Mine. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-28 06:46:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2369073660

I just stole a military weapon. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-28 05:16:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2368382459

Hmm, TwitterFon is pretty cool.

2009-06-28 04:23:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2367902193

I just attempted to assassinate @hardwidge, but failed. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-28 03:48:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2367564303

I just wounded @adamskt in an assassination attempt. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-28 03:48:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2367558634

Just secured a safe house in Mexico City, Mexico. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-28 03:46:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2367544083

I just reached level 19. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-28 03:46:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2367540260

I just stole a military weapon. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-28 03:46:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2367538903

I FINALLY GOT WIFI!

2009-06-28 00:15:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2365434822

I'd include a C++ code snippet to indicate I am now going to bed, but C++ doesn't
natively support a sleep() command...

2009-06-27 07:42:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2356596874

Spymasters: Need spymasters in your spy ring?  Follow me and I'll follow you
(maximum follow lag is one week) #spymaster

2009-06-27 07:37:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2356566602

I just stole a military weapon. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-27 07:17:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2356434485
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I just wounded @nakulshenoy in an assassination attempt. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-27 07:01:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2356326213

I just wounded @thecrochetdude in an assassination attempt. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-27 05:36:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2355676441

I just tried to hack the Swiss Bank. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-27 05:31:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2355636423

If there's a C++, there should be a C--

2009-06-27 02:30:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2353789132

Going to bed; excited that I get to attend a real computer science class at my local
community college over the summer!

2009-06-22 08:15:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2276448468

Spymasters: Need spymasters in your spyring? Follow me and I'll follow you when I'm
next online (which could be, at most, a week) #spymaster

2009-06-22 08:07:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2276392327

I just tried to hack the Swiss Bank. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-22 06:49:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2275855717

I just reached level 18. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-22 05:45:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2275360473

I just stole a military weapon. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-22 05:44:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2275355047

I just wounded @thoughtbeast in an assassination attempt. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-22 05:16:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2275110950

Hello, computer...

2009-06-22 00:40:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2272160701

Good night everyone :)

2009-06-21 09:48:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2264105855

Spymasters: Need spymasters in your spy ring?  Follow me and I will follow you!
http://bit.ly/playspy #spymaster
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2009-06-21 09:46:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2264095867

I just wounded @Joeyaa08 in an assassination attempt. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-21 08:57:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2263836686

I just stole a military weapon. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-21 08:44:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2263763492

@BlueDevil_ because he doesn't know any better.

2009-06-21 07:12:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2263204758

I just attempted to assassinate @Joeyaa08, but failed. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-21 06:34:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2262938185

Just bought a AN-94 Abakan. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-21 06:10:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2262760125

I just reached level 17. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-21 06:10:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2262756677

I just stole a military weapon. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-21 06:09:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2262754477

I just wounded @heymikey735 in an assassination attempt. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-21 04:53:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2262102079

I just stole a military weapon. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-21 04:48:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2262057333

I just attempted to assassinate @seanking, but failed. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-21 04:44:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2262018496

Die tracking cookies die

2009-06-21 04:42:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2262001969

Getting ready to go out to dinner.

2009-06-21 02:33:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2260649247

If I only had a nickel for every time Microsoft's error boxes said sorry to me, I'd be
able to buy them out!
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2009-06-21 02:04:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2260352766

Hopefully nothing explodes while I sleep.

2009-06-19 09:13:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2235850106

Spymasters: Need spymasters in your ring?  Follow me and I will follow you.
http://bit.ly/playspy #spymaster

2009-06-19 09:10:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2235829818

I just stole a military weapon. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-19 08:54:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2235717458

I just reached level 15. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-19 06:42:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2234768955

I just stole military information. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-19 05:50:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2234323784

I just reached level 14. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-19 04:36:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2233598010

I just wounded @yelirekim in an assassination attempt. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-19 02:21:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2232026568

I just reached level 13. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-19 02:10:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2231895864

I just stole military information. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-19 02:10:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2231894627

I don't like the new version of TweetDeck. :(

2009-06-19 01:17:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2231283336

sleep(60*60*11);

2009-06-18 07:58:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2219625692

Spymasters: Need spymasters in your spy ring?  Follow me and I will follow you!
http://bit.ly/playspy #spymaster

2009-06-18 07:54:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2219592978

I just attempted to assassinate @alexpenn, but failed. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-18 07:17:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2219326774
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I just reached level 11. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-18 06:04:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2218747653

I just wounded @lightmastertech in an assassination attempt. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-18 04:35:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2217919611

Just bought a Level IV Body Armor. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-18 02:17:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2216299182

I just incited an urban riot. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-18 01:39:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2215818655

NO MOAR SCHOOL!  (But can haz A.P. summer homework and Computer Science 2
at local community college over summer)

2009-06-17 23:42:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2214409823

Three more days of school - short week and short days!  Bad news - two finals every
day. :(

2009-06-15 07:16:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2175173370

Spymasters: Need spymasters in your spy ring?  Follow me and I will follow you!
http://bit.ly/playspy  #spymaster

2009-06-15 07:11:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2175142035

I just reached level 7. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-15 05:30:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2174413662

I just captured a terrorist financier. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-15 05:29:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2174409509

Just bought a Stun Gun. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-15 05:28:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2174402825

Just bought a Level IIIA Body Armor. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-15 03:08:15 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2173070128

I just captured a terrorist financier. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-15 03:07:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2173060194

Model United Nations was fun!  Took away awards for best delegation and best
research on my position paper.

2009-06-15 01:38:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2171968721
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Spymasters: Need spymasters in your spy ring?  Follow me and I will follow you!
#spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-11 23:00:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2123420278

I just reached level 6. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-11 22:32:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2123117428

Just secured a safe house in Berlin, Germany. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-11 22:21:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2122998295

I just captured a terrorist financier. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-11 22:20:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2122982294

I just wounded @EHER in an assassination attempt. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-11 19:50:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2121215622

Spymasters: Need spymasters in your ring?  Follow me and I will follow you!
#spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-11 17:34:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2119586343

I just wounded @soapboxdave in an assassination attempt. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-11 17:11:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2119322812

Just bought a Level IIIA Body Armor. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-11 17:07:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2119275598

I just reached level 5. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-11 17:07:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2119269870

I just assassinated an ambassador. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-11 17:07:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2119269152

Spymasters: Need people in your spy ring?  Follow me and I will follow you!
http://bit.ly/playspy #spymaster

2009-06-10 20:08:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2107640681

I just attempted to assassinate @mrashdi, but failed. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-10 19:54:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2107483091

Need spymasters in your ring?  Follow me and I will follow you!

2009-06-10 17:33:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2105875427
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I just assassinated an ambassador. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-10 17:16:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2105671980

Spymaster players: Need followers?  Follow me and I will follow you! #spymaster

2009-06-09 22:49:22 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2095664659

I just attempted to assassinate @Matthew_Novak, but failed. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-09 22:30:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2095451661

I just assassinated an ambassador. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-09 22:25:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2095396535

Just bought a Fragmentation Jacket. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-09 22:23:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2095379705

I just wounded @turbo10 in an assassination attempt. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-09 17:31:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2092016351

Need spymasters in your spy ring?  Follow me and I will follow you! #spymaster

2009-06-09 17:19:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2091874187

SSH tunnels ftw

2009-06-09 17:14:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2091818849

I just attempted to assassinate @CaptainChaoss, but failed. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-09 17:10:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2091770067

@CaptainChaoss So much for being subtle

2009-06-08 22:31:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2082173226

Spymaster is a lot more fun than it should be

2009-06-08 22:30:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2082157515

I just attempted to assassinate @Michaelv84, but failed. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-08 22:21:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2082061982

Just bought a Fragmentation Jacket. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-08 22:17:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2082028946

I just wounded @T3CK in an assassination attempt. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy
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2009-06-08 22:17:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2082022007

I just assassinated an ambassador. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-08 18:24:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2079249787

I just attempted to assassinate @ladyw87, but failed. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-08 18:22:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2079231759

Going to bed; looking forward to the last week of school! (Note: I may pop in every
now and then to get a few rounds of Spymaster in)

2009-06-08 07:04:24 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2073693421

Just bought a Mod. 45 Automatic Knife. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-08 06:40:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2073560820

I just wounded @ChannahG in an assassination attempt. #spymaster
http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-08 06:18:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2073429462

Spymaster is epic fun! #spymaster

2009-06-08 05:29:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2073111406

I just reached level 3. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-08 05:06:41 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2072951439

I just reached level 2. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-08 03:48:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2072328036

AFK, foraging for food

2009-06-08 03:14:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2072007604

Just bought a Makarov PM, 9x18mm. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-08 03:01:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2071854350

I just collected a dead drop. #spymaster http://bit.ly/playspy

2009-06-08 02:38:56 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2071598788

@davenull VPS == monies!!

2009-06-08 02:20:20 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2071401875

@davenull And I almost had 7 day uptime on LizardBot! :P

2009-06-07 21:59:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2068950418
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I kernel panic'd my iPod Touch... again

2009-06-07 21:59:38 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2068947821

Can haz moar sleepz?

2009-06-07 10:57:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2063758106

Recovering from the SAT II Biology-M.  At least it was easier than the A.P. Biology
exam.

2009-06-07 04:00:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/2061501252

Sleep, school, sleep, school.  At least there's only 13 days left (including tomorrow)!
And the last three are finals (*gulp*).

2009-06-01 07:27:05 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1989132285

@davenull Aren't firewalls just a source of endless fun and entertainment? :P

2009-06-01 01:41:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1986341464

Hmm.  Downloaded 36+ iPod apps in one day.  Is that bad? :P

2009-06-01 01:41:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1986336961

Going to bed early, I'm way too tired.

2009-05-30 07:04:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1969451253

Why does iTunes not sync my Thunderbird/Firefox stuff. :(

2009-05-30 01:16:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1966723199

My iPod Touch is taking its time charging...

2009-05-30 00:06:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1966088221

Yay, short week of school ahead!  See everyone in a few days!

2009-05-26 06:16:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1921019864

@uberfuzzy Hit the "block" button in the followers list

2009-05-26 01:56:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1918895854

Now I've got a headache...

2009-05-26 00:25:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1918054791

Caught SIGSTOP, going to sleep...

2009-05-25 09:36:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1911100220

RT @en_wikinews: BREAKING NEWS: Yonhap News in South Korea reports that N.
Korea has conducted a test of a nuclear weapon
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2009-05-25 03:48:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1909125085

I should make @Joeyaa08 rewrite my bot in assembly before I teach him anything :D

2009-05-24 23:42:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1907143972

Going to bed, and hopefully dream up some neat AbuseFilter, erm, filters...

2009-05-24 10:35:57 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1901679740

Ahh, a Windows Blue Screen of Death is a wonderful way to start an evening!

2009-05-24 04:33:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1900001432

sleep();

2009-05-23 09:41:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1892131016

...before I remember that there are two bugs for LizardBot that I need to fix :|

2009-05-23 01:10:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1888913049

Looking forward to a nice three-day weekend!

2009-05-23 01:10:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1888909210

Alright, time for a hopefully quieter week of school.  Good night everyone!

2009-05-18 07:29:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1833793738

@isabell121 Heh, thanks.  You know, the earthquake was felt in areas 30 miles east
of me, but I didn't feel it (nor is there ANY damage)

2009-05-18 05:43:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1833253248

And, yes, I survived the Los Angeles earthquake.  No, I did not feel it.

2009-05-18 05:29:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1833171024

New blog post: http://bit.ly/yRNmy

2009-05-18 05:28:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1833165325

@davenull How do we know you aren't just a hologram? :P

2009-05-18 01:30:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1831247741

Argh, just remembered I have some research to do today...

2009-05-17 21:54:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1829525724

Needz moar &lt;s&gt;drama&lt;/s&gt; sleep

2009-05-17 09:36:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1824715388

@dvyjones Happy birthday!
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2009-05-17 07:44:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1824285834

@mordfin Oh, were you in an IMAX dome?

2009-05-17 03:14:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1822728825

@mordfin Heh, I wasn't sitting in the very front, so I didn't have much trouble.

2009-05-17 03:11:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1822700883

IMAX Star Trek was AWESOME!

2009-05-17 03:02:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1822636298

Going to sleep; hopefully I'll wake up before I miss the showing of Star Trek IMAX I
bought tickets for!

2009-05-16 07:14:48 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1814781011

Going to see IMAX Star Trek tomorrow :D

2009-05-16 05:48:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1814338125

Hey, my Apple Macintosh PowerBook 180 running Mac OS (the original one!) booted
up!  Dirt slow, but better than Vista!

2009-05-16 01:43:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1812474242

Going to bed early so I won't be as tired when I take the A.P. Biology exam.  100
Multi-Choice, 4 essays.   Week of inactivity.  Hooray.

2009-05-11 06:20:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1761005413

@isabell121 http://bit.ly/lECSI
has worked for some people

2009-05-11 05:12:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1760667910

Going to rest my eyes for a bit

2009-05-11 02:34:47 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1759604115

Yay, Patch Tuesday is coming up!

2009-05-10 22:49:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1758014263

My brain is abusing the sleep(); command.  Perhaps I should go to bed.

2009-05-10 10:02:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1753712930

I wonder what would happen if I attempted to PGP encrypt my entire hard drive with
my public key (and maybe sign it, too)...

2009-05-10 00:18:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1750540539
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Time to go to sleep.  Gotta study for A.P. Biology (100 multiple choice, 4 essays!!)
tomorrow.

2009-05-09 08:25:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1744998284

I think that A.P. exam was the first time I've ever written three 5 paragraph essays in
an hour and 40 minutes!

2009-05-09 02:04:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1742837396

Survived the A.P. European History exam.  Finished M-C section with 0:00:30 to
spare, finished the three essays with ~0:15:00 to spare.

2009-05-09 02:04:19 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1742834467

Fun school week ahead.  California Exams Tues-Fri and the AP European History
test on Friday.  Needless to say I probably won't be active...

2009-05-04 06:48:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1693792656

@davenull Isn't the feeling of power great? :D

2009-05-04 05:12:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1693326307

Watching Independence Day.  Surprisingly good film.

2009-05-04 04:36:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1693113598

Gearing up for the A.P. European History test.  30+ countries over ~1000 years.  80
multi choice (A B C D E) and 4 essays.  3 hours.  Fun!

2009-05-03 22:44:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1690515405

@dvyjones IMO, 1&1 is a pretty good registrar.  I feel that their domain prices are
pretty reasonable.

2009-05-03 21:06:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1689781882

Hmm, it's funny how long you can go without sleep when programming.  Time for me
to hit the sack.

2009-05-03 10:18:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1686016648

@gewt untest

2009-05-03 05:28:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1684926539

Some good news this evening - Internet Explorer 8 did not cause Windows to trigger
the spontaneous combustion of my second hard drive

2009-05-03 04:57:33 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1684757008

Yay, going to head to Costco tomorrow.  Always fun to see what I can buy with $50.

2009-05-02 09:46:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1677565146
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Oooh, Internet Explorer 8 is in my update queue for Windows today.   I just hope it
doesn't nuke my computer.

2009-05-02 07:57:29 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1677210174

Muahaha!  Did some genetic engineering in A.P. Bio today as part of an extra credit
lab.  Penicillin-resistant E. coli ftw!

2009-05-02 05:00:44 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1676426478

Another week of sleep, school, and internet inactivity.  APs and California State
Exams in one week, so no swine flu for me (I hope).

2009-04-27 06:07:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1626876290

@isabell121 Huh, I never noticed one in Qwit (at least, I haven't seen a counter in it)

2009-04-27 04:51:06 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1626507951

Wow, I didn't know Twitter had an API limit.  Or is that just something build into
TweetDeck?

2009-04-27 02:00:00 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1625342215

Going off to play the piano.  Let's see if I can get Turkish March *right* this time. :D

2009-04-27 01:14:09 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1625008027

@mordfin Hah!  Well, I guess that's, um, secure...

2009-04-26 22:56:50 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1624077751

@mordfin :O What's he do, print a copy out on paper and fold it up?  That is a...
unique solution though, regardless of how its done

2009-04-26 22:53:43 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1624057008

@mordfin Yeah, Enigmail is great.  I'm using that in combination with GPG for
Windows.  And that's why you make backups of your keys :P

2009-04-26 22:40:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1623969585

Got my PGP key, although I'm a little sad because I can't use it to sign/encrypt HTML
emails, which I can do with my RSA-PCKS7 cert

2009-04-26 22:10:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1623771448

Finally finished reviving my crashed Windows machine (I blame faulty LSPs)

2009-04-26 20:03:25 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1622856814

Ooooh, Google Earth 5.  Pretty.  The ocean feature is pretty nice, too.

2009-04-26 08:33:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1619390062
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@davenull Well, if you're certain you'll get your new job, then by all means, quit your
old one (provided that you can still support self)

2009-04-26 04:03:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1618237172

Time to see if I can get some Z's in the next few hours.

2009-04-25 10:16:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1611899737

Playing around with a really cool program, Celestia, a free 3D space modeling
program - http://bit.ly/KBsb3

2009-04-25 08:54:18 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1611658727

Finished writing a somewhat complex addition to LizardBot which allows it to
automatically connect to a network when set to in the config

2009-04-25 07:53:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1611464010

Trying out TweetDeck.  'Tis quite nice.  I like it better than Qwit, that's for sure!

2009-04-25 06:25:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1611140693

@davenull I'm sorry to hear about you and your wife. However, the most I can do is
offer my condolences.

2009-04-25 02:18:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1609726763

I remain uninfected by Conficker. So far. Horray!

2009-04-25 02:17:53 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1609722626

Time for another week of sleep and school, and the AP exams (as well as the
California state CST exams) are in two weeks. Joy.

2009-04-20 08:55:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1564129572

Hooray, 6 Microsoft security patches! Happy (late) Patch Tuesday, everyone!

2009-04-20 08:12:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1563987585

Finally getting a chance to get online after working on a performance of
Shakespeare's Much Ado About Nothing

2009-04-20 02:27:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1562219121

And now that spring break is over, time for another tiring week of school, sleep, and
internet inactivity.

2009-04-13 08:07:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1508000435

Time to write a new policy for a wiki I sysop on. Fun.

2009-04-13 04:13:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1507216472
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Yayz, late dinner!

2009-04-13 03:51:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1507105018

AFK to do some stuff

2009-04-13 01:54:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1506489842

Thanks to some forward planning and plain good luck, arriving home a few hours
ahead of schedule

2009-04-12 21:30:40 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1505144105

I'll probably be able to check in every now and then, although I probably won't write
anything.

2009-04-09 09:01:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1482435086

On vacation to Yosemite National Park through 12 April 2009. Don't know if I'll be
able to get on before the start of the school week, tho.

2009-04-09 09:01:03 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1482433481

Prepping for a trip tomorrow

2009-04-09 04:21:16 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1481473545

Mmmm, food

2009-04-09 03:16:58 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1481154654

Cleaned out my PC's innards. Who knew a computer could collect so much dust on
the inside?

2009-04-09 02:25:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1480892991

Time to sleep. Hope we get more rain overnight!

2009-04-08 09:30:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1475566359

Hacked together an update for LizardBot

2009-04-08 07:38:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1475238031

Time to do Wiki work...

2009-04-08 04:49:07 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1474645465

It's raining! Pretty heavily, too! Nice time to eat dinner

2009-04-08 03:06:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1474124736

Hmm, it's really going to rain tonight in S. California. Hopefully this will be a rainy
year.

2009-04-08 02:09:35 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1473804362
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Good times: Sleep tonight and wake up tomorrow, all ready to take care of the
biology spring break assignment. Joy.

2009-04-07 09:36:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1468591398

Looking for something to do

2009-04-07 08:05:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1468341858

Edit patrolling and various other wiki work

2009-04-07 04:23:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1467570328

Out to eat

2009-04-07 03:06:54 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1467162462

Alright, time to go to bed, and I might not be on 'till later tomorrow due to spring break
homeworks :(

2009-04-06 09:43:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1461952754

Fished writing a new LizardBot function - now it throws Shakespearean insults!

2009-04-06 07:49:42 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1461662101

Firefox just crashed on me... and now its eating up my CPU cycles

2009-04-06 05:40:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1461287716

Time to finish some applications and write a blog post

2009-04-06 04:23:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1461004292

AFK to rest my eyes

2009-04-06 02:02:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1460357868

Firing up Huggle to fight some vandalism on Wikipedia

2009-04-06 00:08:52 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1459780774

Realizing the need to get a compressed air can and blast the dust out of my
computer

2009-04-05 22:00:10 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1459164112

Sleep, and Chinese Memorial Day is tomorrow, so I won't be on again 'till late. I don't
think I'll be on 'till late, anyway.

2009-04-04 08:32:32 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1450678728

@davenull Congrats on becoming ClueNet's CTA! :)

2009-04-04 06:43:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1450413898
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Installing some new extensions on LizardWiki

2009-04-04 05:23:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1450174668

Returning from a party at friend's house

2009-04-04 04:50:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1450057196

Yayz, food!

2009-04-04 02:38:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1449480257

Argh, got to go fix some stuff

2009-04-04 01:58:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1449289512

Yayz, spring break!

2009-04-04 00:18:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1448812952

And now, for another week of sleep, school, and inactivity, with the added bonus of
WASC being at school. 1 more week 'till spring break!

2009-03-30 07:16:51 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1416553859

OMG it's raining! And the forecast calls for no rain in my area!

2009-03-30 06:52:49 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1416489741

It took so long to migrate LizardBot's documentation, I don't have time for a blog post
tonight. Sorry, guys.

2009-03-30 06:41:30 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1416459102

Back to moving LizardBot's docs to the wiki

2009-03-30 04:45:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1416092197

Going to step away from the keyboard for a bit, see if I can't rest my eyes

2009-03-30 02:10:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1415405326

Finishing up and English project

2009-03-30 00:27:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1414917971

As you can see, I'm updating my wiki :P

2009-03-29 22:44:11 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1414439543

It's time to patrol edits!

2009-03-29 21:05:36 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1413982058

Making a valiant attempt to wake up

2009-03-29 19:52:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1413637438
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My brain is abusing the sleep() command! I guess I have no choice but to comply...

2009-03-29 10:15:04 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1411604346

Caffeine headaches and biology homework DO NOT MIX!

2009-03-29 07:30:55 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1411261465

Eating dinner before resuming my homework

2009-03-29 04:02:59 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1410639105

sleep(60*60*60*8);

2009-03-28 09:11:45 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1406208221

Too tired to update lizardbot, looking for something else to do...

2009-03-28 06:07:12 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1405802628

Researching an update to LizardBot: Upgrading the Wikipedia editcount command

2009-03-28 05:54:08 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1405766501

Looking for edits to patrol and clearing the ACC access requests backlog

2009-03-28 05:03:01 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1405613661

Eating dinner

2009-03-28 03:37:14 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1405292998

I guess I'm off to go somewhere...

2009-03-28 02:42:37 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1405060919

Trying to figure out what the hell *am* I doing?

2009-03-28 02:32:02 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1405015063

Sleep and/or school (or is it school and/or sleep?) and the usual ensuing inactivity for
the next few days

2009-03-23 07:58:39 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1374488517

Monitoring recent changes on a few wikis, sitting around on IRC

2009-03-23 06:44:26 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1374325067

Working on a biology project...

2009-03-23 05:49:31 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1374190967

Patrolling edits to various wikis

2009-03-23 05:23:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1374119799
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Patching LizardBot and writing a new blog post - http://blogs.gewt.net/fastlizard4

2009-03-23 04:42:13 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1373992152

Eating dinner

2009-03-23 03:56:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1373828761

Time to run errands!

2009-03-23 02:53:34 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1373563895

Finished writing the editcount command for LizardBot (v6.0.0.1b r26)

2009-03-23 02:15:28 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1373398468

Researching a new feature for LizardBot ( http://tinyurl.com/c6f62t - Wikipedia
editcounts (for v6.0.0.1b)

2009-03-23 01:04:17 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1373088518

Patrolling edits to various wikis...

2009-03-23 00:36:21 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1372968067

Trying to get my slow internets to work properly

2009-03-23 00:24:27 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1372918050

Need sleep... now...

2009-03-22 10:02:46 UTC - http://twitter.com/FastLizard4/statuses/1369891295
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